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A B S T R A C T  

The thesis focuses on the ordinary experience of retired men who live 

in private dwellings. The fundamental hypothesis is that the activity ,patterns 

of this population may be differentiated mre by characteristics of their 

housing than by traditional sociometric variables other than age. 
., 

A telephone survey was conducted amng a random sample of 91 retired 

men in the Vancouver area. They were asked to give a total one-day-recall 24- 

hour time and location budget, as well as information on housing history, cur- 

rent dwelling characteristics, and household demographic and socio-economic 

characteristics. 

Background research utilized data from the 1%l census of Canxia, the 

1974 Survey of Brlusing Units and other government sources. Several meth- 

logical advances were made in the thesis. The standard ti=-budget taxonomic 

classification system was supplemented by original applications of such ana- 

lytical concepts as 'social intercourse' and 'muscular mtility'. The geo- 

graphical camponents of activities were carried beyond m-ordinate geometry: 

activities were distinguished by 'social tenure of space', and by their loca- 

tions 'associated with the dwelling or away from the dwelling' and 'indmrs or 

outdoors'. Innovative 'data-rich' graphical presentation methods were also in- 

troduced. 

The principal findings are: 1) Ownership tenure and single detached or 

mobile home residency significantly correlate with activities which respon- 

dents classified as 'work' rather than 'leisure' and with activities requiring 

relatively vigorous muscular motility. 2) The number of rccans in the dwelling 

and the number of rooms per person both correlate positively with muscular 

mtility; the number of roams correlates inversely with respondent age and 

with leisure activities. 3) Age of respondents correlates negatively with mus- 

cular mtility. 4) Higher socio-econmic status correlates with outdoor ac- 

tivities. This is the only finding which directly contradicts the fundamental 

hypothesis. 5) A counter-intui tive inverse relationship between household in- 

come and interior dwelling space per person emerged from aggregate government 

data. This finding could be neither confirmed nor contradicted at the level of 

this survey sample. 
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C H A P T E R  Q N E  
S T A R T I N G  P O I N T :  

T B E ~ S A N O J l E a F ~ ~ I V r r Y  - Mx+ILrLS6TR3TIc?!mLI238) RmIRB) MEN 

The central theme of this dissertation is the explication of the rela- 

tionships between the retired man's long-term choices about housing and his 

choices about living. In simple language, in order to make sense of 

his various activities, we need to pay more attention to his dwelling. 

Some geographical studies of similar subjects have concentrated on 

very localized environments, such as Rowles' (1978) classic perception study, 

wilson's (1982) pedestrian distance study, and Bernadin-Haldemann's 'home 

range' study (1982). Other geographers have focused on migration, distribution 

and intra-urban travel of the aged population. (Golant 1972 and 1984, Priest 

1970, Smith and Hiltner 1975) The present study adopts a mid-range approach 

through a field study of retired men in parts of the metropolitan Vancouver 

area. Daily activities were sampled by means of a one-day recall 24-hour time 

budget which included locational details. Information about the housing con- 

text was obtained tharough some specific questions about housing history and 

the current dwelling situation. 

Most time budget information about the aged ppulation which is cur- 

rently available comes as a bi-product of some large-scale time lxldget studies 

of people of all ages rather than of subgroups. (see, for example, a number of 

major national and even international studies, such as Matsushim 1981, Szalai 

1972, Nakanishi 1982 or especially Kinsley and 0' Donne11 1983. ) Time budget 

research which specifically focuses on the aged ppulation is rare. Some be- 

ginnings in this effort are emerging in Canada with Ujimto's work on aged 

ethnic minorities (1982). 

Time budget researdh in the sociological tradition typically includes 

. certain sociometric variables such as age, education, income and marital sta- 

tus of respondents. The important 1981 Gmadian Time Use Pilot Study is an 

example of this sort of approach. (Kinsley and O'Donnell: 1983: 30-34) In a 

retired population, some debilitating effects of aging must be expected, but 



the sociometric variables are probably given mre attention than they deserve. 

The sociological time budget researchers have failed to examine the sig- 

nificance of location relative to the dwelling in the patterns of daily life. 

Studies in the Lund geographic tradition, following EHgerstrand 

(1970)~ have made the time-location 'prism' a central focus of analysis. This 

'prism' is a three-dimensional graphic presentation of human mvement in a 

time and space framework. A typical 'prism' begins and ends at the individual 

- dwelling (Lenntorp 1976). Although this emphasis on locational aspects of tem- 

,mral phenomena is a useful addition to time-budget research, in practice, 

scant attention has been paid to the dwelling itself by the Lund geographers. 

There is no precedent in the literature kmwn to this author which 

combined a time budget survey amng retired or aged subjects with a study of 

their current and past dwelling situations. In the light of this significant 

gap, the dwelling is made central to the conception of this dissertation. A 

formal purpose of the thesis is expressed as a fundamental hypothesis: Rue ac- 

tivity patterns of retired men may be differentiated mme by characteristics 

of their hcusing than by traditicnal sociametric variables 04ihe.r than age. 

A broader concern underlying this research topic is to develop an un- 

derstanding of the intersection between choices about the use of social ti- 

and the use of social space in contemprary society. These space and time 

droice patterns are examined among men who are retired. Trends toward an older 

population in North America and mope have stimulated widespread recent in- 

terest in gerontological studies among practitioners of a number of dis- 

ciplines. Retired men share mst of the same values as other men. Another way 

of stating the case is that retired men differ ammg themselves with respect 

to their basic values as much as they differ from younger m. Their life 

circumstances are quite different, however. They are generally confronted with 

few parental responsibilities and they are not at all constrained by the jour- 

ney to work. They may be expected, therefore, to enjoy more latitude in their 

dwelling and activity choices than younger employed men. It was because of 

their posited hi* degree of freedm -to choose tiheir own uses of time and 

space that retired men were chosen as the subjects of this thesis. 



B. axEmmmn IsmIs 

The thesis focuses on the daily activity of retired men who live in 

private dwellings in the Vancouver area. This is a topic which is local and 

oanteuprary. As a general rule, a topic which is near at hand in time and 
space gives the researcher more scope for collecting data. Thus, if a person 

is interviewed at one point and later during analysis some need for 

clarification arises, then the research subject can be consulted again. 

Similarly, government and other archival statistical information can be 

interpreted with occasional consultations with people who were involved in the 

original compilation. 

Some difficulties can arise because a topic is local and contemporary. 

If personal information needs to be obtained from living people, for example, 
then their privacy must be protected. The privacy problem was overcome by re- 

porting information about the men in such a way that they could not be indi- 

vidually identified. 

Another difficulty of researching a topic within the researcher's own 

culture is intellectual. Some important aspects m y  be ignored by the investi- 

gator precisely because they are too familiar. In order to minimize this EM- 
zard, two quite different research methods are employed. 

The first is the inductive e ~ ~ c  method, which attempts to 

frame an analysis with conceptual categories which are derived from the re- 

search subjects. At an early stage in the research, the conducting of a series 

of ~n-depth interviews was considered. A test of this approach in the field 

yielded information which was too idiographic to contribute to a general un- 

derstanding of housing and time-use choices. A way to collect information from 

many more respondents was needed. Although a wholly inductive approach was re- 

jected, it was not entirely abandoned. Some open-ended questions were included 

in the survey instrument, and these were coded after the fact. (See the 'POST 

HOC' coding categories, for example, in Appendix E.) 

The second research method is mre deductive, whereby a conceptual 

framework was planned by the investigator and data were collected which are 

amenable to statistical analysis. The researcher examined leisure and time- 

budget literature and met with some of the principal researchers in these 



fields. Tim-budget research methods seemed promising for the projected 

resear& problem, but the 'taxarromic' activity classification system which is 

used by time-budget sociologists is too descriptive rather than analytical in 

its conception to suffice for the purpose. Alternative 'dedudtive activity 

classificatim were formulated by the author for field research and 

presented to colleagues at the World Congress of Sociology in Mexico City. 

C. AmLEEmmSUHVEY 

The present study owes much to the 1981 Canadian U s e  P i l a t  Study 

(Kinsley and O'Donnell 1983), which used long-distance telephoning successful- 

ly. Since in-person interviews would have been too time-consuming at the scale 

contemplated for this project and would likely have yielded information 

similar to that obtained by telephone (~erzog, Rodgers and Kulka 1983), the 

Pilot Study telephone method was used. 

The problem of finding a source of information which listed retired 

people was vexing. Lists of pensioners which are kept by Health and Welfare 

Canada are not available to private researchers. Voter lists no longer include 
occupational information. The author's eventual discovery of Polk Directories 

as the only known source of a publicly-available list of people who are re- 

tired was seminal for the success of the project. A random sample survey was 

thus possible. 

The information collected in the course of the telephone survey con- 

sists mstly of categorical and rank-ordered rather than ratio- or interval- 

scale data. For this reason the statistical testing reported in Chapter Five 

and later uses non-parametric statistical methods. A series of indices were 

developed, the values of which are calculated by linear transformation tech- 

niques. The details 

which follow and in 

of these methods and 

chapter footnotes. 

procedures are given in the chapters 



A. Z B E a J e L L ; I N I ; A S A m . .  . 
A retired man's dwelling is the centre of his life. His dwelling is a 

node, a focus, a pivot. He usually begins and ends his day in his dwelling. If 

he travels, he leaves his dwelling and returns to it. For most urban Canadi- 

ans, the dwelling is not the place where a livelihood is earned. It is the 

place associated with repose, with leisure. At its best, the dwelling is also 

'home'. It is the place where people feel most secure and most comfortable. 

The physical structure of a dwelling is its most obvious manifesta- 

tion, but a dwelling is much more. It is a package of expectations and servi- 

ces which are set in a particular social and spatial context. For the purpose 

of this study, this package must include 1) shelter from the elements, 2) pri- 

vacy and security from unwanted intrusion, 3) provisions for sleeping, sanita- 

tian, food preparation and consumptian, indoor recreation and storage of per- 

smal effects, and 4) accessibility to means of sustenance and essential 

health facilities. 

B.. . . Q F ~ ~ .  . . 
Except for a few Arctic peoples in the summertime, the diurnal cycle 

is the basic regulator of human activity. Some of the activity ,patterns which 

we follow are common to our whole culture. Others we develop individually or 

communally within our household. 

A second regulator of activity in the whole Judeo-Christian-Islamic 

world is the seven-day week. The traditional weekly pivot is the holy day: 

Friday for Muslims, Saturday for Jews and a few Christians, and Sunday for 

most Christians. Relatively recently in North America and in much of Europe, 

the week has come to be divided into a more generalized dichotomy: weekdays 

and the weekend. The core of the weekend is Saturday and Sunday, but there are 

some anticipatory weekend activities on Friday and some lesser lag effects on 

Monday. 1-y employed people routinely stop working early on Fridays. Official 

holidays are often fixed on Mondays to create 'long weekends'. Some businesses 

which are open on Saturdays are closed on Sunday and Monday. The core weekdays 

are therefore Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday. The present survey includes 



tiine diary data for each day of the week. 

The monthly cycle is not a very important regulator of activity pat- 

terns, except for a few subgroups such as welfare recipients, whose 'cheque 

day' is critical. (Prior 1980: 61, 64) 

The annual cycle is important for activity patterns in two ways: sea- 

sonality and holidays. Although the Lower Mainland of British Columbia has 

warm and relatively dry summers and cool, wet winters (Farley 1979: 45), the 
- area experiences considerably less marked seasonality than most of Canada, 

which is dominated by Continental climate regims. Holidays are of two types: 

fixed official non-working days and variable vacation periods. The official 

holidays are often associated home-based activity or short trips. Vacations 

are often characterized by extensive travel. 

Although the weekly and annual cycles will be considered, this study 

is grounded on the assumption that the most important patterns of our lives as 

a whole are mirrored in our daily activities. Miat people make of their lives 

they are making today. 

Most scholarly effort in the field of housing for the aged population 

has concentrated on "unique residential situations" (Wsenberg 1985: 377) 

which are designed for people with special needs. Such research work is impor- 

tant, because it has major implications for public policy. There have been a 

number of field studies which have enhanced knowledge about institutional and 

special needs housing for the aged. (See, for example, Lawton, Nahemow and 

Teaff 1975, Gutman 1978, Sherwood, Morris and Barnhart 1975, Sherman 1975a and 

1975b, Teaff, Lawton, Nahemow and Carlson 1978, and especially blalozemoff, 

Anderson and Rosenbaum 1978.) Another body of literature describes facilities 

and programs which have been designed for the special needs of aged residents 

of institutions. (Lightman and Kantrowitz 1975 is a typical example of this 

sort of writing.) 



SI'AHTING POINT 7 

Research which is oriented toward institutions has to mlss those aged 

people who are living rather normal lives, those who are living the kind of 

retirement toward which most members of the working population are aspiring. 

The aged population which is not dependent on publlc institutions for their 

housing is the overwhelming majority. (Wilson and Boniface 1985: 18) Indeed, 

it is now reallstlc for many people to look forward to perhaps two decades of 

. relatively unencumbered retirement. Much more attention to this unexceptional 

population is clearly warranted. Thls thesis therefore concentrates on retired 

men who are livlng in private dwellings rather than in institutional settings. 

E.. . . l3E2IRED.. . 
The meaning of retirement is obvious. Or is it? It is such a common 

concept that people seldom think about it in precise terms. If the statement 

is made, "Mr Affenby started his retirement over six years ago," it may mean 

that he reached a pint in his life when he stopped working at a regular job. 

At that time, he acquired a new social status as a 'retired man', or mre 

specifically, a 'retired plumbing contractor'. Attadhed to that social status 

is a social role, or set of expected behaviours, including not working at a 

regular job and collecting a pension for support. A discussion of retirement 

from several perspectives follows which will be helpful in interpreting the 

housing and activity choice patterns of survey respondents. 

1. Status ami Wle 

The concept of social status is used in this work in a particular way 

that is at variance with ordinary usage. It is a neutral term with no neces- 

sary implications of ,social stratification, asymmetry or non-reciprocity (see 

Henley, Horsfall and De Soto 1969: 194) which are better communicated with 

such terms as social prestige, social class or power. A social status is sim- 

ply one of a number of positions which an individual occupies. Such a meaning 

is much more consistent with the Latm noun, 'status': which has been defined 

as "a standing, mode of standing, position, posture ...." or metaphorically, 
"posture, position, situation, state". (Smith 1933: 707) A social status often 

functions in a relative way with respect to others who occupy a different set 

of statuses. One man may be a husband, a father, a nephew, a civil servant, a 



rock hound, a Canadian, and many other statuses. In addition to permanent sta- 

tuses, there are temporary statuses as well, such as tourist, shopper, drunk 

driver, or orthopedic patient. Associated with each status, or a combination 

of more than one, are roles, or sets of behavioural expectations which are 

generally associated with these statuses. This culturally-defined juxtaposi- 

tion of status and role gives semhntic coherence to social structures. 

2. Retirement Status 

The Oxford w i s h  Dictia~lry (1933, Vol. VIII) gives one definition 

of the intransitive verb, 'to retire' as follows: 

To withdraw from office or an official position; 
to give.up one's business or occupation,in order to enjoy 
more leisure or freedom (esp. after having made a compe- 
tence or earned a pension). 

Two early quotations in the 08) illustrate this definition: 

1667 (Samuelj Pepys, Diary, 30 Au . , He did not think any 
man f ~ t  to serve a qmce that dij not know how to retire 
and live a country Pife. 

1712 CJohnl Arbuthnot, Jahn l3ull, I. xvi, I have, 
indeed, a small Pittance left, wlth which I might retire. 

The concept of retirement also has ernotive content. As a young boy, 

this author once asked a great uncle if he were retired. He replied, "No, I'm 

just tired." In many cases, a person's job status may be ambiguous enough that 

he or she would honestly not know how to answer that question seriously. 

.For purposes of research, an operational definition must be formula- 

ted. The sort of definition used depends on the' research problem and the data 

collection methods. One British Columbia study defined the concept broadly but 

simply enough to isolate the 'retired' from the 'non-retired': 

For the purpose of the study the 'retired' are those per- 
sons who have permanently left the work force. (Curtis et 
al. 1970: 6) 

The practical problem in that case was to determine what was meant by 'perma- 

nently' and 'the work force'. 

Another study used the concept of variable degrees of retirement which 

could be quantified as its definition (Palmore 1971). In this case, Social 

Security recipients in the United States were classified according to the num- 

ber of weeks they had not worked in paid employment in one year. (Atchley 

1976: 7, 20) Specifically, the number of weeks not worked was calculated as: 



. . 52 minus number of weeks of full-ti~e work and mlnus 
oneGalf of the number of weeks of half-time or part-time 
work. (Atchley 1976: 155) 

Robert Atchley has recognized the relative, rather than the dichoto- 

mus nature of retirement in his definition: 

Retirement . . . refers primarily to the final 
phase of the occupational life cycle. It refers to the 
period, follomng a career of employment, in which occupa- 
tlonal res nsibilities and,often opportunities are at a E? minimum an in which economic wherewithal comes at least 
in part by virtue of past occupational efforts. (1976: 2) 

Atcnley shows valuable insight in his mre detailed discussion of the concept: 

m e  mst essential characteristic of retirement as 
a social institution is that the norms of the society al- 

of the work he performs on 
the 'ob, to to an income without holding 
a joz. And gives the individual the 
opportunity to play the role of retired person. (1976: 2) 

Atchley often uses the concept of 'role' in the sense in which this author 

prefers to use 'social status'. In the context of "to play the role", however, 

Atchley's usage probably lies somewhere between the concept of 'social status' 

and 'social role' discussed on pages 7 and 8. 

3. Retirement as a Rite of Passage 

For many people, the event of retirement is marked by a formal cere- 

mony which constitutes a rite of passage from the social status of job holder 

to retired person. It is through such ceremnies that societies symbolically 

express their collective attitudes toward the newly attained status. Arnold 

van C;ennep classified rites of passage into three major classes: "preliminal 

rites (rites of separation), liminal rites (rites of transition), and post- 

liminal rites (rites of incorporation)." (1960: 11) Actually, any one ceremony 

normally contains all three of these elements, so classification depends on 

iuentifying the major emphasis. 

Atchley points out that the retirement event emphasizes separation. 

(1976: 54) The gift-clichh of a watch is symbolically revealing in this con- 

text. For somebody retiring from a nine-to-five job, a timepiece seems to be 

peculiarly useless. It would seem that a gift of a watch would be mre mean- 

ingful at the beginning of a career than at the end of it. Perhaps the em- 

ployee could gleefully return the watch during the retirement ceremny! mre 

importantly, the gift of a watch punctuates the backward rather than the for- 



ward focus of the retirement ceremony. Most of the people attending, and cer- 

tainly those who are controlling the ceremony are themselves job holders who 

have not yet retired. More careful reflection reveals that a watch is not as 

inappropriate as it may seem. A lifetime of clock-time orientation does not 

get reversed on retirement day. Indeed, during the telephone survey, retired 

men displayed little difficulty in reconstructing yesterday's activities in 

terms of clock time. Another typical retirement gift is some travel-orlented 

token, such as a set of luggage. This sort of gift purports to be forward 

focusing, but it expresses its own stereotype of a retiree as a carefree trav- 

eller. 

4. Retirement as a ETocess 

Retirement is a social status which has an end as well as a beginning. 

For those who die suddenly, the end may coincide with the end of life. For 

many others who gradually lose independent control of their lives through in- 

firmity or disease, a loss of dignity often coincides with the loss of the 

social status of retirement. A person in such a position of course would still 

be a former job holder and would normally draw a pension. Such a person, how- 

ever, would seldom be referred to or even think of himself or herself as a re- 

tiree. 

Robert Atchley has identified six major phases of the process of re- 

tirement : 

1. Preretirement 

b near remote phase phase 
2. Honeymoon 
3. Disenchantment 
4. Reorientation 
5. Stability 
6. Termination 

(1976: 63-71) 

The retirement process for any one individual need not include all the stages. 

Neither does it have to proceed in the order listed above. Nevertheless, 

Atchley's scheme appears to be thorough and quite useful for putting given 

case histories into a general theoretical context. The-year m which each re- 
spondent's retirement period began and his housing history are therefore im- 



portant elements of the telephone survey which was designed for this thesis. 

(See Figure 6-1 and Appendix D.) 

5. Retirement and Age 65 

Metropolitan Vancouver includes a large number of retired people. The 

actual number of retired is difficult to detenne, however, because there is 

no comprehensive source of information available to researchers on the retired 

population.' Even the natlonal censuses in Canada have contained no direct 

questions about retirement status. 

There is fairly good. information now available on the distribution of 

Old Age Security LOAS] and Guaranteed Income Supplement [GISj recipients. 

(~ealth and Welfare Canada 1985) The retired population does not mlncide, 

however, with the pensloner population. A person becomes eliglble for OAS sip 

ply by meeting certain residency requirements and attaining 65 years of age. 

The person's occupational status 1s irrelevant. (Health and Welfare Canada 

1984: 21-22) Some people retire before they become eligible for QAS, and oth- 

ers continue to work for pay af ter age 65. 

In any case, age 65 is the watershed. Certainly the mst common age at 

which men retire is 65 years old.= For the purpose of selecting the study area 

and for gathering associated demographic information, the population 65 years 

of age and older will be used as a surrogate for the retired population. 

The following analysis will emphasize characteristics of the retired 

populatim, but- the residential situation of people before retirement also can 

affect their housing and activities after they retire, so certain aspects of 

housing for the general population will also be treated. 

6. An Operatiad Definition 

Retirement is a social institution of great importance in the indus- 

trialized world. It is not the central purpose of this thesis, however, to 

study retirement as a social institution. Rather, the study focuses on certain 

perceptions and decisions relevant to the use of urban space by a group of men 

who occupy the social position or social status of 'retiree'. Stated another 

way, the study is to be at base geographical rather fhan gerontological. An 

imprtant research objective is to delineate the relationship between housing 
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choice and adult activity patterns in an urban setting. Retired men have been 

chosen as S U ~ J ~ C ~ S  since the journey-to-work and family-rearlng constraints 

can thereby be eliminated or at least minimlzecl. 

It is therefore this social status whlch requires an operational defi- 

nition. For the purpose of this study, 

a retired nmn is a man with the physical and mental abili- 

ty to lead an hkpemknt life, dm was previously em- 

played, Lxlt in a specified recent 12-mxlth period was not 

working for pay far 39 weeks (3/4 of the year) or mare, 

and w?mse principal hcom was derived •’ran cne ar mare 

pensions, annuities or similar sources. 

I?. . . . MEN 

It is reasonable to assume that for the overwhelming majority of re- 

tired people who are or were married, the husband's occupation and work loca- 

tion has had a central impact on decisions about housing. Furthernore, the 

occupational status, including the retirement status of the couple was and is 

determined very largely by the status of the husband. 

The general activity patterns of adult Canadian males differs markedly 

from those of their female counterparts. (Shaw 1982: 235) Married females who 

are occupied outside the home, and even mre so married females without paid 

employment responsibilities, generally play a mre important role in the work 

and administration of the dwelling than married males. Thus married males who 

retire face a larger adjustment to spending mre time at home than female re- 

tirees or the wives of male retirees. These and other gender-based differen- 

ces in activity patterns are beyond the scope of the present study. The inclu- 

sion of both females and males in the study population therefore would clutter 

the analysis of the relationship between the use of time and housing choice 

with extraneous variability. The subject population of the field research for 

this study for this reason is limited to men. 
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Major background research was carried out by analyzing three major 

data sources: 1) the 1974 Survey of Housing Units, 2) the 1981 Census of Gm- 

ada and 3) statistics •’ram Health and Welfare Canada regarding the Guaranteedl 

Irwome supplemerat. 

B. 'IIEIE 1974 SURVEY QP BI[XISING WrrS 

An extensive analysis was carried out with the Vancouver area data 

from the most recent camprehensive urban houslng study in Canada: the 1974 

Survey of Housing Units (m), which was conducted by Statistics Canada under 
contract with the Central (now Canada) Mortgage and Housing Corporation. The 

1974 9%J used the 1971 Census as a sample frame, supplemented by a sample of 

the dwelling units which were constructed between 1971 and 1974. The only geo- 

graphical differentiation reported was the urbanized cores of the major metro- 

politan areas of Canada. In the case of Vancouver, this included Vancouver 

City, Burnaby District Municipality, New Westminster City and Mrth Vancouver 

City. ( WIC n. d. (a) : Appendix A) The boundaries sf these municipalities are 

included on Map 1-1. 

For this analysis, all tables which included ratio-scale data were 

sumnarized both horizontally and vertically by median values which were cal- 

culated by linear interpolation within the median cell. 

1. Structural T@e 

The 1974 SE%J distinguished six different structural types which may be 

collapsed into two for this summary: single detached dwellings and dwellings 

in multiple dwelling-unit buildings. Theeattacked type of dwelling, which is 

- connected with a major non-residential structure is agglomerated with the nul- 

tiple type. Some structural types were excluded from the survey, including m- 

bile homes and rooming houses with mre than ten lodgers. (CMHC n.d.(a): 2) 

The results of the analyses of the 1974 SW data with respect to structural 

type may be summarized as follows: 

-The housing stock was almost evenly divided between single and mul- 

tiple dwelling units. The general trend was toward mre high and medium densi- 



ty residential land use forms slnce the early 1960's. Since the telephone sur- 

vey area for this present inquiry included more peripheral parts of the Urban- 

ized Core (Map 1-l), as well as areas outside of it, the proportion of slngle 

detached dwellings in the sample was considerably higher (69%) than for the 

1974 SEW Vancouver survey area (48%) (CMHC n.d.(b): 1.1:1, 1.2:l) .  

--Multiple dwelling units were mre commonly occupied by households 

headed by young and old people, while middle aged householders tended to live 

in single houses. Young and old householders are less likely to be living with 

a spouse or with dependent children than their middle-aged counterparts. These 

trends are consistent with the further finding of the 1974 S W  that families 

which included couples only and families with children were the mst prevalent 

household types living in single houses. Since the overwhelming majority of 

respondents to the telephone survey were married and living only with their 

wives, their strong tendency to be living in single detached dwellings is con- 

sistent with these 1974 91[1 results. 

2. Tenure 

The 1974 S3U distinguished between three types of tenure: ownership 
. - units, condarrmrrum ow11~~ship units, and rental units. Co-operative tenure was 

not recognized as a separate kind of tenure and was not mentioned in the docu- 

mentation for the 1974 SE%I. Most tables agglomerated the two types of owner- 

ship units. The principal tenure findings are: 

--Wut 9 of 10 single detached dwellings were ownership units and 

about the same proportion of multiple-unit dwellings were rental units. (CMHC 

n. d. (b) : 3.14a; 3.14b; 3.14~) Although the general directions of these rela- 

tionships would be intuitively predicted, the fact that some 90% of the single 

detached dwelling are owned must be emphasized because of the overwhelming 

proportion it represents. Thus, these findings are fundamental to a proper un- 

derstanding of how the housing stock was used in the Vancouver Urbanized Core 

in 1974. 

--Ownership households were in a better financial position than tenant 

households according to a number of measures, including the amount and percen- 

tage of income spent on housing. It will be shown that the positive relation- 

ship between income and dwelling ownership continues to holds true for retired 

men in the study area of the field survey for this thesis. 



-Mortgage indebtedness was very low m n g  householders in the 55+ 

year age group. Only 18% of the householders in this age group had any out- 

standing mrtgages. Only 7% h?id mrtgages whose principal outstanding exceeded 
3 $10 000. The corresponding figures for the 65+ a group are 8% and 1%. These 

findings were so impressive that no further exploration of the phenomenon was 

carried out in the thesis field survey. 

-The median flgures were mlxed, but there would appear to be a level- 

ling off, and even possibly a decline in the equity of 'pre-retirement' own- 

ers, and there was a markedly lower equity level of 'retirement' owners com- 

pared to their middle aged counterparts. An explanation for this finding is 

imprtant, but the untangling of this complex phenomenon was beyond the scope 

of thls study. 

3. Howelmld Size and Density 

Density is literally a concept of a ratio. More subtly and often mre 

interestingly, density is a spatial phenomenon which people experience in a 

social context. In situations where people feel crowded, they experience sen- 

sory intrusion and interference with freedom. A contrasting negative situation 

is one in which people feel isolated, deprived of sr!ean_ing•’ul mntact with 

others. Thus isolation is also a phenomenon characterized by a constriction of 

freedom to interact with other people. If crowding and isolation are regarded 

as the extremes of a continuum, then somewhere between these a state of bal- 

ance may be found in which a person has the freedom to choose, to join or 

withdraw from the wider social world at will. 

In Canada, and in many other places, a person's dwelling is a promi- 

nent expression of a need for privacy. Two important criteria by which a dwel- 

ling is valued are directly related to this conception of privacy. The first 

criterion is the efficacy of the dwelling as a barrier against intrusion. The 

second criterion is its proximity to gathering places and transportation fa- 

cilities which are important to the resident. 

In a social context, density is related to this continuum of crowding- 

privacy-isolation. It is important to recognize that there is no simple cor- 

respondence between density and crowding. Density represents "merely a quanti- 

tative expression relating numbers of people to defined areas," whereas crow- 

ding "implies a [negative] judgement on the social effects of relatively high 



density." (Evenden 1981) Crowding, as well as privacy and isolation, must be 

seen to vary greatly in both a cultural and temporal context. 

The 1974 Survey of Hausing Units produced a measure, size of house- 

hold, which is an important variable in the crowding-privacy-isolation con- 

tinuum as well as three direct housing density measures: 

1) size o•’ household 

2 ) persons per room 

3) persons per bedroom 

4) dwelling area per person 

The results of the 1974 S l U  for these density measures may be summar- 

ized as follows. 

--On the basis of median figures, as household size increased, the 

number of roams, bedroams and dwelling area also increased. These increased at 

a slower rate, however, so the net effect of increasing household size was 

higher density. 

-An analysis by age group showed that density generally increased 

until the 35-44 year age group and then declined thereafter, except that in 

the case of median dwelling area per person the density increased again 

slightly between 'preretirement' and 'retirement'. In other words, the hmse- 

holds whose head was of retirement age tended to experience less stress be- 

cause of high interior dwelling densities than other households. 

-Finally, these measures showed a general increase in density as 

household income rose. Only the very highest income group consistently re- 

versed this trend, and even then not enough to mat& the lowest densities ex- 

perienced by the lowest income group. An examination of census data demonstra- 

ted that the controlling variable was a positive relationship between income 

and the number of persons living in a dwelling; the density-income relation- 

ship is probably a corollary. Nevertheless, this counterintuitive finding +- 
vites further examination by researchers. 

Since the 1974 S X J  contained no spatial differentiation below the ur- 

banized core of each metropolitan area, data from the Census of CaMda were 

analyzed. 



1. !the 1981 Vancmver Census Metroplitan Area 

Census Tract level data from the 1981 Vanmuver Census Metropolitan 

Area (CHA) which were published in printed form or on microfiche were an- 

alyzea. The key to the analytical procedure was fact that information for the. 

Vanamver UYA is divided into 245 inhabited Census Tracts. (This is in con- 

trast to the 1974 Survey of Housing Units,.which contained no geographical 

differentiation below the urbanized core level for each metropolitan area in 

Canada.) The V a n a x v e r  W includes the cities of Vancouver, North Vancouver, 

New Westminster, White Rock, Port Coquitlam, Port PToody ard Langley, and the 

municipalities of West Vancouver, North Vancouver, Burnaby, ~chmnd, Delta, 

Surrey, Langley, Maple Ridge, Pitt Meadows, and Coquitlam, plus the University 

Endowment Area (UEL), several small Indian Reserves, and the unincorporated 

area designated Census Tract ( C T )  250, which includes the villages of Lions 

E3ay anu Belcarra. Except for the fringe areas and the Indian Reserves, these 

jurisdictions, which are also Census Subdivisions, are shown on Map 1-1. The 

major findings of this analysis follow. 

2. Dwelling Density 

Jhelling density is simply a measure of the number of dwelling units 

per unit area. It does not imply anything specific about structural type. Nei- 

ther does it take into account land use withirthe boundaries of the area of 

interest: lands used for roads, parks, business and industry are all included. 

In a region such as the 1981 Vanamver CMA, where great land use contrasts 

exist, care must be exercised in interpreting dwelling density information at 

the Census Tract level. There were a total of 476 760 cccupied private dwel- 

lingsin the Vancuuver (3% in 1981, which yields an arithmetic density of 

about 171 dwellings per km2. This numerical density does not always indicate 

the densities which people actually experience. Very high densities exist in 

the West End of Vancouver near the Central Business District. Census ~ract' 065 

in that area contained the highest dwelling density in the M: 16 783 dwel- 

lings per km2. Other high density areas were also closely associated with com- 

mercial centres. LDW densities are found in a number of fringe areas and in a 
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few areas characterized-by discontinuous settlement such as near Burnaby Lake 

or Burnaby hountain which are well wlthin the 'urbanized core'. Census Tract 

250, the least dense in the had only 1.5 dwellings per km2 in 1981. The 

median density Census Tract 002 in southeastern Vancouver City contained 754 

dwellings per km2. (statistics Canada 1982b) 

3. P r e  and mt-Retirement 

There is no direct information in any Canadian Census data about peo- 

ple who are retired. If, as suggested earlier in this chapter, the age of 65 

years or more can be used as a surrogate for the 'retired' ppulation, some 

comparisons can be made. Similarly, the definition of the 'pre-retirement' 

group is age-defined. The identification of this 'pre-retirement' age group 

was also dependent on the particular choices which were made by Census Canada 

in agglomerating data in the printed and microfiche sources which were used 

for this study. Income data, for example, grouped a twenty-year cohort tcgeth- 

er: 45-64 a. 

Pre- and post-retirement age groups differed significantly in several 

ways in 1981. The income of the.45-64 a groups was considerably higher than 

those aged 6% a. Households in the V a n c o u v e r  CMA which had ImusrSbld main- 

tainers in the pre-retirement age group had a median 1980 income of $32 255 in 

contrast with $15 852 for the households with post-retirement-aged maintain- 

ers. (Statistics Canada n.d. (b)) 

The younger group carried more housing,expnses than the older group. 

A weighted man ~3~1tYlly hcxlsing measure was used to include both own- 

ers and renters in the same figures. The 45-64 a group spent a median amount 

of $360 and the 65+ a group expended a median of $199 on housing. (Statistics 

Canada n.d. (a) ) Based on information from the 1974 SBJ, it appears that the 

major difference between the ownership households for these age groups must 

have been that many of the younger households were still paying off mortgages, 

whereas the retirement-aged ownership households were largely freed of that 

burden. 
2 4 Based on median si<pled --square EX calculations for the Varmou- 
S 

ver CMA, members of the the pre-retirement group were also more likely to live 

in owner-occupied and single detached dwellings than the 651- a group. This 



finding was consistent with the 1974 W results. 

In order to determine the correlations m n g  the major variables of 

interest from the 1981 Census of Canada for the Varaoouver UYA, the Census 

Tracts were ranked according to each variable and correlated using the Kendall 

Rank Correlation Coefficient tau. As expcted, the census data indicate that 

there is a mutually psitive correlation among single detached structural 

type, owner-occupancy, average (mean) houshold income and household expenses 

for households whose malntainer is 45 to 64 years old as well as for those 

whose maintainer is 65 years old or mxe. The mst telling findings were that 

while the younger households in owner-cccupied and single detached dwellmgs 

haa mre housing expenses than tenants and dwellers in multiple-unit build- 

ings, the opposite was the case for the older households. In other words, 

those households which reached the retirement stage after having attained 

(presumably almost always mrtgage-free) dwelling ownership were considerably 

less burdened with housing expenses during this perlod of lower income than 

those who still had to pay rent. 

The almst-universal national retirement pension system in Canada, 

called the Old Age Security program, is enhanced by the Guaranteed 1- Sup- 

plement, which is given to W pensioners on the basis of an income test. The 

prevalence and munt of these G I s  payments can be used as a measure of rela- 

tive poverty among the retirement-aged population. Although Lists of individu- 

al ClAS a& -IS pensioners are confidential, recent QAS-GIS data agglomera- 

ted at the national level and at the Federal ELec to ra l  District (FED) level 

for British Columbia were made available to the author for this study. (Health 

and Welfare Canada 1985; McKellar 1985a, 198533, 1985c) 

These figures were used in two ways. The male recipients of nraximm 

GIS payments were designated as the 'poorest pensioners', and the partial GIs 

recipients were called the 'medium pcor pensioners'. The twenty-eight FED'S in 

the province were ranked by X: and mapped for each bth the 'poorest ' ma 

'medium poor' measures. These are the principal findings: 

The poorest male pensioners are most prevalent in northern and central 



British Columbia and in the two inner-city FED'S in Vancouver. They Bre least 

prevalent in the rest of the Vancouver C X l  and in all of the Victoria CMA. The 

'medium poor' male pensioners are mst c o m n  in south-central, southeastern 

northeast British Columbia and in the Vancouver East FED, while this group is 

least likely to be fouqd in essentially the same EED's as the poorest group. 

Since the telephone study area did not include the city of Vancouver 

(see Chapter Two), the relatively poor male pensioners were less likely to be 

included in the sample. Future researchers who wish to study a wider cross- 

section of pensioners based on income in the Vancouver area therefore should 

give careful attention to the study area selecticn, which should include the 

city of Vancouver. 

By this Guaranteed Incame Supplement measure, poverty is less common 

among British Columbian male pensioners than for all of Canada. Seven percent 

of male B.C. pensioners received the lsaximum GIs in June, 1984, compared with 

9% nationally. Partial GIs recipients were 32% of the B.C. male pensioners and 

36% of those in the nation. Poverty these male pensioners is prevalent enough 

to warrant attention among researchers and policy makers, but it is not an 

overwhelming problem, as data from the telephone survey will support. 

Following %is introductory chapter, the thesis is organized as fol- 

lows : 

Chapter 2- SURVEY: A Methodological Intduetian describes 

the population sampled and the procedures which were used for a telephone sur- 

vey of a random sample of retired men who reside in a subarea of the Vancouver 

Census Metropolitan Area. It also discusses certain methodological matters 

such as non-response and interviewer bias. 

Chapter 3-DNMWIS PEEXXAE: A Profile of tkae Survey -ts 

gives a socio-uemgraphic overview of the survey respondents. Three indices 

are constructed from these data: inamne, career, and a combined category, so- 

ci-c status. An innovative means of data presentation is used in this 

and in subsequent chapters, namely 'data-rich histograms', which instead of 

masking data by geometric representation, preserve the data by building geo- 



metrically-meaningful shapes similar to standard histograms from the data 

themselves. Thus data which are usually buried in appendices in a work of this 

kind can be made available to the reader in the context of the discussion, but 

the histograms can also be read as shapes without regard to each data com- 

ponent. 

Chapter 4--'S -: The Time Widgets of the Survey Re- 

spandents analyzes the activities of these retired men according to two mjor 

tempral criteria: duration and serpentid pattern, and seven major classifi- 

cation schemes: taxmcmy, simlltaneity, work-leisure, rmde of social inter- 

-se, muscular motility, ccmpania~s, and the most satis•’ying activity. 

Chapter 5-YESEBDWS UXXl?I~: Social Space and Daily Time of Sur- 

vey Rspaxknts is conceptually a continuation of the pattern set in Chapter 

4, but with the added spatial component. The data are analyzed according to 

the concepts of type of place, social tenure, and travel mode and distance. 

Then the data on the most satisfying activity are given a spatial dimensian, 

and the three indices from Chapter 3, the four indices from Chapter 4 and the 

five indices from Chapter 5 are correlated and discussed. These same indices 

are then correlated with activity-limiting health categories. 

Chapter M V I N G  AM) SIWlNG: The Bel l ing  Hist.ary,uf Survey Respcn- 

dents uses certain life-courses transitions or phases to delineate the housing 

history of respondents in comparable ways. These include the maximrmlmusehold 

size period, the 'enprty nest' period, the retirement period and the most r e  

cent residential move. Respondents are classified into four groups according 

to the interlacing relationships amng these periods--the very stable group, 

the adaptively stable grcup, the empty nest pre-retirement movers, and the 

post-retirement movers. These four groups are used for systematic comparison 

based on the thlrteen personal and activity indices which were developed in 

the previous three chapters. 

Chapter 7- IXMSJ?IC NODE: Moving into and Living in the Current 

I)welling examines physical aspects of the respondents' current dwelling, and 

perceived advantages and disadvantages of both the dwelling itself and its lo- 

cation. This information is then campared with the personal, activity and m- 

bility variables developed in the previous four chapters. 

Chapter -1- AND IMPIJWI(X4S reviews the major findings of 



the entire thesis and suggests implications for public policy and for future 

research. 



C H A P T E R  O N E  F O O T N O T E S  

%here is one exception. The city directories plblished by R. L. Polk & Co. 
Ltd. and its subsidiaries list 'retired' in their alphabetized name listings. 
As explained in more detail in Chaptex TWO, this source was used to select the 
sample frame for the telephone survey. However, the city directories remain 
unanalyzed archival sources from which spatially-definable data on the retlred 
population could be garnered. 

%rice hard data on retirement age is difficult to find, it is useful to 
anticipate the results from the telephone survey for this study: the modal age 
at retirement was 65 years (23 of 90 cases). The mean retirement age was 62 
years with a standard deviation of 6 years and the median retirement age was 
64 years. 

h e  abbreviation, 'a', from armm, will be used throughout this thesis to de- 
note 'years' or 'years of age'. The year (presumably the Civil or Gregorian 
Calendar variety) is not an SI unit, but like angular degrees and degrees Cel- 
sius, is 'permitted for universal use' by the SI. (Council of Ministers of 
Education, Canada 1976: section 431) 

%he signed chi-square measure was originally developed by Visvalinghan (1978: 
1981) as an aid to mapping subppllations agglomerated into small, but 
unequally sized and populated areas. A mdified version, called the signed 
chi-square with a floating national base was developed by this author (Prior 
1983). These measures are a compromise between raw subpopulation totals and 
percentages and are especially useful for identifying extreme deviations. 



C H A P T E R  T W O  

T E L E P H O N E  S U R V E Y :  

A MEnDmuGIrn -ION 

In the uevelopment of this topic the original intention was to sample 

the coverage area of the two Polk directories (B. C. Directories 1983, 1984a, 

1984b), which include all but nine of the 245 inhabited Census Tracts in the 

1 9 8 1 V . e r  Census Metropolitan Area. As a result of the discussion follow- 

ing the thesis proposal to the Department of Geography, this was judged not to 

be possible and the study area was reduced to those areas mentioned in Chapter 

One and depicted on Map 1-1: parts of Surrey and West Vancouver and all of 

Burnaby, New Westminster and White Rock. 

In the event, the reduction of the study area complicated the process 

of drawing a sample from the city-directories because of the need to limit it 

to subareas which were not organized separately in the directories. In addi- 

tion, the smaller study area had to be defined so that the important variables 

which were needed to address the basic questions of the thesis would still be 

present among the new population. An appropriate mixture of densities, in- 

comes, levels of housing expenditure, tenures and structural types needed to 

be retained for a study area which would be smaller than the whole metropoli- 

tan area. 

This study area was selected after an extensive examination of data 

from the 1981 Census for the Vanoouver Census PlZetropolitan Area [W. Some of 
the results of that research were summarized in Chapter One. It was found that 

for most census variables which seemed to be relevant for the present study, 

the 'core area' of Burnaby and New Westminster included Census Tracts which 

appeared in all five quintiles of ranked mas for the whole ClcIA. In additim, 

the city of White Rock and the surrounding part of south Surrey were included 

because of their large retired populations which are peripheral to the ur- 

banized core of the (3% Further, one Census Tract in the Dundarave-Hollyburn 

area of West Vancouver was chosen in order to include some high-income apart- 

ment dwellers in the sample. The study population is the non-institutionalized 





male retired population residing in this three-part stud: 

2 7 

J area. 

Different methcds for determining relative regionalization of subpp 

ulations within a metropolitan area have keen discussed previously by this au- 

thor. (Prior 1983) The most useful method to nap the relative distribution of 

retired men in the Vancuuver CMA is to use the surrogate of 6% a, and to map 

the ppulationdat the Census Tract level with the signed chi-squared [s] 
measure. Map 2-1 shows this distribution. 

The marked clustering of this age group is obvious, with the City of 

Vancouver showing most prominently. Other important areas are in West Vancou- 

ver, New Westminster, parts of Burnaby and White Rock and the immediately sur- 

rounding Census Tracts in southwestern Surrey. There are noticeable concentra- 

tions of this population as well in Upper Wnsdale in North Vancouver City, 

the Minoru Park area of Richmond, Langley City, Haney, and the part of w i t -  

lam dominated by Riverview Hospital. 

The final determination of the study area was made on the following 

bases: The two Census Tracts which make up White Rock City rank the very high- 
2 est by X, for this age group in the whole Cezlflls Metropolitan Area. All of 

Burnaby and New Westminster were included to provide a wide variety of dwel- 

ling types and income levels which could be sampled within one contiguous re- 

gion. The White Rock-southwestern Surrey area would combine a marked cluster- 

ing of males 6% a with the presence of mobile homes and other very economical 

ownership dwellings. Thus the only important variable which these two study 

areas would miss would be upper-income apartment dwellers. To ensure coverage 

of this variable too, a small part of West Vancouver was included whi& is 

predominantly high-rise apartments inhabited by people with high incomes, ac- 

cording to Census figures. 

The best source of a reasonably complete list of retired people in 

Canada would be the recipients of Old Age Security pensions. This list is un- 

available to non-government researchers in order to respect the privacy of W 

pensioners. In many urban areas across North America there is, however, one 



other important source: city directories. Most of these city directories are 

published by R. L. Polk Co. and its subsidiaries. Sidney Golcistein pointed out 

some time ago (1954) that these directories are valuable prlmary resources for 

demographic research. For the present study, the relevant Polk directories 

were used to define the study population and to enable the researcher to con- 

tact a sample of this population. 

The study area is included in two directories (B. C. Directorles 1983; 

1984a). On the basis of previous studies on optimizing response rates in tele- 

phone surveys with a mailed pre-contact letter (Dillman, Gallegos and Frey 

19761, a goal of successfully interviewing about one hundred from an initial 

selection of 300 people who appeared to be men (or at least who could not 

obviously be identified as women) seemed reasonable. The gender of those in- 

cluded in the directories 1s not always clear. Any who were easily identified 

as women from their given name were of course eliminated. Those listed with 

only initials and surname were included. (Mmst all of those listed with ini- 

tials in the Polk Directories in fact turned out to be warnen. This result 
might prove useful to future researchers who wish to use EkAk Directories to 

contact women.) These people were listed as retired and lived within the study 

area, but not at an aadress which had been previously identified as a residen- 

tial instituticn. In order to achieve an initial balance, the 1981 Oensus pop 

ulation of men aged 65 or mre who lived within the study area in the region 

covered by each directory was calculated, as follows: 



TELmEmE SURVEY 

lawaxmn CITY 
DIRJxmRY: 

BummBY 

SURREY cr's 
181.01 & 181.02 

I , .  (data derived frm Statistics Canada 1982b; 1982d) 

The subtotal quotas were used to determine how many potential respon- 

dents would be contacted from those listed in each Polk directory. To do this, 

a program was written by this author for the Hewlett-Packard 41CV calculator. 

The program selects randomly 1) a page number, 2) a column and 3) instructions 

to read the column from the top down or from the bottom up. The heart of the 

program is a pseudo-random number generator algorithm which prcduces a series 

of six-digit n,umbers between 0.000 000 and 0.999 999, as follows: 

Where.S. is either an positive real number seed or the 
imediate past generaxed random number and 

is the current random number between 0.000 000 and 
8339 999 
FRC is the fractional portion of the expression which fol- 
lows it, then 

- - 
Si+l = FRC((9821 x Si + 0.211 327). 1 (adap ed from Kennedy 1981) 

This program was used to select the quota from the white pages of each 

directory. A list of residential institutional addresses was drawn up to pre- 



vent any of their residents from being selected. For Surrey and West Vancouver 

a list of streets and number ranges within the study area was prepared so that 

all outside of these areas could be eliminated. If no sample candidate was 

found in the selected column, the calculator program was re-initialized. 

The telephone number for each selected entry was sought in the green 

pages of the city directory. If unavailable there, the telephone directory was 

consulted. If still unavailable, the previous city directory and the previous 

telephone directory were searched. In the cases where no telephone number was 

available, a substitute potential respondent was obtained by the same calcula- 

tor selection technique. 

B- OF 'EE FQLK D I R E J D R Y  MEXTXNJ 

The use of city directories carries with it a few inherent limita- 

tions. First, any directory is an historical document. It is obsolete even 

before it goes to press. There is a time lag from the day when a B.C. Direc- 

tories employee contacts a resident at the door or records data from the pro- 

vincial Land Title Office until the day that the directory is delivered to its 

subscribers. Obviously, there is a continuous stream of residence changes dur- 

ing that period. 

Furthermore, the publication of the directories is staggered in order 

to s m t h  out the work load for its publishers. The two directories which were 

used for this survey are therefore not synchronous. In fact, the Lmer Fraser 

Valley (Va~3ouver Suburban) Directary (B.C. Directories 1983) was quite out of 

date, and was actually replaced by the new edition (B.C. Directories 1984b) 

just after the contact letters had been sent and the telephone survey was 

about to begin. The Vancauver B.C. City Directory was replaced by the 1985 

edition in June. The suburban directories were thus published at 15-month in- 

tervals, whereas the Vancouver city directories appeared with an interval of 

18 months. The bias which time-lagged data sources produce is to decrease the 

probability of sampling the most mbile segments of the population, and con- 

versely to increase the probability of sampling the more stable segments. 



It was judged essential to contact potential respondents by mail be- 

fore attempting a telephone interview with them. Contacting people by tele- 

phone without warning is often discouraged by committees reviewing the ethics 

of research projects in a university setting. It is much more appropriate to 

give people some reassurance in advance of a telephone call, and to give them 

a chance to consider whether they wish to be interviewed or not. It has also 

been demnstrated in an experiment in the State of Washington that a brief 

letter on university stationery appears to decrease the refusal rate for a 

telephone survey. (Dillman, Gallegos and Frey 1976: 74-77 

A sample contact letter appears in Appendix A. There were actually 

four different forms of the contact letter. Two types were sent to people 

whose names indicated that they were men, with specific reference to the par- 

ticular city directory from which their names were derived. The other two 

types, which also referred to the appropriate city directory, were sent to - 

people whose gender was ambiguous from the listing. These forms added the fol- 

lowing statement: 

There is no wa to know yithout talking to you,whe- 
ther the name &st& as re- 
fers to a man or a woman.-i * lease 

. excuse me for sending you th%e%=-rlly. 

The letters were produced by the mail-merge facility of the Spellbin- 

der Word Processing and 

letter was individually 

Off ice Wma~ement System (Lexisoft 1982), so that each 

produced on a daisy-wheel printer. 



B. -mRTHEnAYOF1T31E= 

Since patterns of daily activity, even m n g  retired men, were posited 

to vary according to the day of the week, (Kinsley a d  Graves C19831: 14-15) 

each potential respondent was randomly assigned to a 'diary day' before being 

telephoned. The same pseudo-random number generator mentioned above was used. 

The use of a random sample was not so useful in this case. The result was to 

over-represent Wednesdays (18.9%) over Sundays (10.9%). A systematic sample 

which began on a random day and then simply went down the list of potential 

respondents and assigned each day of the week to each in turn would have been 

preferable. 

c.TBE-- 

Each telephone interview required considerable simultaneous written 

data recording. In order to facilitate this process, the Simon Fraser Univer- 

sity Geography Department provided an operator-style telephone headset to al- 

low a hands-free operation. 

The telephone interview format was pre-tested with five completed in- 

terviews in late August, 1984. Most of the interviews were completed during 

September of the same year, and four were finished in October. Several men had 

to be telephoned again in December to clarify a few items. 

The interviews were projected to last about forty minutes each. In 

fact they ranged from 22 to 98 minutes, with a mean of 57 minutes. It was 

quite common for respondents to become very interested in talking about previ- 

ous day's activity and other topics related to the survey which went beyond 

the level of detail which was actually necessary for the survey. In some cas- 

es, these extra comments were helpful to the researcher to clarify and amplify 

topics of concern for the survey. In other cases, this extra interview time 

was merely helpful in mintaining rapport with the respondent. 

1. The Contact Faw 

A careful record was kept of the results of each telephone call on the 

Cantact mnn, which is reproduced in Appendix B. The original forms include 
some confidential information, such as names, addresses, telephone numbers and 

former addresses of all potential respondents. Only the information which 



could not be traced to an individual was entered on a Krrowle@eMan data table. 

All potential respondents were assigned a r-t number, which was 

used as a key identifier on all data tables for the telephone survey, so that 

data from any other table can be dynamically linked for analytical purposes. 

The diary day code contains the pre-selected day-of-the-week ccdes: Sunday = 

1, Monday = 2, etc. The respondents were telephoned on the day of the week 

following this day. If they could not be contacted, the process was repeated 

the next week. A record was kept of each attempt in the call reaxd section of 

the Cbntact Farm. 

An attempt was made to recruit three volunteer interviewers who were 

themselves retired. It was thought that they would have an empathy for the 

subject and also would be free to talk on the telephone during the day. The 

initial of their first name was to be used to identify them with an inter- 

viewer code. Two volunteers appeared for a lengthy training session. Twelve 

interviews were actually capleted by one volunteer, but mst of these respon- 

dents had to be telephoned again by the researcher in order to clarify some 

information which had not been specified on the survey forms. Seventy-nine 

interviews were carried out by the author. The administration of a properly- 

designed time budget survey is cqlicated enough that it recpires close 

supervision of interviewers with little appropriate previous experience, 

(Kinsley and O'Donnell 1983: 24-25) and such supervision was not practical 

when volunteers had to do their telephoning at home away from direct contact 

with the principal investigator. 

The mail date was the date when the letter was mailed to each poten- 

tial respondent. Except for those potential respondents who were selected for 

the pre-test, and one repeat mailing to a man who, when telephoned, reported 

that he had not received a letter, all letters were mailed on Monday, 1984-08- 

27. 

Sometimes the potential respondent was not available when telephoned, 

. or was caught at an inconvenient time. In these cases, an appointment was 

sought for later that day or one or two weeks hence on the same day of the 

week, and noted on the appintpoent record. 

The Contact Ebm was also used to record certain dwelling addresses 

which were elicited in the Eknasing History section of the interview, which is 
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described later. Since thls information is confidential and could identify an 

individual respondent, it was recorded on the -tact Plarm to facilitate guar- 

ding the privacy of men who cooperated with the survey. 

2. Respame Results 

A key to the result & was included on the -tact Farms, so that 

.they could be coded during the telephoning process. If more than one attempt 

was made to contact the potential respondent, the intermediate result codes 

were recorded on the Catact Parms, but only the flnal result cock was entered 

on the computer data table and used for the following sumary. 

The dwelling locations of the 91 respondents are depicted in Map 2-2. 

Other data on the map are discussed in mre detail later in this chapter and 

in Chapters Nine and Ten. Of the original 301 potential respondents, 19 were 

reported deceased by someone answering the telephone, and 87 =re not quali- 

f ied for the study. These latter included females, men who were not retired, 

men who were too ill to be intervlewed (and therefore could not meet a basic 

self-defined health requirement), and men who were no longer living in the 

study area. 
' I -  

Tatal Letters Sent [LI 
Quali f icaficn Problems L Q ~  
Deceased LDI - - 

W Ibsible Qualified Men [M = L - (QH))] 195 

Interviews Ccoorpleted [I] 91 

No Answer 

t in Service 
Wrong Number 

~ota l  ~ e l e p b ~  probi- CTI 
Not Available when Telephoned 0 
Not Available on Any Day after Assi ed. Diary Day 3 
Too Ceaf to Converse Adequately on %le hone E 10 
Unable to Converse Adequately ln Englls 4 
Letter Returned b Canada Post 4 

f l ~ a ~  contact problems ECY 21 

Refused to be Interviewed 61 
Interview Incomplete: Respondent Refused to Continue 1 
Interview Refusal Commumcated by Another Person 7 

Total Refusal PrOa,llems [RJ 69 



The question of defining response rates can be vexing. The biggest 

difficulty is estimating the unqualified people from among those who could not 

be contacted or about whom too little is known to ascertain whether they are 

qualified or not. Wiseman and Billington have proposed a solution (1984: 337) 

whereby the nonrespondents whose qualification status is unknown are adjusted 

downward by the same proportion as the respondents divided by the respondents 

plus the known unqualified people in the original sample. 

By the mst straightforward methcd, the response rate was simply the 

number of completed interviews divided by the maximum possible qualified men: 

I / M = 46.7% 

Adapting the Wiseman-Billington method increases this rate as follows: 

I/(I+(I/(Iw) x (TtC+R) ) )  = 65.4% 

This calculation appears to be too high in the present case. For this study, 

care was taken in mst cases of refusal to determine whether the person was a 

retired man who was still living in the study area and whose reason for refus- 

al was not illness. It would be wiser, therefore, to subject only the tele- 

phone and contact problems to the Wiseman-Billington adjustment: 

I/(I+w(I/(IW+D) x (W))) = 51.7% 

This nore conservative estimated response rate of 51.7% is mst likely the 

appropriate figure for this telephone survey. 

The decision to try to contact all randomly-selected potential respon- 

dents whose gender was ambiguous was made in order to be sure not to systemat- 

ically factor out men who might habitually use their initials in directory 

listings. As it turned out, only three such men actually canpleted interviews. 

Almst all of the people so listed turned out to be women, so the precaution 

was not necessary. Since these women were not qualified, their inclusion mere- 

ly made the sampling process less efficient. It did not introduce any sampling 

bias. The occurrence of deceased men among the original sample was of course 

expected for a retired population. 



1. Interview Day of the Week 

It is never pssible, of course, to discover all the significant ways 

in which the respondents differ from non-respondents, and therefore to know 

for certain how the absence of non-respondents affects our knowledge about the 

population. A few things are known abut both respondents and non-respondents. 

One is the diary day, and, of course, the day of the week on which the tele- 

. phone calls were made to that man. These data are shown on the following ta- 
ble. 

D I A R Y W  DAY- - NaN-RFSPI;NnBVrS 
Sunday Monday 14 15 
Monday -d"t$ 14 15 

mesdat$ Wednes y 12 17 
Wednes y Thursday 23 15 
Thursday 

Fr 
13 14 

=idaL Sat% Y 7 16 
Satur y Sunaay 8 12 

There is no significant difference betweet LIe twc grows wh= day of +he week 

is considered. (x2 = 6.13: df = 6: C, = 0.17: Q = 0.41; Go3dman-Kruskal tau = 

0.0058) If the most extreme differences are campared, namely Wednesday diary 

day and Friday and Saturday diary days combined, there is a significant dif- 

ference between the two groups, but the degree of difference is still.rela- 

tively minor. (9 = 5.33; df = 1; = 0.25: Q = 0.02: Gcodman-Kruskal tau = 

0.0658) Since the Friday and Saturday conversations took place on Saturday and 

Sunday, respectively, the data appear to indicate mre difficulty in success- 

fully interviewing retired men on the weekend than on Thursdays. Comparing all 

weekdays with the weekend, however, the difference between respondents and 

non-respondents is considerably less significant. (2 = 3.08: df = 1: Cc = 

. 0.12; Q = 0.08; Goodman-Kruskal tau = 0.0158) In brief, there appears to be 

very little difference between the respondent and the qualified non-respondent 

groups according to the day on which the telephone call was made. 

2- Interviewers 

For some of the original 301 names selected, no interview attempt was 



made. These included four whose letters were returned by Canada Post and 

twelve people who contacted the Simn Fraser University Geography Department 

office to say that they did not wish to be interviewed. One volunteer received 

one refusal before the interviewer withdrew from the project. The other volun- 

teer interviewer was mre successful. It is useful to know whether there was a 

different ,pattern of canpleted interviews versus refusals •’ram those m n g  the 

sample who were telephoned by different interviewers. The next table shows 

these results: 

ax'maxm- REEusus 

Volunteer Interviewers 12 16 

~~ 79 41 

The higher completion rate for those retired men interviewed by the 

researcher is significant. (1 = 5.06; df = 1; = 0.18; Q = 0.02; -- 
Kruskal tau = 0.0342) Hqwever, the total number of refusals which were made to 

the volunteers was small enough that only about six mre interviews would have 

been cmpleted by the volunteers had the rates of the interviewers been the 

same. 

For this study, it is crucial that the geographical distribution of 

the sample not be materially affected by the non-response bias. One way to 

measure the distribution of the respondents and the non-respondents is to ana- 

lyse their distribution amng the five municipalities in the study area. These 

figures are given in the following table. 

- Nm-- 
West Vancouver 4 5 
mite Rock 12 10 

&FSstmins ter 
10 - 11 
18 24 

Burnaby 47 54 



The respondents and non-respondents are virtually identical with re- 

spect to their distribution amng the five municipalities. (2 = 0.82: d•’ = 4; 

C, = 0.06; Q = 0.94; Goodlman-Kruskal tau = 0.0009) At this level, any gec- 
graphical bias is therefore entirely negligible. 

Another way of comparing the geographical distribution of the respon- 

dents and the non-respondents is to examine the specific locations of their 

dwellings. In order to preserve the privacy of individual respondents, the 

population centroids definec5 by Statistics Canada (1981) for 1981 Enumeration 

Areas are used. The Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) grid coordinates were 

rounded to the nearest 100 metres. For purposes of a spatial analysis, the 

study area can be divided into three regions: West Vancouver CT 130.01, Burn- 

aby-New Westminster and White Rock-Southwestern Surrey. The centre of gravity 

of the distributions has been determined by calculating the arithmetic mean of 

the UTM eastings and mrthhgs of all of the appropriate dwellings within each 

of the three regions. Similarly standard dev ia t im of the northings and east- 

ings have been calculated to indicate the amount of dispersion along these 

dimensions. The next table gives these results. 

rn 
EasTm 

W e s t  Vancouver Cl' 130.01 

Southwestern Surrey- 
White Fbck -* 5134 

~ R e s p o g l d e n ~  5138 

The results are identical for West Vancouver. In Burnaby-New Westmin- 

ster the centre of gravity of non-respondents is only 400 m south of that for 

respondents, and the dispersion measures are very close to conterminous. In 

Southwestern Surrey-White Rock the centre of gravity for the non-respondent 

group is 640 m northeast of the centre of gravity for the respondents. As with 





the figures comparing the two groups in the five municipalities, these differ- 

ences are minimal. There is therefore no evidence of any significant differ- 

ence between the geographical location of non-respondent and respondent dwel- 

lings. 

Map 2-3 shows the dwelling locations, according to their 1981 Census 

Enumeratim Area population centroids, of the apparently qualified non- 

respondents. Standard deviational rectangles for each of fhe survey area reg- 

ions are included to allow visual camparison with those for respondents, shown 

in Map 2-2. The rectangles outline the distances which are, respectively, one 

standard deviation north, south, east and west of the mean point or centre of 

gravity of the distribution of the residence FA centroids. For cartographic 

clarity, the mean point is not indicated on the two maps, but can be visual- 

lzed as the intersection of the diagonals of each standard deviational rec- 

tangle. Visual camparison of the two maps confirms that the differences bet- 

ween the distributions are minuscule. 

The time budget portion was the first part of the telephone survey 

administered to each respondent. This order was felt to be important. These 

time budgets are the conceptual core of the telephone survey stage of this 

thesis project. Eliciting the time budget was also the mst time-consuming 

part of most interviews. Once completed, it imbued the interview with pacing 

and gave respondents a justifiable sense of accamplishment for having remem- 

bered a great deal of detail about their activities on the previous day. The 

time budget query method was designed to conform to standards which have been 

developed amng social scientists in Canada and in many other parts of the 

world. (~zalai 1972; % 1982; Kim and ah 1982; Harvey, Elliott and Stone 
1977) The time budget farm, given in Appendix C, was to a major degree pat- 

terned after that used for the 1981 Canadian Time Use Pilot Study (Kinsley and 

O'Donnell 1983), with some useful additions borrowed •’ram Susan Shaw (1982), 

and with major adaptations to conform with the purposes of the present study. 



1. Episodes 

After preliminaries which are detailed in the instructions section of 

Appendix C, the. time lxdget form was used to record the data on paper while 

the interview was underway. The original form was produced by mimeograph on 

both sides of a single sheet. The obverse side of one form was used to record 

the data for each episde. An episode is a specified period of time during 

which the respondent reported that he was engaged in one particular activity 

or one particular set of mre than m e  activity. For example, eating dinner 

while watchirq TV news •’ram 1800 to 1900 hours would be recorded as one epi- 

sode. Washing dishes from 1900 to 1915 would be another episode. Waiting for a 

bus at a given intersection fran 1000 to 1005 would be one episode. Riding it 

to a shopping centre from 1005 to 1015 would be another episode. When all of 

the episodes for the diary day were recorded on separate time budget forms, 

the reverse side of the last form was used to record responses to its ques- 

t ions. 

2. mta Mamcpent 

The time budget form was constructed so that the information could be 

coded and transferred to a canputer data base as efficiently as possible. The 

respondent number is the key field by which the time budget data can be tied 

to all other recorded survey informaticm. The diary date and diary day ax%, 

which are also comn to the oontact form, were included to allow for a data 

quality Check based on-redundancy. Questions a through f on the time budget 

form were intended to follow the introductory remarks of the instructicns, m u  

then the queries about the previous episode. 

3. Time and Place 

Each episcde has a s t a r t  time and an end time. The same 24-hour system 

used in the 1981 Candian Time Use Pilot Study was used. Episodes were elicited 

from 4:00 a.m. (0400) 'yesterday' to 4:00 a.m. (2800) 'today'. This modlified 

day mae it much easier to capture a whole day as actually experienced by mst 

people, who may stay awake beyond midnight. The extension of the staniard 24- 

hour numerical designations beyond 2400 was made to simplify the calculation 

of activity duration. 



The recorded descriptions of locations were later translated into Fed- 

eral Electoral Districts (FED'S) and Enumeration Areas (w's) and thence into 

UI'M coordinates of FLA population centroids. Since the 19f31 Census Ehumeratim 

Areas were subsets of Pederal Electoral Districts in Canada, the parent FED 

had to be specified in order to designate a unique EA. In fact, each episode 

had beginning and ending UTM coordinates entered4 into the computer data base, 

just as it also had a start time and an end time. The start time and the 

beginning UTM coordinates had to coincide with the end time and the ending UIM 

coordinates of the previous episode. Obviously, if the episode involved no ma- 

jor change of location, the beginning and ending UTM coordinates were the 

same. 

The inclusion of the UM coordinates is an important addition in this 

survey to the kind of data collected for the 1981 Gmadian T i m  Use Pilot 

Study. Since the UM coordinates can, within one UM zone, &-.treated as sim- 

ple Cartesian coordinates, a camprehensive quantitative description of tim 

and space characteristics of activities is possible. 

4. Shared Activities 

Activities which were shared with other people were differentiated by 

the response to question e: Who was w i t h  ycu? ORWrere you still with ... ? The 

campmian information was written on the form, and if its coding was unambigu- 

ous, then no further details about the companion were elicited. For example, 

the respnaent's wife was normally designated under -<x1 &ng as WSF~. 

In other words her relationship to the respondent was wife, her generation was 

the same generatim as reqmndent by default irrespective of her age, her sex 

was female and, if she had been the only person who shared the episode with 

the respondent, she would count as one (1) person. However, if the companion 

was described as a friend, then more questions had to be asked to determine 

the person's generation and sex. 

5. Changing mcation 

If an episode involved a significant change of locatim, such as from 

one building to another, then the means of transit was specified by the tran- 

sit code. Most often, such significant change is also reflected by a change 



between the beginning and ending WIN coordinates. There were a few exceptions. 

If a respondent went on a walk which had no specific destinatim, then the 

transit code for that episode would be P [pedestriad, but its WYl coordinates 

would remain the same. On other occasions, he might travel from one place to 

another within the same Ehumeration Area, in which case coordinates of the 

representative FA population centroid would be unchanged. 

6. Taxaxmic Activity Classif ication 

The three-digit numerical activity classification system called the 

internatimal aoding system is derived from an effort by numerous scholars 

loosely grouped together by the International Research Group on Time Budgets 

and Social Activities (~zalai 1972; Staikov 1982). The system includes ten ma- 

jor classifications, shown on the following table. 

AcrrvITY GWXlP 
emplo ed work 
domes& work 
child care 
shopping 
sleeping, eating and personai care 
sdhool and education 
organizations, religion and volunteer work 
entertainment out-of-home 
participatory leisure 
media and passive leisure 

(derived from Kinsley and O'Donnell 1983: 200-211) 

Except for a few additions noted in Apendix C, the International Coding 

Scheme used in the 1981 Canadian Time Use Pilot Study was the standard for the 

this study. The data collected for this study can therefore be directly am- 

pared with the data from m y  other past and future time budget surveys. 

7. Perceptual-Functicxlal Activity Classification 

In addition to the International Scheme, a new classification scheme 

was tailored for this study, called perceptual-j5mcticna.l coding. This is a 

modified version of the scheme presented by the author at the World Congress 

of Sociology in Mexico City. (Prior 1982) It was designed as a system of dis- 

criminant variables which would make it possible to compare activities which 



the taxonomic classification system differentiates only by its simple dendri- 

tlc structure. Although a somewhat similar classification system has been used 

by others, (Clark, Elliott and Harvey 1982) this sort of scheme lends itself 

best to a unique formulation based on the particular focus of a given study. 

In practice, the analysis of the time budget data compares the t 'c and 

the perceptual-•’mctional schemes in some detail. 

The classification of activities by mde of social interamrse 

CSCC/IN] is based essentially on communication paths. An actlvity is termed 

introspective lf it requires no communication from another person. Both crea- 

tive writing and landscape painting fall into this category. A receptive ac- 

tivity requires some initiation of communication by one party, but no feedback 

from the subject. Reading and watching television are two examples of recep 

tive activity. Interactive activity requires at least one other person active- 

ly participating, and therefore communicating with the subject, so that their 

behaviour 1s interdependent. The sub-classification of interactive activity 

into oampetitive and -ative types is borrowed from a game-theoretic con- 

cept of competitive and co-operative compnents of non-zero-sum games, or pure 

campetition in zero-sum games. (Moport 1966) Although the concepts of axe 

ptitive a .  a-operative activities come.from game theory, this study makes 

no attempt to subject the time budget data to a game theoretic analysis. 

Mmcular motility -1, is an ordinal-scale measure of the relative 

amount of physical effort whidh a given activity required. In mst cases, the 

coding was done after the interview, but where there might be some ambiguity, 

the respondent was queried directly. For example, gardening might require ei- 

ther a moderate or vigorous exercise of muscles, so the respondent was asked 

for mre detail. 

The social tenure of space required [T~J] for the activity is a mre 

complex variable. Unlike legal tenure over property, which is a function of 

ownership and economic relations, the key to social tenure is control over 

access. The social tenure over a given space may, and often does, change over 

time depending upon activity which is taking. place within that space. Private 

space is space which at a given moment is mrnpletely controlled and solely 

occupied by one individual. Thus, a rented apartment occupied by a single ten- 

ant constitutes private soclal tenure space, as does the interior of a private 



automobile with one occupant, even while travelling on a public highway. An 

extreme example will further clarify the meaning of this concept. If a person 

in a hotel room is being subjected to offensive sounds from somewhere else in 

the hotel, then that invaded space can no longer be considered private because 

while the invasion is occurring, the occupant no longer has complete control 

over the space. Similarly, the social tenure of space over which a group of 

people currently has control, whether by means of ownership or usufruct, is 

called group space. A living room or a private clubhouse occupied by mre than 

one person are obvious examples, but so is a tennis court in a public park 

with a game in progress. The category, piblic space, is space where there is 

no effective barrier for another person from the general public to use the 

space. In the telephone survey it was sometimes necessary to determine the 

applicable type of social tenure of the space in which the activity took 

place. For example, if the respondent said he was swimming in a municipal 

p l ,  he would have been asked whether he was swimming during open hours at 

the pool, in which case the pool would be called public space, or whether he 

was swimming with a particular group, such as an aquatic aerobic class, which 

had a reserved period in the pool. In that case, the pool would 

group space. In brief, the 'social tenure of space required for 

may be defined as: the control status which a given individual, 

general public hold of a particular space at a particular time. 

The imediate environment of the activity is designated 

be called 

an activity' 

group or the 

by the in- 

doars/autdoars variable. This dimension is needed in order to describe the ac- 

tivity relative to the respondent's dwelling as well as to indicate its ambi- 

ence as *rs, autdDors or buth. If the activity took place within or close- 

ly associated with the dwelling, then there is much mre differentiation with- 

in this classification scheme. In order to elicit the data necessary for this 

for more detail, espe- 

place. 

dimensian, it was often necessary to 

cially about where in their dwelling 

probe respondents 

the activity took 



The work-leisure [WRK/LEj dimension was patterned after Shaw's study 

on gender differentiation in leisure activities.(l982: 288-289) The work-lei- 

sure variable was the only one within the perceptual-functional coding scheme 

which was exclusively derived from the respondent's own perception. Although 

the task was not entirely open-ended, the intent of the exercise was to elicit 

information which was essentially inductive. It was quite c o m n  for respon- 

dents to ask the interviewer, "What do you mean by ' leisure ' ?" or "Well, what 

would YCU call it?". These queries had to be handled diplomatically, but in 

such a way that the respnuent understood that it was his definition which was 

important. The work-leisure coding was fairly challenging for some informants, 

but it was helpful that they were asked about it after they had already gone 

through the process of recalling their yesterday's activities. The recapitula- 

tion produced a useful review. Sometimes the informant was able to revise his 

chronology slightly during this second run-through; the interviewer was also 

given a seconci chance to look. for possible gaps in the time budget. 

Automobile travel by one person is an especially informative example 

of how the perceptual-•’unctional coding works. Such an activity would be clas- 

sified as interactive and co-operative Cwith other anonymous drivers, even 

though the companion coding would designate no W c n  re~~ll&dI, requiring 

-ate exercise of muscles, while the driver is occupying private space 

which is indoors and away from the dwelling. The classification on the 

work-leisure dimension of course varied m n g  respondents. 

8. Satisfaction and Typicality Coding 

A standard time budget survey allows researchers the ability to quan- 

tify the use of time by such measures as duration by clock time or number of 

episodes. Unmodified, it gives no indication of the quality of time use. A 

simple means of highlighting time which was especially meaningful to the re- 

spondents was to ask them question g: 'Rxhking back over the whole day, yes- 

terday, mch activity did you find most satisfying? The question was formula- 

ted with great care. The intent was to steer respondents away from an automa- 

tic hedonistic evaluation of their activities, which a question about the best 

or happiest or most pleasant activity might have elicited. The question pre- 

ceded the one about the work-leisure classification, and was intended to re- 



veal a completely different aspect of the day's activities. 

It has already been mentioned that there is an important assumption 

behind any 24-hour time budget survey that a great deal can be learned about a 

respondent's general life pattern, and certainly about the life pattern of a 

whole population, by examining one day in each respondent's life. It is the 

view of this author that'there are indeed patterns in people's daily lives 

which any sample day will reveal in a tlme budget survey and of whlch survey 

respondents are seldom aware. For example, it is unlikely that mst people are 

aware of how much they actually watch television. 

Nevertheless, it was thought useful to allow the respondents to evalu- 

ate the typicality of their activities on their diary day in amprism w i t h  

the same day of the weelc for the previous four weeks. By making the camparison 

that specific, the respondents were not being asked to make frank judgements 

about the quality of their whole lives. In additlm, this formulation probably 

elicited mre realistic judgements than a mre general typicality question 

might have. 

9. Transit Strike Coding 

A special circumstance intruaea on this particular tlme budget survey. 

The Metro Transit Operating Co., which serves mst of metropolitan Vancouver, 

was not operating the bus and sea-bus system from 1984-06-15 through 1984-09- 

17 because its dispute with its unionized employees had reached the strike- 

lockout phase. Part of the survey took place while the 'transit system was not 

operating, and part of the survey continued after service resumed. The circum- 

stance could not be avoided, but its presence had to be taken into account. A 

qualifying question was used to ascertain whether the respondent had been an 

habitual transit rider and a control question determined the sort of effect 

the strike-lockout actually had on the respondent's activities on the diary 

day 

10. Iccatim or Ebcrusing Type Activity Limitation Coding 

Since this study focuses on the relationship between housing and ac- 

tivity, it was imprtant to include in the survey questions which controlled 

for the possible inability of respondents to pursue desired activities because 



of perceived negative housing and location characteristics. (see Appendix c , )  
The question also proviaed a natural bridge to the housing questions. 

11. Simultaneous Activities 

It is a c o m n  practice in modern time budget surveys to record more 

than one activity that a person is carrpng out simultaneously. For example, 

the respondent may carry on a conversation while eating a meal with someone 

else, or listen to the radio while driving a car. This survey had a capacity 

for recording three simultaneous activities in a single episode. * The line of 
questioning encouraged respondents to think about instances when they were do- 

ing more than one thing at once. In the case of two simultaneous activities, 

the second named or the activity which was clearly secondary in importance 

during a given episode was designated ACTMTY 2 on the TlMe BUlJGW KXW. 

These activities are called seanhry activities in the subsequent analysis. 

When three simultaneous activities were mentioned, the third activity was re- 

corded as ACXNITY 3 and called a tertiary activity in later analysis. 

E. '.Em Ilousm HImm mm 
A great deal about the present housing situation of retired men can be 

affected by the circumstances in their lives which had important impacts on 

their earlier housing decisions. Some of them may be living in the same house 

which they have occupied for many years. Others may have moved frequently. A 

general survey of retired r*en results in interviewing men at different phases 

of their retirement years. It therefore makes no sense to ask a question such 

as "Fvhere were you living 10 years ago?". The responses to such a question 

would be difficult to analyse without the context of other circumstances of 

their lives available. 

The housing history part of the telephone survey was designed to cap- 

ture the respondents' histories relative to postulated major events which 

would probably affect their housing needs. The strategy was to elicit some 

basic information about the timing of important life events, housing location 

and type, settlement type and, where relevant, commuting to work. 



1. Period of Maximum j?bus&old Size 

Logically, the period during which a person's neolocal household is 

largest is the time when there is the highest demand for housing space. The 

responses to this increased demand may range from tolerating the increased 

density, to physically expanding the existing house  v vend en 1983), to moving 
- to a larger dwelling. Respondents were therefore asked, "...during what per- 

iod of time [ELICIT YEAR RANGE] did your own household have the largest number 

of members? How many people were in your household during that period?" The 

chronology of the beginning and end of this period, the maximum household 

size, and the housing characteristics during the last year form important 

baselines for this study. 

2. ' J k  'Enlpty Mest' 

In many households of currently retired men, the children have left to 

form their own households, conforming to the Canadian norm of a neolocal resi- 

dence pattern. Assuming some lag effect, (Flowerdew 1978) the housing data for 

the year following the time when the last dependent child began living else- 

where is used to obtain basic housing data. The assumption is that after the. 

nest is empty, some households may wish to clmge dwellings, since the dwel- 

ling may now .be viewed as too large. Other factors, such as attachment to the 

dwelling, long-established relationships with neighbours and neighbourhod in- 

stitutions and amenities may discourage such a move for some households. 

3. After Retirement 

Some people move to their 'retirement' dwelling before actually retir- 

ing, but in conscious anticipation of their retirement years. Others may move 

only after their actual retirement. In this survey, a possible lag effect is 

postulated, and the men are asked for details about their housing situation 12 

months after they retired. (since there is a built-in time lag in identifying 

retired people in the Polk Directories, it is unlikely that men would be se- 

lected for this survey who had been retired less than one year.) For this 

life-course stage, an actual address is requested, which is recorded on the 

-identidl contact form. This address is used to obtain UM coordinates for 

those 1981 Census Enumeration Area population centroids lying within U?M Zone 



LO, which includes all of British Columbia between 1200 W and 1260 W. Western 
Washington, western Oregon and northern California are also within Zone 10, so 

locations in that part of the United States could also be accomnmdated. 

4. Inmediate Past D w e l l i n g  

The same information is obtained for the dwelling in which the respon- 

dent was living immediately before his current dwelling. The year of that move 

is actually recorded on the current dwelling farm, and can, of course, vary 

greatly. 

F.CZlRRENI:-FORM 

The current dwelling form and ax3i.q sdEme is shown in Appendix E. 

The current dwelling form was designed to elicit basic structural and tenure 

information about each respondent's current dwelling, but also mre detail 

which might be helpful in understanding his pattern of daily activity. 

The coding of the general dwelling description and the functional 

structure of each of the roams in the dwelling was formulated posthoc. In 

other words, the descriptions elicited from the respondents about the whole 

dweiiing and each room were recorded on the form in words which matcheci their 

own as closely as possible. For example, a 'front room' for one respondent may 

have been the 'living room' for another. Although these were eventually coded 

as the same type of room, the distinctive terms were retained on the hand- 

written forms. Only later were these descriptions divided into coded categor- 

ies for entry into the compter data base. Similarly, each respondent was 

asked to give advantages and disadvantages of both his dwelling location and 

the dwelling itself wit -hout  regard to its location, as well as the most impar- 

tant reasons he moved from his last dwelling to his present one. Again, these 

responses were coded pst hoc. 

G. GmERALl mm1CrJ FORM 

General dewgraphic and socio-economic questions were left to the last 

in the survey. This was done deliberately. Respondents are sometimes reluctant 

to answer these sorts of questions if asked in isolation, but in the context 

of a survey whose major purpose is on a different topic, respondents are al- 



mst always rmre willing to answer them. The general infomatian farm and oob 

ing sdheme is found in Appendix I?. 

1. Origins 

The place of birth and mther tongue were elicited in order to yield 

some rudimentary information about ethnic or cultural origin. The wording of 

the mother tongue question was taken directly from the 1981 Census of Gmada. 

The birth was elicited rather than age in years to promote accuracy. It 

is usually easier for people to remember their birth year, which is constant, 

than their current age. 

2. IibuSaold Mell&rship 

Very simple information abut the household membership was also 

sought. The coding is similar to the ccmpanian coding scheme from the time 

budget form. Most of the information was known to the interviewer after having 

previously carried out the time budget portion of the survey. 

3. H e a l t h  Status 

A slrvey akmt 3xhaviou m n g  retired people mist inclilde some an- 

trol for health status. After careful consideration in consultation with Dr. 

Gloria Gutman, Director, The Gerontology Research Centre, Simn Fraser 

University, the author concluded that the best strategy for obtaining this 

information was to tie health status directly to the two foci of this study: 

housing and daily activities. 

4. Inamne 

Three aspects of income were covered by this survey. The first aspect 

is inocmne adequacy. An excellent set of questions on income adequacy was used 

for the 1958 Minnesota Consumership Study, (Hill 1968: 292) which was borrowed 

directly for this survey. Perceived needs probably vary considerably, so an 

income adequacy measurement is a useful check m the mre standard quantita- 

tive query. 

The second aspect of income was the respondents' estimate of the 

class-range of income for their household before taxes during the year 1983. 



It was decided that a few income ranges would suffice for the purposes of this 

study. The relative distribution of household income from the 1981 Census for 

the study area was used as a rough guide to determine the break-pints between 

categories. The questions Cl] were formulated so that three branching ques- 

tions isolated which of six income classes matched the respondent's household. 

With question [m] the source of personal income was the third aspect 

of income queried. The technique has been used  o or ward 1982) as a supplement 
to functional classification to differentiate urban areas. In the present 

study, income sources are used as a quality check on the other income data and 

as a retirement qualification. If the respondent's current principal income 

source is employment income, then he will not be classified for 

this study as 'retired' if, in answer to the follow-up question 

aged more than nine hours of paid work during all of 1984. 

.5. Former Occupation and Formdl Education 

Classification of occupations can sometimes be complex. 

survey asks for information about both the industry or field as 

specific jab of each respondent's former occupation. These were 

standard Government of Canada numerical classification systems. 

Immigration 1971; Statistics Canada 1980e) 

Formal education is defined in this study by the number 

purposes of 

[n], he aver- 

Therefore, the 

well as the 

then coded by 

(Manpwer and 

of years of 

schooling completed and the highest diploma, certificate or degree attained. 



C H A P T E R  T W O , F O O T N O T E S  

'The research literature on increasing response rates for telephone sur- 
veys appears to be quite thin. (O'Niel 1979: 218-219, n. 1; Dillman, 
Gallegos and Frey 1976) There is an unpublished master ' s thesis from 
Washington State University in Pullman, Washington by Jean G. Gallegos, 
titled An Experiment in Maximizing Respmse to Teleghme Interviews 
Through the Use of a Preliminary Letter, Based  cxl Principles of Exchamp 
Theary, (Dillman, Gallegos and Frey 1976: 69, n. 11) but the document 
was unavailable for this study. 

%he original questionnaire design allowed for one tertiary, one secon- 
- dary and two simultaneous primary activities, for situations where it 

was not clear which one of two simultaneous activities was primary. This 
was the same scheme which was used for the 1981 Gmadian Time Use Pilot 
Study. (Kinsley and O'Donnell 1983: 19) Unfortunately the data which 
were collected were not always consistent with this framework, so they 
were converted into the simple primary, secondary and tertiary activity 
categories. 



C H A P T E R  T H R E E  

R A M A T I S  P E R S O N A E :  

PIIDFU% OF ' ITE 9URVEY R'ESFcmmnS 

A great deal of attention was given in the telephone survey to the 

activities of respondents. These men can be seen as 'actors' whose centre 

stage is their dwelling, and whose wider field of action is best understood 

relative to that home base. The activities and the dwellings of these retired 

men will be treated in detail in Chapters Four through Seven. 

In the present chapter, some of the personal characteristics of the 

men are examined. This process will require a degree of objectificaticn. 

Whenever social scientists make general statements about a group of people, 

they necessarily must set aside some of the uniqueness, and perhaps even sane 

of the dignity, of the individuals who make up that group. Part of the need 

for such a procedure is mandated by ethical considerations: the privacy of 

individuals who were randomly selected as respndents to this survey must be 

carefully protected. A second part is simply the fact that social scientists 

are not biographers. They often use biographical information in order to 

understand their subject, but their subject is not isolated individuals. The 

particular people they learn from are always seen in a social context. 

SirnilarLy, for geographers, the prticuiarity of a piace derives its meaning 

within their discipline as a phenomenon within a region, or within the context 

of a system of regions. 

In a fundamental sense, the identity of people is related to their 

early lives: where they grew up, what dialects of what languages, and what 

particular brands of what sort of belief systems they learned in childhood, 

anti what schooling, work and family life they experienced. For present 

purposes the respndents will be characterized in terms of variables, namely 

age, birthplace and mther tongue. 

A. AGE 

For purposes of analysis, the age of respondents is determined by 



subtracting the year of their birth from 1984. These men ranged in age from 57 

to 88 years old. The median age is 72 years, and the mean is 71.9 years. m e  

standard deviation is 7.4 years. The age data are arranged in the following 

table in the form of a 'data-rich histogram', which was mentioned in Chapter 

1, with 5-year intervals. 

This graphic presentation and a number of others in this and the 

following chapters were inspired by the exposition of Eklward R. Tufte (1983). 

An important principal of good graphic presentation, according to Tufte, is a 

high 'data-ink ratio'. (1983: [89]-105; C1241-137) One way that such 

presentation can be enhanced is with what Tufte calls 'multifunctioning 

graphical elements'. (1983:[139]-159) Table 3-1 uses the numbers representing 

the ages of the 91 respondents as 'graphical elements' in a histogram. The 

original data are thereby preserved anu any marginal notation other than an 

explanatory title is rendered superfluous. This methcd of data representation 

is used extensively in this and in subsequent chapters. Occasionally the 

concept is elaborated to incluue multi-dimensional data which are tied to the 

numbers which determine the shape of the graph. For example, the data on the 

number of years of schooling are supplemented by notations which represent the 

highest certificate, diploma or degree obtained by respondents in Tabies 3-4 

and 3-6. In some cases the concept is carried even further, such as for Table 

6-3, for which 'data-rich histograms' are constructed which include four data 

sets on the same graph. 



It is notable that 13% of the respondents were younger than the 

'normal' retirement age of 65 a. The range of people from 57 years old (torn 

in 1927) to 88 years old (born in 1896) is very wide. There is essentially a 

whole generation difference between the youngest and the oldest respondents. 

The 1927 cohort has experienced a very different history than the 18% cohort. 

The younger group was in its infancy at the start of the Great Depression, for 

example, whereas the older group had started its fourth decade by then. 

Mortality is the main explanation for the drop-off in the older age 

groups. Nlneteen of the original 301 potential respondents are known to have 

been deceasea at the time of the interview was attempted. There were probably 

mre among those who could not be contacted as well. Since men who were too 

ill to be interviewed were disqualified for this study, there is a mrbidity 

factor which contributes to the decline in the number of older men in the 

sample as well. 

Although there are few aspects of age which can be demnstrated to 

have absolute determining effects on the lives of the men in this sample, the 

aging process, which is mst easily symbolized by chronological age can, of 

course, affect them. Age will therefore be used as a controlling variable 

against which to weigh major aspects of their personal histories, their daily 



activities, their housing histories and their current housing situation. 

B. M l n B E R m A N D E 3 I -  

Based on the same question that was used in the 1981 Census of Canada, 

there were thirteen different mther tongues represented among sample re- 

spondents. The following table is a matrix, showing the number of respondents 

by mother tongue and country of birth. The countries are called by their com- 

mon current designations. In order to aid interpretation, the countries are 

ranked from left to right according to the number of respondents born in them 

and the mther tongues are ranked similarly from top to bottom. 

This camIparison of mother tongue and country of origin shows some in- 

teresting relationships. A high proportion of the respondents were born in 

Canada (69%), but they still represent considerable cultural diversity. Five 

of the six German speakers were born in Canada, as were three of the four 

Ukrainian speakers. English is the mofher tongue for 73% of the respondents. 

Twenty--six percent of these English speakers were born in the United Kingdom, 

while only two percent of them were born in the United States. The United 

Kingdom and Canada are the countries of origln for 88% of the respondents. No 

respondents were born in Asia or in the Suthern,Eemisphere. OnLy one was 'mrn 

in Africa, and he grew up speaking Gujarati. 



Ehglish 

'German 

ian 

Nnrwe- 
gian 

Italian 

French 

Carltal- 
ese 

Danish 

Finnish 

Gu ja- 
rati 

Ietze- 

ZiT 
Slovak 

Swedish 

63 17 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 91 

The birthplaces of respondents within Canada are given by city within 

British Columbia and by province elsewhere in the country in the following 

table : 



PrnVINcE 

British Cblmbia 

CITY 

Vancouver 
New Westminster 
Mlssion 
Burnaby 
Cranbrook 
Fernie 
Maple Ridge 
North Vancouver 
Victoria 

Quebec 
Prince IMward Island 

In sum, the retired men in this sample represent a largely west- 

trending migration stream, which is the dominant pattern for the west coast of 

English North America. Many of these men mved to the Vancouver area before 

they retired. Some others mved west after retiring. The principal reasons why 

these men have chosen to live in retirement in their current neighbourhocds is 

one of the subjects of the current investigatian. 

The careers of the respondents can be characterized by four factors: 

1) their dmoling background, 2) their last occupaticn before retirement, 3) 

their retirement year, and 4) their age at retiremimt. 

The survey elicited three variables about the schooling of re- 

spondents: the number of years of primary and secondary education completed, 

the number of years of university or other post-secondary study and the high- 

est certificate, diplom or degree attained. These data are summarized in the 

following table. The table is in 'data-rich histogram' form in groups of two 

years per column. 



C K E Y  T O  T A B L E  3 - 4  

LEFT PART OF EACH COLUMN: total number of years of schooling 
BQID NUMERXS: at least one year of post-secondary schooling included 

in total 
RIGHT P r n  OF EACH COLUMN: 

1: no formal qualification 
2: other aiification without.hi h schooi dl loma 
3: high sc '$: ool diploma or, m+icu?at+on certi%cate . 
4: re-baccalaureate certificate or aegree 
5: kchelor ' s degree 
6: master's or equivalent professional degree 

Both the median and the mean number of.years of schooling is 11. OnLy 

8% of the sample had less than 8 years of schooling. Half of the respondents 

had at least a high school diplom, and 10% had completed at least one univer- 

sity degree. Considering the fact that the educational opportunities for men 

now retired were much mre limited in the past, this group appears to be rath- 

er well educated. There is enough variation in the 'sample, however, to provide 

useful comparisons with activity patterns and housing situations. 

Obtaining meaningful occupational information from a survey can be 

difficult. The current survey attempted to ameliorate this problem by asking 

two specific cjuestions: "Just before you retired, in what industry or field 



were you working?" and "What was your specific job?" The former was classified 

by the '1980 Standard Industrial Classification' (Statistics Canada 1980e), 

and the latter by the 'Canadian Classification of Occupations' (Manpower and 

Immigration 1971). The actual industry or field the respondents were working 

in is of less interest for the present study than their specific job.' n, 

purpose of asking the two-fold question was to elicit a mre distinctive de- 

- scription of their actual job. 
Any kind of scheme for grouping occupations has an arbitrary quality 

about it. The reason for making broad distinctions is the supposition that a 

man's former occupation often bears some relationship to the pattern of activ- 

ities which he pursues in his retirement. This sort of relationship can be by 

no means simple, just as the relationship between occupation and leisure ac- 

tivities of a person before retirement can be complex. (Kelly 1982: 112-132) 

One important variable is the relative ammnt of critical decision-making that 

is required in one's job. (Gill 1985) A simple trichotomous classification 

amng professional-mamgerial workers, middle-level supervisory workers, and 

all other workers was made in order to place the decision-making distinction 

among occupations on an ordinal scale. From the sample of the present study, 

men whose last occupation was as major administrators or executives were 

placed in the first group. A former civil engineer, a former marine pilot and 

a former airline pilot were placed in that group as well, because of the 

important decision-making responsibilities which people in these occupations 

are required to undertake; The second level on the dimension of decision- 

making responsibility included such occupations as a former distillery 

foreman, a former insurance claims adjustor and a former bookkeeping 

supervisor. There appeared to be no justification for making a distinction 

between white-collar and blue-collar workers in this classification scheme. 

The following table casts the same data from the previous table into 

three histograms for each of these occupational groups. 



lXUMmIS PERSONAE 63 

K E Y  T O  T A B L E  3 - 5  

LEFT PART OF EACH 03UlMN: total number of years of schooling 
BQU) NLP3ERAIS: at least one year of post-secondary schooling 

in total 
RIGHT PAliT OF EACH 03UTMN: 

1: no formal qualification 
2: other alification without hi h school di loma 
3: high sc '$: ool diploma or matricu 4 atlon certiPicate 
4: re-baccalaureate certificate or degree 
5: &chelorls degree 
6: master's or equivalent professional degree 

included 



For the professional/managerial group, the mean and median years of 

schooling is 13. Both mean and median are 11 years for the middle-level 

supervisory workers and 10 years for all other workers. It is worth noting 

that all respondents with university degrees held prof essional/managerial 

positions just before retirement. Pre-retirement occupational status is used 

as a part of a career index and a soci-c status index, which is 
- described later in this chapter. 

C. RETIRIMENC YEAR 

As discussed in Chapter One, retirement is a changing status for an 

individual as the retirement experience matures and personal and family cir- 

cumstances change. The year of retirement is a simple measure of this changing 

status which can be helpful for comparative purposes in interpreting activity 

patterns and the housing situation. The following table shows the year of 

retirement for respondents in 'data-rich histogram' form. 

The man who retired in 1948 is quite exceptional: he retired at age 

43. The remainder of the pattern is fairly consistent with an expected in- 

crease up to the present. The time-lag of the Folk Directories has already 

been noted, which meant that the very recently retired population cannot be 

covered by this survey. Those men who retired before 1983 appear to be ade- 

quately sampled. The median year of retirement was 1976, and the mean was 

1974, which reflects the obvious skewness of this distribution. 



D. AciF# AT R E X ' I ~  

The age at retirement was calculated from other survey information. 

The year of birth was subtracted from the year of retirement. Therefore, the 

calculated age may vary from the respondent's commonly reckoned age by plus or 

minus one year. The figures are given in a similar 'data-rich histogram' in 

the following table. 



72 
i-i 

The man who retired at age 41 did so because of a physical disability 

caused by an industrial accident. Although he uses crutches for mobility, his 

health status still qualified him for this study. The one who retired at age 

43, previously mentioned, is simply anomalous. Since his only current income 

source is investments, he must have retired because he was wealthy enough to 

do so. If the ages 64 through 66 are regarded as 'normal' retirement ages, 

many rare men in the survey retired 'early' than 'late'. The median retirement 

age was 64 years and the mean was 62 years. 

Income was measured in three ways in the survey. The 1958 Mimemta 

Cbnsumership Study perception of income adequacy measure  i ill 1968: 2921, 
applied to household income, was the first measure. The second was a household 

income class range and the third was a ranking of the four mst important 



sources of the respondent's personal income. This latter measure is best 

summarized by the place of the Old Age Security Pensicm in the rankings. If 

thls source is the highest ranking (or the most important single source of 

income) then it is one indication of relatively limited financial resources. 

The farther down the list the OAS appears, the more there is an indication 

that the financial position of the respondent is relatively favourable. The 

ranks, from lowest to highest, are 1,2,3,4 and N, for no placement of OAS in 

the top four ranks. 

All three of these measures are summarized in the following 'data- 

rich' table. The left portion of each column gives the ranks of the Old- 

Security Pension. The right portion of each column is the income adequacy 

score from the lowest of 1 to the highest of 5. These data pairs for each 

respondent are placed in the 'data-rich histogram' column corresponding to 

their household income group. The columns are not made up of the actual 1983 

household income figures. Since these data were originally collected as income 

range classes rather than exact income, the columns simply indicate the 1983 

household income class to which the other income indicators belong for each of 

the respondents who divulged income information. 



KEY: 
. LEmpAKTQPEaLH-: 

1: Old Age Securlty Pension first ranking income source 
2: Old Age Security Pension secmd ranking income source 
3: Old Age Securlty Pension third ranking income source 
4: Old Age,Securlt Pension rwing income source 
N: No ranklng of 0 41 d Age Securlty Pension amng lncome sources 

RIGm P V  ~7~ 

1: I haa to do without things that I needed." 
2: "I had the thlngs that I needed, but none of the extras. 
3: "I had the thlngs that I needed, and a few of the extras. 
4: "I had the things that I needed, and any extras I wanted." 
5: "I had fhe things that I needed, and any extras I,lwanted, and 

I still had qmne left over to save or invest. 
X: No data are availabre from thls respondent on Income adequacy. 

Based on the assumption of linearity within the median group, the me- 

dian 1983 household income for these respondents was $21 429. The respondents 

in households with less than $10 000 of income in 1983 constituted only 9% of 



the sample. The $40 000+ group included 12.5% of the sample, and the $30 00W 

group was almost 30% of the sample. 

Only one respondent reported that his 1983 household income was so in- 

adequate that he "had to do without things that [he] needed". He was in the 

income group just below the median. A rather large number of respondents (al- 

most 39%) indicated that they still had money left over to'save or invest 

after their needs and any extras they wanted were obtained. Almost one-third 

of those in this situation placed themselves in household income groups below 

the median. This finding is important for this study, since conventional 

wisdom would posit that income inadequacy to be an important limiting factor 

for both activity and housing choice. 

All but m e  of those respondents for whom the Old Age Security Pension 

was the most important personal income source reported a household income cat- 

egory which fell below the median. The distinction between personal and house- 

hold income among these measures increases variatim, depending on different 

household situations. The respondents whose QAS pensions did not rank among 

the top four income are scattered fairly evenly among the household income 

groups. More than half of these (58%) were actually younger than 65 years old, 

and so were normally ineligible for QW pensions. 

So far in this chapter origins, career, and h a m e  aspects of the 

personal background of the respondents have been discussed. From the origins 

section, the age of respondents (or its analogue, their year of birth) is used 

in later chapters for cumparison with housing and activity variables. From the 

career section the year of retirement will also be used for further analysis. 

In the next sectian, the income and certain career variables are used to 

create three socio-ecamnic status indices. 

A. INDEX DEFINITIW 

There were six variables which were elicited in the telephone survey 

which can serve as indicators of socic-econamic status. These were 1) the 

number of years of schooling [SCHOOL YEARS], 

other formal educational attainment [HIGHEST 

2) the highest degree, diploma or 

DEKEE] ,  3)  a classification of 



the last occupation before retirement [LAST OCCUPATION], 4) the 1983 household 

income group [INCOME GROUP] , 5 ) the rank of the Old Age Security Pensions 
m n g  any other sources of income [QAS INCCME RANKING], and 6) the 1958 r4 ime 

sota Cansmmxship Study measure of perception of 1983 household income 

adequacy [IN- ADEWACY]. 

Each of these was placed in rank order for the respondents and the 

correlations among these variables were calculated using the Spearman's rs 

rank correlation coefficient. The Spearman's test was used in preference to 

Kendall's tau in this case because all of the variables have numerous tied 

ranks, and Kendall's tau varies when both rankings being compared contain tied 

ranks. (Kenciall 1938; 1943-1946) The rs, Z and Q [1-P] statistics for fhe fif- 
teen pairs of the six variables are given in the following table. 



HIGHEST LAST 1 .554 5.255 7.4E-8 
DEGREE OCWATION 

TABU3 3-9 
sPmmQw'S RANK cmRRmmxON OOEJLmQarrs 

Zm SOQ:Q-M3QPJOMIc 5mmJs lnuwuws 

SCHOOL LAST 1 .494 4.657 1.6E-6 
YEARS OCCUPATION 

-VARIAEKEPAIW; 

SCHOOL HIGHEST 
YEARS DEGREE 

rs Z Q 
.783 7.386 7.6EX4 

HIGHEST 1- 
DEGREE GWWP 1 *307 20862 0em2 

INCOME W I N C O M E  
GROW RANKING 

INCaME LAST 
GROW O(XUPm1ON 

INCOME INCOME 1 .306 2.840 0.002 
GROW ADEQUACY 

.472 4.407 5.3E-6 

-353 3.296 4.9E-4 

SCHOOL QASINCCME 1 .292 2.758 0.003 
YEARS RAM(ING 

QAS INCOME LAST 1.280 2.661 0.004 
RANKING OCCUPATION 

SCHOOL INmMl?, 1 .249 2.306 0.011 
YEARS - .  
INCaME LAST 1.221 2.088 0.018 

ADEQUACY OCCUPATION 

HIGHEST OAS IN- 1 .209 1.981 0.024 
DEREE R4NKING 

INCGM?, QASINCOME 1.187 1.764 0.039 
ADEQUACY RANKING 

SCHOOL INCOME 
YEARS ADEQUACY 1 1*378 o.0&4 

HIGl3EsT INCOME 1 .I41 1.327 0.092 
DEGREE ADEQUACY 



All of the variables in the previous table are positively correlated. 

Two of the pairs correlate at an error (Q) of mre than 0.05, however. The 

common variable in both of these pairs was INCOME ADEQUACY. With this variable 

eliminated, the remaining variables could be used to form a single index of 

s o c i ~ ~ c  status, to be called 'SESINDEX' . 
IN- ADEQUACY does correlate with significant strength with the oth- 

- er two income variables, IN- GROUP and C)?4S INCD'IE RANKING, so that the 

three could be combined in a separate income indbex, to be called ' INCINEx'.  

F'urthermre, the three highest correlated pairs include three vari- 

ables related to schooling and occupation, or mre broadly career. The three 

variables, SCHOOL YEARS, HIGHEST DM;= and LAST OCCUPATION can therefore be 

summarized in a career index, to be called 'CXUNDEX' . 
There are a number of ways such a series of indices could be construc- 

ted. The number of different scores vary from fourteen (with a range of fif- 

teen) in the case of 2GiOOL YEARS to three for LAST OCCUPATION. According to 

the general theory of maximin contrast developed by Abelson and Tukey (1963), 

it would be preferable to give the extreme values of SCHOOL YEARS mre 'inter- 

val' weight. There seemed to be no good reason for doing so in this case, 

especially since the DEGREE variable tends automatically to separate the ex- 

tremes of SCHOOL YFARS in a c o m n  index. There appears to be good evidence 

for the efficacy of such a so-called 'improper linear &el' as a practical 

predictive instrument. (Dawes 1979) 

The method chosen is simply to perform linear transformations of the 

ordered scores for each of the variables so that the maximum index value would 

be 100. The compnents of SESINDEX are weighted in such a way that the three 

career variables carry the same weight as the two income variables. The mini- 

mum is mre than zero, since the bottom-ranking scores are valued as one rath- 

er than zero. The values which are used for calculating the three socio- 

economic index scores for each respondent are shown in the following table. 

The subscores assigned to each of the variable mpnents for the three 

indices are shown in sqyare brackets: C 1. 



Ilmber of s of sdroolirrg 

C33.3 to 
C- =I* 
for 3 to 17 

5.91 

highst dip-, certificate or 
ee received [-I: 

C33.3 1 6 mas d?= er ' s or equivalent prof es- 
slonal uegree 

- 

5 bachelor ' s degree EE43 4 pre-baccalaureate certificate or 
-d ree 

C16.71 3 hig ? .school di loma or mtricu- 
latlon certlzcate 

i11.11 2 other ualification without high 
s c h d  diploma 

C5.61 1 -no formal qualification 

classification of last 0ccupatiam.l 
ition be-e retirement [ULST 

c33.3 
Es"Pma1- 

3 w a  erial o; professional position 
2 mldd 9 e-level supervisor psiton 
1 other sccupational posr X lm 

rank* of Old Age Security Pension 

Esi2- imxrne srxlrces [as 
ma w G I :  

5 no OAS ranklng among the top four 
Income saurces 

4 OAS ranked fourth among income sources 
3 QAS ranked third among income sources 
2 OAS ranked second among income sources 
1 QAS ranked first among any other income 

sources or was the only source 

perception of 1983 hus&nld incune 

C33.31 5 1 1 ~  Ihad%ethings%!???&ied, ~mam and 
any extras I wanted, and I still %d 
mne left over to save or invest. 

C26.71 4 "I hag the things that I needed, and 
an extras I wanted. 

[20.0] 3 "I t$d the things that I needed, and 
a few of the extras. 

C13.31 2 "I hadthe thins that I needed, but 
none of the exgas. 

C6.7) 1 "I had to do without m y  things that 
I needed. 



L The ranges for the three indices in the telephone survey are as fol- 

lows : 

SESINDEX: 24.6 to 96.2 
INCINDEX: 25.6 to 100 
CARINDEX: 22.5 to 100 

INCINDEX and CARINDEX are constructed by different variables, but both 

- have component variables in c o m n  with SESINDEX. Where common variables are 

used in the construction of two indices, the two are not independent and can 

therefore not be validly correlated statistically. For INCINDEX and CARINDEX, 

however, spearman's rs = 0.264, Z = 2.440 and Q = 0.007. 

Now that the three indices have been defined, their actual distribu- 

tions can be discussed. 

The socieeccrromic status index values for the telephone survey re- 

spondents are shown in 'data-rich histogram' form on the following table. The 

median value is printed in bold. 

Although the 5- is built from ordinal-scale data, the combined 

influence of the five variables produces a measure which has certain interval- 



scale characteristics. The variations of these intervals give 'shape' to the 

distribution as seen in a 'data-rich histogram' form. For purposes of sta- 

tistical testing against other variables in the survey, however, the SESIPJDEX 

will be treated as an ordinal measure. The mean score is 58.6, which is fairly 

close to the median score of 56.3. The standard deviation is 17.2. This latter 

measure is used in its z-score form to differentiate the geographical distri- 

bution of respondents according to the SESINDEX. Map 3-1 shows this distribu- 

tion. The numbers wfiich are adjacent to a few of the symbols on the map indi- 

cate the number of respondents who share both the same range of Z-scores for 

their SESINDEX and the same EA population centroid. 



Z - Scores of 'SESINDEX' 

0 . 5 < A S  1.0 

0.0 < 5 0.5 
- 0.5 < 0 5 0.0 
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INDEX 'SESINDEX' 



The high SESINDEX scores for the West Vancouver respondents is expec- 

ted, as are those in the western part of South Surrey. There are a few pockets 

of lower scores, such as in the Imperial-Kingsway area of Burnaby and along 

the King George VI Highway in South Surrey. The patterns of the rest are quite 

varied. In Burnaby, New Westminster and White Rock, respondents with widely 

divergent SESINDEX scores live quite close to one another. This means that 

there is relatively little geographical segregation of respondents according 

to socio-eoaplamic status in the 'core-area' of the telephone survey. 

C. lFE cMmEx -emex 'aRmDEx' 

The career index 'CARINDEX' is a transformation of the same data which 

are shown in Table 3-4, combining the number of years of schooling with the 

highest certificate, diploma or degree attained as well as the pre-retirement 

occupational status. The distribution of the CARINDEX scores for the survey 

respondents is shown in the following table. Since there is an even number of 

scores, both median scores straddling the median are printed in bold. 

The calculated median score2 for CARINDM is 52.0, while the mean is 



55.9 and the standard deviation is 21.3. The somewhat skewed and multirrodal 

distribution is clear. Tied CARINDEX scores are very corn. The large nurriber 

of scores in the thirties consist of men with less than a high school educa- 

tion and non-managerial/professional and non-supervisory occupations before 

retirement. Those in the twenties are similar, but with even fewer years of 

schooling. 

D.  INDEX 'INCINDEX' 

The income index 'INCINDl3X' consists of equal weights of 1983 house- 

hold income groups, ranking of the Old Age Security Pension among other income 

sources and perception of 1983 household income adequacy. These are the same 

variables which were depicted on Table 3-7, but the linear transformation of 

the three variables into a single index value for each respondent makes for a 

different distribution. This conibined distribution is shown on the following 

table. 

I .  

The median INCINDEX score is 68.9; the mean is 67.7 and the standard 

deviation is 16.7. In contrast with the simple distribution on Table 3-7, the 



bimdal shape of Table 3-13 is best explained by the high number of men, even 

in the 1983 household income group ($10 000 - $19 999) which is below the 
median income for the sample, who claimed that they "still had money left over 

to save or invest". 

E. APPLIWIrn FOR "m.3 SoCIo--c ~I~ 

The three socio-econamic status indices, SESINDEX, CARINDEX and 

INCINDEX, are used in the following chapters as controls for the analysis of 

activity patterns and housing situations of respondents. It is very c o m n  for 

researchers to use simple variables such as income or number of years of 

schooling as control measurements. The problem is that such variables, while 

carrying the ostensible authority of 'objectivity', actually mask very differ- 

ent meanings to different respondents. For example, two of the present respon- 

dents whose 1983 household income fell in the $20 000 to $29 999 range report- 

ed that they had "none of the extras", whereas ten of the men whose 1983 house 

income was in the $10 000 to $19 999 range had "any extras [they] needed, and 

[they] still had money left over to save or invest." The capsite indices 

developed for this study strike a balance amng these sorts of contrasts. In 

additim, where component variables are more consistent and do not cancel one 

another out, their significance is appropriately amplified. 



It is important to know something dbout the other people who may share 

a household with the respondents in order to put bth their use of tlme and 

their dwelling situation into better perspective. An important variable which 

affects household composition is the men's marital status. 

A. ERRrmLl !3lxcus 
The marital status of the men in the sample is as follows: 

married 83 
=g=a&ed 1 
w1 6 
nodata 1 

It is notable that none of the respondents had never been married. No men were 

currently divorced, although the one who labelled himself 'separated' had been 

living apart from his wife for many years and had lost touch with her. No data 

on former marital status was collected in the survey. It emerged in the inter- 

view that one respondent had just recently married: one of his activities was 

looking at wedding pictures with his new wife and stepchildren. 

B - u m E R H c U s E m m ~  

The compsition of the households among the sample is as follows: 

With Wife Only 75 
With Wlfe and Cne Other Relative 6 
With Wlfe and Three Other Relatives 1 
With One Female Friend 1 
With Two Relatives 2 
Alone 5 
No Data 1 



All but one of the married men were living with their wives. In the 

exceptional case, the respondent's wife was normally confined to a nursing 

home, but he brought her home frequently, including on the diary day, and he 

visited her daily. A common characteristic of these retired men is that they 

live in relatively small households. One implication of this finding presum- 

ably is that the domestic responsibilities of mst of these men are consider- 

ably less than they would be in households with mre members and therefore 

that these men have a great deal of freedom about how to use their time. 

Finally, the health status of respondents was queried in two ways: 1) 

There was a question about health limitations in the past which focused on the 

choice of the respondent's present dwelling. 2) Another question about present 

health asked about health-related activity limitations. These time differences 

were tied directly to other aspects of the study: the detailed activity 

sampling is from 'yesterday ' s ' activity, whereas decision-making criteria 
questions pint toward the mst recent mving event. The results of these 

three questions will be examined in turn. 

A. ~ C Z 3 3 1 C E ~ ( P J E F Y ~ ~  

Respondents were asked two questions about their health status related 

to their deci'sion to mve to their present dwelling: "Was the choice of your 

present dwelling limited in any way because of your health? [IF SO:] How was 

your choice limited." 

The response to the first question was negative for 87 (about 96%) of 

the respondents. The four remaining respondents whose health limited the 

choice of their present dwelling gave the following information about that 

limitation: 



YEARQF IMGm OF ~ O F H W S I N G ~ O N  
ImVE lLImmTION - 
1964 no data no data 

1972 severe a needed special features such as handrails 
b 1 elimination or lessening of stairs 

1973 severe no data 

1983 minor fewer maintenance responsibilities 
elimination or lessening of stairs 

The total munt of limitation of dwelling choice because of health 

was very slight for this sample. Part of the reason is that the sample specif- 

ically excluded any men who were residents of care facilities or other insti- 

tut ions. 

B. AcTMTY LIMIWWION BY EEAL'EI Sl?UUS 

Respondents were also asked, "Are you limited in any daily activities 

because of your health? [IF SO:] HOW are your activities limited?" This ques- 

tion yielded many more positive responses than did the one about dwelling 

i .: choice limitation. The results are summarized in the following table. 

56 none none 

4 m jnor particular activity not specified 
1 mpor attendm sports events 
9 minor various ?oms of sprts or physical exercise 

1 mderate particular activity not specified 
1 moderate normal work 
2 moderate gardenin 
9 mderate various qorms of sports or physical exercise 

1 severe particular activity not specified 
7 severe various forms of sports or physical exercise 

I 

These activity limitations which the respondents identified need to be 

taken into account in the analysis of their daily activities. In the 'severe' 

limitation cases, the impact could be significant, and less so for those with 



'nderate' limitations. The impact of health limitations is negligible when 

they are classed as 'minor'. The activity limitation by health status of 

respondents will be used later in the thesis as a control factor for activity 

indices. 

VII. A QUICK fsmrCz3 

In sum, 

They.. . 

wives. 

of them 

ities. 

the sample of men has the following general characteristics. 

are mstly Canadian born. 

mstly have Ehglish as a mother tongue. 
' 

average 11 years of sdhooling. 

represent a very broad range of preretirement occupations. 

averaged over $21 000 of annual household income in 1983. 

almst all feel their income is reasonably adequate. 

are mstly married and sharing their dwelling only with their 

are mstly very healthy, some less so, but dbout 9% 

have marked health problems which affect their daily activ- 



C H A P T E R  T H R E E  F O O T N O T E S  

%he numbers of respondents by major industrial category are as follows: 
primary industries 5 
food and beverage processing 8 
w d ,  pulp and paper industries 9 
metals, non-metallic minerals and chemicals 8 
construction 6 
transportation and warehousing 12 
utilities 2 
wholesale and retail 12 
banking and insurance 9 
government 12 
education 3 
health 1 
tourism 2 
voluntary associations 2 

'1n this case, and with almst all calculations used in this study, mre sig- 
nificant digits were used for the actual calculations than are shown in tables 
or quoted in the text. 



C H A P T E R  P O U R :  

Y E S T E R D A Y ' S  A C T I V I T I E S :  

~ T I M E ~ 0 . F ~ ~  

Far behind ev said I heard nummcs of a 
life hemeti  in-x and oonventian, maaey- 
tt-rrust, by amflicting loyalties, by today 
tcnrrrrow. 

3 
C o l i n  Fletckr (1967: 101) 

The time budget of "yesterday's activities" constituted a major part 

of the survey of retired men which was conducted for this study. In this chap- 

ter the activities which were identified in the survey are analyzed according 

to several different classification schemes. The 'taxanoonic' system was devel- 

oped by sociologists and other time-budget researchers in order to allow for 

comparisons m n g  different surveys around the world. (Szalai 1972) In addi- 

tian, these researchers comnly make use of the categories of 'primary', 

'secondary' and 'tertiary' for activities which research subjects report as 

having taken place simultaneously. 

Other classification schemes were developed by this author for the 

present research project. The degree of simultaneous activity is termed siml- 

taneity. The modlc3 of social intercwrse, m w c u l a r  motility, and various char- 

acteristics of activity ccmpmim ape used to identify csnceptuai distinc- 

tions and commonalities for which the taxonomic system is inadequate. A sub- 

jective work-leisure classification schm, which was borrowed from another 

Canadian study (Shaw 1982 ) , was elicited from respondents. Further spatially- 
oriented classifications of the activities from the time budgets are treated 

in the following chapter. 

I. TlfMPORALASPBClSOF~ 

Consistent wlth the 1981 Canadian Time Use Pilot Study (Kinsley and 

O'Donnell 1983: l8), this survey reckoned 'yesterday' as beginning at 4:00 

a.m. on the preceding day, and ending at the same time on the day of the in- 

terview. Since it is common for people to stay awake until after midnight, 

this method makes it easier to capture a whole waking day, and in almst all 

cases, only nighttime sleeping is split into two segments. 



A. THE PlxmiEM OF - TIME--= BY Iazamms 
The reporting of the beginning and end of activities by respondents 

clusters markedly around times which are evenly divisible by five minutes. The 

clustering is even mre prevalent at 10, 15 and 30 and 60-minutes past a given 

hour. The following table shows the pattern. 

START TIME 
MINUTES PAST NUMBER OF 
THE HOUR EE'ISODES 

START TIME 
MINUTES PAST NUMBER OF 

THE HOUR EPISODES 

This clustering of reported times at intervals which are multiples bf 

five minutes wst likely stems from two causes. First, people really do regu- 

late some aspects of their lives according to clock time, even in retirement. 

For example, a respondent may habitually wake up right at 7:00 or 8:00 o'clock 

in the mrning. Mealtimes may also have a similar regularity about them. He 

may watch a television program or attend some scheduled event which begins on 

the hour or half-hour. Second, when activities were reported as having lasted 



a fairly long time, a respondent's reckoning of the duration of those activi- 

ties a day later tend to be rounded off. In the course of the time budget 

interviews, the interviewer made it clear that he was writing down actual 

clock times, and the respondent was often asked something like, "So, if you 

ate lunch for about a half hour, then I'll write down that you were on your 

way to the hardware store at twenty minutes to one - is that a11 right?" The 
response might have been, "You'd better mke that quarter to one. I had to 

empty the garbage before I left." In such a case a five-minute episode of 

garbage enqtying would be recorded before the interview continued. 

Since mst respondents were able to anchor their recollection of ac- 

tivity times at several points in their day, the errors produced by this sys- 

tematic rounding of time estimates could be minimized. The total amount of 

time rnust aad up to 1440 minutes or twenty-four hours. These errors tend, 

therefore, to be randomized and can be disregarded for purposes of general -. 

analysis of the data. 

B. SwMARIZmG ZBE TPMPORAL IXnA 

The details of the activity classification schemes which are used for 

this survey were given in Chapter 2. This section summarizes the twenty-four 

hours of the respondents' diary day according to this multi-faceted classifi- 

cation. Each classification scheme is summarized in two ways. The first sum- 

mary orders the activities of the respondents quantitatively using minutes as 

the measure of duration. The second summary shows a general pattern of the day 

as a ~0~y)logiczil sequence over twenty-four hours. 

1. mation in Minutes 

Although duration of various classifications of activities is used as 

a means of measurement, it is not intended to be interpreted in any absolute 

sense. The quantity of time spent on a given activity does not necessarily 

reflect the quality of that time for a participant. Similarly, the munt of 

chronological time devoted to certain activities does not necessarily indicate 

the significance which those activities hold for respondents. Nevertheless, 

aggregate duration of activities daes serve as an indicator of the general 

pattern of a person's life. The quality of a man's day, six hours (360 



minutes) of which were in front of the TV and 10 minutes of which were used 

conversing with somebody, is vastly different from the day of another retiree 

who spent two hours in the wrning in the garden, ninety afternoon minutes 

doing volunteer work and three evening hours attending a fraternal order 

meeting. 

2. Twenty-- Minutes of ThEilty-our I3oU.r~ 

The time bidget data are so extensive that a summary of the whole day 

from 4:00 a.m. to the same time the next day requires a sampling procedure. 

Since the activities take place for variable periods of time, a sample of one 

minute for every hour of the day can be used to obtain a picture of the ac- 

tivity structure as the day progresses for all of the respondents. 

The number of minutes past the hour at which no episode started in the 

survey is of special interest since it avoids the beginning or ending of any 

activity. Table 4-1 shows that no episodes were reported as beginning at 

sixteen of the sixty minute intervals. The pairs of minutes 13 and 14 past the 

hour are exactly thirty minutes away from minutes 43 and 44 past the hour. The 

intervals of minutes 13 and 43 past the hour were used to sample the activity 

over twenty-four hours with a resolution of half hours. A comparison of data 

at this level was made with the same data sampled every hour. The are d e  

tailed sample did not substantively change the general pattern of activity 

which had a resolution of one hour, so the one minute per hour sample is nor- 

mally used for this analysis. The sample consists of responaent activities 

which were reported as taking place between minutes 13 and 14 past the hour. 

As explained in Chapter 2, the taxonomic activity classification used 

for this study is a slightly expanded version of the internatioadl aoding sys- 

tem which is commonly used by time-budget researchers. 



A. l ? x u M A m A ( 3 T m  

Each activity episode includes a primary activitl I, design 

89 

as 'AC- 

TIVITY 1 ' in the time budget f o m  (mndix C )  . If the respondent indicated 
that he participated in mre than one activity at the same time, then these 

simultaneous activities were designated as primary, secondary ('ACTIVITY 2') 

or tertiary ( 'ACX'IVITY 3 ' ) . In cases where the designation was not obvious, 
the respondent was asked to decide which activity was the primary one. 1 

A comprehensive summary of the duration of primary activities by sin- 

gle international codes is given in Appendix G. Since the appendix is Intended 

to be used for reference purposes, the activities are ordered by international 

codes. The appendix distinguishes between episode and respadent breakdowns of 

the data. For example, 29 respondents did some gardening on their diary day, 

spending an average (mean) of 150.4 minutes on that activity. There were, ?ow- 

ever, a total of 51 instances, or episodes, in which the primary activity was 

gardening. These episodes lasted an average of 85.5 minutes. 

A mre compact summary of primary activity duration is given in the 

following table. This table is ordered by total number of minutes devoted to 

the actlvity category by the total sample. This number, although not shown 

directly on the table, is the product of the number of episodes and the mean 

episode minutes; it is also the product of the number of respondents and the 

mean respondent minutes. Since the mean minute figures are rounded to the 

nearest 0.1 minute, the product of those rounded figures with the interval 

multipliers will, of course, produce some rounding errors. 



830-899 
(not 864, 
880 ) 
400 . 

700-792 
(not 755 ) 
999" 

sleepin;! watc ing/listen- in bed 
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meals at home 
gardening, pet 
care 
hobbies, arts, 
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hashing, dressing, 
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routine Zutdoor 
chores 
restaurant meals 
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work, mai 
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chlld care 
reading and writing 
letters 
medical care 
recorded audio 
media 



Of the ten highest ranking activities on Table 4-2, meaLs at- and 

washing, dressing, shaving are too routine and undifferentiated among the re- 

spondents to warrant detailed discussion. The others need to be examined mre 

closely : 

1. Sleeping in Bed 

Since the diary day began and ended at 0400, most episodes that in- 

cluded sleeping in bed were split between the beginning and the end of the 

diary day. There are almst exactly twice the number of espisodes which in- 

cluded sleeping in bed than the total of 91 respondents. Eight hours and twen- 

ty-five minutes appears to be a rather long mean period of sleep for aged men. 

There was doubtless some time that was spent awake in bed which was coded as 

sleeping time. Following specific instructions on the TIME B W E T  FORM (m- 
dix c), the interviewers made a point of not pressing for any details about 
time spent in bed. There is a fair munt of variability in the amunt of tine 

respondents spent sleeping in bed. (The interquartile range is 75 minutes and 

the standard deviation is 89.9 minutes.) This variation is fairly evenly dis- 

tributed. The median of 510 minutes is quite close to the mean of 505.2 min- 

utes. Time spent sleeping in bed is such a universal activity, however, that 

it is unlikely to significantly differentiate respondents according to their 

housing situation. 

2. Television Watching/Listening 

All but nine of the respondents watched television on the diary day, 

and each of the ninety-ane had at least one television receiver in his dwel- 

ling. The amunt of television time they spent on their diary day varied enor- 

mously. The distribution of the duration of television watching/listening is 

given in the following table. 



The range is from 5 to 810 minutes (13 hours and 30 minutes!). The 

interquartile range is 165 minutes and the standard deviation is 134.0 min- 

utes. The duration of television watching/listening is somewhat positively 

skewed: while the mean is 213.6 minutes per respondent, the median is 187.5 

minutes. 

Although watching and listening to television was extremely common 

among the sample, the amount of time spent varied markedly. 

3. Reading 

Reading shares some characteristics with television viewing and radio 

listening, namely that it is a form of receptive activity which requires min- 

imal exertion. It differs in two major ways as well. First, reading is a 

learned skill, and the level of that skill determines the level or difficulty 

of the printed material to which the reader has access. Television and radio 

are therefore wre universally accessible to their audiences. There is an ad- 

ditional price to pay, however. Television and radio are time-specific media: 

they demand that the audience be present at the time of a given broadcast. In 

general, the television also demands that the viewer be indoors in order to 

view it. 4 

Reading, in contrast, is not tied to a particular place or time. With 

some minor exceptions, such as library books with early due-dates and 

newspapers whose contents'are mstly ephemeral, reading material can be and 



comnly is read at almost any time and in virtually any place. The readers in 

this survey, in short, had much more spatial-temporal freedom for their read- 

ing than for their television and radio activity. 

The following table shows the distribution of the total duration of 

respondent reading on the diary day. 

There is a great deal of variation in the amxnt of time which re- 

spondents spent reading on their diary day. While the mean is 154.2 minutes, 

the median is 120 minutes: this means that .the distribution is greatly skewed 

positively. The range is from 10 minutes to 744 minutes (12 hours and 24 min- 

utes!). The interquartile range is 150 and the standard deviation is 131.0 

minutes. There is also some considerable variation in the type of material 

which people were reading. In almst half of the reading episodes, the re- 

spondent was reading a.newspaper. (see Appendix G, international codes 971 and 

930 through 950.) 

4. Gardening and Pet Care 

Gardening and pet care are grouped together taxonomically as nurturing 

activities. Gardening is considerably mre prevalent than pet care, as shown 

in Appendix G under international codes 171 and 172. The actual activities m y  

vary from tending a few flowers or feeding a pet to spading soil or walking a 



dog. These differences are better covered by other activity classification 

schemes, which are treated later in this chapter. It is of interest that over 

one-third of the respondents participated in this kind of activity. Thei'r par- 

ticipation may be more important, however, than the actual amount of time they 

spent. The mean time spent was 138.6 minutes, and the median was 105 minutes. 

The range was •’ran 10 minutes to 480 minutes. The interquartile range was 160 

minutes and the standard deviation was 117.5 minutes. 

5. Shopping and Related R-avel 

Fifty-five percent of the respondents did some shopping on their diary 

day. If we assume that the others do shopping almost as frequently, then the 
population which the sample represents does some shopping approximately every 

other day. Since most respondents travelled to their shopping by automobile 

and almost certainly all had refrigerators at home, these shopping trips ap- 

pear to be much mre frequent than necessary if 'necessary' is interpreted as 

that which is required to fulfill their physical requirements. It may be that 

shopping provides an important social outlet, even though shopping was men- 

tioned by only two respondents as the most satisfying activity on their diary 

day. (see Table 4-41.) 

6. Hobbies, Arts, eafts and Passive Gams 

Sedentary participatory leisure includes a wide variety of activities. 

These activities typically require considerable exprience and skill: they can 

be important means for people to express themselves creatively. 

Forty percent of the respondents included such activity on their diary 

day. Like all of the discretionary activity categories discussed so far, the 

total duration spent by respondents in this sort of activity is distributed 

with a marked positive skew. The mean is 112.5 minutes, whereas the median is 

60 minutes. The range is from 5 to 420 minutes; the interquartile range is 142 

minutes and the standard deviation is 103.4 minutes. 

7. Active S p r t s  or Exercise 

Sports which require some exertion, as well as any kind of regimented 

exercise activities are included with active sports or exercise. Some activi- 



ties, such as walking, may or may not be classified in this group, depending 

on the context or purpose of the activity. If a person is walking to a shop 

ping centre, for example, then the walking would be classified taxonomically 

as a form of travel related to shopping. In one case in which the respondent 

used a bicycle to travel m n g  several activities, such as shopping, the 

activity was originally classified generically as.trave1 related to shopping 

and other activity. However, since that respondent designated bicycling as 

itself the mst satisfying activity of his diary day, these dings were 

changed to 824, or simply bicycling. 

respondent 

the median 

Except for one extreme outlier, the distribution of total duration of 

active sports or exercise activity is fairly well balanced around 

value of 90 minutes. The following table shows this distribution. 

The mean is 94.3 minutes. The interquartile range is 85 minutes and 

the standard deviation is 57.3 minutes. The positive skewness of the 

distribution is very small if the single extreme value is ignored. 

8. Talking 

There could hardly be any mre universal human social activity than 

talking. In this survey, less than half of the respondents mentioned talking 

as a primary activity during their diary day. Although, as will be seen, talk- 

ing is relatively mre prominent as a secondary and even as a tertiary activi- 

ty, there still remain 28 or over 30% of the respondents who apparently did 

not speak with anyone, even on the telephone, on their diary day. It may also 

be that time-budget data do not adequately account for all of the conversation 



that a person carries on. Talking may be such a routine activity that respon- 

dents often fail to remember specific instances of it. For others, however, 

talking is an imprtant activity. Nine respondents mentioned conversations as 

the most satisfying activity on their diaq day. (See Table 4-41.) The follow- 

ing table shows the distribution of talking duration as a primary activity. 

The distribution of primary talking duration is somewhat positively 

skewed: the mean is 79.9 minutes, whereas the median is 70 minutes. The inter- 

quartile range is 85 and the standard deviation is 59.1. 

' 
9. Overview of the D i a r y  Day Taxanoonic Primary Activities 

The sample overview of the diary day classified by the taxonmic, or 

international coding scheme is given on Table 4-7. Since the number of respon- 

dents participating in the different categories of activities varies so much 

across the day, the activities are listed as closely as possible to the numer- 

ical order of the codes themselves. The nurrhrs of respondents participating 

in the dominant activities during the sample 13th minute past each hour are 

highlighted with bold print. The mst important findings from the data in Ta- 

ble 4-7 are*summarized as follows. 

0413: Virtually everybody was asleep in bed. 

0513: Only a handful of respondents had emerged from their beds. 

0613: Just over 14% of the respondent were awake. 

'0713: Almost 31% of the respondents were out of bed, and 14% were 

washing, dressing or shaving. 

0813: About 26% were still in bed. Another 14% were washing, dressing 

or shaving and 21% were eating their morning meal. 



0913: All but one of the respondents were out of bed. While 44% were 

still involved in personal care and breakfast activities, 55% had begun the 

business of the day. 

1013: Shopping and nurturing were the mst prevalent, but there was a 

wide variety of other activities. Mid-morning as well as mid-afternoon were 

the times of the day when activities of respondents were the mst heterogene- 

ous. 

1113: There is little overall change from the previous hour. Reading, 

which had been steadily increasing since 0613, was by this time second to 

shopping as the mst popular activity. 

1213: The noon meal was the dominant activity, occupying almst one- 

third of the respondents. 

1313: A small plurality were eating lunch, but 12% were also occupied 

with television as a primary activity. 

1413: Shopping again topped the list with 12% of the respdents par- 

ticipating and the television held mst of its retired male audience. 

1513: Nurturing and shopping were the dominant m n g  numerous kinds of 

activities. Television activities reached their afternoon low. 

-1613: Reading was slightly ahead of nurturing and television activi- 

ties, but again the variety of activities was very wide, with a marked decline 

in shopping. 

1713: Domestic activities were then evident. Television watching/lis- 

tening was the mst popular activity, followed closely by the evening meal and 

reading, which reached its first daily peak. 

1813: Even mre so than at 1213, meal eating at home was the primary 

activity at this hour, with 40% of the respondents participating. Another 31 

percent were concentrating on television. Thus, television prime time got an 

early start for retired men. Only 8 of the 28 men in front of the television 

mentioned specifically that they were watching the news. 

1913: Although television was even mre prevalent than one hour prev- 

iously, 12% of the respondents were still eating their evening meal and 10% 

were reading. 

2013: This was the summit of prime time television. Just over half of 

the respondents were focused on televisim, while reading reached its second 



daily peak, with 16% of the respondents. 

2113: The television audience was only slightly diminished, with 44% 

of all respondents primarily watching or listening. Reading maintained its 

peak level and sedentary participatory leisure activities peaked with 11% of 

the sample included. 

2213: The television audience amng retired men actually increased 

slightly to 45%, in spite of the fact that 16% were by this time retired for 

the night. Thirteen percent of the sample were still reading. 

2313: Fifty-nine percent of the men were in bed while 27% were still 

in front of the television. 

0013: Sleeping in bed occupied 91% of the respondents. Four percent 

were still watching television. 

0113 to 0313: All but one respondent were sleeping in bed. 

Neither 'active sports or exercise' nor 'talking' appeared prominently 

in any of the sample minutes. 'Active sports or exercise' peaked at 0913 with 

only 8 participants. 'Talking' as a primary activity was most popular at 1413, 

when 9 respondents reported it. 

The data given on the following table and summarized above are on a 

general informational level informative. There is a basic weakness, however, 

with any merely descriptive taxonomical system such as the international time- 

budget coding scheme: the criteria which are used to delineate the taxonomy 

seldom coincide with the salient criteria which can be marshalled to address a 

particular research task. It is for that reason that these same activities 

will be analyzed by other classification schemes in the following and 

subsequent tables. 
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B . s t x m m l w A N D T E R T I [ A R Y ~ I T I E S  

Often respondents mentioned. that they were doing mre than one thing 

at the same time. In these cases, the second-listed or the activity which they 

and/or the interviewer judged to be the less important of two simultaneous 

activities was designated 'ACTIVITY 2' on the time budget form (Appendix C). 

More rarely, three simultaneous activities were mentioned. Similarly, the ter- 

tiary activity was coded 'ACTIVITY 3 ' .  The duration of secondary and tertiary 

-activities is given on the following two tables. As with the primary activity 

duration table, the activities are ordered from the highest to the lowest 

ranking according to the total number of minutes devoted to the activity 

category by all of the respondents. 
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The most prominent secondary and tertiary activities among the respon- 

dents were radio listening, television watching/listening, talking and having 

light beverages or snacks. These will be discussed in turn. 

1. Radio Listening 

Listening to the radio ranked number eighteen as a primary activity, 

but first both as a secondary and as a tertiary activity. In fact, the total 

amunt of time spent by the entire sample of retired men in listening to the 

radio as a primary activity was less than half the amount of time they spent 

radio listening as a secondary activity. Fbdio listening does not require much 

concentration. The ease with which radio may be adapted as a secondary or ter- 

tiary activity may be explained by a more subtle phenomenon than t,he fact that 

it stimulates only the auditory system. Broadcast radio as experienced by mst 

listeners is characterized by what communications theorists term a high 'sig- 

nal-to-noise' ratio. The quality of the sound heard is almst as high as that 

produced by the original sound sources. Commercial television, by contrast, is 

a low-resolution medium which requires considerably mre decoding effort on 

the part of viewers than if they were viewing the same scene first-hand. Co- 

lour television contains the same number of pixels as black and white televi- 

sion, but more information is conveyed, requiring less decoding concentration 

than for viewers of black and white televisim. It was quite c o m n  for re- 

spondents to be carrying out some very demanding task such as driving an auto- 

mobile at the same time that they were listening to the radio. 



Both episode and respondent duration of tertiary radio listening was 

longer than for either primary or secondary radio listening. Even though ~t 

was the highest-ranking tertiary activity, tertiary activlties occurred quite 

infrequently, so firm conclusions based on this finding cannot be justified. 

2. Television wat&ing/Listening 

The taxonomic d i n g  system makes no distinction between watching 

television and listening to television audio. For the same reasons that radio 

listening is so popular as a secondary and tertiary activity, it is logical 

that listening to television audio would be a mre prominent use of television 

broadcasts for people who are principally Involved in some other activity. 

Still, it was m m n  for respondents to report eating a meal as a primary 

activity while actually watching some program. In one case, a respondent made 

a point of saying that he was primarily watching a sports event, a Grey Cup 

football g e l  and that eating his supper was definitely a secondary activity. 

There is probably less tendency for the present generation of retired 

men to use television as a secondary 'background' stimulus than for others who 

have grown up with a television always in the dwelling. It is probably harder 

for the older group to 'tune out' the television at will. The 1981 Canadian 

Time Use Pilot Study, which surveyed people of all ages over age 14, (Kinsley 

and O'Donnell 1983: 31) showed a lower mean time spent with television as a 

primary activity than the present survey dial but more time wlth television as 

a secondary activity. 

The form of presentation of the 1981 Canadian Use Pilot Study is 

different from the tables of this work. In order to make them comparable, the 

data from this study must be transformed in terms of 'all respondents' rather 

than the respondents who engaged in a given activity. The times for the latter 

group were given, but by all ten taxonomic television categories rather than 

an agglomeration of all television activity. Since the number of participants 

were not reported for each activity, only the 'all respondents' category can 

be mathematically reconstructed, albeit with some rounding error introduced. 

Here are the figures of mean minutes per respondents engaged in television 

watching/listening : 



Pilot Study: Primary - 133.8 minutes Secondary - 48.4 minutes 
Current Survey: Primary - 192.5 minutes Secondary - 32.9 minutes 

(Kinsley and O'Donnell 1983: 22, 209-210) 

3. Talking 

Talking ranks third as a secondary activity and tenth as a primary 

activity. The total amount of time spent talking as a secondary activity by 

the whole sample was 1905 minutes compared to 3594 minutes as a primary activ- 

ity. Much of the secondary talking took place during other routine activities 

such as meals and autombile driving and riding. Talking ranks second as a 

tertiary activity, but even so, it only involved eight respondents. 

4. Having Light Beverages or Snacks 

Except within the context of employment, there is no specific category 

for having light beverages or snacks in the international coding system. The 

activity occurred commonly enough in this present survey, -ever, that it was 

given its own 3-digit taxonomic code: 432. 

This activity ranked fourth as a secondary activity with a total of 

1686 minutes devoted to it by all respondents and fifteenth as a primary ac- 

tivity with a total of 1988 rninute~.~ In an absolute sense the activity is 

almst as common as a secondary activity as it is as a primary activity. Rela- 

tive to other secondary activities, it is more prominent. 

5. Overview of D i a r y  Day Generic Seoandary and Tertiary Activities 

The data on the one minute per hour sample of secondary and tertiary 

activities across the 24 hours of the diary day are shown on the following two 

tables. A brief review of the pattern follows. 

A quick glance at Table 4-11 reveals that tertiary activities are 

fairly scarce throughout the day. In only two sample times are there mre than 

two respondents engaged in the same tertiary activity. 

0413 to 0613: There was no tertiary activity and minimal secondary ac- 

tivities, mostly radio listening. 

0713: Both secondary and tertiary activity were minimal. 

0813: This time was the daily peak for tertiary activity, half of 



which was electronic media consumption. As waking primary activities were well 

underway by this hour, secondary activity was quite comm, especially listen- 

ing to the radio. 

0913 to 1113: There was minimal tertiary activity in mid-morning, and 

secondary activity was little changed from 0813, except that there was a grad- 

ual increase in television watching/listening as a secondary'activity and a 

concamitant decrease in radio listening. 

1213 to 1313: Both secondary and tertiary activity increased around 

the noon hour, mostly associated with the noon meal. There was little change 

in type of secondary activity, however, from mid-mrning. 

1413 to 1513: Secondary activity declined greatly and tertiary activ- 

ity was non-existent. 

1613 to 1713: There was a large increase in secondary activity in late 

afternoon and some tertiary activity resumed. Secondary talking reached its 

peak during these two hours. There was increased television watching/listen- 

ing . 
1813: The evening meal was the occasion for the highest number of re- 

spondents engaging in secondary activity in the day. Thirteen of these 22 men 

were watching or listening to television. 

1913 to 0013: There was a general trend for both secondary and terti- 

ary activity to decline as the evening grew later. Radio listening was rela- 

tively less important than television watching/listening and having light bev- 

erages or snacks. Tertiary activity ceased completely after 2313. 

0113 to 0313: Since mst respondents were in bed, all secondary activ- 

ity had ceased. 
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-All inhabitants of this planet have just 24'hours, 1440 minutes, with 

which to live each day. Some are better able to use that allotted time than 

others. In a purely material sense, this means that some are more productive 

than others. In retirement, the ways in which people use their time determine 

to a large extent the quality of their lives. 

One simple way for a person to 'buy' more time is simply to do more 

than one thing at once. It is possible, therefore, for the anaount of time 

which respondents 'gained' by engaging in secondary and tertiary activity to 

be used as one measure of how they spent their time. For the present analysis, 

this 'simultaneity' measure is the sum of minutes in whidh respondents engaged 

in secondary and in tertiary activity. The ranking distinction between secon- 

dary and tertiary is not incorporated in the measure. The distribution of this 

measure for the seventy-eight respondents who engaged in- at least some simul- 

taneous activity is shown in the following table: 



The distribution shows a wide range of variability 

minutes and the mean is 209.9 minutes. The interquartile range is 215 minutes 

and the standard deviation approaches the mean, with 199.0 minutes. Since the 

respondents are so well differentiated by this measure, a linear transforma- 

tion of this measure, called a 'simultaneity index' will be used later for 

comparative purposes. The index applies to all respondents, including those 

who reported no simultaneous activity, and ranges from 0 to 100. The index is 

specific for this sample and is calculated by dividing the total minutes of 

simultaneous activity by 11.58, which yields a score of 100 for the respondent 

whose simultaneous activity lasted 1158 minutes. 

The taxonomic coding system is used in this study since it is the mst 

easily understood system and because it places the data from this study in the 

same framework as most other time budget research. Taken alone, however, the 

system is too detailed in ordinary description while being too poor in analyt- 

ical content. The taxonomic classification system needs to be supplemented by 

perceptual-functional coding. The first to be considered is the work-leisure 

classification, which was elicited from respondents by a general review of 

their diary day after they had campleted the chronological sequence. As shown 



in Appendix C, the respondents were given the following instructions about the 

work-leisure classification system: 

Now I'd l ike  to go back wer Y time diary w i t h  P and ask kw felt a b u t  each o the activities ve men- =&. st is. I wauld l ike  to imar, •’= &&tivi kheth 
er s a w i t a s ~ ~ ~ ~ s u ~ ~ ,  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ M I X U K E O ~ ~ ~ U R E A N D    for a- it has NWEER m m  mm. So, if we we 
the hrst activity w h i &  you menticned, ACTIVITYJ. kw &d 
you feel about that activity? 

A. JlmmION aF WDRK-IEI- 

The idea of asking respondents to classify their own activities within 

a framework of work-leisure has been used effectively in another Canadian time 

budget study by Susan M. Shaw (1982 ) . Shaw concluded: 

... leisure cannot be considered simp1 in terms of recreational 
activities, such as reading, sports, 4; obbies and entertainment 
etc.. Although it is not uncommon to find leisure defined this 

in recreation research, these actjvities actually constitute E3y 9 very small portion of daily leisure events. Except for 
watchlng television, mst activitles tradltionall thought of as 
recreational activities are infrequent events wid respect to 
dail activities. I.loreover, some recreational activitles, espe- P cia1 y recreational and adult education classes and fltness ac- 
ivities are not always defined as leisure by all participants. 
Ishaw 19b2: 233) 

The relationship ketween taxonomic coding and respondent 

classification of their own activities is shown in the following table. 

The agglomerated international codes are ordered according to the total 

number of minutes devoted by all respondents to each activity or group 

of activities. 
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The leisure category is overwhelmingly dominant. The only major set of 

activities which respondents judged as being more work than leisure is 'gar- 

dening and pet care'. Even in this case a substantial amount of the total time 

devoted to these activities was classified as leisure. Other mre minor ac- 

tivities which were dominantly seen as work are 'helping activities and rela- 

ted travel ' , ' regular work and related travel' , ' routine outdoor chores' , 
'personal travel and household paperwork'. In some cases, the combination of 

'roughly equal leisure and work' and 'neither leisure nor work' amounts to a 

fairly substantial proportion. 'Sleeping in bed' is one prominent example, as 

are 'meals at home' and 'washing, dressing, shaving'. 

Irrespective of their taxonomic classification, the designation of all 

activities according to the leisurework scheme is of interest in itself. The 

duration of primary activities by the respondents' leisure-work classification 

is given on the following table. 

leisure 1 1426 71.7 
neither leisure nor work 244 46.4 
work 213 40.3 
roughly equal leisure & work 80 54.0 
a mlxture, mre llke leisure 45 54.7 
no data on work-lelsure 28 53.6 
a mixture, more like work 1 11 56.6 

The dominance of leisure activities is especially evident. However, it 

is noteworthy that activities which were judged 'neither work nor leisure' 

were actually mre.common than work activities, as well as all combinations 

which included some work. 

The relative weighting of the primary activity work-leisure classifi- 

cation can be visualized best as a 'work-leisure index', which is calculated 

according to the proportion of minutes which were classified, respectively, as 

'leisure', 'a mixture, mre like leisure', 'roughly equal leisure and work,' 

'a mixture, mre like work ' , and 'work ' . * The distribution of the index is 
shown on Table 4-15. 



TABLE 445 

Since the distribution is so markedly clustered on the leisure end of 

the spectrum, the index can only differentiate the relative degree that re- 

spondents engaged in any 'work' activity. In subsequent correlation analyses 

which use the index, only the algebraic ranking of the index will be used for 

ordinal-scale statistical testing. 



Table 4-16 shows the one-minute per hour sample of the diary day by 

T I M E Q F W  0413 0513 0613 0713 0813 0913 1013 Jill3 
leisure 74 72 75 67 66 55 57 54 
a mixture, more like leisure 2 2 2 2 2 5 5 3  
roughly equal leisure & work 2 2 3 6 2 6 3 3  
a mixture, rmre like work 1 
work 3 1 2 7 14 15 24 
neither leisure nor work 13 12 10 13 13 9 7 5 
no data on work-leisure 1 1 2 3 2  

TIME QF DAY 1213 1313 1413 1513 1613 1713 1813 1913 
leisure 66 63 60 62 65 68 78 82 
a mixture, mre like leisure 1 2 3 1  1 
roughly equal leisure & work 2 4 6 5 4 2 2 1  
a mixture, mre like work 2 2 2 2 2  
work 7 11 13 13 14 13 3 4 
neither leisure nor work 1 4 9 7 4 3 5 6 2  
no data on work-leisure 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1  

TIMEQFIWI 2013 2l l3  2213 2313 0013 0113 0213 0313 
leisure 84 84 81 78 77 77 77 77 
a mixture, mre like leisure 1 1 1 1 1  
roughly equal lequre & wcrk 4 4 4  1 2 2 2 2  
a mixture, more like work 
work 1 4 1 
neither leisure nor work 1 2 2 10 11 11 11 11 
no data on work-leisure 1 1  

the primary activity work-leisure classification. Since leisure activities are 

so dominant throughout the day, a summary of the profile will only touch on 

the work or less-than-all-leisure activities. 

0413 to 0713: VJork activities were minimal. Since mst respondents 

were still sleeping at these hours, the substantial riumber who classified 

their activity as 'neither leisure nor work' were so describing their sleep. 

0813 to 1113: Activities classified as work gradually increased to in- 

clude a daily peak of 26 percent of the respondents by the late mrning, with 

a concomitant decrease in 'neither leisure nor work' activity. 

1213: Work activities dropped markedly during the noon hour. A fair 

number of respondents put eating lunch in the 'neither leisure nor work' cate- 

gory- 
1313 to 1713: Work increased auain in the afternoon. ~akinu sliuhtlv 



at 1613. 

1813 to 2213: Dinner time and television prime time were characterized 

by very minimal work activities. Leisure activities reached their daily peak 

with 92 prcent of the respondents at 2013 and 2113. 
I 

2313 to 0313: Most respondents were in bed or getting ready for it 

during this time. Their work-leisure classification was completely unchanged 

after 0013, with 12 percent labelling their sleep as 'neither leisure nor 

work ' . 

C. SBOONQARY AND m I A R Y  WRK-lxaSURE mIVITIES 

The following two tables show the duration of secondary and tertiary 

activities by respndents' work-leisure classification. 

leisure 
neither leisure nor work 
,work 
rou hly equal leisure & work % no ta on work-leisure 

NUMBW MEAN 
OF EPIsmE 

EP1- 

WRK-LEISURE ~ I F I ~ I C % T  

lelsure 
nelther leisure nor work 

Secondary and tertiary activities were overwhelmingly classified as 

leisure. The only notable exceptions were labelled 'neither leisure nor work'. 

It makes little sense, therefore, to include consideration of secondary and 

tertiary activities in an attempt to differentiate respondents according to 

the work-leisure classification. 



The 'nude of social intercaurse' activity measure was described in 

Chapter 2 as being based on paths of communication. It is summized as fol- 

lows : 

introspective - activities which require no communication 
from +other person or.source, e.g. sleeping, dinner pre- 
paration alone, gardening alone 
receptive.- activities which require some initiation of 
communication by one party, but no direct feedback from 
the sub'ect, e.g. watching television, reading d intera ive - activities which require at least one other 
Erson actively participating, and therefore comunicating 
wlth the sub'ect, so that their behaviour is interde n- 1 dent, e .g. p aying tennis, joint work on a househol8%ore 

Unlike the 'work-leisure' classification scheme, which represented perceptions 

which were elicited explicitly from the respondents, the 'mde of social in- 

tercaurse' measure is a deductive classification scheme which was coded by the 

researcher. 

Since respondents were not queried about details related to sleeping 

and other personal activities, these activities are classified by default as 

introspective, according to this scheme. It was possible for simultaneous ac- 

tivities to be 60d& differently by ' d e  of social intermuse'. Fur exanple, 

if a respondent were alone while preparing a meal, that primary activity would 

be called introspective. If he were simultaneously listening to the radio, 

that secondary activity would be classified receptive. 

The duration of primary activities by mde of social intercourse is 

given in the following table. The classifications are ranked by total duration 

of the whole sample. 

introspective 
receptive 
interactive 
no data on mde of social 
intercourse 



The dominant 'introspective' category covers activities which were 

truly self-generated, such as letter-writing and jogging, as well as any other 

activity which simply was carried out alone with no active influence from oth- 

ers, such as sleeping or resting. 'Receptive' activity, which includes a great 

deal of television watching/listening, is slightly mre important for this 

sample of retired men than interactive activity, in spite of the fact that 

most of the men were married and living with their wives. 

Since almst all of the respondents participated in primary activities 

in all three categories of 'mde of social intercourse', the durational mix 

for the individuals provides a good measure of their social world on their 

diary days. This mixture is measured by the 'social intercmrse idex' .  The 

index assumes an ordinal measure of interactivity, with 'introspective' in the 

lowest rank, 'receptive' in the medial rank, and 'interactive' in the highest 

rank. These categories are then used to give weight to the duration of respon- 

dent activities.' The distribution of the index is grouped by five index units 

in the following table: 



TAElLE 4-20 
SOCIAL-=- 

ORDEwm BY FIVE I N a E X m T  Irmmmms 
55.0 . 
54.9 
54.9 
54.7 
54.6 
54.4 
54.3 
54.2 
54.2 
54.1 
54.0 

50.0 53.7 60.0 
49.9 53.6 59.8 
49.9 53.6 59.3 
49.7 53.4 59.1 
49.4 53.3 59.1 
49.2 52.8 57.7 
49.1 52.4 57.1 
49.0 52.3 56.9 
48.7 51.9 56.8 
48.6 51.9 56.8 
1 51.6 56.7 
47.9 51.4 56.5 63.2 
47.8 51.0 56.5 63.1 
47.6 50.8 55.6 62.8 69.2 
47.2 50.8 55.6 62.5 68.2 
47.0 50.7 55.5 62.2 67.9 
46.1 50.6 55.4 62.0 66.3 

45.0 45.8 50.3 55.4 61.8 65.7 71.3 
38.2 41.2 45.4 50.2 55.2 60.3 65.4 70.1 

1- 1 I I I I I I I 

There is a relatively even distribution of this index. While the medi- 

an is 54.2, the mean is an almost identical 54.7. This index will be used 

later for ranked correlations. 

B- O V E R W Q F l Z Z E D I A R Y D 4 Y P ~ A C I T V I T I E S  

The one-minute per hour sample of primary activities by mode of social 

intercourse is given on the following table. 



 OF^ 0413 0513 0613 0713 0813 0913 1013 1ll3 
interactive 1 1 2 5 22 34 28 33 
introspective 89 89 86 79 56 42 47 39 
rece tlve & 1 1 3 6 13 13 14 17 
no ta on social intercourse 1 2 2 2 

T l M E O F W  1213 1313 1413 1513 1613 1713 1813 '1913 - 
interactive 47 37 28 32 28 32 46 28 
introspective 29 32 40 44 41 28 11 16 
rece tive 14 21 21 14 21 31 33 47 
no &a on social intercourse 1 1 2 1 1  1 

T I M E O F W  2013 213 2213 2313 003.3 OU.3 02l3 0313 
interactive 21 20 13 3 3 
introspective 7 13 24 84 84 91 91 91 
rece tive & 62 57 54 4 4 
no ta on social intercourse 1 1  

The primary activities on the diary day by m e  of social intercourse 

are summarized as follows: 

0413 to 073.3: The classification defaults to 'introspective' for al- 

most all respondents, since mst were still in bed. 'Receptive' and 'interac- 

tive' activities appeared gradually with a few early risers. 

0813: There was a big jump in both 'interactive' and 'receptive' ac- 

tivity, much of it associated with breakfast, but over half of the respondents 

were still involved in 'introspective' activities. 

0913 to 1113: Mid- to late mrning activities included much more 

interaction, and a slight increase in 'receptive' activity. 

1213 to 1313: The noon hour showed the daily peak of ' interactive ' 
activity, again associated with the meal. Although there was a decline in 

interaction an hour later, 'introspective' activity was still in second place- 

1413 to 1613: 'Introspective' activities regain first place for the 

mid-afternoon period, but more than half of the respondents were engaged in 

either 'receptive' or 'interactive' activity. 

1713: Just before the dinner hour, respondents are almst evenly di- 

vided among the three modes of social intercourse. 

1813: Interactivity almst matches the noon peak associated with the 

evening meal. 'Receptive' activity has been increasing gradually since 1513. 

1913 to 2213: This period is dominated by prime-time television. 'Re- 

ceptive' activity reached its peak at 2013, the same time when 'introspective" 
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activity was at its daily low pint. 'Interactive' activity gradually declined 

over the evening hours. 

2313 to 0313: There is a marked increase in 'inkrospective' activity, 

mostly coded by default for sleeping and other personal activities. 

What is impressive about these results is not the amount of time spent 

on receptive activity. The pre-eminence of television is well known in this 

society. The important finding is that this sample of retired men, ninety per- 

cent of whom were married and living with their wives at the time of the sur- 

vey, spent much of their waking hours in primary activities which did not in- 

volve interaction with others, including their wives. Mealtimes are the major 

exception. 

C- =ION QF AND TEIRTIARY ACT- 

The following two tables show the duration of secondary and tertiary 

activities by ' d e  of social intercourse', arranged by total duration of the 

whole sarrple. 

receptive 
interactive 
introspective 

receptive 
jnteractive 
introspective 

On the basis of the previous discussion of the secondary and tertiary 

activities by the taxonomic classification system, it follows that secondary 

and tertiary activities were predominantly 'receptive'. 'Introspective' 
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activities were the least common m n g  secondary and tertiary activities 

whereas that category had been the predominant one m n g  primary activities. 

Self-generated activities, or simply activities performed in isolation, nor- 

mally require enough attention to be the primary activity. 'Receptive' activi- 

ties such as listening to the radio or even casual television watching/listen- 

ing lend themselves well to accompanying other activities which require mre 

attention by the actor. 

D. O V E R m O F m D I A R Y m S M M M l A R L Y P l N D ~ I A R ; Y A C I ? V I T I E S  

The one-minute per hour sample data for secondary and tertiary activi- 

ties by the mode of social intercourse are shown in the following two tables. 

receptive 
interactive 
intros five 
nu Z V 1 t l e s  

I .  

TIME: 
1413 1513 1613 1713 1813 1913 2013 2ll3 2213 2313 0013 

receptive 
interactive 
intros ctive 
AU dvi t i e s  



receptive 
interactive 
introspective 
All Activities 

receptive 
interactive 
All Activities 

A summary of the one-minute per hour sample of 'mde of social inter- 

course' data for secondary and tertiary activities is as follows: 

0413 to 0713: What little secondary activity existed was predominantly 

'receptive'. Tertiary activity had barely begun by 0713. 

0813 to 1313: Secondary activity was quite common, and fairly uniform- 

ly distributed for the whole period, with consistently more respondents parti- 

cipating in 'receptive' secondary activity. Tertiary activity was spotty, only 

peaking slightly at the 0813 and i2i3 meai times, wnen it was mostly 'recep- 

tive' . 
1413 to 1513: This slow period for secondary activity was a mixture of 

'receptive' and 'introspective'. 

1613 to 1813: Secondary activity build. toward a daily peak by the eve- 

ning meal time of 1813, with the 'interactive' mode the mst common at 1613, 

and 'receptive' predominating at 1713 and especially so at 1813. Tertiary ac- 

tivity was scarce and of mixed modes. 

1913 to 2213: The television 'prime time' was accompied by a fairly 

even distribution of both 'interactive' and 'receptive' activity. Tertiary ac- 

tivity, declining over the period, was mostly 'interactive'. 

2313 to 0013: Declining secondary activity was mostly 'interactive' 

toward midnight, as was the single episode which included tertiary activity. 

0113 to 0313: There was no simultaneous activity recorded for the wee 

hours of the mrning . 



Muscular motility was classified mstly by the researcher. For exam- 

ple, driving a car was called 'mderate' mtility, while riding as a passenger 

was put in the 'minimal' muscular motility category. A walk for exercise was 

called 'vigorous' muscular mtility, as was a walk that included carrying a 

*load. Occasionally, the relative degree of mtility was not obvious from the 

named activity. Gardening, for example, was coded either 'mderate' or 'vigor- 

ous'. The muscular mtility classifications for these mre ambiguous activi- 

ties were decided only after respondents specified clearly what the activity 

actually comprised. Occasionally they were asked directly whether the activity 

involved 'moderate' or 'vigorous' muscle activity. 

A. IluRmIa 

The following three tables show the total duration of these categories 

for primary, secondary and tertiary activities. 

minimal exercise of muscles 
roderate exercise of muscles 
vigorous exercise of muscles 
no data 

l'Jmxmm MUI'U-IITY CLAssIFIWIa 

. minimal exercise of muscles 
moderate exerclse of muscles 



minimal exercise of muscles 1 67.7 1 23 88.3 
moderate exerclse of muscles 20.0 1 20.0 

Secondary and tertlary activities were classified only rarely as re- 

qulring other than minimal exercise of muscles. In mly two cases was a re- 

spondent engaged in a secondary activity which required more exercise of mus- 

cles than the simultaneous primary activity. There was one instance of a ter- 

tiary activity ranking above the simultaneous secondary and primary activity 

in 'muscular motility'. One example was a respondent who was watching 

television as a primary activity for six hours while being periodically 

interrupted by childcare responsibilities with his grandson. This is a case 

for which the standard time budget query system is inadequate to reflect the 

reality of the situation. For lack of other data, the childcare activity was 

coded as a secondary activity which required moderate muscular motility. An- 

other example was of a man who said his primary activity was Calking with his 

wife while he was secondarily setting the table. The lone tertiary example was 

the episode of a respondent who said that he was primarily drinking rum: 

listening to the radio was the next in importance and fixing a meal (recorded 

as 'mderate muscular motility) was third. More detailed analysis of 'muscular 

motility' for non-primary activlty is therefore not warranted. 

B- I?mxmARrnILTnINDM 

An index of the relative muscular motility of the respondents can be 

constructed from the duration of activities scaled by the three classifica- 

tions of muscle exercise*10 The distribution of this index, grouped by three 

index pints, is shown on the following table. 



There is relatively little skew in the distribution: while the median 

index value is 41.5, the mean is 42.0. The distribution is fairly narrow, how 

ever. The total range is only 25.7; the interquartile range is 4.6, and the 

sample standard deviation is 4.5. In spite of this narrow range, the data will 

be analysed on an ordinal scale for statistical correlations, since they are 

based on the duration of the ordinal classifications of 'minimal', 'noderate' 

and 'vigorous' muscular mtility. 

C. O ~ O F D I A W ~ ~ ~  

The following table uses the one-minute per hour sample to summarize 

changes in 'muscular mtility' through the respondents' diary day. 



IaJsaLm mILITY CLASSIFICATIm T P f E O F m Y  
0413 0513 0613 0713 0813 0913 1013 1113 

minimal exercise of muscles 90 87 87 73 62 44 33 35 
moderate exerclse of muscles 1 4 4 17 27 38 48 48 
vigorous exercise of muscles 2 7 8 6  
no data 1 2 2 2 

TIIYF.OFmY 
1213 1313 1413 1513 1613 1713 1813 1913 

minimal exercise of muscles 65 51 48 41 52 60 73 73 
moderate exercise.of muscles 24 36 38 43 32 29 16 16 
vigorous exercise of muscles 1 3 4 6 6 2 1 2  
n o  data 1 1 1 1 1 1 

TIMEOF'nAY 
2013.2113 2213 2313 0013 0113 0213 0313 

minimal exercise of muscles 76 78 81 86 89 91 91 91 
moderate exercise of muscles 13 12 9 5 2 
vigorous exercise of muscles 1 1 
no data 1 1  

A summary of the diary day by 'muscular mtility' is as follows: 

0413 to 0613: Since most respondents were still asleep, almst all ac- 

tivity was in the 'minimal' muscular mtility category. 

0713 to 1113: Activities requiring 'minimal' muscular motility de- 

clined steadily thoughout the mid-mrning, mstly replaced by 'moderate' ac- 

tivities. Starting at 0813, a few 'vigorous' activities also appeared, reach- 

ing their daily peak by 1013, which is also the day's low point for 'minimal' 

muscular mtility. 

121.3 to 1513: The noon hour was characterized by a major increase in 

'minimal' muscular motility, followed by a gradual increase in both 'mcderate' 

and 'vigorous' activities as the afternoon progressed. 

1613 to 0313: With a slight pause between 1813 and 1913, there is a 

remarkably steady increase in sedentary activities for the rest of the after- 

noon and evening. By 0113, all respondents are sedentary. 

There are, in other words only two periods when this sample of retired 

men engaged in any significant amount of 'moderate' and 'vigorous' activity: 

in the mid-mrning and in mid-afternoon. At only four of the sample minutes, 

0913, 1013, 1113 and 1513, were less than half of the sample engaged in seden- 

tary activities. 



The people with whom a person shares activities give those activities 

a different character than those which are engaged in alone. Although the 

meanings vary m n g  respondents, certain objective characteristics of these 

companions can be used to differentiate their activities. These include the 

number of mpanions, their gender, their generation relative to the respn- 

dent, and their personal or familial relationship to the respondent. These 

characteristics will be treated in turn. 

A- ISmBER OF am'ANIw 

Although the number of companions is a quantity, the significance of 

this characteristic is essentially qualitative. Activities which are carried 

out alone often have a very different character than those which are shared by 

just one other person. A certain aspect of this different quality has already 

been treated by the 'social intercourse' measure, which was based on communi- 

cation flow. Activities shared by several people have an inherent quality 

which, again, is quite different from those shared by only one other person. 

The simple characteristic of the number of campions does not yield any di- 

rect information about the degree to which people are actually sharing the 

activity. That is why watching television was almost always labelled 'recep- 

tive', even when two people were watching the same television receiver. 

1. Duratim by Nmhr of Canpanions 

Companions were recorded by episode, rather than by individual simul- 

taneous activity in the telephone survey. (See Appendix C.) Even if companions 

were not sharing all non-primary activities with the respondent (such as smk- 

ing), their sharing of the whole episode was considered adequate for an- 

alytical purposes. The duration of episodes by the number of companions who 

shared the activity is given in the following table. 



total with 1 or mare ~ o l c l s  
total with 2 or mre -als 
total with 3 cn mare =ems 
no data on number of companions 

The table indicates that the episodes which were shared by no campan- 

ions were very prominent in the diary day of the respondents. These figures 

are inflated somewhat by the fact that all sleeping, personal care and private 

activities were coded by default as being episodes with no companions present. 

Including these sleep and personal activities, respondents spent on average 

just over seventeen hours of their diary day without somebody else sharing the 

activity. In some cases, there was another person present nearby, but there 

was no indication from the elicited time budget that that person was 

interacting with the respondent. Since mst time budget research focuses on 

one subject at a time, a lot of minor, but real social interaction may have 

actually taken place without being recorded. 

It was also common for respondents to spend some time with one compan- 

ion. In fact, all but three of the respondents spent at least some of their 

diary day with one companion or more. 

The respondents spent time with mre than one companion quite rarely. 

Activity episodes in which respondents were accampanied by mre than one per- 

son occupied less than 7% of the total time which all respondents had avail- 

able on their d i q  days. Episodes which were shared by more than three cow 

panions were even mre scarce, constituting slightly mre &an 4% of the total 



time available to all respondents. The one exceptional case in which a 

respondent reported having forty-two campanions was when he was the principal 

organizer of a local bowling tournament. 

Although there were more episodes with two campanions than with three, 

both the 'mean episode minutes' and the 'mean respondent minutes' are consid- 

erably higher for groups of four people (three campanions) than for groups of 

three people (two companions). A pssible explanation may be the notion that 

the basic social unit in North America is the married couple. 

Formal occasions are often good situations in which to observe basic 

social characteristics. In North America, wedding, party and dinner in- 

vitations are normally sent to married couples rather than individuals, unless 

a person is not married. This rule is even observed when the host is tied 

principally to m e  of the married people, through occupation or some voluntary 

association. The central role of the married couple pervades David Schneider's 

classic account (1980) of 'American kinship'. Corresponding forms of a 

'dominant' or 'characteristic' social relationship for other societies might 

be ' father-s6n ' , in the Muslim world, (Barth 1953 : 29-33 ) or ' mther ' s 
brother's sister's son', in societies such as the Murngin in Australia, where 

matrilateral cross-cousin marriage is the norm. (dvi-~trauss 1969: 168-196). 

In the context of North American social structure, married couples relate mst 

easily to other mried couples. Four people, especially if they constitute 

two couples, form a less awkward grouping than three people. 

2. Overview of the Diary Day by Mnrber of Caupanicns 

The one-minute per hour sample is used to summarize changes in the 

number of mnpions sharing activity episodes with respondents throughout 

their diaq days. These figures are shown in the following table. 



16 
I 

1 
42 1 1  

totalwith1 orrmreazqm&ms 2 2 3 7 26 34 25 31 
total w i t h  2 or nme oas 1 1 7 6 9  
t o t a ~  with 3 or nne =as 

mdata 
1 1 5 6 5  

2 4 3 

total. 
total 
total 

with 
wlth 
wlth 

9 
10 

1 ar nne acopanims 
2ormre -ens 
3 or mre mcms 

mdata 

- 

5 3 1 
7 1 1 1 1  
9 1 

total with 1 or nwe 'cms 48 48 40 18 4 
total with 2 or mre x l c m s  17 12 6 4 1 
total with 3 or rmre capamcms 13 8 4 4 1 

rm data 2 2 1 

The diary day of respondents according to the number of companions m y  

be summarized as follows: 

0413 to 0713: All but a handful of the respondents reported no mmp- 

ions during the early mrning. 

0813 to 1013: There was a marked jump in the number of respondents 

sharing activities during this period, especially while sharing breakfast, 

followed by a smaller decline. 
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1113 to 1313: The late mrning through noon and early afternoon was 

characterized by another increase in activities shared with companions. The 

noon meal appears to be an imprtant associative factor. 

1413 to 1613: In mid-afternoan, there was another decline in compan- 

ions, similar to the level reached at 0913. 

1713 to 1813: There was marked increase in the number of shared re- 

spondent activity episodes, reaching the daily peak of companionship during 

the normal time of the evening meal. 

1913 to 2213: Companionship declined somewhat, but was still higher 

during the television 'prime time' period than any time in the morning or af- 

ternoon. 

2313 to 0313: Reported number of companions declined quickly in the 

late evening, and disappeared by the wee morning hours. 

B. czxDER QF c!awIwr.ONS 

Since other research (Shaw 1982) indicates that males and females tend 

to exhibit different patterns of daily activities, the gender camposition of 

the activity companions of retired men was recorded in the present survey. 

1. I)uratim by Gentaer of Ccmpania~~ 

The next table summarizes the duration of episodes according to the 

gender of the companion or companions who shared part of the diary day with 

the sample respondents. 



YIESPERIWL"S MTMTI@i 

EPISODE 

From all of the time which all respondents had available on their di- 

, ary day, an average of 20.4% was spent with one or mre females. As will be 

seen, much of that time was spent with the respondents' wives. 3.7% with Mixed 

gender groups accounted for 3.7% of all respondents' time and other males for 

3.3%. These figures make it clear that atst of the 'male' time was, in fact, 

not spent with other males, but alone. 

130 oompanion recorded 
fenale 
ltrhed g e e  FwE= 
male 
130 data on OOmpanial gender 

2. Overview of the Diary m y  by Gender of capanicms 

The one-minute per hour sample is used to show changes in the gender 

of campanions sharing activity episodes with respondents throughout their di- 

ary days. The data appear on the following table. 
1 -  

OF UBPANION(s) TIMEaFm 
sI%WING !Ell3 EPISODE 0413 0513 0613 0713 08l3 

no amnpanion reaxded 89 89 88 84 62 
female 2 2 3 5 2 1  
mixed m groups 
male 2 5 

1302 71.4 
536 49.9 
73 66.3 
89 49.1 
46 44.2 

130 companion recorded 
female 

91 
83 
32 
41 
29 

mixed gerlder groups 
male 
130-data on oompanion gender 



The diary day according to the number of companions may be summarized 

as follows: 

0413 to 0713: The few recorded companions were mstly females. 

0813: The vast majority (84%) of companions at normal breakfast time 

were females. 

0913 to 1113: The daily peak for activities shared with other males 

was reached at 0913 and again at 1013. Mixed gender groups appeared for the 

first time during this period. Female companion episodes declined and rose 

again in late mrning. 

1213 to 1313: The noon meal and the following hour were accompanied by 

females for mre than one third of the respondents. Another 108 or so had male 

or mixed gender groups sharing their activities over midday. 

1413 to 1713: Male and mixed group campanions continued little changed 

from 1113 through 1613. Female ~~mpnions were less frequent than at midday, 

except as the evening meal approached in late afternom. 

1813: The evening meal was accompanied by one or mre females for 59% 

of the respondents. Male canpanions and mixed gender groups accounted for an- 

other PO% at this time. 

1913 to 2213: Television prim time was spent in the company of fe- 

males for •’ram 33% to 40% of the respondents. The daily peak for mixed gender 

groups was reached at 2013, delining noticeably thereafter. 

2313 to 0313: Reported campanions decreased considerably as the night 

grew later. 



C. GE3wwrION OF ameANIm 
There has been a great deal of discussion, both inside and outslde of 

the gerontological literature (~immel 1974: 29-32) about preferences of aged 

people toward interacting with people of their own and other generations. It 

is well to note that for significant numbers of 'young-aged' people, such as 

those in their late sixties, there may still be people who are a whole 

generation senior to them. It is becoming increasingly common for recently- 

retired people needmg to care for their very old parents who are aged, say, 

in their late eighties and into their nineties. A time-budget survey is an 

excellent means to ascertain the extent to which people actually do cross 

generational boundaries in their social relationships. The 'generation' of 

activity episode companions was therefore recorded during the present survey. 

The generation of campanions was designated relative to the respon- 

dent. In the case of kindred, the generation designated was decided by default 

according to the normal placement of those people. For example, a wife, sister 

or brother was called the 'same' generation as the respondent. A son, daugh- 

ter, nephew, or niece was designated as 'younger' generatim. In cases where 

there might be some ambiguity for other people, an age difference of twenty 

years was deemed sufficient to differentiate generations. 

1. Durations of Episodes by Generati- of capanim 

The data on episode duration by the relative generation of the campan- 

ions who shared activity episodes with respondents follows: 

130 m o p 1  r-ded 
genera ti^ as respondent 

mx€d geIlerat1cq g r v  
generatie than r 

=an on genera Yt ion 
older -Z!EF?than respcoafit 

NUMBW MEAN I!ummt MEAN 

By far the largest proportion (73%) of the time spent with campanions 

was with people the same generation as the respondents. This was 21% of the 



total amunt of time available to all respondents on their diary days. Time 

spent with mixed generation groups was a distant second with 12% of the time 

shared with companions. People in a generation younger than the respondent 

were campanions in activity episodes for 98 of that tirre. 

2. Overview of the Diary Day by Generation of acmpaniotls 

The one-minute per hour sample is utilized to show changes in the rel- 

ative generation of companions sharing activity episodes with respondents 

thoughout their diary days. The data are shown on the following table: 

GEmRmIOer QF cXM?ANIoN(S) T M Q F D W  
23aRING 'DIE EPISOaE 0413 0513 0613 0713 W13 0913 1013 I l l 3  

ID ampanion-remrM 89 89 88 84 65 55 62 57 
s+m? g-ti* as respondent 2 2 3 6 23 24 16 20 
nuxed generation group6 5 3 4  

generati- than r 
m- un on genera Ft ian 3 5 4  

1 3 4 4 6  

older -=than rebp~naent 1 

T I M E Q F W  
1213 1313 1413 1513 1613 1713 1813 1913 

rm  companion^ reoorded 46 48 57 60 56 49 26 44 
S+IE generati* as res,pandent 34 31 25 21 25 30 47 29 
nuxed !F==tl~ groups 4 6 4 3 3 5 1 1 8  

generati- than r 5 3 2 5 5 7 5 6  
= a o ~ m g e m r a 1 o n  F t 2 3 3 2 2  2 4 

TZME OF DW 
2013 2113 2213 2313 0013 0113 0213 0313 

m ampanion-rea31:W 41 41 50 73 87 91 91 91 
same generation as respcdent 33 39 36 16 3 
mixed generatian groups 8 6 3 1  

generation than r t 6 3 1 1 1  
w t a  an ampmion cpdEEZP 3 2 1  

A summary of the diary days of the respondents by the relative gener- 

ation of companions is as follows: 

0413 to 0613: The few early mrning companions were all the same gen- 

eration. 

0713 to 0813: The companions of the same generation increased quickly 

by 0813. The few others were all younger generation. 

0913 to 1113: Mixed generation groups appeared for the first time by 

mid-morning. The number of same generation campanions in the survey declined 

slightly by 1013. The single episode with an older generation companion was 



also in progress at that time. 

1213 to 1713: There was a general increase, as has already been seen, 

of campanions associated with the noon meal, followed by an afternoon decline 

and a revival before the evening meal. The relative change in the generational 

composition of these cmpanions, however, was not dramatic throughout the af- 

ternoon, although the number of younger generation companions reached its dai- 

ly peak by 1713. 

1813 to 2213: The highly 'companionable' evening meal time of 1813 is 

the daily peak time for both the same generation campanions and for mixed gen- 

eration groups. Most of television 'prime time' is also characterized by rela- 

tively high numbers of younger campanions and mixed generation groups, declin- 

ing by 2213. 

2313 to 0313: As the evening grew late, all companions declined, and 

disappeared by 0113. 

The campanions who shared activity episodes with the respondents each 

occupied a principai social status relative to the respondents. Although these 

statuses are multifarious, they have been collapsed into these basic cat- 

egories: 1) The 'wife' status was considered important enough to not be 

subsumed with 2) a 'relative', which was any other of a respondent's bilateral 

kindred, including 'in-laws', 'nieces', 'nephews' (even if physically related 

through the respndent's wife). 3) A 'friend' was any acquaintance or comrade 

whose relationship with the respondent was not superficial. 4) A 'stranger' 

was someone whose name was unknown to the respondent or whose social relation- 

ship with the respondent was superficial. 5) men respondents participated in 

activities with people whose principal social statuses relative to the respon- 

dent belonged to mre than one of the previous four categories, they were lab- 

elled a 'mixed relationship group'. 

A. I2uRmIa 

The duration of activity episodes by these relationships or principal 

social statuses of companion(s) relative to the respondents is shown in the 



following table: 

nocOmpanionr80~1~ded - 
mfe 
relative 
friend 
mixed relationship group 
rro data on relatianship 
strarager 

Seventy-nine of the 83 married respondents spent time with their wives 

on their diary days; this time averaged (mean) almst five hours or about 83% 

mre time than the entire sample spent with all other companions, including 

occas-ions when their wives were present in 'mixed relationship groups'. 

Thirty-seven respondents were acmpanied by relatives an average of almst 

three hours on their diary days. The same number averaged somewhat less than 

two hours with friends. Time spent with 'mixed relationship groups' and 

strangers was considerably less common for the retired men in this sample'. 

The one-minute per hour sample is used to provide a sunnnary of the 

diary days of respondents by the principal relative social statuses or rela- 

tionships of their activity episode companions. These data are used in the 

following table: 

~~ QF OQMPANION(s) TIMe OF DW 
T O ' I t B ~  0413 0513 0613 07l3 0813 0913 1013 1113 

rm ccmpanicn recorded 89 89 88 84 65 55 62 57 
wife 2 2 3 4 20 21 14 16 
relative 2 4 5 2 5  
% i d  1 2 6 6 4  
mxed relatidp g r q  1 3~ 
m data on relatidp 3 5 3  
S-aEl= 1 1 3  



rq OOmpanion reoorded 
knfe 
relative 
friend 
mixed relatirxlship group 
m data on relationship 
stranger 

TIMEOF'DW 
2013 2113 22l3 2313 0013 0113 OW3 0313 

. ~~)OOmpanionr~ded 41 41 50 73 87 91 91 91 
wife 27 33 32 13 2 
relative 1 2 9 5 3 1  
friend 6 3 1  
mixed relationship group 3 3 2 2 1  
no data on relaticxlship 2 2 1  

The following is a summary of the information in the preceding table: 

0413 to 0713: Since mst respondents were still sleeping in the early 

morning, the few campanions were mostly wives. 

0813 to 0913: Most of the breakfast-time companions were wives, but 

the number of relatives and friends increased by 0913. The rare, but continu- 

ous companionship with strangers began by 0913 and continued until 1413 with- 

out resumption thereafter. 

1013 to 1113: The companionship with wives decreased noticeably in the 

late morning, and continued at a similar level with others. 

1213 to 1313: At midday, wives figured mre prominently as companions 

than in the morning. Other campanions were also common at this time. 

1413 to 1613: Mid-afternoon showed a drop of wife-companions similar 

to late mrning. Friends as companions reached their daily peak at 1413, de- 

clining slightly thereafter. 

1713 to 1813: Both wives and other relatives increased as companions 

up to their daily peak by the dinner.hour. Almost half of the respondents were 

sharing an activity episode with their wives at 1813. 

1913 tn 22l3: Television 'prime time' was shared by wives and rela- 

tives by a number of the respondents, although a second daily peak of friend- 

companions was reached by 2013. 

2313 to 0313: A steady decline of all companions continued as respon- 

dents went to bed. 



The analysis of the daily activity of retired men so far in this chap 

ter has treated activities on an abjectively equal basis, both in terms of 

duration and with respect to the changes that took place over the twenty-four 

hours of the diary day. with apologies to George Orwell, all minutes are 

equal, but some minutes are mre equal than othersi Some activities are mre 

important to people than others in ways that a strict accounting of minutes 

and episodes does not reveal. It was for that reason that respondents were 

asked to identify the most satisfying activity of their diary day af ter their 

time budget had been elicited. The results are mst interesting. The number of 

respondents who mentioned each taxonomic activity is listed on Table 41 on the 

following page. 

The mst obvious finding from this cpestion is the great variety of 

activities whidh respondents so identified. Gardening is the most cormrron ac- 

tivity mentioned as mst satisfying. Since almost one-third of the sample did 

some gardening on their diary day (See Appendix G, code 171.), this is not 

unexpected. There could hardly be a simpler activity than anversati-, but 

it ranks a close second. The third-ranking activity is walking bar pleasure. 

The fourth-ranking category consists of those unfortunate respondents who 

reported that m activities were satisfying. The fifth-ranking was religi- 

activities, in spite of the general paucity of reported religious activity 

amng the whole sample. (See Appendix 6 ,  codes 642 through 652. ) Considering 

the large amunt of time which respondents spent with television, reading and 

meals, (See Table 4-2.) the fact that these activities ranked poorly as mast 

satisfying activities is significant. Taken together, sports and passive 

recreation is an important general category of satisfying activities, as are a 

variety of work activities. 



regular work 
food.preparation 
routine indoor chores 
car care/maintenance 
hoe improvements 
uardeninu 
Gho pinga deal -self 
he1 ing activlties 
meaPs at home 
religious activlties . 
fraternal & soclal organ- 
izat ions 
attending sports event 
exhibitions, fairs 
enfertainin or visiting 
w~th frienis 
golf 
swimming 
bowling, lawn bowling 
exercises 
pleasure driving 
wlking for pleasure 
bicyclin 9 mtorcyc ing 
hobbies 
leisure equipment repair 
carpentry, woodwork 
games, cards, etc. 
other leisure activit 
radio listening: spr r s 
TV general, unspecified 
TV pblic affairs, docu- 
mentary 
reading 
conversations 
all activities were equally 
satisfying 
no activities were satisfy- 
ina 
no data about activity sat- 
fact ion 



A.lxJRHrImOF~~SATI-- 

Although the most satisfying activity is obviously independent of the 

munt of time spent on it, the munt of time so spent is itself useful in- 

formation. The distribution of the duration of the nost satisfying activity is 

given in the following table. Respondents who identified no satisfying activi- 

ty or who claimed that all activities were equally satisfying are excluded 

from the table. 

The table reveals that there is a wide range of the amount of time 

which respondents spent on their m t  satisfying activity. The interquartile 

range is 150 minutes and the standard deviation is 131 minutes. The median is 

140 minutes ( the mean of 135 and 145 minutes ) , and the mean is 175 minutes. 
Since spending a lot of time on satisfying activities is obviously desirable, 

this finding is an encouraging sign that many of these men are enjoying their 

retirement. 

B* ~ ~ I ~ @ D D I N G O F ' M E ~ m ~ A C T I V I T I P S  

Each time a respondent participated in an activity during his diary 

day which he designated as his wst satisfying activity, the same perceptual- 



functional coding scheme which has already been discussed could be applied to 

those selected activities. By examining the patterns of these classifications, 

it is possible to garner the general characteristics of activities which car- 

ried the mst positive meaning for the respondents on their diary day. The 

social tenure and the indoar--outdoar classifications will be treated in Chap 

ter 5. The other three perceptual-functional classification schemes (See A p  

pendix C.) are discussed here. 

1. Most Satisfying Activities and Social Intercoulcse 

The data on the social interoou~se categories of the activities which 

respondents chose as the mst satisfying are given in the following table: 

Introspective 34 

Interactive 26 

I n t r m =  u 
arrd Interactive 

Receptive 

J5Io Data cm Social 
Interamre or 12 
Nat Applicable 

These findings are instructive on several counts. First, introspective 

activities are not only the mst common activities on the diary day, (see Ta- 

ble 4-19.) they are also the mst common of the activities which respondents 

called the 'most satisfying'. Second, there were a substantial number of re- 

spondents for whom interactive activities were the most satisfying. It a p  

pears, however, that for the eight respondents for whom the most satisfying 

activity was introspective during at least one episode and interactive during 

at least one other, the mde of social intercourse did not appear to govern 

its choice as the most satisfying activity. 

At first sight, the last statement may appear to have a reifying qual- 

ity about it. It is not so intended. Although the respondents do not carry 



such terns as INTROSPECTIVE, RECEPTIVE or INTERACTIVE in their minds as they 

go abut their daily lives, these conceptual categories are applied to those 

activities in this study because of a justifiable assumption that they 

represent qualities of activities which are not only understandable, but are 

also meaningful to those respondents. 

Finally, the number of receptive activities which were chosen as mst 

satisfying were far lower than the frequency and duration of those activities 

during the diary day of all of the respondents. For all the time which was 

spent watching television, perhaps it really is recognized as a basically 

unsatisfying opiate by most retired men. (See Tables 4-2, 4-19 and 4-41.) 

2. Mmt Satisfying Activities and Wrk-Ieisure 

Respondent judgements about where their most satisfying activities fit 

accoraing to the work-leisure scheme are given in the next table: 

Leisure 49 

A Mixture, Mme Like 
Leisure 

Neither Work rrw 
Leisure 

- Other . rmltiple ambinatims 
of the above categpries 9 

EJo Ilata on Rxk-Leisure or 
Not mlicable 17 

3. Most Satisfying Activities arwi kbsalar Miotility 

The muscular mtility of those same 'satisfying activities' are shown 

in the next table: 



Moderate Exercise 
of J!bscles 

Minimal Exercise 
of Muscles 28 

m a t e  and vigorous 
Exercise of Muscles 3 
. . 

Muumal and Hoderate 
Exercise of IQlciCles 

Although minimal muscular mtility considerably outweighs -te and 

vigumus muscular mtility for the whole sample of activities on the 

respondents' diary day, nuderate exercise of muscles is favoured by mre 

respondents in terms of satisfaction. About five percent of the respondents 

chose vigorous activities as their mst satisfying, even though these 

activities accounted for only about 2% of the total episodes and about 2% of 

the total munt of time available to respondents on their diary day. It is 

clear, therefore, that relatively higher muscular motility is an imprtant 

factor in respondents' choice of their mst satisfying activity. 



The mst pervasive mode of analysis of the activities of the retired 

men was tempral. Both duratim in minutes and an Overview of the diary day 

via a one-minute per hour sampling system were used. 

The results were reported according to a -c system. This clas- 

sification scheme is almost identical to a three-digit numerical system which 

is used by most &ern time budget researchers. 

In addition, the survey elicited activities which occurred simultan- 

eously; these were coded as primary, seaxdary, and tertiary activities. This 

and similar categories are now quite commonly used in time budget research. 

Although these categories served as a good introduction to the survey 

results, they were judged inadequate for a thorough analysis which required 

finding salient commonalities and differences amng activities relevant to the 

current research problem of the relationship between housing and the activity 

patterns amng the respondents. 

A sinultaneity h k x  was developed for this study to compare the 

amount of 'extra' activity time which respondents gained on their diary day by 

doing more than one thing at once. 

In order to better understand something of the significance of these 

activities for respondents, they were asked to classify the previously- 

elicited activities according to a work-leisure classification scheme. 'lei- 

sure' activities daninated mst of the diary day for all respondents. 

The researcher coded the diary day activities according to three cate- 

gories of the mode of social interoou~:se, namely introsp?ctive, receptive, and 

interactive as a way of comparing activity patterns. of respondents according 

to communication paths which they represented. Since intnxspective activities 

dominated most respondents' diary day, it was the occurrence of variations of 

receptive and interactive activities through the diary day m n g  the different 

respondents which provided the mst insight on their activity patterns accord- 

ing to this measure. 

some activities are more 'active' than others. A classification 

scheme, termed mustxkx motility was used to provide this sort of distinction. 

A simple scale of mini&, wdlerate and vigarous exercise of muscles was the 



standard for this measure. Most activities fell naturally into one of the 

three categories. Occasionally it was necessary for the researcher to query 

respondents on this pint when 'muscular mtility' of a given activity was 

ambiguous. Vigorous msalar motility was quite rare and the m i n i m a l  category 

was by far the mst common. 

Three indices, a work-leisure index, a social interaxrse idex,  and a 

nuscular motility index were also developed for this study in order to allow 

for ordinal correlation testing with other variables. 

Activities were classified according to the caupanicms who shared them 

as well. These companions were differentiated by their number, their gen- 

der(~), their generation relative to the respondent and their relaticmihip or 

social status with respect to the respondent. Ordinal indices were not derived 

from these variables. 

Finally, in order to differentiate simple duraticnal and episodic as- 

pects of these activities, respondents were asked to name the most satisfying 

activity of their diary day. The conceptual framework of the chapter was re- 

viewed by re-examining just these activities according to mst of the above- 

mentioned classification schemes. 

Aiiother ~mjor aspect of the daily activities of retired men is their 

locatim. Lmational characteristics of these activities deserve mre exten- 

sive treatment in the following chapter. 



C H A P T E R  F O U R  F O O T N O T E S  

'The original research design called for the possibility of recording 
two primary, as well as a secondary and tertiary activity, in cases 
where the respondent felt that two simultaneous activities were equally 
imprtant. This practice was used for the 1981 Ginadian Time Use Pilot 
Study. (Kinsiey and O'Donnell 1983: 19) However, due to a misunderstand- 
ing, the volunteer interviewer did not follow this &el. Since it 
therefore would not have been possible to achieve data consistency with 
the large nwnber of interviews which were conaucted by the author, all 
of the data were converted post hx to the simpler single primary, sec- 
ondary and tertiary format. In most cases, the first listed activity was 
aesignated as the primary activity. Occasionally, a second-listed ac- 
tivity seemed to the author to be better designated as the primary ac- 
tivity. 

activities with cWes followed by an asterisk [*I were coded by the 
author in a form which is consistent with the international coding 
scheme which was published in the 198l Canadian Time Use Pilot Stlmdy 
(Klnsley and O'Donnell 1983: 200-211), but were not included in the re- 
prt. 

%he technology exists to overcome the time limitation of television and 
radio. Video recorders (VCR's) can be programmed to record a television 
program on a given channel for a specific period of time. Although this 
kind of machine has gained a great deal of public acceptance recently, 
none of the respondents to this survey used a VCR on their diary day. 

%ere is also a technological exception to the spatial restriction of 
television viewing. Battery-powered portabie television receivers exist, 
but their small screen and lack of connection to standard log-periodic 
directional antennas or cable systems degrade the quality of reception. 
Again, no respondents to the present survey reported using or even own- 
ing such a unit. 

%he single episode which included 'having light beverages or snacks ' as 
a tertiary activity five hours long was anomalous in the sample and 
almost certainly an inaccurate report by a respondent who was too ill on 
the first attempt to interview him. He generally gave minimal informa- 
tion during the actual interview. 

%n cases where there was no secondary or tertiary activity recorded for 
a given row or column of data, that row or column is omitted from the 
table. Empty cells are left blank. 

7 ~ e n  who were 'semi-retired' were also qualified for this study if their 
total employed work time was less than one-quarter of a full-time job in 
the past 12 mnths and whose principal income was uerived from pensions 
and similar sources. Three of these respondents actually spent some time 
at an employed job on their diary day. 



%e 'work-leisure index' is calculated for each respondent as follows. 
Where hXZ,INDEX = work-leisure mdex, LESCORE = the number of 'leisure' 
minutes X 5, PILSCORE = the number of 'a mlxture, but mre like lelsure' 
minutes X 4, MXSCORE = the number of 'roughly equal leisure and work' 
minutes X 3, MWSCORE = the number of 'a mixture, but mre like work' 
mmutes X 2, WOSCORE = the number of 'work' minutes, and WKLMIhU = 1440 
- 'neither leisure nor work' minutes - 'no data on work-leisure' min- 
utes, 

LESCORE + MISCORE + MXSCORE: +  SCORE + WOWJRE 
WKLINDEX = 

WKLMINU x 0.05 

'The 'social intermurse index' for each respondent is calculated as 
follows. Where SCNIMlEX = the 'social intercourse index', NTFOSPEC = the 
number of 'introspective' minutes, RECEPT = the number of 'receptive' 
minutes x 2, IPj'ERACI' = the number of 'interactive' minutes x 3 and 
SWINU = 1440 - 'no data on social intercourse' minutes, 

l0~he msmlar motility index is calculated as follows: Where MOTINDEX = 
'muscular motility index', MOTlMIMJ = 'minutes of minimal exercise of 
muscles', bDT2MINU = 'minutes of moderate exercise of muscles', MOT3MINU 
= 'mmutes of vlgorous exercise of muscles', and MOTZMINU = 'minutes of 
no data on exercise of muscles', 

( ~ ~ i M I N U  + (2 x IVDT~MINU) t (3 x KV3MINUj) x 100 
MOTINDEX = 

(4320 - (3 x bDTZMINU) 
llln a number of cases, the respondent participated in more than one 
episode of his most satisfying activity on his diary day. It was there- 
fore possible, in different circumstances, for there to be different 
perceptual-functional classifications for the same taxonomic activity 
during different episodes. For example, it was possible for walking •’or 
pleasure or gardening to be introspective during one episode and inter- 
active during another. 

%.en respondents reported either all activities were equally s a t i s m  
or no activities were satisfying or gave no information about activity 
satisfaction. (See Table 7-41.) For six others, no social inter00~1:se 
classification was possible from the available data on their mst satis- 
fying activities. 

'%ark and Leisure and Iiloughly Equal Wark and Leisure are different . The 
former refers to nrost satisfying activities with multiple episodes for 
given respondents, which they judged as mrk in at least one case and as 
leisure in at least one other case. The latter denotes one or more epi- 
sodes for a given respondent which he judged as itself sharing both work 
and leisure approximately equally. 



C H A P T E R  F I V E  

Y E S T E R D A Y ' S  L O C A T I O N S :  

S O C U S L S P A C E I W D ~ T l M E Q P ~ ~ ~  

Notions of location provide a unifying core to geographical discourse. 

Geographers comnly look to concepts and developments of other disciplines in 

order to carry out their work, but practitioners of other fields must borrow 

from geography if they need to address locational aspects of their research 

problems. Sometimes geographical concepts of location have made significant 

contributions to other disciplines. For example, diffusion has contributed to 

major advances in epidemiology. The ideas of regirxls and bourdaries have pro- 

vided the basic metaphors necessary for geologists to develop plate tectonics 

theory, and for meteorologists to postulate generalizations like air masses 

and fronts as aids to predictive analysis. 

Location is inherently relative. The notion of distance connotes mea- 

surable spatial separations between two objects or phenomena. A region is used 

to define a bunded contiguity which contains c o m n  or similar characteris- 

tics on the surface of the earth. Such a region can range in size by many 

orders of magnitude. In order to allow for analysis which bridges the gulf 

between t m  much generality and too much specificity, Abler, Adams and could 

have distinguished two types of regianal systems: the specific regimal system 

and the generdl or generic regicmal system. (1971: 182-183) Specific regions 

are contiguously integral and locationally defined. General regions are gener- 

ically defined and grouped by common type. At a very small scale, residential 

back yards would be one example of a general or genetic regional system. In 

this analysis, such small regions will be termed types of activity places. 

This research project concerns the intersection between location and 

activity, or stated another way, the meeting of cultural space with cultural 
- time. The last chapter dealt with the duration and chronology of activities, 

as well as semantic and social aspects of those activities. The use of 



cultural time on the diary day by retired men who were respondents to the 

present survey was described and analyzed. This chapter concentrates on the 

use of space by these same men on their diary day. 

A. TYPES a? mmTY PLEEs 

For purposes of analysis, activity places are classified relati've to 

the respondent's dwelling. There are four principal and two combined categor- 

ies : 

PRINCIPAL 
m T Y m = :  

1) Inside the dwelling 

2) Outside associated with 
the dwelling 

3) Both inside +d outside 
associated with the dwelling 

4) Indoors away from the 
dwelling, including inside 
an automobile 

5) Outdoors away from the 
dwelling 

6) Both inside and outside away 
from the dwelling 

Activities which were inside the dwelling or outside and associated 

with it are classified in mre detail, consistent with the focus of this par- 

ticular study. 

The duration of activity episodes classified by types of places is 

shown on the following table: 



TYPE OF EXXE 

in dwelling Eimmm 
inside the dwelling, w i t h  room or 
area UgmcEmD 

in dwelling ILIVING room or front 
roan 

indwelling- 
-*Cmm.dhre.lling roosns or areas 
mdwelllngDBJ 
indweuinsIp33porwarkbenclh - 
area 

in dwelling DIMMG r a m  gr-dining 
area attached to the livlng roam 

indwellir?gFulMPusor 
recreatian roan 

* dwell- 'l3amIsIm roosn 
m a  F!AMIWroom, music 

c 2 " 9 i m  

outdxxs in the YARD or garden 
associated w i t h  the dwelling 

outdoors associat@ w i t h  the- 
IxmcLQE, ofherwlse 

on dwell- pmo,  
-l-Y=gazebo 

sf 

a-s AWAY fran dwelling I 143 31.0 1 56 79.1 

BUEl indoars and outdoors 
associated with the IHEUXhE 7 53.7 7 53.7 

HYm indoars and outiloors AmY 
from the d w e l l i n g  3 31.7 1 3 31.7 

Over 80% of the total amunt of time which respondents had available 

on thelr diary day was spent inside their dwellings. Thls finding is mpr- 

tant. The dwelllng is not only a node of daily actlvlty among these retired 

men, it is also the dominant locus for mst of that activity. Thirty-seven 



percent of the total time was spent in their bedrooms, mostly sleeping in bed. 

(See Table 7-2 and Appendix GI codes 450 and 460.) The second-ranking 'place' 

lnside the dwelling, 'inside the dwelling, with room or area unspecified', of- 

ten consisted of activity which did not lend itself well to location-specific 

detail. Examples would be 'housecleaning' or 'routine indoor chores'. In many 

other cases, it was simply not possible to elicit roomspecific locations of 

activities on a one-day-recall basis. Respondents commonly spent a large pr- 

tion of their waking indoor time in one particular room inside their dwel- 

lings. The 'living or front room' was the mst frequently mentioned. The kit- 

chen was also so occupied by many respondents. Less often a den, a shop or 

workshop area, 'dining room or dining area attached to the living room' or a 

rumpus or recreation room served as a man's principal indoor place of activ- 

ity. 

The second mst c o m n  type of place for activities of this sample of 

retired men was indoars away the dwelling, including inside an autcnm- 

bile. This type of place accounted for 108 of the time that the total sample 

had available on the diary day, but 79% of the respondents in fact spent some 

time indoors away from their dwellings. 

,The third-ranking major category of activity piaces.was.ouiside as- 

sociated with the dwelling. In certain cases, the distinction between 'in- 

doors' and 'outdoors' is not clear-cut. For example, carports were grouped 

with garages since they serve essentially the same purpses, and counted as 

'inside the uwelling'. The degree of enclosure of carports tends to vary from 

completely open on the sides to complete or partial enclosure on as many as 

three sides. Places which are designed for semi-sheltered outdoor living, such 

as a patio, sundeck, balcony or gazebo were counted as outdoor places. Such 

places generally serve as nodes of outwardly-focused activities in contrast 

to, for example, doing automobile maintenance in a carport. Most of the time 

spent in places 'outside associated with the dwelling' were unambiguously 

'outdoors', such as in the yard or garden. Forty-three respondents used this 

category of space on their diary day, averaging over two hours there. 

Outdoors away frcmn the dwelling was the fourth-ranking activity place. 

In contrast to 'outdoors associated with the dwelling', this category of space 

was utilized by more respondents (56), and for mre episodes (143), but the 



mean amount of tune spent in this place category per respondent was about one 

hour less. 

C. IMZICES OF lxxxrtm TYPE 
In order to facilitate the comparison of respondents according to the 

types of iocations where they spent their diary days, two indices have been 

calculated: the InQar-Outdoar Irdex, and the lhdlhg-m E~CPL D k l l i n g  In- 

dex. l'hese will be examineci in turn. 

1. The I ~ - < X l t d o a r  Imkx 

The dichotorry between inaoars and outdoors is fundamental to human ex- 

perience. Since the Neolithic Revolution, people have constructed permanent 

dwellings (Sauer 1969: 6) kith give them privacy and security from non- 

household members, as well as shelter from the elements. Permanent dwellings 

are mst characteristic of agriculturalists and village, town or city resi- 

dents pursuing any occupation. Most herding peoples have one or more permanent 

dwellings as well. True nomads are quite rare, usually occupying extremely 

marginal lands. Transhumant herders and other semi-nomadic peoples frequently 

maintain settiements which are occupied during part of the year. (hrlstein 

1980: 103-146) The peasant side of our heritage views outdoors as the abode of 

toil, even of drudgery. (Chayanov 1966 ~19241: 6) The factory system of the 

Industrial Revolution built a roof over drudgery. Outdoors became pleasant by 

contrast. Although general working conditions improved over the working life 

of the respondents to this survey, the image of the outdoors as recreational 

space (Kelly 1982: 398-410) remains, where, in special moments, it is possible 

to listen to silence. (Schafer 1977: 253-259) Roderick Nash wrote, "Apprecia- 

tion of the wilderness began in the clties." (1973: 44) 

There are negative aspects of outdoor activities, of course. Without 

shelter, people are expsed to unpleasant as well as pleasant weather. Without 

walls, noise and unwanted interaction can intrude. For the most part, however, 

outdoor activlty is experienced positively by responaents to this survey. 

Anticipating discussion later in the chapter, 32% of the respondents named 

activity which took place wholly outdoors as the most satisfying on their dia- 

ry day. A further 78 mentioned activities which occurred ,partly indoors ana 



partly outdoors. It is possible, therefore, to use the contrast between indoor 

and outdoor activity as one measure of the quality of activity time which 

respondents spent on their diary day, with mre time spent outdoors being 

valued higher. The Irdoar-tdbar Index is based on this premise.1 The 

distribution of this index grouped by two index points is shown on the 

following table. 

The distribution is greatly skewed, with a large proportion clus- 

tered on the 'indoors' side. (The score, 33.3, indicates that all activity by 

those respondents was indoors on their diary day.) The variation is fairly 

narrow, however. The median score is 36.7 and the mean is 38.9.  The interquar- 

tile range is only 8.3 and the standard deviation is 6.1. The index, interpre- 

ted at an ordinal scale is nevertheless useful for differentiating respondents 



and will be used for comparative purposes later in this chapter. 

2. The Belling-Away From M i n g  Index 

The concept of a fixed home-base, a node of security from which all 

daily activity can be launched, is fundamental to this civilization. Edward 

Relph wrote: 

Although in our everyday lives we may be largely unaware 
of the deep psychological and existential ties we have to 
the places where we live, the relationships are no less 
important for all that. It may be that it is just the 
physical appearance, the landscape of a place that is im- 
portant to us, or it may be an awareness of the persis- 
tence of place through time, or the fact that here is 
where we know and are known, or where the most significant 
experiences of our lives have occurred. But if we are 
really rooted in a place and attached to it, if this place 
1s authentically our hcme, then all of these facets are 
profoundly significant and inseparable. 

(1976: 41) 

Even when a respondent was in his own yard, he was 'at home', within the space 

controlled by his own household. The space-time notation system developed by 

the Lund geographers (see Hagerstrand 1970, Carlstein 1980, and Lenntorp 

1976) uses the dwelling as the starting and ending point. The dwelling as the 

node of daily activity is assumed by practitioners of the Luna methods. Al- 

though the Lund notation system is not used here, its concept of a daily ac- 

tivity area.which begins and ends at the dwelling (Lenntorp 1976: 34-37) is 

central to this study. 

In order to capture this relative orientation of respondent activity 

with respect to the dwelling, an index has been calculated based on the amount 

of time spent in the dwelling and the space associated with that dwelling as 

contrasted with all other space, whether indoors or outdcorsg2 The distribu- 

tion of this index grouped by two index points is presented in the following 

table : 



The Wiling-my Frau Dwelling I~B~=s is distributed m r e  evenly than 

the Inkrrr- lhkx. Except for one extreme outlier, its range is some- 

what narrower: the median is 56.3 and the mean is 56.8. The interquartile 

range is just 7.9, while the standard deviation is 5.2. As with the other 

indices, it will be used as an ordinal measure for comparative purposes. 



a. O v E W I E w O P ~ D I A R Y ~ B Y T Y P l E O F ~ O N  

A useful perspective on the intersection between social time and so- 

cial space can be gained by a summary examination of how respondents changed 

their use of location types over their diary day. The one-minute per hour sam- 

ple method is used again to summarize these daily activity places, shown on 

Table 5-4. A descriptive summary of the table begins on this page and contin- 

ues after the three-page table. 

0413 to 0613: Almost all respondents were still inside their dwel- 

lings during the early morning, mostly still in their bedlroams. 

0713: Since thirteen respondents were 'washing, dressing or shaving', 

(See Table 4-7.) most of those not still in bed (26 respondents) were probably 

in the bathroom, which was not accounted for specifically in this survey. Only 

a handful had ventured out of their dwelling by this hour. 

0813 to 0913: The majority of respondents were still inside their 

dwellings over this period, but-.the number was declining. Almost half of the 

respondents were eating breakfast at one of these two sample times, (see Table 

7-7.), but most were in either 'unspecified' parts of their dwelling or were 

in 'other' rooms, rather than in dining areas such as the kitchen, dinette or 

dining room. Since breakfast is a routine event which is often quite brief, 

this is one case where the one-minute per hour sampling method leaves some 

notable gaps. An additional sample at 43 minutes past the hour yields the fol- 

lowing number of respondents for whom no record of mrniny meal preparation, 

eating or clean-up is evident from the 13 minutes past the hour sample: 

0443: 0 respondents 0543: 1 respondent 0643: 0 respondents 
0743: 7 respondents 0843: 7 respondents 0943: 6 respondents 
1043: 4 respondents 

- 

1013 to 1113: By late mrning, more than half of the respondents had 

vacated the inside of their dwelling. Many of these were st111 indoors, but in 

other locations. At 1013, the daily peak of 258 of the respondents were out- 

side; at 1113, 23% were outdoors. 

1213 to 1413: The majority of respondents were back inside their 

swellings for the noon meal and a variety of other activities. A fair number 

had returned outdoors or to non-dwelling indoor locations in the early after- 

noon. 

1513 to 1613: The trend toward returning outdoors continued in mid- 



afternoon, but. not quite including as many as in the morning. The number of 

respondents indoors away from the dwelling decreased greatly during this peri- 

od, with most going inside their own dwellings. Inside the dwelling, the nun- 

ber in the kitchen was increasing, but the living room was the most common 

specific activity place there. 

TYPE OF WAcz 

* ~ i n g ~  
mside the dwelling, with room or 
area 

in dwelling lzvlls WXM or frant 
rooon 

indwellingKIxxm 
in UlSER dwelling rooms or areas 
incaeLlingDm 
in dwelling SDP or watkbench area 
in dwelling DININ3 WXM or .dining 
area attadbed to the livlng room 

indwellingRUPllPUSor 
recreation rooon 

in dwell- GARSE or m R T  
in dwelling DlBECTE or eating 
rrook attached to the kit- 

i n ~ i n g Q A S S H ) ~ o r  
solarium 

indwel l inguTZWITYorlaundry 
roan Kea 

in dwelllng 

out-s in the YARD or garden 
associated with the dwelling 

outdoors associatetj with the 
d w e l l i g ,  ckherwlse LlNwEcEIED 

on 6&relllng p m o ,  d e c k ,  
~ o o n y = g a z -  



in - l3mxxx 
i n s ~ ~ i n g n  w i t h  nao or 
area 

in dmllina LNINS or front 

indwellingm 
i n d w e l l i n g ~ a r m r k b e m 2 @ ~  3 
i n d w e l l i n g D ~ W 3 0 E 4 o r d m m g  

- area attadEd to fhe living roan 7 
in dwelling KJMRJS or 

recreation roan 3  
in dwidling GARAGE or CaRPOKF 2 
in i k l l i n g  DlXETJX or eating 

nodc a t t a m  to the kit- 4 
dwell- TELEVISIW roan 1 

mdwell F!lWEXroom, music , a r 3 . h  
in w i n g  or solarlum 
in dwelling VTILITY or laundry 

room area 1 
indwellingGlammwx 
indwellingEXXBYroom 

outdoors in the YARD or garden 
associated with the d w e l l i n g  2 5 8 9 1 2 5 2 2  

outdoors associatg with the 
dwelling, otherwise 2 4 3 1  



in dwelling E!EDRXN 
inside the dwelling, with room or 
area uNwEcIFIED 

in dwelling LNIMG IXX34 or frmt 
ram 

in dwelling KI!tmm 
inCfCHERdwellingroomsorareas 
in dwelling DEN 
in dwelling SOP or w o r m  area 
indwel l ingDININGIXX34c?r .d ln lng  
area attached to the livlng rcmm 

in dwelling RKWUS or 
recreation room 

in dwell- DIWJTE or eating 
mok at- to the kitchen 

room area 

outdoors associat* with the 
dwelling, otherwise WsPEcIFIED 1 

1713 to 1913: Even though almost all respondents ate their evening 

meal during this period, (See Table 7-7.) the ordinary meal-oriented places: 

the kitchen, the dining room and the dinette, had only a total of 29 of the 36 

respondents who were eating their evening meal at 1813. Most of the others 

were combining eating with other activities such as watching television else- 

where inside their dwellings. A few were still outdoors during this period. 

2013 to 2213: The living room reached its peak occupancy by 2013. 

This dominant television-watching period found respondents in a number of dif- 

ferent parts of their dwellings. Twenty-six percent of the respondents had re- 

treated to their bedrooms by 2213. 

2313 to 0313: The shift to the bedroom continued toward midnight. By 

the wee hours, all respondents were in their 'bedrooms. 



The concept of social tenure of space required for human activity was 

developed by this author: 

Unlike legal tenure over yoperty, which is al•’unction of 
ownership and econamic re atlyns, the key t? social ten- 
ure' is control over access. Prlvate space is s ce over !i2 which an individual ... has control over who may there. 
Thus, a rented agtment constitutes private soclal tenure 
s ce, as does I e insiae of] a private automblle, even 
wgle travelling on a public hi9hway. Similarly the sc- 
cia1 tenur.e of space over which a group of people with 
some qmmon inte~est generalfy can control who may l?e 
there is called roup space . A private clubhouse,ls an 
obvious example, %ut even a soccer field in a publy park 
during org?niz+ play wyuld constitute 'group space . The 
category, publlc space is space where +ere are no re- 
strictions about who in the general public may be there. 

(Prior 1982: 6-7) 

A privately-owned supermarket is an example of 'public space' during business 

hours. In practice, the coding for the present survey assumed that whenever a 

respondent was sharing an activity'with at least one other person, that they 

. were occupying either 'group space' or 'public space', never 'private space'. 

Similarly, when a respondent was engaged in activities alone in his dwelling, 

the social tenure was coded 'private space'. The situation of a respondent 

driving an autonobile with no passengers is an especially interesting example 

of how social tenure was coded. Although the autombile was occupying public 

space: a street or highway, the driver was occupying the 'private space' of 

the interior of his vehicle. On the other hand, his social interaxrse coding 

would be 'interactive', since he had to interact with other drivers in order. 

to successfully negotiate the traffic. 

The activity episodes elicited by the telephone survey for this study 

were coded for social tenure. In nost cases, the social tenure category was 

obvious to the interviewer. There were instances, however, when an activity 

place was ambiguous in this respect. For example, if a respondent reported 

swimming in a public pol, he was asked whether it was during open swimming 

hours, or whether it was during a period when swimming was restricted to a 

class or a formal activity group. 

A. SOCIAL 'immu3 DURATION 

Although social tenure was coded for secondary and tertiary activi- 

ties, their departure from the social tenure of the simultaneous primary ac- 



tivities was rare. The only conceivable theoretical interest might be the re- 

lationship between simultaneity and social tenure. The data in Table 5-14 show 

a negative correlation between the Simultaneity Indls?x and the Privatism Index, 

which is not statistically significant for this sample size [rs-z = -0.931. 

The duration of activity episodes according to social tenure is shown on the 

following table: 

SOCIAL 'lBmlu3 OF SPACE FaxXmED 

lsmEsx MWN NUMBER MmN 
a? EP1-/ 0. Rlzmmmm 

EPIsmls MINVreS - 
PRJmWE SPACE 

GmJP SPACE 

Given the fact that sleeping was coded by default with a social tenure 

of 'private space', it is to be expected that the use of 'private space' is 

predaminant. Similarly, since a great deal of tine with other people is spent 

In the respondents' own dwellings, the use of 'group space' is mre common 

than the use of 'public space'. 

HTBLIC SPACE 

N D ~ ( S e J S O C I A L ~  

.B- O ~ Q F T I E D I A R Y I X Y B Y S O C I A L ~  

As with the other classifications of activity episodes, the variation 

of social tenure over the diary day is worth examination. The one-minute per 

hour sample method is used to summarize the dhanging patterns. This sample is 

given on the following table: 

993 88.9 

568 55.4 

91 969.8- 

87 361.9 

471 21.6 

15 74.7 

- 

78 130.5 

15 74.7 



PUBI;IC SPACE, I 1 2 5 8 20 21 

PI2lxxrE SPACE 

PRIVATE sP= 1 41  42 51 74 87 91 9 1  91 

GmUP SPACE, 

PUBLIC SPACE 

41 34 21 21 26 37 58 42 

12 22 20 24 11 7 6 5 

The following is an overview of the dlary day according to changes in 

social tenure. 

0413 to 0713: Almost all respondents were in 'private space' in the 

early morning. 

0813 to 0913: Some respondents shared breakfast with others, so the 

GKXJP SP- 

HJRTJC SPACE, 

'group space' category increased. A few ventured into 'public space' this ear- 

ly* 
1013 to 1113: Although those using 'private space' were still in the 

majority in late morning, a considerable number had entered 'public space', 

while a declining number were in 'group space'. 

1213 to 1313: The lunch hour showed a marked decline in the use of 

both 'public' and 'private' space, with a concomitant increase in 'group 

space' use. 

1413 to 1613: The use of 'public space' increased in mid-afternoon, 

45 46 38 17 3 

4 2 2  1 

reaching its daily peak at 1513. These people were mostly shoppers and outdoor 



. exercisers. (see Tables 4-7, 4-30 and 5-4.) By 1613, however, the use of 'pub- 

lic space' began a general decline, and 'group space' use increased greatly. 

1813: The daily peak for use of 'group space' was reached during the 

evening meal hour. It appears that meals provide an important impetus for re- 

tired men to share time with others in closed 'group spaces'. 

1913 to 2213: Television prime time was another important 'group 

space' period, but less promlnantly than during the evening meal. 'Public 

space' was used only rarely in the evening. By 2213, 'private space' use in- 

creased again as some respondents went to bed. (See Tables 4-7 and 44.) 

2313 to 0313: 'Group space' use declined sharply as respondents went 

to bed. 

C. PI3rvmISM mzx 
The data obtained on social tenure of space required for: activity epi- 

sodes can be summarized in a single index, called a Privatism Index, which is 

a function of episode duration weighted according to the relative degree of 

'privatism' of the space. 'Private space' is weighted above 'group space', 

which, in turn, is weighted higher than 'public space' . The distribution of 
this index, grouped by five index pints is shown on the following table: 

' 3 



The index has a fairly balanced distribution. The median is 87.5 and 

the mean is only slightly lower: 86.7. Although the total range is fairly 

wide, it is mostly clustered fairly narrowly: the interquartile range is 7.6 

and the standard deviation is 6.0. Although the distribution of the index may 

be close enough to normal to justify parametric treatment, it will be used 

conservatively at the ordinal level for statistical testing, consistent with 

the other indices described in Chapters 3, 4 and 5. 



111. T R A .  

It is customary and appropriate that time budget research takes tra- 

velling into account when documenting time use. Travelling takes time to ac- 

complish. It is the quintessential spatial-temporal phenomenon. Travelling was 

an important activity on the diary day for many of the retired men who were 

interviewed during this survey. In fact, 65 of the 91 respondents spent 4430 

-minutes (just under, a total of 74 hours) travelling a straight-line total dis- 

tance of 1618 kilometres by all means of travel. 

A- DI- AND IXJKWIceJ BY M3X OF TRAVEL 

The following table summarizes distance and duration of respondents' 

travel on their diary day. 

I E P I S O D E S  1 R E S P O N D E N T S  

m R  BIKE 
(-1 1 2  

It is evident from the 

BICYCLE 

far the most dominant means of 

data in Table 5-8 that the automobile was by 

travel m n g  this sample of retired men. Over 

4 9.3 3.6 

61% of the respondents spent an average of just over one how of their diary 

1 37 14.2 

day inside an automobile. Measured in straight-line qrthagorean terms, they 

only travelled an average of a little over 14 kilometres during that time. 

Travel by motor bike and by public transportation was of minor importance. As 

noted in Chapter 2, there was a public transit strike in progress for about 



three weeks of the time durlng which the time budget survey was administered. 

Of the 56 respondents who were interviewed during that time, only four 

reported that their diary day had been affected by the strike, and only two of 

these were actually inconvenienced by the strike on their diary day. It is 

reasonable to conclude, therefore, that the presence or absence of a working 

transit system did not have much impact on the population whi& this sample 

represents. About sixteen months after the survey the Skytrain rapid transit 

system began service, connecting the Vancouver CBD with the New Westminster 

CBD. It is possible that this new link in the public transportation system m y  

now afford retired men in the South Burnaby-New Westminster portion of the 

study area significantly more mobility options. Since bicycle, plblic 

transportation and motor bike travel involved such a small number of 

respondents and so little total tine, they will be combined into two major 

categories, peibtrian/bicydle travel and motar vehicle travel for further 

analysis. 

B. ORIGINS Am DErmmcm 
When respondents reported travelling on their diary day, their travels 

were recorded as a series of &gins and destinatians. In mst cases, the 

first origin was the respondent's dwelling. If the respondent embarked on a 

trip with several stops, such as stopping to watch a construction project or 

buying some gasoline, each stop was recorded as a separate destination. 

Map 5-1 depicts travel by respondents on foot and by bicycle, while 

travel by mtor vehicle appears on Map 5-2. For simplicity of presentation, 

only the origin and the farthest destination are depicted, rather than each 

respondent's complete itinerary. 

The calculations of 'farthest destination' were made with an APL pro- 

gram written by this author. The UTPl coordinates of the 1981 Census Ebum- 

eration Area centroids were used to represent the point of origin and each 

. . identified distination which was reached by the relevant travel means. The 

straight-line (Pythagorean) distance was calculated between the origin and 

each destinatim, and the longest resulting distance was selected by the 

program for mapping. As previously stated, tihe W centroids were used so that 

the privacy of the respondents could be protected. In the case of pedestrian 



travel, the respondent had to walk out of the boundaries of the 'origin' Enum- 

eration Area in order for any distance travelled to be recorded in the study 

data. In addition, the distance obviously defaults to the calculated spacing 

between centroids rather than the actual distance from true origin. Further- 

wre, Pythagorean distance calculations do not take actual travel routes into 

account. This methcd was necessary for two reasons. First, the street grid 

patterns in the study area are very complex. The part of West Vancouver in the 

study area contains two grids; there are three major grids in the New-Westmin- 

ster-hurnaby contiguity, and several areas with non-gridded streets; the South 

Surrey-White Rock area contains five major grid systems. This account of 

street grids does not even take travel outside of the residential study area 

into consideration. Second, querying people about detailed travel routes in a 

telephone time budget survey which included extensive deqraphic and housing 

questions did not seem practical. 

The farthest destination distances of pedestrian/bicycle travel are 

generally shorter than for mtor vehicle travel. Map 5-1 also includes coarse 

contours (50 metre intervals) so that important contrasts in relief can be 

related to each origin and its mst distance destination which was reached by 

muscle-power. The origin-destination -pairs for which the map indicates signi- 

ficant elevation differences are rare. New Westminster and Ivlite Rock, which 

include steep slopes, are especially noteworthy. mst pedestrian travel in 

these places parallels the contours. A detailed analysis of the actual paths 

which the respondents took, along the lines of studies by Graham Wwles (1978) 

or Gordm Priest (1970), goes beyond the scope of this study, but might be a 

useful supplement to a future time budget study similar to this one. 

Since mtor vehicle travel is so much mre c o m n  and extensive than 

for muscle-powered travel, Map 5-2 is mre complex. The first strlking feature 

with respect to the current study is that there is no indication of direct 

contact among the three residential regions, West Vancouver, Burnaby-New West- 

minster and South Surrey-White Rock, except for one trip which a West Vancou- 

ver respondent took to Bellingham, Washington, U.S.A., presumably travelling 

on Highway 99 along the northeast boundary of the South Surrey-White Rock stu- 

dy area. There is also no direct connection between the South Burnaby-New 

Westminster area and downtown Vancouver, along the present Skytrain route. 







Most mtor vehicle travel is relatively local or, when mre distant, not ra- 

dial toward major urban centres. There were only two trips by respondents to 

the downtown Vancouver peninsula, for example. 

C . ~ o F ~ D L A R Y ~ E I Y M M ] E O F T R A V H ,  

There is no straightforward way in which to sample the distarroe tra- 

. velled as the day progresses. A number of trips would be in progress at the 

beginning and end of any short period during the day and any calculation of 

the distance travelled during the sample ,period would be entirely artificial. 

Therefore the same one-minute ,per hour sample method is used here as with 

other variables to show the changing pattern of the mde of travel thoughout 

the day. The data are given in the following table. 

T R A V E L  M O D E  

iwmRVEBT.CLE 

ND IXl!A (3BT TRAVEL MME I 1 1 1 1 1  1 

MFm)R JlEHICLE 

~ / B I C Y C U . S  

ND T R A '  INWLVEp 

5 1 0 6 7 4 4 3 2  

5 4 6 1 2  

85 75 80 77 85 85 87 89 



The following is an overview of the diary day according to the chan- 

ging pattern of travel mdes. 

0413 to 8613: No travel is evident. 

0713 to 0813: Cmly minimal travel had begun this early ln the morning. 

0913 to 1113: Travel increased as the mrning progressed. The pedes- 

trian/bicycle mcde decreased to one respondent by 1113, which was also the 

dally peak for motor vehicle travel. 

1213: The noon hour showed a marked decline in travel, with the pedes- 

trian/bicycle mode dropping to nil. 

1313 to 1713: Motor vehicle travel began at an afternoon peak at 1313, 

and generally declined as the afternoon progressed. The bicycle/pedestrian 

mode reached lts daily peak at 1513 and then declined markedly. 

1813 to 2213: The evening meal and television prime times were charac- 

terized by minimal travel, only one instance of which was the pedestrian/bicy- 

cle variety, at 2013. 

2313 to 0313: There was only one case of travel during this period, a 

motor vehicle trip just past midnight. 

In sum, travel by the retired men in this sample is almst wholly con- 

fined to mid-morning and afternoon periods, with motor vehicle travel ,palking 

in late morning and the pedestrian/bicycle mode reaching its mst popular time 

in mid-afternoon. 

D. TRAVEL INDICES 

In order to construct indices of travel d e s  for the present survey, 

it makes sense to retain the two major categories which have already been 

identified: pedestrian/bicycle travel and motar vehicle travel. The indices 

could be based on time spent, on distance travelled, or a combination of the 

two. For purposes of preliminary analysis all three types were calculated. 

There is, however, a basic difficulty with the distance and combination dis- 

tance-time measures. The present survey, as previously discussed, based dis- 

tance measures on the Pythagorean distance between UIM centroids of 1981 Can- 

ada Census Enumeration Areas (EA's). If travel took place entirely within one 

EA or if the travel had no identifiable destination, then the starting and 

ending UrP/1 coordinates were recorued as the same, and the resulting distance 



calculation would be zero. In all of these cases the time spent travelling was 

duly recorded. If we were to rely on the distance measures, either eliminating 

or including the zero distance values, then the data would be distorted by 

variations caused by the measuring instruments, and could lead to faulty con- 

clusions. The travel mode indices which are used in this analysis are based, 

therefore, on travel time. 

1. The ~e&strian/~icycle Travel Time Index 

The pedestrian/bicycle travel time index consists of a 

formation of the number of minutes spent on the activity which 

spndent who spent the mst time in muscle-pwered travel have 

of 100- ~inke the index is such a simple transformtion of the 

minutes, the original data are given in the following table to 

tribution: 

linear trans- 

makes the re- 

an index value 

number of 

show their dis- 

The distribution contains a large positive skewness, with two, or per- 

haps three, distinct clusters. The median is $7 minut& and the mean is 58.4 

minutes. The distribution is also very wide. The interquartile range is 65 

minutes and the standard deviation is 58.4 minutes. The large gap in total 

time between 92 minutes and 160 minutes suggests that the group which spent 

nearly three hours or mre in this sort of an activity forms a very distinct 

group, indeed. For the present, however, the pedlestrian/bicycle travel t ime 

index will be used as an ordinal measure for the purpose of correlations with 

other variables . 



B. The MOT Vehicle Travel Time Indc3x 

The calculation of the motor vehicle travel time index is parallel to 

the previous oneO6 A similar depiction of its distribution in is the following 

table : 

The dist: ribution of mtor vehicle travel time is even more positively 

skewed than for pedestrian/bicycle travel time. The median is 44 minutes and 

the mean is 64.5 minutes. The distribution- is not quite so wide, however. The 

interquartile range is 60 minutes and the standard deviation is 58.0 minutes. 

Except for one extreme outlier, the grouping of respondents is less distinct 

than for muscle-powered travel. Again, .the linearly transformed mator vehicle 

travel time index will be used in an ordinal form for correlations. 



In the previous chapter, three perceptual-functional classifications 

of the activity which each respondent named as the mst satisfying activity of 

his diary day were discussed. 'Locational variability of these activities also 

contributes to our understanding of those daily activities which retired men 

regard as mre satisfying than others. Both the type of place and the soda 

tenure of the space required for these activities will be considered. 

A . T I [ P E a F m A ( = e a F ' m E ~ m m ~  

Since the concept of type of place contains two aspects or components, 

its inrkm--OUtdOQlt part and its fropl the dwelling part, the two- 

dimensional matrix of Table 5-12 is used to differentiate the relative 

frequency of these place types in which respondents' chosen a ~ o s t  satisfying 

activities took place. The table excludes the seventeen respondents for whom 

the type of place of their mst satisfying activities is either not known or 

not applicable. 

Forty-five or almst half of the respondents participated in their 

mst satisfying activity indoors; twenty-four or over one quarter of the re- 

spondents were outside then, while that kind of activity took place both in- 

doors and outdoors for five or over 5% of the respondents. The outdoor and 



mixed indoor-outdoor activities which were mst satisfying constitute a con- 

siderably higher pr~portion than their distribution among the sample as a 

whole. (see Table 5-1.) We may conclude, therefore, that outdoor activities 

tend to be valued higher by many respondents than the actual time spent on 

them indicates, but for close to a majority, the fact that an activity tsok 

place outdoors is not an important factor in their choice of the most satisfy- 

ing activity. 

For forty or about 44% of the respondents, the mst satisfying activi- 

ty was associated with the dwelling. The most satisfying activity took place 

away from the dwelling for thirty-ane or 34% of the respondents. Three or over 

3% of the respondents participated in their most satisfying activities both 

associated with the dwelling as well as away from it. The away h u m  the &el- 

ling characteristic of the most satisfying activity is considerably mre pre- 

valent than for activities as a whole among respondents. (See again Table 5- 

1.) A possible explanation for this phenomenon may be partially understood by 

a concept privacy which has been developed by this author: 

Privacy is a desirable socio-spatial situation which occupies a mlddle 

position in a continuum between two negative poles: isolatim and crawding. In 

a position of privacy, specifically in a dwelling so situated, a person has 

the freedom to enter the wider social world, or to allow others to share that 

person's personal sanctum. A person with truly private space can also shut out 

social interaction with others when desired. 

For many respondents, the fact that their most satisfying activities 

took place away from the dwelling does not necessarily reflect negatively on 

their Uwelling. A common characteristic of these activities is that they al- 

most always involved a considerable degree of choice on the part of the re- 

spondent. Satisfying activities are expressions of personal freedom. Without 

the security and comfort of a private dwelling, activities in the wider social 

world would probably not nold the same kind of attraction. 

When people choose a dwelling, its location as well as its internal 

characteristics are critical. Before retirement and while children are still 

being raised in the house, the journey to work and a neighbourhood environment 
' 

which is appropriate for the children are usually paramount. Thereafter, other 

factors often take over and affect choices. These are the sorts of issues 



which will be treated in mre detail in the following chapter. 

B. S O C U I L ~ O F B E i l I 3 6 1 : S A T I ~ A I I T I v r r Y  

Another locational aspect of the mst satisfying activity is its so- 

cial tenure, a concept which was discussed earlier in this chapter. Table 5-13 

details the number of respondents whose mst satisfying activity corresponds 

to the three social tenure categories, as well as combinations of these. 

Private Space 30 

Private and Group Space 6 

Group and Public Space 1 

No D ~ t a  cm Social 
Tenureor Not 
Agplicable 

Since about two-thirds of the total time respondents had available on 

their diary day was spent in private space, (See Table 5-5.) it is notable 

that only about 33% of the respondents chose activities wholly in private 

space, or about 40%, if the private and group space is included. Group space 

activities were selected by almst one-quarter of the respondents, which is 

close to the proportion of time which the whole sample spent in such space. 

(See again Table 5-5. ) ~ o t  counting the combined private and group6 space 

category, about 42% of the respondents chose activities in group and public 

spaces as their mst satisfying. Althoughprivate space and introspective ac- 

tivities and group space and interactive activities are not precisely 

equivalent, these findings nevertheless roughly parallel those for the social 

intercourse categories of introspective and interactive, respectively. (See 

Tables 4-19 and 4-43.) 



In the previous two chapters and in this chapter, thirteen indices of 

personal and activity characteristics were introduced which enable us to make 

general statements abut correlation (positive or negative) or lack thereof 

amng these v&iables in the population which the sample of retired men repre- 

sents. These are: 

l'EKXW% IM)ICES l-!cmmW INDICES 

Age Simultaneity 
Income Work-Lelsure 
Career Social Intercourse 
Socio-Economic Status Muscular Motlllty 

Indoor4utddor 
Dwelling-Away From Dwelling 
Privatism 
Pedestrian or Bicycle Travel Time 
Motor Vehicle Travel Time 

All combinations of these indices were correlated by the ordinal-scale 

statistical test, -Is Rank Correlatim Guefficient rs, except between 

h c c e  and socio-emmmic status and between career and socio-emmaic status. 

These exceptions were mde because the variables are not independent. Part of 

the same data which were used to calculate both the irmoosne and career indices 

were also used for the soci-c status index. The results are given on 

Table 5-14.on the following page. The index pairs are listed in order of their 

statistical significance, expressed as the absolute value of rs-z (directional 

standard deviations of a normal distribution). Those which are significant at 

the 5% level or better (2-tailed test) are shown in bold print. 



x-Y INDICES I 

PRV-S(3N 
Pm7-m 
mr-IN0 
S C N - m  
lxJHiim 
I N C - .  
ImT-PRV 
INC-CAR 
PBT* 
I!lvFmn 
IlWY-MvT 
ImT-m 
IND-sm 
SES-AGE 
SES-IN0 
m r - .  
PET-SES 
m-DWY 
PlVT-INC 
SIM-AGE 
PBT-CAR 
m - I N 0  
PRV-MOT 
WKL-CAR 
SCN-SIM 
WKL-AGE 
SCN-AGE 
m - A G E  

sl?mlww'S 
RANK ao-ON 

rs I rs-z N 



W-SIM 
PET-IN0 
SCN* 
r+4mwxR 
SCN-WKL 
MVT-WKL 
PET-SCN 
CAR-AGE 
PRV-WKL 
PBT-WKL 
SCN-CAR 
SIM-INC 
SES-PRV 
SES-Sa 
PET* 
W K G M  
m-CAR 

K E Y  T O  T A B L E  5 - 1 4  

rs: S arman's Rank Correlation Coefficient rs 
s :  P- ed score for S rman's rs A(;e: Age in Years 
SES: Socio-Economic K t u s  Index CAR! Career Index 
INC: Income Index PFN: Privacy Index 
SCX: Social Intercourse Index MJT: Muscular Motility Index 
WKL: Work-glsure Index IED: Indoor-Outdoor Index 
DWY: Dwelling-Away From Dwelling SXM: Simultaneity Index 

Index 
PEW: Pedestrian or Bicycle Trzvel MW: Wtor Vehicle Travel Tim 

Time Index Index 

The major correlations from Table 5-14 can be summarized best diagra- 

matically in Figure 5-1. 

The axrelations which appear on Table '5-14 and are illustrated in 

Figure 5-1 are for the ,patterns of activities of each respondent rather than 

between each of the activities. For example, respondents who spent mre time 

travelling by arrtm vehicle tended to spend less time with -ian or bi- 

cycle travel, and vice versa. 

Figure 5-1 reveals two major groups of indices, which are linked by 

the positive correlation between motor vehicle travel time and llllsaiLar e i l -  

ity. The previously-mentioned distinction between per- and activity vari- 

ables is also evident in the figure. In order to improve readability, the per- 

soaal variables are printed in BOLD LlWEF6. 



AWAY + + + FROM LWELLING 

+ - 9 - 
+ PRIVATISM - - SOCIAL - + - - INTERCOURSE - + + - 

r n R  VMICLE + + + 9 MUSCULAR 
TRAVEL TIME + + + + + + + m I L I T Y  

PEDESTRIAN/ 
BICYCLE 

TRAVEL TIME 

- 
LEISURE 

KEY m FI<;URE 5-1 

+ strow 
+ + + o r +  = positive + correlation 

- strong - - -  or - = negative - correlation 

The strongest correlation is an inverse one between more interactivi- 

ty on the social interaxme index and privatism. A similar relationship ex- 

ists between privatism and activity away •’ran the dwelling. These parallel re- 

lationships are logical, since interactivity and activity away fran the dwell- 

ing are directly correlated. The respondents engaged in mre activity which 

involved interactivity away from their dwellings and in group and public spa- 

ces. These relationships are quite expected by the mere definitions of the 

categories which make up these three indices. 

Furthermore, matar vehicle travel time forms a positively-correlated 

triad with interactivity and activities away •’ran the dwelling. Simply put, a 

common way for respondents to carry on interactive activities was often to get 

out of the house, and also commonly to travel somewhere by motor vehicle. 

Similarly, motor vehicle travel time is inversely correlated with pri- 

vatism. Motor vehicles were often the means to get to some group or public 

space for other activities. 

The positive correlation of motor vehicle travel time with muscular 

motility is explained partly by the fact that driving an automobile was coded 

by default as 'moderate muscular mtility', whereas riding in a car as a pas- 

senger was called 'minimal muscular mtility', and it was mre c o m n  for the 



respondents to be driving than to be riding in motor vehicles. 

There is a strong tendency for mre vigorous muscdar motility to be 

positively associated with outdDar activity and negatively associated with 

leisure. This latter relationship is most interesting, given the fact that 

there is a very strong tendency for activities with mre than minimal exerclse 

of muscles to be chosen as the most satisfying, (See Table 4-45.) while 

activities labelled 'leisure' by respondents were also very often chosen as 

most satisfying. (See Table 4-44.) 

The inverse relationship between age and mare vigrxrous muscular n o -  

tility is evidence that the rigor of activity does indeed slow down with age 

w n g  this sample of retired men. 

Simultaneous activities occur mst often indoors. Thissmay be account- 

ed for principally by the fact that a great deal of secondary and tertiary 

activity involves reception of radio and television, which always took place 

indoors accordmg to the survey. (Automobile travel, which was often accampan- 

ied by secondary or tertiary radio listening, was coded 'indoors away from the 

dwelling'.) 

As was already discussed in the previous chapter, higher income and 

mre advanced career achievements are psitively associated. Whea combined in- 

to a single socio-eaxlcmic status index, these characteristics correlate posi- 

tively with outdoor activity. This correlation and the inverse one between age 

and n n s a h r  motility are the only ones in the sample which are statistically 

significant at less than the 5% level (two-tailed test) and which link per- 

sonal indices with activity indices. 

The mst important finding of this series of correlations is that 

there is relatively little correlation between personal characteristics of 

class ( j r ~ a m ~ ) ,  prestige and power (career), a d  overall soci-c status 

to the pattern of activities which these respondents pursued on their diary 

day. Class, prestige and power bear little relationship to how much retired 

. men interact with others, or how much time they spend at home or in other 

space controlled by them (private space), or how much time they spend in 

leisure activity, or how vigorous their activity is, or how much simultaneous 

activity they carry out. 

The fact that age is negatively correlated with socio-ecaxdc status 



and inomne is very likely the result of cohort effects. The older retired 

group experienced the extremely disruptive Great Depression and World War I1 

when they were adults, during which they were unable to bulld resources which 

would contribute significantly to their post-retirement income. The younger 

retired men were in their childhood and adolescence during this period, and 

were able to take advantage of the quarter century of following the 

war to prepare financially for their retirement. 

The results of the two questions in the survey regarding health were 

summarized in the previous chapter. Only four of the ninety-one respondents 

had health problems which limited the choice of their current dwelling. This 

number is too small to be useful for any further statistical analysis. Thirty- 

five respondents indicated that they had health problems at the time of the 

survey whidh affected their daily activities. Fourteen of these had health 

problems which had a 'minor' impact on their activities; thirteen respondents 

identified health problems which affected their activties to a 'moderate' de- 

gree; eight had health problems which had 'severe' limiting inflaence over 

their daily activities. (see Table 3-16.) 

The the actual impact of activity-limiting health problems needs to be 

examined further. The most straightforward way is to combine the activity- 

limiting health problem categories into two groups and .then to determine the 

correlations according to the Median and Mann-Whitney Tests. In the following 

tables, the respondent activity health status was divided in two ways: 1) 

those with no health problems which affect their activities versus those with 

any degree of activity-affecting health problems, and 2) those with 'no' or 

'minor' activity health problems versus those with 'moderate' or 'severe' 

health problems. The number of respondents with 'severe' health problems is 

. too small to dichotomize with all of the rest. 



Simultaneity 
2 

3 Age 

4 Muscular 
Motility 

Pedestrian- 
5 Bicvcle 
~ravef Time 

Motor Vehicle 
6 Travel Time 

7 Outdoor 

8 Social 
Intercourse 

9 Leisure 

10 Privatism 

11 Awa From 
hehncj 

Socio-Economic 
12 Status 

13 Career 

M E D I A N  T E S T M A N N - W H I T N E Y  
T E S T  

u " z % Q 

+/T 



Career 
2 

Socio-Eoonomic 
3 status 

4 Outdoor 

5 Social 
Intercourse 

6 Privatism 

8 Age 

Pedestrian- 
9 Bi cle 
Travz Time 

Motor Vehicle 
10 Travel Time 

11 Awa From 
me&inq 

12 Leisure 

13 Muscular 
Motility 

M E D I A N  T E S T M A N N - W H I T N E Y  
T E S T  

x2 Nx NY Q u N~ z % p +/T 

20 62 20 67 107.5 
5.398 0.249 0.020 991.5 3.246 5.8E-4- 

21 69 21 69 171 
3.043 0.181 0.081 875.5 1.443 0.075 

20 
70 1 21 70 14 

0.000 0.0 indeterm. 794 0.556 0.289 

The only unequivocal result which emerges from both Tables 5-15 and 5- 

16 is the assocation between higher incune and better health. The cause-and- 

effect relationships do not appear to be simple. There may be some symbiosis 

operating between these factors. Higher income men may have had less expsure 

to debilitating health risks or they may have received better health care in 

the past. On the other hand, healthy men may have had mre opprtunity to 

accumulate wealth, which translates into higher income in retirement. Cases 

where disability forced men into early retirement occurred m n g  these 



respndents. 

The Nedian Test did not identify any other statistically significant 

relationships between activity health limitations and personal and activity 

indices of the respondents. Five other such relationships were identified by 

the Mann-Whitney Test within the one-tailed 5% error level, but none of them 

were cormn to the two different groupings of the health indicators in Tables 

5-15 and 5-16. The income component was probably responsible for mst of the 

correlation between better health and higher soci-c status. 

The correlation between no activity health limitations and more motor  

vehicle travel time from Table 5-15 (~=0.037) is parallelled by such a poor 

correlation in Table 5-16 (~=0.350) that the result must be treated as 

suspect. 

The indication that better health is associated with mre artdoor 

activity (Q=0.044 in Table 5-16 and Q=0.117 in Table 5-15) is more convincing 

and makes good intuitive sense. 

The same is not the case with social interoou~:se, since the one-tailed 

correlation is actually with poorer health. Since this finding is in the 

opposite direction than was expected, the error value of 0.045 must be doubled 

to 0.090, which is above the 58 standard. 

As expected, simultaneity is associated with poorer health. The error 

level is just above 5% standard (Q=0.057) in the case of the 'no limitation' 

versus 'some limitation' grouping of Table 5-15, and just below the 5% 

standard (Q=0.048) according to the other grouping of Table 5-15. Since much 

simultaneous (secondary and tertiary) activity was receptive, such as watching 

or listening to TV or listening to the radio, it makes sense that this sort of 

activity was mre common among the less healthy responuents. 

The details of temporal and spatial aspects of the time budget survey, 

as well as personal characteristics of the respondents have now been presented 

and appropriate statistical testing has been performed. With this information 

now established, we are now ready to examine the housing histories and the 

current dwelling characteristics of the respondents in the next two chapters. 



C H A P T E R  F I V E  F O O T N O T E S  

l ~ h e  Indaor-(X1tdoor Index is calculated as follows : 
Where INOINDEX = 'indoor-outdoor ~ndex', INCORMIN = 'minutes spent indcors', 
BTXIJELMIN = 'minutes spent in activities which occurred both inside the dwell- 
ing and outdoors associated with the dwelling', MWAYMIN = 'minutes spent in 
activities which occurred both indoors and outdoors away from the dwelling', 
OUTDRMIN = 'minutes spent outdoors', and INOMINU = 'total minutes spent in 
activities for which location is known to have been indoors, outdoors or 
both', 

'The -Away Ram I*relling Index is calculated as follows: 
Where l%BlNDlZX = 'dwelling-away from dwelling index', DWEX&iIN = 'the number of 
minutes spent in or in the space immediately associated with the dwelling', 
AWAYMIN = 'the number of minutes spent away from the dwelling', and IlWYMINU = 
DWELMIN + AbAYMLN, 

3The calculation of the Privatism Index is as follows: 
Where PRVINDEX = 'privatism index', PRVlMINU = 'the number of minutes during 
which the respondent was in private space', PRV2MINU = 'the number of minutes 
during which the respndent was in g rmp  space', PRV3MW = 'the of 
minutes durlng whlch the respondent was in plblic space', and PRVZMINU = 'the 
number of minutes for which information about social tenure of space reqIuired 
is not available ' , 

((3 x PRV~MINU) + (2 x PRV2MINU) + PRV~MINU) x 100 
PRVINDEX = 

4320 - (3 X PRVZPIINU) 

"me no travel inmlved category includes activity episcdes which, although 
ancillary to travel, consisted of waiting. 

  he pedestrian/bicycle travel time index is calculated as follows: 
Where PBTINDEX = the pedestri'an/bicycle travel time index, and PBTMINU = tvle 
total number of minutes which one respondent spent walking or riding on a leg- 
powered bicycle on his diary day, 



%'he xmtor vehicle travel time i d e x  is calculated as follows : 

Where FIVTINDEX = the motor vehicle travel time index, and MV?MINU = the total 
number of minutes which one respondent spent riding in or driving a mtor ve- 
hicle on his diary day, 

- 
7~he classifications of ' INSIDE AND OUTSIDE ' and 'ASSOCIATED WITH THE DWELZIING 
AND M Y  FFKH THE DWELLING' refer to the locations of mre than one episode 
which included the 'mst satisfying activity' kich included locations in both 
types of places. These classifications do not refer to single episodes which 
took place in both types of locations. 



C H A P T E R  S I X  
M O V I N G  A N D  S T A Y I N G :  

' M I E J m E x u N G M = Q F S U R N E Y ~  

The current dwelling situation of the respondents is the result of a 

complex series of events and decisions. One way to understand this history 

would be to ask a series of open-ended questions about the decision-making 

process which led to all of the dwelling mves which the respondents made in 

the past. Other scholars, such as mwles (1978) and Spradley (1970; 1979), 

have made effective use of this sort of ethnographic approach. In skilled 

hands such research can yield rich details about particular places and the 

lives of individual research subjects. The extent to which such work can lead 

to more general theory is often limited, however. 

Asmixed approach was used for the present study. Relatively open-ended 

questions were posed about the current dwelling, but a much more standardized 

set of information was gathered about other dwellings. Respondents to the pre- 

sent survey were interviewed at different stages of their retirement experi- 

ence. In the terms of Atchley's process mdel of retirement (1976: 63-71) 

which was introduced in Chapter One, the respondents to this survey fell into 

one of the middle four stages: haqnmon, disenrhantment, reorientation or 

stability. Those in either the preretirenrent or the termination stage were not 

qualified for this survey. It was obvious which of Atchley's stages best de- 

scribed a respondent's situation in many cases of stability. The hrxleymxxl 

phase was often difficult to specify. Some of the respondents who could not be 

contacted may have been in a 'travelling' hmqmmn phase. Others who had made 

post-retirement dwelling mves relatively recently would best be descriked as 

in a reorientaticm phase. These actual categories are based more on a general 

psychological state rather than on a readily-identifiable situation based upon 

the respondent's dwelling. The life-course model used in this study is based, 

therefore, on their dwelling history. 

Since at the time of the interview, different respondents were at 

very different life-course stages, even while retired, it seemed most reason- 

able to query them about their past housing situations at times of their lives 

when they were mre likely to have had housing needs which were similar 
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to those which most other now-retired respondents felt at simllar stages in 

their lives. Three events were chosen which mst or all respondents would have 

already experienced: First, the end of the period when the household had its 

m a x i l r ~ r m  number of e s  should mark the end of the time wh& the demand for 

housing services was also highest. Second, cne year after the last depedmt 

child,vacated the lmis&old shmld usually be a time when the level of housing 

services demand is lowest. Third, by cne year after retireuent the commuting 

. constraint on housing choice would have vanished for mst households and the 

'honeymoon' period should have been winding down. A fourth event could have 

occurred anytime in a respondent's life: the time of the most recent dwelling 

m e .  

These are the four times for which a standard housing information was 

elicited for the present study. They will be examined in turn. Since chrone 

logical relationships are partly a matter of age, the year of birth of respn- 

dents will also be discussed. Finally, the respondents will be classified ac- 

cording to four categories of residential mbility. These categories will then 

be used to correlate with the respondents' personal and activity indices. 

Although mre details about the current dwelling are treated in the 

next chapter, basic information about the current dwelling, such as its struc- 

tural type and tenure, will be used for comparative purposes in this chapter. 

The only part of the maximum household size period for which housing 

information was specifically elicited was for the last calendar year of the 

period. It was common for respondents to have to do some careful figuring in 

order to give this chronological information. A typical statement was some- 

thing like, "Well, let's see, my youngest daughter is twenty-five years old 

now, so she was born in 1959. That's when we first had all six of us in the 

house. Then my oldest son got married the same year I retired, so that would 

be 1974. That's when we had the five of us in the house." 

A . I X J R A T I O N Q F l E l E ~ ~ S I m p e R I O D  

The information about the nwnber of years during which respondents had 
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maximum-sized households is given in Table 6-1 on the following page. The num- 

ber of household members and the structural type of their dwelling during the 

final year of the period are included in the table, as well as the structural 

type and the tenure of the current dwelling. 

K E Y  T O  T A B L E  6 - 1  

The table is organized in 'data-rich histogram' form ordered by the number of 
years during which respondent households had the maximum number of household 
members, with the data placed,in five-year intervals: The -d numerals denote 
the number of ears during which the household was slzed maximally. To the 
left of the boK numeral is a, column of letters which designates the struc- 
tural t of the respondents dwellings during the last year of their maximum 
househoFsize per icd : 

A = five stories or mre 
0 = 

On the left margin of each column is a set of numbers which indicate the maxi- 
mum number of members of the respondents' households. The first letter to the 
right-of the bold numerals desi nates the current dwelling structural t 
The flnal letter on the right Jge of each column records the tenure o*; 
current dwelling: 

C = tive tenure [This category is agglomerated with 
i t q e  mst analytical plrp3ses.l 

O=owm?r - J y d  -log 
R = m t e d  or eased dwelling 



Except for some extreme outliers on the high end, the distribution of 

the period of maxirmmnhowehoId size is not as skewed as it may appear: the 

median and the mdal period was 16 years, while the mean period was 16.5 

years. Thls distribution is fairly broad, however. The interquartile range is 

13 years and the standard deviation is 10.9 years. 

The median and the modal maxinun kusdmld size was 4 people, while 

the mean size was 4.5 people. The range is quite narrow. The interquartile 

range is 1 person and the standard deviation is 1.6 people. 

The table shows, not unexpectedly, that larger households tended to 

retain their maximum size for shorter periods than smaller households. This 

inverse correlation is strong and statistically highly significant. 

(Spearman's rs = -0.48; Z = -4.41; Q = 5.1~-6) A high proportion (94%) of the 

respondents were living in single detached dwellings in the last year of their 

maximum household periods. Three of the five respondents who were living in 

multiple-dwelling-unit buildings only had two people in their maximumsized 

households. Since the 1974 !Survey of Ba;lsirrg Units and the 1981 Oensrrs data 

indicated a high correlation between single detached dwellings and home owner- 

ship, we may conclude that almost all of the respondents to this survey were 

m n g  those who shared in what Albert Rose called the transformation ir, *.e 

post-World War I1 period of Canada "from a nation of tenants to a nation of 

hameowners". (1969: 85) These men were beneficiaries of a national policy 

which was in force for the two decades following the war which favoured "the 

attainment of home ownership by every family". (Ibid.) In any case, about 77% 

of the respondents for whom maximum household size data are available owned 

their own dwelling at the time of the survey. 

There is no significant correlation between the number of years that a 

respondent's household was at its maximum size and either the structural type 

or the tenure of the present dwelling, as the following table shows: 



In Multi le- Sing. Detached 
Unit ~uilginq or Mobile 

~ented/~eased Owned/Co-op 1 
K E Y  

M E D I A N  T E S T  M A N N - W H I T H E Y  
T E S T  

T O  T A B L E  6 - 2  

% = The number of respondents who share a given X dwelling characteristic. 
% = The number of respondents who share a contrastmg Y dwelling character- istic. 

The number of res ndents included in the m a n  Test is often less and 
never mre th+ ti!? ose used for the MararMu tmzy Test, since values which 
equal the median for the res ndents with both the X and Yhousing char- 
acteristics are not used in +2 e Median Test calculations. 

x2 = The chi-squared evaluation of the 2 by 2 matrix,of .the number of re- 
spondents who shqe X and Y dwellln characteristics, and for whom the 
number of years wlth a maximum sizd household was above and helow, re- 
s ctively, the median number of years for all of the respondents treat- 
s i n  the table. 

= The ocnt ooefficient whjch pxisuqes the strength of a correla- 
ticn, ra % er its stochastic s~ fi-. 

Q = 1 - P, or the me-tailed probability 8% a directional I& is in fact 
true. 

+/T = A ie correction factor, which is the sqmation of the T values of 
(tLt)/l2 where t is the number of tles in each tied group. 

U = The lesser of the two Mann-Whitney U statistic values. 
Z = One standard deviation, which can be transformed into a P or Q value. 

Another perspective on the maxinarmhouselmld size period is the cal- 

endar years which constituted that period. The following table shows the 

beginning year of the period, the length in years of the period, the struz- 

tural type of the current dwelling and the tenure of the current dwelling. 



K E Y  T O  T A B L E  6 - 3  

The numerals in bold print re resent the first calendar year minus 1900 of the 
maximum household size pzrio%foT each respondent. The numerals to the right 
of the bold printed numerals indicate the number of years whlch the maximum 
household size rid lasted. (These are the same numbers which appeared in 

tT in T a.k? le 6-1, but here they are of course not in the same order.) The nex letter In each column shows the structural type of the present dwel- 
ling: 

The letter on the right margin of each column represents the tenure of the 
current dwelling: 

C = tive tenure [lhis category is agglcmerated w i t h  
tenqre •’or mst analytical plrposes. 1 

O=cknmer led dwelling 
R = *ted=eased cSAUmg 

The distribution of the first maximum household size year is fairly 

even: the median year is 1950 and the mean is 1948+. The interquartile range 

is 13 years and the standaru deviation is 10.5 years, which are very similar 

to the equivalent figures for the maximum household size period, discussed 

above. It appears that both single detached and owner-occupied dwellings are 

mre common among those whose first year of a maximum household size period 

occurred relatively recently. The following table shows that this relationship 

is indeed statistically significant, measured by both the Median Test and the 
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hlann-Whi tney Test : 

In Multi le- Sing. Detached 
Unit ~uilgin~ or Mobile 

~ented/~eased wed/-op 

M E D I A N  T E S T  M A N N - W H I T N E Y  
T E S T  

K E Y  T O  T A B L E  6 -  
(~e.synbols us$.are the same as for Table 6-2, except that the sta- 
tlstlcally-signlflcant Q values are printed here In bold.) 

Since there is no statistically significant correlation with the per- 

iod of the maximum household size, but there is a clear correlation with the 

timing of the beginning of that period, there must be some explanation which 

requires further exploration. One way of doing so is to examine the data for 

the timing of the end of the period. The necessary data are already contained 

in Table 6-3, so they need not be repeated. Similar statistical testing, how- 

ever, yields the test data which are shown in the following table: 

In Multiple- Sing. Detached 23 62 23 64 100.5 I Unl t Bullding / or Mobile 1 0.638 0.086 0.425 867.5 1.267 0.103 

J3@%UNG 
-mIC 

X 

K E Y  T O  T A B L E  6 - 5  - (The symbols used are the same as for Tables 6-2 and 6-4. ) 

There is not nearly as clear a correlation with the end of the maximum 

-STIC 
Y  

household period as with the beginning. Since the attainment of a household of 

maximum size is in most cases a matter of reaching the stage of having pro- 

M E D I A N  T E S T M A N N - W H I T N E Y  I T E S T  

X2Nx CcNy  Q I U Nx z % Q +/T 



duced all of one's children, the beginning of this period probably fits well 

with the age of the respondents. It may be that the correlation which was 

observed at this early stage is more a function of the age of the respondents. 

The issue of the relationship of the age of the respondents to the other resi- 

dental nobility variables is treated in more detail later in this chapter. 

C . ~ O R T O F ~ E L U N G ~ T E E E N D Q F ~ ~ E I D C R S H I ~ S I Z E P E R I ~ D  
As the discussion in the previous chapter indicated, 'location' is a 

multifaceted concept. Three aspects of location are treated in Table 6-6. The 

first category considered is the settlement type in which the dwelling was 

situated. A city is a metropolitan centre or a satellite urban centre within a 

metropolis. A 'metropolitan centre' or a 'netropolis' is defined in Canada for 

the purposes of this study as including any Census Metropolitan Area or Census 

Agglomeration. A suburb is a part of a metropolis which functions principally 

as a residential area, with comparatively few centralizing economic functions 

present. An isolated town is a smaller urban centre whose economic focus is 

largely centripetal. The ccuntry is used for any settlement pattern which is 

not one of the above three. 

The second locational category is its named place. Inside of Canada 

this i~cl~des the provhce and wiLlin British Col.mbia "Ae municipality -was 

recorded. 

The third locational subject treated in Table 6-6 is crmnalting. Re- 

spondents were asked for information on both the crnnalting distance and the 

customary ocmnrmtm lmde. 



T r a i l  
~angley3 
surrey 
sqrel. 
White Rock 
Vancouver  
Vancouver  
Vancouver  
Vancouver  
Vancouver  
Vancouver  
Vancouver  
Vancouver  
Burnaby  
Burnaby  
Burnaby  
Burnaby  
Burnaby  
Burnaby  
Burnaby  
Burnaby  
Burnaby  
Burnaby  
Burnaby  
Burnaby 
Burnaby  
Burnaby  
Buirnaby 
Burnaby  
Burnaby  
Burnaby  
Burnaby  
Burnaby  
Burnaby  
Burnaby  
Burnaby 
Burnaby  
Burnaby  
Burnaby  
Burnaby  
Burnaby  
Burnaby  
Burnaby  
Burnaby  
Burnaby  
Burnaby  
Burnaby 
Burnaby  
Burnaby  

P a k i s t a n  
Alberta Canada 
Alberta Canada 

Manltoba Canada 
Man1toba Canada 
Manitoba Canada 

Nova Scotia Canada 
Ontario Canada 
Ontario Canada 
Ontario Canada 
Qu4bec Canada 

Saska tchewan  Canada  
B. C. Canada  
B.C. Canada 
B.C. Canada 
B.C. Canada 
B.C. Canada  
B.C. Canada 
B.C. Canada 
B.C. Canada 
B.C. Canada  
B.C. Canada 
B.C. Canada 
B.C. Canada 
B.C. Canada 
B.C. Canada 
B.C. Canada 
B.C. Canada 
B.C. Canada 
B.C. Canada 
B.C. Canada 
B.C. Canah 
B.C. Canada 
B.C. Canada 
B.C. Canada  
B.C. Canada 
B.C. Canada 
B.C. Canada 
B.C. Canada 
B.C. Canada  
B.C. Canada  
B.C. Canada 
B.C. Canada 
B.C. Canada 
B.C. Canada  
B.C. Canada 
B.C. Canada 
B.C. Canada 
B.C. Canada 
B.C. Canada 
B.C. Canada 
B.C. Canada 
B.C. Canada 
B.C. Canada 
B.C. Canada 
Be C. Canada 
B.C. Canada 
B.C. Canada 
B.C. Can* 
B.C. Canada 
B.C. Canada  



CT Burnaby B.C. Canada 32.2 A 
CT Burnaby B.C. Canada 32.2 A 
CT New Westmmster B.C. Canada 0.1 W 
CT NewWestminster B.C. Canada 6.1 A 
CT New Westminster B. C. Canada n.a. Z 
CT New Westmlnster B.C. Canada 0.5 W 
CT New Westmlnster B.C. Canada 1.6 A 
CT New Westminster B. C. Canada 1.6 0 
CT New Westminster B. C. Canada 2.4 A 
CT New Wes tmins ter B . C . Canada 2.4 A 
CT New Westminster B.C. Canada 3.2 A 
CT New Westminster B.C. Canada 4.0 A 
CT New Westminster B.C. Canada 4.8 A 
CT New Wes tmins ter B. C . Canada 8.0 A 
CT New Westmlnster B . C . Canada 9.7 A 
CI' New Westmlnster B. C. Canada 11.3 A 
CT New Westminster B.C. Canada 12.9 A 
CT New Westmaster B.C. Canada 13.7 A 
CI' New Westmmster B.C. Canada 19.3 A 
SB Ccqultlam B.C. Canada 1.2 W 
SB North Vancouver B . C . Canada 16.1 A 
SB West Vancouver B. C. Canada 9.7 T 
SB West Vancouver B . C . Canada 7.2 A 
IT Campbell River B.C. Canada n. a; 
IT Dawson Creek 

z 
B.C. Canada 2.4 A 

K E Y  T O  T A B L E  6 - 6  

-TYPE clmwrmG- 

" = "% A = AutosoPbile 
IT = Iso ted !Corn B = Bicyc le  
a l = C o u N r r p  8 = Other ar: cabinatiqs of ammuting neans 
SB=SuWnb T = Public tlan 

Z = No data-&icable Oonmuting nsans 

The city settlement type was by far the mst c o m n  for the last year 

of maximum household size m n g  this sample: eighty percent of the dwellings 

were in that kind of settlement. Nine percent were in suburbs, 6% in i s o l a t e d  

towns ana 3.5% were in the camtry. 

Only one respondent was living outside of Canada at this stage in his 

life. Eleven were in Canada but outside of British Columbia. All but three of 

the remainder were living within the Lower Mainland of British Columbia. 

(Ximuting data were only collected for those respondents who were 

. employed during mst of the final year of their m a x i m u m ~ l d  size period. 

For the others, the notatim, n.a., appears in the ammuting distance column. 

For the employed group, the mean one-way commuting distance was 10.2 km. This 

is nearly 4 km more than the mean 1963 co~uting distance which Wolforth 

reported for jobs located in the central area of Vancouver City. (1965: 34) 



The median figure was 8 krn, which comes closer to Wolforth's data from a 

Vancouver City Directory sample. The range was wide, however, from 0.0 km to 

32.2 km, while the interquartile range was 10.5 km and the standard deviation 

was 8.3 km. 

There are exceptions, of course, but for most people commuting is a 

necessary chore. Indeed, Wolforth began his monograph with the assertion: "The 

long journey to work is an unpleasant fact of life for many modern urbanites." 

(1965: 7) Given that premise, then, the perceptual calculus which people use 

to make their work-location and dwelling-location decisions must include 

offsetting positive factors about their job and their dwellings, and perhaps 

even the distance itself, which make the spatial separation of the two 

tolerable. During chlld-rearing years an important factor, which amounts to 

another constraint, is to live in a dwelling and in an area which are 

appropriate for the children. Such a factor is removed after the 'nest' is 

empty, which is the next time for which a housing information sample was taken 

in the present survey. 

A household which has inciuded growing children assumes a very differ- 

ent character when the children are no longer living at home. An 'empty nest' 

is usual in Canada where neolocality is the normative residence pattern for 

newly married people. Canadians often mve to their own residence even before 

marriage. Such moves are frequently associated with the pursuit of university 

education or an out-of-town job. 

Whatever the cause, the advent of an 'empty nest' introduces a new 

situation of freedom to a household. Sometimes one or more bedrocans are freed 

up for alternative uses, such as for hobbies or other leisure activities. 

Their function as sleeping roams is often retained on a periodic basis: they 

are set aside as 'guest rooms', no matter how infreqently guests actually use 

them. 



As the image of 'empty nest' implies, another viable alternative is 

for the remaining householders to decide to mve away from the dwelling in 

which the children were raised. It was in order to assess the actual housing 

situation after the nest became empty that the respondents to the present sur- 

vey were asked about their dwelling one year after the last of their dependent 

children began living elsewhere. 

A- 'EE 'BETY NESTR PERIm DJRM'IOW 

The 'empty nest' perid is open-ended in the normal course of events. 

Table 6-7 shows the pattern of dwelling structural type in tandem with the 

distribution of the number of years since the responaents began living in an 

'empty nest'. 

S5SO 
S5SO 
SSSQ 
ssso 
S50H 
S3SO 
s2SO 
S2SO 
SlSO 
SlSO 

I- I 
K E Y ~ T A B I E ~ - 7 :  
The table is organized in 'data-rich histogram' form ordered b the number of 
Tars ( m  bold) since the last of the res ndents' dependent cxildren began 
iving elsewhere. The data are . organized & five- ear intervals. The letter to 
the left of the bold numerals indicates the strucryal type of the dwelling 
one ear after this 'empty nest' period began. Similarly, the letter to the 
righf.of the bold numerals designates the structural typ of the current 
dwelling : 

A = t in-building w i t h  five stories or mre 
M = Mabi%zELeU S .= Single &tam d w e l l i n g  
0 = dwelling in & multlpleawell-unit building 

The letter on the ri ht margin of each column contains the coding for the 
tenure of the presen? dwelling: 

C = W a t i v e  tenure [This otegory is agglomerated w i t h  
owner-oaxpiedl' t e e  •’or  lost analytical. plrpases.7 

R O = = Rented bner-'Yed or eased bRU1ng dwellmg 
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The distribution is slightly positively skewed. The median is 13 years 

and the mean is 14.5 years. The distribution is quite wide: the interquartile 

range is 10 years and the standard deviation is 9.0 years. 

Since only two of the sixty-five respondents who had entered an 'empty 

nest' phase were not living in single detached dwellings one year after they 

entered that period, it is evident that there is no strong tendency for the 

men in this sample to abandon their nests quickly. The data on Table 6-7 indi- 

cate, however, that it is mre likely for respondents to be living in dwel- 

lings in multiple.dwelling-unit buildings if their empty nest period began a 

long time ago. Whether this relationship stands up statistically can be tested 

by the Mann-Whitney and Median Tests. These results are given in the following 

table. 

l3am.m~ 
-STIC 

X 

K E Y  T O  T A B L E  6 - 8  
(The symbols used are the same as for Tables 6-2, 6-4 and 6-5. ) 

In Multiple- 
Unlt Building - 

The table indicates that the relationships noted are not statistically 

m m m ~  
-SrIC 

Y  
- - 

Sing. Detached 47 1 18 47 79.5 
or Mobile (2.003170.1/4 0.157 , 507 1.234 0.109 

significant within a 5% error standard. If there is a stronger tendency for 

M E D I A N  T E S T M A N N - W H I T N E Y  I T E S T  
Nx z + * +/T 

now-retired men to mve to rented dwellings and to dwellings in multiple-unit 

buildings the longer they have been living in an 'empty nest' household, then 

this study does not conclusively demonstrate it. 

B- lXXATI(3%T OF T I E  JMEXLDG ONE YEAR AETER ?BE 'm NEST' PERIOD BBGAN 

In a form similar to Table 6-6, with treatment of settlement type, 

MmPn place, commuting distance and ammruting mode, the following table gives 

some details about the location of the dwelling which 'empty nest' respondents 

occupied one year after their 'empty nest' perid began. 



Alberta 
AlMr ta  

Man1 toba 
Manitoba 

New found la^ 
Ontario 

T r a i l  B.C. 
mgleY3 B.C. 
Surrey B.C. 
Surrey B.C. 
Surrey B.C. 
White Rock B.C. 
White Rock B.C. 
R i c h m n d  B.C. 
Vancouver  B.C. 
Vancouver  B.C. 
Vancouver  B.C. 
Vancouver  B.C. 
Vancouver  B. C. 
Burnaby  B.C. 
Burnaby  B.C. 
BUrnaby B. C. 
Burnaby  B.C. 
Burnaby  B.C. 
Burnaby  B. C. 
Burnaby  B.C. 
Burnaby  B.C. 
Burnaby  B.C. 
Burnaby  B.C. 
Burnaby  B.C. 
Burnaby  B.C. 
Burnaby  B.C. 
Burnaby  B.C. 
Burnaby  B.C. 
Burnaby  B.C. 
Burnaby  B.C. 
Burnaby  B.C. 
Burnaby  B.C. 
Burnaby  B.C. 
Burnaby  B.C. 
Burnaby  B.C. 
Burnaby  B.C. 
Burnaby  B.C. 
Burnaby  B. C. 
Burnaby  B.C. 
Burnaby  B.C. 
Burnaby  B.C. 
Burnaby  B.C. 
Burnaby  B.C. 
New W e s t m l n s t e r  B.C. 
New Westmlnster B. C. 
New Westminster B.C. 
New Westmlnster B.C. 
New W e s t m i n s t e r  B.C. 
New Westminster B.C. 
New Westminster B.C. 
New Westminster B. C. 
New Westminster B.C. 
New Westminster B.C. 

Germany 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 

ad  Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada  
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
.Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 



1952 CI' New Westmjnster B. C. Canada 9.7 A 
1966 C;T New Westmlnster B. C. Canada 13.7 A 
1972 CI' New Westminster B.C. Canada 41.8 A 
1972 SB North Vancouver B. C . Canada 16.1 A 
1967 SB West Vancouver 13. C. Canada 7.2 . A 

K E Y  T O  T A B L E  6 - 9  

" = ci% 
A = Autcx&ile 

I!t' = Is0 ted Tbm B = Bicyc le  
CN=CauNtry 0 = O t h e r  OT ccubinatim of ccam~~tirrg means 
SB=SuWlrb T = Public Transpartatian 

Z = No data or no wlicable oo~rmuting means 

The vast majority of respondents were living in cities one year after 

their 'empty nest' priod began (82%). Nine percent lived in isolated towns, 

7.5% in suburbs and one or 1.5% said that the 'country' was his home at that 

time. One respondent was in Germany, six were in Canada, and only one of the 

remaining sixty respondents who were living in British Columbia then was ac- 

tually outside of the mwer Mainland. 

Forty-six of the 67 respondents who had 'empty nests' commuted to work  

during mst of the year following the departure of their last dependent child. 

Of these, 788 commuted by autormbile, 11% by public transit, 2% by bicycle, 2% 

by foot and 7% by other means or by combinations of commuting modes. Their 

commuting distance varied considerably. The interquartile range is 14.5 km and 

the standard deviation is 11.2 km. The mean distance was 12.3 km while the 

median one-way commuting distance was 8.85 km, so the distribution of these 

distances for these 46 respondents is markedly positively skewed. 

The most important meaning of all these numbers is that for about 69% 

of the 'empty nest' respondents, the first year after the nest became empty 

was still a time of commuting to a place of employment. This means that the 

journey-to-work was still an important part of their daily activities and 

their choice of housing was to a large degree thereby constrained. 



KWINiG AND ETDElNG 

As mentioned in Chapter 1, retirement can end as well as begin. 

Often the 'retired' social status ends with death, but it may also end at 

an earlier stage, when a man becomes too infirm or otherwise dependent on 

others to have genuine decision-making pwer over his life. Anybody who had 

reached such a stage in life was not qualified as a respondent in this 

- study, so all of the respondents to this survey still occupied the 

'retired' social status at the time of the telephone interview in the 

latter half of 1984. Therefore the simple formula, (1984 - 'the year of 
retirement'), adequately defines the retirement period for this group of 

men. 

A. RErmmmm PERIOD DURA!rIm 

Table 9-10 an the following page combines information about the 

number of years the retirement period had lasted before the interview with 

housing information about the dwelling occupied one year after retirement 

began as well as information about the current dwelling. 

As with the mirror-image Table 6-6, the distribution is skewed in 

the direction of those respondents who have been retired the longest: the 

median is 8 years and the mean is 10.2 years. The range is very wide: the 

interquartlle range is 9 years and the standard deviation is 6.8 years. 

Seventy-six percent of the respnaents lived in single-detached 

dwellings during that year; three percent were in mobile dwellings, 5% in 

apartments in buildings more than five stories high, and 14% lived in other 

multiple-dwelling buildings. There is a corresponding decline of single-de- 

tached dwellings which housed respondents at the time of the interview. The 

figures are 69% for single-detached, still 3% in mobile dwellings, 9% in 

apartments in building with mre than five stories and 18% in other 

multiple-dwelling buildings. 

Over 82% of the respondents were owners of their dwellings at the 

time of the interview, and 16.5% were renting. One respondent lived in a 

co-operatively-owned dwelling. 



S9SO 
S950 
090R 
09AR 
A900 
S8SO 
S8SO 
S8SO 
Mmo 

S5SO S7SO 
S5SO S7SO 
s5SO S7SO 
sm S7SO 
S4SO S7SO S15SO 
S4SO S7SO S15SO 
S4AR 07SO SlSSO 
M4SO S6SO 015SO 
S3SO S6SO M15MO 
S3SO S6SO S14SO S200R 
S3SO S6SO S13SO 0200R 
S3SO S6SO S13SO S19SO 
S3SO S6SO S13SO S19CO 
S30R S6SO 01300 A19A.R 
S2SO S W  S12SO S17SO 
S2SO S6SO S12SO S170  
S2SO S6SO OUOR S17MO 
S2SO S60R 0120R 017011 A25SR 
S2SO S6AO S11SO S16SO s m  
S2SO 06AO SllSO s1m s m  S29SO 
SlSO A6AR O l l S O  01W S2lSO 22- 

I I I I 
S x m  

I 1 I 1 I 
K E Y  T O  T A B L E  6 - 1 0 :  

The table is in 'data-rich histogram' form ordered by +e nwnber of years (in 
bold) since the respondents retired. The data are organized by five- ear in- 
tervals. The letter to the left of the told numerals indicates the sLuctura1 
type of the dwelling one year after this retirement period began. The letters 
to the right of the bold numerals represent the structural type of the current 
dwelling : 

A = 2bartmnt in building with five stories or mre 

z = no data cn structural Qpe 

The letters on the right margin of each column show the tenure of the current 
dwelling : 

C = w a t i v e . t e n u r e  [This cat- is agglcxnerated with 
amer-xcmpied' tepre •’or most analytical prp06es.l 

0 = Owner-ocaped dwell- 
R = Rented or eased dwelling 



AND SAYING 

. As expected, those respondents who had been retired the longest appear 

to be more likely to be living in multiple and rented dwellings than the rmre 

recently retired men. This conjecture can be tested by the same two ordinal 

tests used previously. The results appear in Table 9-11: 

In Multi le- Sing. Detached 
Unit Buil~ing 1 or Mobile 

- 

~ented/~eased Owned/&op 

K E Y  

M E D I A N  T E S T M A N N - W H I T N E Y  
T E S T  

x2 Nx % Ny Q u Nx !z % Q +/T 

T O  T A B L E  6 - 1 1  

(The symbols used are the same as for Tables 9-2, 4-4, 4.5 and 9-8. ) 

The case of structural type is very strong. Retired men are much mre 

likely to live in multiple dwellings in the study area if they have been re- 

tired a long time than their more recentiy retired neighburs. The null hyp- 

thesis that the rented/leased group cannot be stochastically distinguished 

from the group in the same way cannot be rejected at the 5% error 

level if only the central tendency is considered (the Median ~est), but it can 

be rejected if all of the ordinal power of the number of years since retire 

mat can be consiciered (the Mann-Whitney Test). It can, therefore be asserted 

tnat there is a less-marked, but still identifiable tendency for retired men 

to mve into rented dwellings as time passes in their retirement. 

B. ~ ~ 1 ( 3 e J O N E Y E A R A E ' I ! E R ~ ~ P E R I : O D B B S A N  

Details about the location of respondents' dwellings are given in Ta- 

ble 9-12 on the following page. The format is similar to Tables 9-6 and 9-9. 



Phillipines 
Florida U.S.A. 
Alberta Canada 
Manitoba Canada 

S a s k a t c h e w a n  Canada 
Saska tchewan  Canada  

T r a i l  
L a n g l e y  
Surrey 
Surrey 
Surrey 
Surrey 
Surrey 
Surrey 

White Rock 
W h i t e  Rock 
W h i t e  Rock 
W h i t e  Rock 
W h i t e  Rock 
White Rock 
White Rock 

Vancouver  
Vancouver  
Vancouver  
Vancouver  
Vancouver  
Vancouver  

Burnaby  
Burnaby  
Burnaby  

. m n a b y  
' Burnaby  
Burnaby  
Burnaby  
Burnaby 
Burnaby  
Burnaby  
Burnaby  
Burnaby  
Burnaby 
Burnaby  
Burnaby  
Burnaby  
Burnaby  
Burnaby  
Burnaby  
Burnabv  
~ u r n e  
Burnaby  
Burnaby  
Burnaby  
Burnaby  
Burnaby  
Burnaby  

- - Burnaby  
a Burnaby 

B.C. 
B.C. 
B.C. 
B.C. 
B. C. 
B.C. 
B.C. 
B.C. 
B.C. 
B.C. 
B.C. 
B.C. 
B.C. 
B.C. 
B.C. 
B.C. 
B. C. 
B.C. 
B.C. 
B.C. 
B.C. 
B.C. 
B.C. 
B.C. 
B.C. 
B.C. 
B.C. 
B.C. 
BeC. 
B.C. 
B.C. 
B.C. 
B.C. 
B.C. 
B.C. 
B.C. 
B.C. 
B.C. 
B.C. 
B.C. 
B.C. 
B. C. 
B.C. 
B.C. 
B.C. 
B.C. 
B.C. 
B.C. 
B.C. 
BeC. 

Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada  
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 



MBrr 
YEAR 

1978 
1978 
1979 
1979 
1980 
1980 
1981 
1981 
1981 
1981 
1982 
1982 
1982 
1983 
1978 
1973 
1975 
1977 
1965 
1967 
1971 
1972 
1975 
1976 
1977 
1977 
1977 
1978 
1979 
1981 
1981 
1965 
1980 
1964 
1959 

Burnaby B.C. 
Burnaby B.C. 
Burnaby B.C. 
Burnaby B.C. 
mnaby B.C. Burnaby B.C. 
Burnaby B.C. 
Burnaby B.C. 
Burnaby B.C. 
Burnaby B.C. 
Burnaby B.C. 
Burnaby B.C. 
Burnaby B.C. 
Burnaby B.C. 

New Westminster B.C. 
New Westminster B. C. 
New Westminster B.C. 
New Westmins ter B. C . 
New Westminster B.C. 
New Westminster B.C. 
New Westminster B.C. 
New Westminster B.C. 
New Westminster B.C. ~ 

New Westminster B.C. 
New Westminster B.C. 
New Westminster B.C. 
New Westminster B.C. 
New Westminster B.C. 
New Westminster B.C. 
New Westminster B.C. 
New Westminster B.C. 
West Vancouver B.C. 
West Vancouver B. C. 

Cour tena i! B.C. 
not applica le n.a. 

K E Y  T O  T A B L E  

Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
Canada 
n.a. 

6 - 1 2  

" = ci"i, A = t in building w i t h  5 stories or mrre 
IT = Iso ted !Ram M = --1 
~ ~ = ~ b u ~ t r y  o = -iq m & mi~tipl-taxit 

building 
SB=SuWrrb S = Single +tadKd dwelling 
HA = Hot  Applioble I = IWt applicable 

Three respondents were then living outside Canada, and four were in 
. Canada outside British Columbia. Only two of the British Columbia residents 

were outside the Lawer Mainland. Those who lived within the 1981 Vancouver 

Census Metroplitan Area are depicted on Map 6-1. The map distinguishes the 

structural type of those dwellings. The dwellings of eight of the respondents 

within the Vancouver CMA were located outside of the telephone survey study 

area one year after retirement. 





In sum, one year after retirement found all but a handful of respn- 

dents in the same or similar location as they were at the time of the inter- 

view and most of them were also in the same structural type of dwelling. It 

was much mre common for respondents to move from a single detached dwelling 

to a multiple-dwelling building by the time of the interview than the other 

way around. 

A. - 
The last time the respondent changed residences could theoretically 

have been anytime from never to the day before the interview. In fact, the 

years ranged from 1923 to 1984. Those who had spent mre than half a century 

in the same dwelling have to be regarded as exceptional in the western Cana- 

dian context, although much less so in many other parts of the world where 

settlement and residential mobility patterns are more stable than in the Lower 

Mainland of British Columbia. 

1. Structural Type and Tenure of the Current Residence 

Table 6-13 on the following page shows the distribution of the year of 

the last move as well as information about the structural type of the last 

dwelling and the structural type and tenure of the current one. 

The distribution is negatively skewed, with the median year being 1966 

and the mean time late in 1964. The range is wide: the interquartile range is 

21 years and the standard deviation is 13.8 years. The remnant of a pre-war 

wave of mves is barely perceptible. Only one respondent made his last mve 

during World War 11. The evidence of a substantial post-war wave of mving 

appears to have bottomed out between 1969 and 1970, followed by a wave of 

moving which has a very different character: mst of the mves from 1968 to 

the time of the survey were made after retirement, or at least in the 'empty 

nest' phase with a view toward retirement. Part of the evidence for the mark- 

edly different type of mving after 1968 is shown in Table 6-13 with a general 

trend toward more dwellings in multiple-unit buildings and also toward more 

rented dwellings. 
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K E Y  T O  T A B L E  6 - 1 3  

The numbers printed in bold are the years in the 20th Century durin 
which the respondents ' last dwellin mve took place. 'Ihus, 47 stands for J e  
year 1947. The letter to the left o? each numeral denotes. the s t .  type 
of the dweiling which was va~ted and the letter to the right refers to the 
structural type of the occupied dwelling, as follows: 

a o r A =  t in .a Mlding w i t h  five stories or nme M = z z % F & &  
O o r 0 = v a n  

& mulsipl-t luildiql 
s or S = Slngle tached dwelling 

If the right-most letter in each column is printed lower case, then 
the current dwelllng is rented or leased. If that same letter is printed in 
REGULAR UPPER CASE, then the tenure of the current dwellin is cwner--occ~p)ied, 
and in thg one case when it is both l owe r  case and bold, den the tenure is 
oo-operative. 

The tendency of mre recent mves to be made into current dwellings 

which are in multiple-unit dwellings and which are rented can be tested 

statistically, according to the bledian a .  Mann-Whitney Tests. The data in 

Table 6-14 on the following page show that the correlations are very strong. 

There can be little doubt that m n g  the population of retired men which this 

sample represents mst of the recent mves have been to dwellings which are 

either not owner-occupied or not single detached, and mst of the men who have 

not mved in recent years are living in their own single detached dwellings. 
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(The symbols used are the same as for Tables 6-2, 6-4, 6-5, 6-8 and 6-11. ) 

2. Personal Characteristics and Activities 

A strong correlation between the year of the most recent residential 

mve and the structural type and tenure of the present dwelling has been es- 

tablished. Whether there is any similar relationship with the personal charac- 

teristics and activity classifications for which indices have been calculated 

needs to be determined. The Spearman's rs values for these variables are 

therefore shown in Table 6-15. 

Since there appears to be no theoretical justification for predicting 

the direction of the correlations, the two-tailed standard is used. None of 

the correlations are strong enough to reject the null hypothesis of no corre- 

lation between the year of the last move and each other variable at or below 

the 5% error level. The Q values are not shown on the table, since the lowest 

Q value, for simultaneity and the year of the last m e ,  is 0.068. 

Even supposing that the lack of significant correlation is simply a 

problem of the sample sizes, and that larger samples would prcduce the same rs 

values, most of the values are very low. It is certainly reasonable to con- 

clude that the timing of the last mve relates very little to general life 

circumstances (vide: socio-eanromic status, incaue, career and age) . Even the 
two highest rs values, for the year of the last mve and both simultaneity and 

mtor vehicle travel time, are little different from the calculated values of 

correlation between the latter two variables themselves. (See Table 5-14.) In 

short, although the tenure and structural type of the current dwelling is 

highly correlated with the year of the last move, this relationship does not 



appear to have much effect on what these retired men do on a daily basis. 

Neither does the timing of the mve appear to have stemmed to a significant 

extent from any readily identifiable personal characteristics. 

K E Y  T O  T A B L E  6 - 1 5  

rs: Spearman's Rank Correlation Coefficient rs 
rs-z: Zed-score foy S a m ' s  rs P X E :  Age in Years 
SPS: Socio-Economlc tatus Index CAR: Cqeer Index 
: Income Index PIN: Privacy Index 
SCN: Social Intercourse Index KYP: Muscular Motllity Index 
WKL: Work-Leisure Index 13110: Indoor-Outdoor Index 
CNY: Dwelling-Away From Dwelling SIM: Slmultanelt Index 

Index : Motor ~ehicL Travel Time 
PBT: Pedestrian or Bicycle Travel Index 

Time Index IASW: Year of Last Residential Move 

The location of the immediate past dwelling is classified similarly to 

the location of their dwdling at the other sample pints in respondents ' 
lives which were covered in Table 6-12 except that information about 

structural type is reported for that dwelling rather than commuting means and 

- one-way distance. These locations are shown on the following page in Table 6- 

16. 
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" = ci?L t in building w i t h  5 stories or mre 
IT = Iso ted Tbm % 
(N=cxmmry 

O  = Tin t i  ~ 1 -  
SB=SuWlrb S = Smgle t a m  dwelling 
NA = N o t  Applicable N = Not  qlicable 

Both of the respndents whose last residence was outside of Canada 

were residing in the nearby state of Washington. Seven others were living 

outside British Columbia. All of the remaining respondents lived within the 

Wwer Mainland of British Columbia. The immediate past dwelling locations are 

shown in Map 6-2 according to structural type. (AS with all locations in the 

Vancouver area referring to respondents in this thesis, the population cen- 

troid of the relevant 1981 Census Enumeration Area is used as a surrogate for 

the actual location to protect respondent anonymity. ) 





It is important to keep the temporal compnent of Table 6-16 and. Map 

6-2 in mind when interpreting the information contained in them. The locations 

of the immediate pst dwelling represent not only different times in terms of 

absolute chrpnolcgy. They also depict respondent locations at the very differ- 

ent stages in life. In order to clarify these differences the respondents will 

be placed into four residential mbility classifications later in this chap 

ter. 

For the present purpose, however, the data from the table and map can 

be discussed for themselves. The mst obvious characteristic in comparison 

with the current dwelling location map (Map 2-3) is that so many of the re- 

spondents ( twenty-two) were then living in the city of Vancouver, which was 

outside of the residential study area for the telephone survey. Nineteen 

others were also living outside of the survey area. There were three main 

regions of non-single detached dwellings. One was in the region of the city of 

Vancouver surrounding the downtown core, which is on the inland part of the 

prominent peninsula in the northern part of the city. (See also Map 1-1 for a 

clarification of municipal boundaries.) The second region is in the southern 

part of BurnAby and in the city of New Westminster. The third, less prominent, 

region of dwellings in multiple-unit dwellings is in White Rock-South Surrey. 

lvlost immediate pst dwellings, however, were single detached. The unknown 

quantity in this map is the location of the last dwelling of those now-retired 

men within the telephone study area, but who lived within the metropolitan 

area and outside of the study area at the time of the survey. This information 

could not be obtained since the telephone study area was defined as only part 

of the Vancouver metropolitan area. Also missing, and clearly unavailable by 

any reasonable research method for a study of this scope, are those retired 

men whose last dwelling was within the study area, but who moved outside of 

the coverage area of the two Vancouver area Polk directories by the ti~ne of 

the survey. 

The distribution of the age of respondents in 1984 was discussed in 

Chapter 6. (See Table 6-1. ) In order to improve the accuracy of responses, the 

retired men were asked for their year of birth rather than for their age di- 



rectly. Their age was then calculated bl 

birth from 1984. 

y' default b! 

218 

y' subtracting the year of 

The following table is in the same shape as Table 3-1, but adds the 

structural type and tenure of the current dwelling: 

TABIB 6-17 - 

An inspection indicates that there is a stronger tendemy for the 

ymger respondents to live in single detached and owner-occupied dwellings 

than for the older respondents. The following statistical procedures test 

these conjectures: 



The Mann-Whitney test shows a correlation which is significant within 

J 3 d E U m G  
(3mMmKtSTIC 

X 

In Multi le- 
Unit ~uilsin~ 

~ented/Leased 1 Owned/-op 1 14 7 1 15 76 146.5 

a 1% error margin for structural type, but it does not show a statistically 

significant correlation for tenure. The Median Test, which measures only the 

central tendency of the distributim, does not reach the 5% error margin of 

I H l 3 U N G  
a3MacmUSTIC 

Y 

Sing. Detached 
or Mobile 

M E D I A N  

22 63 
3.274 0.193 0.070 

0.684 0.086 0.408 

significance for either structural type or tenure. 

The respondents' year of birth can be directly correlated with the 

T E S T M A N N - W H I T N E Y  
T E S T  

U Nx z % * +/T 
25 66 146.5 

1085 2.314 0.010 

696.5 1.355 0.088 

length of the maximum household size period, the years of the beginning and 

the end of the maximum household size period, the maximum household size it- 

K E Y  T O  T A B L E  6-18 
(The symbols used are the same as for Tables 6-2, 6-4, 6-5, 6-8, 6-11 and 6- 
14. ) 

self, the year of the beginning of the 'empty nest' period, the year of re- 

tirement and the year of the last change of residence. The Spearman's rs cor- 

relations are shown in the following table: 



YEAR YEAR OF 
OF BIKrH m1mm 

YEAR FIRST YEAR OF 
OF MAXIMUM HOUSEHOLD 

BIrZTH SIZE PERIOD 

YEAR EMeTY NEST 
OF BIRI'H . YElAR 

YEAR LAST YEAR OF 
OF MAXIFlUM HOUSEHOLD 

B I W  SIZE PERIOD 

YEAR M A X I M  HOUSEHOLD 
OF BIRTH SIZE: 

YEAR M I M U M  WUSMOLD 
OF BIKrH SIZE P M O D  

YEAR YEAROFMOSTRECENT 
OF BIRlX RESIDENCE M3VE 

The one-tailed Q values are given since for the first five variables 

the positive correlation could have been predicted from the logic of the most 

usuzl life course, and since, in fhe case of maximm hxxxibld size, the de- 
I .  

cline in average household size in the 20th Century is well known. There is no 

obviously predictable direction of any possible correlation, however, in the 

case of the maximum lxxs&old size period and the year of the mast recent 

residence move. These last two Q values, therefore, should be interpreted at 

the two-tailed level, and by this criterion, neither is significantly 

correlated with the year of birth within a 5% error level. 

The first five variables on Table 6-19 are positively correlated with 

the year of birth: in the cases of the year of retirement, the first ysar of 

the maximn hcms&old size period and the & nest year, the correlations 
are extremely significant, and for the last year of the maxirmrm hous&mld size 

. period and maximumhou&bld size, the correlations are very strong. It is 

important to bear in mind, therefore, that although each of these 'Y' vari- 

ables may have important impacts on the decisions which people make about 

housing, it is reasonable to suggest that such decisions are to a large extent 

themselves determined by the age of those people. Thus it is concluded that 



age, or its analogue, the year of birth, should be added to the list of 

indices against which housing variables should be weighed. 

The housing history of respondents to the present survey has been 

characterized by four typical events in the lives of those now-retired men: 1) 

the pericd of maximum household size, 2) the empty nest period, 3) the begin- 

ning of retirement and 4) the timing of their most recent residential move. 

The sequence of these events is not uniform. If we are to posit that the 

sequence of the most recent residential move with respect to the other three 

life-course events can be influenced by the four personal indices and, in 

turn, can affect the nine activity indices which were summarized at the end of 

the previous chapter, then the sample needs to be divided into discrete groups 

based on that sequence. 

The respondents have therefore been divided into .these four 

residential mobility groups: 

1-Highly Stable Residents: The move to the current residence preceded both 

the beginning of the maximum household size period and the beginning of re- 

tirement. (i3 respondents) 

2-Adaptively Stable Residents: The move to the current residence preceded the 

empty nest and retirement, but not the beginning of the maximum household size 

period. (26 respondents) 

3-Empty Nest &-Retirement Movers: The move to the current residence 

occurred when no dependent children were present in the household, but it 

preceded retirement. (18 respondents) 

4-Post-Retirement Movers: The move to the current residence followed the 

beginning of retirement. (29 respondents) 

Five respondents did not fit into any of these groups. These five 

respondents are also included in the statistical argilyses of the four 

residential mobility categories, since they are included amng of the logical 

negation set for each category. 

A. A NIw 'wfm!-RICH' TIME PWICIE: 

The housing histories of the members of these four residential mbili- 



ty groups are illustrated in Figure 6-1. This is another form of a 'data-rich' 

graph, which is, to the best of the author's knowledge, introduced for the 

first time. with this thesis. The available typological data from the housing 

history of one respondent are illustrated on each horizontal line. Each of the 

character-spaces represents one year of the housing history. Although the last 

character on the right side of each line represents the interview year, 1984, 

that character placement of that year on the horizmtal s&le varies, since 

the horizontal scale is oriented according to the number of years before and 

after the year of retirement. Because of the episodic nature of the housing 

history data elicitation procedure, there are time gaps in some of the history 

lines, especially in Profiles 3 and 4. 

Like the 'data-rich histogram' introduced earlier, the four profiles 

of Figure 6-1 can be read at a glance, or the data contained therein can be 

studied in detail. The characters used are part of the APL character set. In 

some cases the symbols carry an analogy with their original APL meanings. For 

example, the character, '= ' , represent years during which the dwelling is 
'equal' or 'the same as' the current dwelling. The inverted 'L', which means 

the 'maximum' of two inputs in APL, is used to designate the maximumbusdmld 

size period. The symbols for single detad& and e i l e  or other mwable 

dwellings suggest the structural type they represent by their shape. The 

choice of symbols for housing tenure was made strictly for clarity of 

illustration. Complete details are given at the end of Figure 6-1. 
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As an example of how Figure 6-1 can be read, the dwelling history of . 

respondent number 151 can be traced. His household had four members during its 

maximum period. That period began 33 years before retirement.and ended 

fourteen years before retirement. He was living in a single detached dwelling. 

The 'empty nest' period of that household also began fourteen years before 

retirement. He was still living in a single detached dwelling the year after 

his ' empty nest ' period began. The following year, twelve years before 
retirement, he moved to his present dwelling, which is also single detached. 

One year after retirement he was still living, of course, in his current 

dwelling with the same structural type. He was interviewed six years after the 

beginning of his retirement, at which time he owned his dwelling. 

The data in Figure 6-1 summarize much of the material which has al- 

ready been presented in this dhapter, but some comments are in order. The 

highly stable residents in Profile 1 were all living in their own single de- 

tached residences at the time of the survey. The maximumhousehold size peri- 

ods tended to be shorter for those (e.g. respondents 107, 157, 290, 115 and 

287 ) with larger maximum housdmld sizes than for those with 'smaller maximum 

housdmld sizes. 

With twc excepti~ns (respnderrts C22 aid 166) "be numerous achpbiuleiy 

stable residents on Profile 2 are also'now living in 

ings. All are owner-mcupiers. Only two of these men 

had Illaxinurn hous&old sizes greater than five. 

Non-single detached and rented dwellings are 

among the nest pre-retirement movers, but most 

and single detached. 

The really marked difference in the patterns 

the post-retirement movers. Most of the occupants of 

single detached dwell- 

(respondents 190 and 021) 

more evident on Profile 3 

are also owner-occupied 

appears on Profile 4 with 

mobile homes and rented 

dwellings in multiple-unit buildings appear on that profile. Nevertheless, 

over half of even this group own their current dwelling. 

Profiles such as these can be grouped, ordered and scaled in numerous 

ways. By visual experimentation, researchers may discover new relationships, 

comnalities and contrasts. The proposed grouping of the respondents into the 

four groups shown on Figure 6-1 came about'after just such a process of visual 

experimentation with the aid of a computer. 



C. o x m x m ' I ~ w r r a ~ A N D ~ r n  INDICES 

Since the respondents have been divided into these four classes ac- 

cording to their residential mbility status, the correlations between the 

classes and the thirteen personal and activity indices which were summarized 

at the end of Chapter 5 can be calculated. These data appear in Table 6-20, 

which is printed on the following four pages. The Median and Ivlann-Whitney Test 

are again used. The correlations are ranked from the lowest to the highest Q 

values for the Median Test. Those variables which correlate with an error 

level of less than 5% for either test are printed in bald characters. 



M E D I A N  T E S T )  M A N N - W H I T N E Y  
T E S T  

1 Leisure I %FY 
Simultaneity. 
2 I Nest 

5 Outdoor Empty 1 Nest 

Simultaneity 
6 

Pedestrian- Ada tively 
7 Bi cle ~ % b l e  
h a v z  Time 

8 Career I Esy 
9 Income 

Simultaneity Ada tively 
10 I $ m e  

11 Outdoor I %%t: 
12 Muscular Ada tively 

Motility 1 Sfable 

Motor Vehicle Highly 
13 Travel Time Stable 

Pedestrian- Post- 
14 Bi cle Y Retirement 
Trave Time Movers 

Wt- 
15 Age 1 Retirement 

Movers 

16 Career Ada tively 1 A l e  

Socio-Economic 
17 Status 

18 Career Post- 
Retirement 
Movers 



M A N N - W H I T N E Y  
T E S T  

M E D I A N  T E S T  

Socio-Economic 
19 Status 

Post- 
Ret m m a t  
Movers 

20 Muscular 
Motility 

Post- 
Retlrement 
Movers 

21 Career 

22 Leisure 1 :t%e 
Ped@strian- 
23 Bic cle 
Trave f Time 

Empty 
Nest 

24 Income 

25 Age 

26 Income Post- 
Retirement 
Movers 

27 Awa From 
me&ing 

Highly 
Stable 

28 Age 1 I Ada tively 
&able 

En"ptY 
Nest 

Socio-Economic 
30 Status 

Ada tively 
s h  

- -- 

31 Awa From II Dwe ling 
Ada tively 
&le 

Highly 
Stable 

Pedestrian- 
32 Blc cle 
~raver Time 

33 Social 
Intercourse 

34 Outdoor 

Empty Nest 

Ada tively 
&able 

Motor Vehicle 
35 Travel Time 

36 Privatism 

- - - -- 

Empty 
Nest 

Post- 
Retlrement 
Movers 



M E D I A N  TES'I M A N N - W H I T N E Y  
T E S T  

37 Awa From Post- 
ing Retirement 

Movers 

38 Income. Ada tively 1 A l e  

Socio-Economic I Highly 
39 Status Stable 

40 Privatism I 
41 Social 
Intercourse 

42 Muscular 
Motility I 

43 Social 
Intercourse 

Highly 
Stable 

44 Outdoor Post- 
Retirement 
Movers 

45 Privatism Empty 1 Nest 

Stable 49 Age I 

Motor Vehicle 
46 Travel Time 

47 Social 

49 Privatism Ada tively I S%ble 

Post- 
Retirement 
Movers 

Post- 

50 Awa From II  Dwe ling Empty 
Nest I 

51 Muscular 
Motility Nest 

Intercourse Retirement 
Movers 

Motor Vehicle Adaptively 
48 Travel Time Stable 

18 7 2  indeter- 
0.000 0.000 minate 



K E Y  T O  T A B L E  6 - 2 0  

N~ = The number of respondents for whom a value has-been calculated for a 
given index who fit into the iven dwell moblhty ca ? "P m = The number of respondents or whom a va ue has been ca cu ated for a ?Y iven index who do not fit into the given d w e l l i n g  nobility cat 

NU&: The number of res ndents included in the -an !&st is o f ~ & s s  and 
never more than &se used for the hnu+ln- T e e ,  since index values 
which equal the median for respondents in all mobility categar- 
ies q e  not used in the Median Test calculatjons. 

~2 = The chi-s ared evaluation of the 2 by 2 matrix of index values which are 
above and be?&, respectively, the median index values for all respondents 
for whom a given index has been c+lculated, cross-classified by those who 
fit into the given dwelling nobihty aategary and those who do not. 

Q=Thearmt coefficient, which measures the strength of a correla- 
tion. r a t h e m i t s  stochastic sicmif i-. 

Q = 1 I PI or the one-tailed probability that a directional & is in fact 
true. 

ie correction factor, which is thf3 summation of the T values of 
where t is the number of ties in each tied group. 

U = The lesser of the two MannjcJhitney U statistic values. 
Z = One standard deviatian, which can be transformed into a P or Q value. 

1. ]Leisure 

According to the Median Test, but not the blann-whitney Test, leisure 

is significantly correlated with both the adaptively stable and the *-re- 

tirement mrver groups. 
8 The adaptively stable men spent significantly less time in activities 

which they labelled as leisure than those outside their group. The most plaus- 

ible explanatio~ is that the acaaptively stable grou? spent ~mre time a 'hoase- 

hold maintenance activities and other non-leisure activities because of their 

responsibilities as owners of single detached dwellings. However, there is no 

corresponding correlation with less leisure in the case of the smaller highly 

stable group. 

The past-retirement mver group spent significantly m e  time in lei- 

sure activity than the preretirement movers. This group, which is comnly 

living in rented and multiple dwelling-unit buildings, has considerably fewer 

demands on their time and energy for household maintenance, which likely ex- 

plains its significantly higher amount of time spent on self-coded leisure ac- 

tivities. Indeed, this question of household maintenance was a topic of com- 

ment by respondents, suggesting that their individual experience is consistent 

with the broader cross-sectional conclusion here. 

2. Simaxltarieity 

The simultaneity index correlates significantly with three of the four 



residential mobility categories: empty nest preretirement movers, post- 

retirement mvers and highly stable residents. 

The post-retirement mers spent significantly mare time with simul- 

taneous activity than the pre-retirement mvers. The relationship is signifi- 

cant for the Median Test and it has the highest correlation in Table 6-20 for 

the Mann-PJhitney Test. Since Table 5-14 and Figure 5-1 record a significantly 

negative correlation between outdoar and simultaneous activities, one might 

.suspect that these people spend a lot of time indoors, but the same table 

shows (pair #44) an exceedingly p r  correlation between the -13UtdDaT 

index and past-retirement mvers. There does not appear, therefore, to be an 

obvious explanation for this high correlation. 

Both espty nest pre-retirement rr~vers and highly stable residents 

spent significantly little time in simul+arunl?e: activities. The correlation 

was significant according to both tests for the empty nest group, but only 

significant according to the Mann-Whitney Test for the highly stable respon- 

dents. In the case of the empty nest men, their relatively high correlation (Q 
= 0.059) with mcne autdoar activity (pair #5 cn Table 6-20) does provide a 

fairly plausible explanatim. The correlation in the case of the hicjhly stable 

residents, however, is a relationship which requires further study beyond what 

is possible here. 

3. Personal. Indices 

There are also two personal indices which correlate significantly with 

the categories of residential mobility: age and career. 

The pt-retirement mwers tend to be significantly older than the 

other respondents, according to the Mann-Whitney Test. The past-retirement mo- 

ver group, unique m n g  the four residential mobility categories, is open- 

ended. Any of the men interviewed in 1984 had the potential to join that group 

by mving one more time. The fact that there are a lot of older people in that 

category is first of all a cohort effect: we are simply observing more people 

who were farther along in their life course who had more time to make a post- 

retirement move. Since one of the characteristics of the past-retirement nav- 
ers, however, is to have a stronger tendency to live in rental dwellings and 

in multiple unit buildings, we are also doubtless obser~ing some adjustment 



behaviour to the demands of the aging process as well. 

The empty nest pre-retirement mwers scored significantly lower in the 

index of career attainments. (This index includes, as detailed in Chapter 

Three, the number of years of schooling, the highest formal educational 

attainment and the last occupation before retirement.) The empty nest  group 

included men who had never had dependent children living with them as well as 

those who mved before retirement but after all of their dependent children 

- had left their natal households. In some cases, the mves were adjustments to 
shorten commuting distance since there were no children who needed 'growing 

space ' . 

Four critical temporal milestones were used to sample the housing his- 

tories of the survey respondents: the beginning and the end of the maximum 

mid size period, the onset of the 'empty nest' period, the beginning of 

retirement, and the time of the most recent dwelling m e  of each respondent. 

These variables were supplemented by the year of birth of each respondent and 

the sample was divided into four groups according to the sequence of their 

mrst recent move with respect to the basic temporal milestones. 

Certain basic housing information such as structurdl type was collec- 

ted for times related to the milestones. Imational aspects were also exan- 

in&, such as settlement type, municipality within British Columbia, pre  

vince/territary within Canada, and both crmnlting distance and cumuting 

mde. 

The principal findings of this chapter are: 

1. Both single detached and owner-cccupied dwellings are more common 

m n g  those whose first year of maximum household size period occurred rela- 

tively recently. 

2. Those respondents who have been retired the longest were mre like- 

ly to be living in multiple and rented dwellings than the mre recently re- 

tired men. 

3. Most of the recent mves of these respondents have been to dwell- 

ings either not owner-occupied or not single detached or both, and mst of the 



men who have not moved in recent years are living in their own single detached 

dwellings. 

4. On the other hand, there is no significant correlation between the 

timing of the mst recent mve and any of the identified personal or activity 

indices. 

5. Most of the mbility of these respondents, measured by their mst ., 
recent mve, has been intra-metropolitan: only nine moved to their current 

- dwelling from outside of the Lower Mainland of British Columbia. 
6. Younger respondents are mre likely to be now living in single de- 

tached or mobile dwellings, but this survey did not demnstrate conclusively a 

significant trend for these younger men to be owning rather than renting their 

dwellings in contrast to older retired men. 

7. In additim, older respondents are more likely to a) have retired 

earlier, b) have begun and ended their maximum household size period earlier, 

c) have had larger maximum household sizes, and d) have begun their 'empty 

nest' period earlier than younger retired men. 

8. The following statistically-significant correlations were found to 

exist for men in the four identified d w e l l i n g  mability aategaries: 

a) Adaptively stable men spent less time in activities which they 

identified as 'leisure', while pt-retirement narers spent more time labelled 

' leisure ' . 
b) Post-retireme~lt mwers spent more time engaged in simultaneous 

activity than preretirement movers, and both empty nest pre-retirement plwers 

and highly stable residents spent significantly less time with mre than one 

activity at a time. 

c) Ebst-retirement movers are consistently older than pre-retire- 

ment movers. 

d) Finally, the empty-nest preretirement mnrers scored sig- 

nificantly lower in the index of career attainments than retired men in other 

d w e l l i n g  mobility categories. 

The housing histories lead, of course, to the current dwelling, and 

this chapter has consistently pointed its analysis toward the various charac- 

teristics of the current dwelling. In order to understand better the relation- 

ships amng the various measures of personal characteristics and activity pat- 



terns of this &ple of retired men, the current dwelling needs to be examined 

in more detail. This task is accomplished in Chapter Seven. 



C H A P T E R  S I X  F O O T N O T E S  

'The symbol, '- '  , iridicates that there is no information available-in this 
case, on tl?e maximum household size for one respondent. 

2The commuting distance is expressed to the nearest 100 metres. Bwever, this 
rendering in mst cases exhibits mre accuracy than the data warrant. Most of 
the data are metric conversions from respondent estimates which were expressed 
in English units. In a few cases, the one-way distance to the actual work . 
place was measured from the respondent's dwelling from which he commuted. The 
100-metre resolution is retained in order to accommodate very short distances. 

30ccasionally place names have changed or municipality boundaries have 
changed. In this case, the respondent mentioned 'Milner, B.C.', which is now 
part of Langley. For consistency and simplicity, contemporary place names are 
used in this study. Parts of Langley qualify as 'suburban', but in this parti- 
cular case, the respondent made it clear that he was living in the '~ountry'~ 

'The classification of White Rock as a settlement type is not straightforward. 
Since it is within the outer limits of commuting range to Vancouver, it quali- 
fies as a suburb. White Reek is so dominated by retired people, however, that 
it actually has little in common with commuter suburbs, such as the nearby 
areas in South Surrey. It is also a border town which holds little drawing 
pwer for residents on the United States side; the border itself is a major 
impediment in the development of White m k  as a regional centre, since its 
catchment area is thereby truncated. Although White Rock City was not men- 
tioned in their study, Simns and Turbeville ' s recent study (1985 ) gives some 
perspective on the character of the other side of the border. 

h i s  respondent was a travellihg.&alesman whose work consisted of a tweweek 
circuit of British Columbia. 

%is respdent was travelling in Europe for the first fifteen mnths after 
retirement, so he had no identifiable residence twelve mnths after retire- 
ment. 

  he contingency tables designated contain at least one expcted frequency 
which is less than 5.0, and therefore the chi-squared evaluations are general- 
ly regarded as not valid. 

%either the Median Test nor the Mann-cvhitney Test shows the directim of the 
correlation directly. The simplest way to establish whether the correlation is 
weighted in one direction or the other is to examine the direction of the 

- differences between the observed and expected frequencies in the 2 x 2 chi 
squared table from the Median Test. 



C H A P T E R  S E V E N  

T H E  D O M E S T I C  N O D E :  

r m v m G I N I I O A N D ~ m m ~ -  

This chapter is devoted to the current dwelling situations of respn- 

dents. It begins with a brief introduction to their current dwellings. 

A- TaJIJRE AND TYPE 

The mst basic variables related to respondents' current dwellings are 

tenure and structural type. There were three types of tenure reported by r e  

spndents: owner-mcupied, rented and cooperative. Cooperative tenure was re- 

ported by only one respondent, so for the purposes of statistical tabulatim, 

that case is classed as owner-cccupied, but with accompanying notations. Four 

classes of structural type were differentiated: single detached dwellings, nus- 

bile or other wvable dwellings, apartments in buildings with five stories or 

more, and dwellings in other multiple-dwelling buildings. This classification 

system is consistent with Canada Census standards. These classes are abbrevia- 

ted, in turn, single, mabile, aptS+ and other. The spatial distribution of 

these dwellings by tenure and strwtyral type =e show in Msp 5-2. These tuicl 

variables are cross-tabulated on the following table. 

Single 

T E N U R E  

The marked tendency for single detached dwellings to be owner-occupied 

is obvious. Tenure is not so easily predictable with the other structural 



types. The Goodman-Kruskal tau statistic ((Xtw) for the table is 0.26. I•’ 

SINGLE and MOBILE (which is also a kind of single-detached dwelling) are com- 

bined, and likewise APT5+ and OTHER, to designate all multiple dwelling struc- 

tures, a valid chi-square (~2) statistic can be calculated. In this case, ~2 = 

35.2, df = 1, C, = 0.53, GKtau = 0.43 and Q = 1.m. 

B. HxlMs OR AcrMTY AREAS 

Respondents were asked to take the interviewer on an imaginary tour of 

their dwellings. (See Appendix E.) As the room-by-room tour progressed, the 

interviewer asked clarifying questions in order to define the functional 

structure of each room or 'activity area'. An 'activity area' is like a room, 

with its own clearly-defined functional identity, but not completely separated 
f, 

by walls from other functional areas. The 'dining area' of a combination 

living room/dining room would be one example. Another typical case would be 

the laundry area in an open basement. Closets and halls were not recorded 

unless they served a special purpose. A large 'closet' functioned as a tiny 

bedroom for one respondent. In another case, a 'hall' served as a special 

display area for a respondent's collecting hobby. Bathrooms were never 

recorded, but could have been if they had been converted to some non-standard 

use, such as a photographic darkroom. 

These rooms or activity areas were aded in two ways. (See Appendix 

E.) First, they were simply labelled by a standardized set of names. Second, 

up to two variables were recorded for each room or activity area which identi- 

fied its mst important uses or functions. The room or activity area names and 

the total number which occurred in the sample are shown in Table 7-2. Table 7- 

3, in turn, shows the functional structure of these roams or activity areas. 

The data from both tables will be discussed together. 



bedroom 191 

kitchen 88 

living room or front room 85 

dining room or dining area attached to the 
livlng room 6 3  

utility or laundry room or area 38 

den 

rumpus or recreation roam 

shop or workbench area 

patio, sundeck, balcony or gazebo 

family room, music room or library 

dinette or eating nook attached to the kitchen 

carport 9 

sewing roam 

other rooms or areas 

garage 
hobby room 

television room 

ancillary building detached from dwelling 

greenhouse or solarium 



functions which are normal to the room or 
area, such as slee ing in a bedroom or 
preparing food in ?he kitchen 

watching television 

routine eating 

listening to the radio or other audio media 
3 providing guests with sleeping accommodation 

relaxing or reading 

dining with guests or eating other special meals 

entertaining friends or relatives who are visting 

storage 

talking on the telephone 

idle or seldom used5 

hobby, participatory musical or artistic activity 

bookkeeping or other writing activity 

household maintenance activity 

enjoying the fireplace 

sleeping, inciuding daytime napping 

other functions 

exercising 

Certain aspects of the rooms and activity places of respondents' 

dwellings have already been discussed in Chapter Five. (see especially Tables 

5-1 and 5-4.) The hl l ing-aay •’run duelling index (IXUINDEX) was introduced 

as a measure which specifically focuses on patterns of respondents' activities 

along their 'at homeness' dimension. 

Carrying out a survey of a dwelling by this sort of 'imaginary tour' 

methcd on the telephone is far from ideal. It would clearly be better for the 
- researcher to actually visit the dwelling and be guided through the dwelling 

in order to make sure that no r m s  or activity areas were missed and to exer- 

cise some judgement about actual functional structure of these places based on 

visual evidence. For example, the obvious undercounting of carports and gar- 

ages noted on Table 7-2 auld have been avoided, and mre 'idle or seldom 



used' places also could have been identified. There was a handful of respon- 

dents who were uncooperative with this part of the survey. One respondent 

expressed his fear of giving information to a potential burglar! That is the 

reason that only eighty-eight kitchens are report&, which is clearly three 

too few. (NO rooming houses or hotel-style dwellings were identified by this 

survey, ) 
.. 

Bedrooms pose a special problem to a survey of this kind. For the 1974 

.Survey of Ibusing Units, a room was called a 'bedroam' only if its principal 

function was for sleeping. Since the sexual behaviour of the respondents was 

beyond the scope of this study, any inquiry about 'who-was-sleeping-where' was 

avoided during the telephone interview. Bedrooms also have changeable 

identities over the life course of a neolocal household. A child's bedroom 

could become a 'guest room', a 'sewing room', a 'den', etc., or could be idle 

after the child has moved out. 

Nevertheless, some useful information has been obtained from the 'im- 

aginary tour'. With exceptions already noted, a simple count of the number of 

rooms in the dwelling, for example, is probably reasonably accurate. Some room 

or activity functions are also of interest. The fact that places for 'watching 

television' actually exceeded the number of respondents is notable, and con- 

sistent with the extremely important role which that medium plays in the lives 

of these men, as recounted in detail in Chapter Four. The variety of places 

used for different kinds of eating would be worthy of a separate study. 

For purposes of statistical testing later in this chapter, only the 

nwber of roaas (meaning roams plus activity areas) and its derivative, the 

number of roans per person, will be used. 

C. EgXJSrNG t 3 w I ~ I a  

The initial draft of the survey instrument which was used for the pre- 

test and also for the main survey asked the respondents to the telephone sur- 

vey to give two advantages and two disadvantages of both the location of their 

dwelling and of the dwelling itself, without regard to its location. It became 

apparent once the main survey was underway that respondents seemed to feel tos 

constrained by the limitation of just two advantages and two disadvantages in 

each case. Therefore mst of the respondents were in fact asked, "What are 

some advantages...?" and "What are sopne disadvantages...?". All of their rea- 



sons were recorded, and after the fact it appeared that a total of four advan- 

tages and four disadvantages for the dwelling and its location were sufficient 

to account for a11 of the responses. 

1. Ebusing Satisfaction Saxe 

It is impossible for an investigator to weigh one person's list of 

advantages and disadvantages against another's and be able to state categor- 

. ically that the first person's advantages count for mre or less than the sec- 

ond person's. It is possible, however, to weigh one respondent's advantages 

against his own disadvantages merely by counting them. Thus, if a respondent 

gave the three advantages of his location and two disadvantages, then the two 

disadvantages can be subtracted from his three advantages and, on balance, it 

might be said that this respondent is rrcderately favourably disposed toward 

his location. If, however, he gave four advantages and then said that he could 

think of no disadvantages, then he has made a very favourable statement about 

his location. Therefore a location advantage soore and a dwellhg advantage 

scare were each calculated based on a score of +1 for each 'advantage' men- 

tioned and -1 for each 'disadvantage', and -4 for a 'nr, advantages' response 

and +4 for 'no disadvantages'. For each respondent, the location advantage 

saxe was added to the dwelling advantaqe soare to produce a mrekgeneral 

housing satisfaction soare. This final score is reported here and used later 

for statistical testing. The theoretical range of this score would be from -16 

to +16. The actual distribution of the ming satisfaction score for the 

ninety-me respondents is shown by a 'data-rich histogram' on Table 7-4: 



'MOE DOMESTIC Mm3 

The distribution is not uninaodal, but it is not very skewed: the med- 

ian score is 7 and the mean is 7.2. Only three respondents were, by this 

measure, neutral about their housing. Most were to one degree or another 

satisfied with their housing. None were on balance dissatisfied with their 

housing . 

2. Iacation Advantages and D i s c d m n t a g e s  

The actual answers to these questions are worth examining. They appear 

on Table 7-5: 



Table 7-5 is an even mre dramatic demnstration of how well-located 

TABLE 7-5 
I L I Q W I C N ~ A N D D I ~  -BY- 

these retired men judge their dwellings to be. Advantages far outweigh dis- 

A D V A N T A G E S  NUMEER tD3RF. 
OF 

MEm'IaEi 
good access to 
shopping 54 +1 

quiet street 39 +1 
pleasant nei libours 22 +1 
good access fo yep 
reational.facillties 
or amenities 22 +1 

good access to the 
- traqlt system 22 +1 
good vlew 20 +1 
other advantage 19 +1 
beautjful or otherwise 10 +1 
positive neighbourhood 

good climate 7 +1 
good access to medical 
facllltles 6 +1 

good access to respn- 3 +1 
dent's house of worshi 

good aqcqss to family 4 +1 
uns cifled general k a vantage 1 +1 

advantages. It is well to note that quiet or noisy streets are important to 

these men, as are pleasant neighburs and access to shopping. 

D I S A D V A N T A G E S  N U M B W B  
QF 

MaJTIM 
no disadvantages 53 +4 
noisy street 16 '1 
other disadvanta e 15 '1 
un leasant neig&urs 5 "1 
dig $cult access to shopp jng 5 '1 
difficult access to transit 4 "1 
difficult access to re- 

ndent's house of worship 1 '1 
di%cult access to recrea- 
ti-1 facilities or arnen- 
ities 1 -1 

difficult~access to medical 
facilities 1 -1 

difficult access to family 1 -1 
unfavowrable climate 1 "1 

3. Advantages and Disadvantages of the Dwellirag Itself 

A similar list of advantages and disadvantages of the dwelling itself 

without regard to its location appears on the following table: 



A D V A N T A G E S  m 900He 
OF 

MaVlCIm 
convenient or com- 
fortable interior 
design 27 

low maintenance prob- 
lems for the re- 
s ndent 18 

gzcfrden or ]/ard 17 
-well- eated and or . 

well-insulated 11 
appropriately large 
size of dwelling 
and/or garden 11 

other advantaae 9 
uns ci f ied ggneral 
a%an$a e 9 

appropr ia?ely small 
slze of dwelling or 
garden 8 

inexpensive 8 
good security and/or 
safety 7 

8 S l K s ~ i g n e d  and/ 
7 

or built by the re- 
smndent 7 
leht of -room 6 
&ighx or well-illu- 
mmated interior 5 

no advanta es 3 
go5a houseZold faci 1- 
ities 3 

aesthetically pleasing 

Zt" 3 
g drainage 1 

D I S A D V A N T A G E S  m w  
Ql? 

MENI?(oe35 
no disadvantages 43 +4 
other disadvanta e 4 18 "1 
yaintym-ce prob ems 12 "1 
interior design problems 
other than stairs 12 -1 

stairs difficult to manage 7 "1 
security or safety problems 4 -1 
lack of adequate privacy 3 -1 
expensive 3 "1 
lack of or inadequate garden 1 "1 

Both interior design and low maintenance are valued highly by this 

sample of retired men, both on the positive and negative side. Similar to the 

question of location, the overwhelming view is that the current dwelling is 

advantageous. 

4. Push-pull Migratian Motives 

In audition to the dwelling/location advantages/disadvantages ques- 

tions, a question was asked to try to ascertain the relative weight of 'plsh' 

versus 'pill' (Lee 1966) aspects of the decision to change the last residence. 

A disadvantage of this question, unlike the preceding four (see Appendix E.) 

is that it asked respondents to ascribe motives to a mve which took place at 

very widely different times in the lives of the various respondents. (see Ta- 

ble 6-13 and Figure 6-1.) Similarly to those other four questions, the limita- 



tion of two reasons was eliminated early in the survey. Coding actually al- 

lowed for as many as four reasons: two ascribed to the 'push' motives to mve 

amy from the former dwelling and two to prll motives for mving to the cur- 

rent dwelling. A summary of responses amng these retired men is included in 

Table 7-7. The numbers in the table indicate the number of mentiam rather 

than the number of respcrdents. This includes the numbers under the F5Y;IBN- 

lW& m3BILCTY SlYflUS heading. Thus the total number of mentions does not add 

up to the total number of respondents in each category. Since all respondents 

did not fit into the four identified residential mbility status categories, 

the number of mentions corresponding to these respondents are listed in the 

NULL category. 



' P U S H '  M O T I V E S  FiuMmEt 
aF 

MEmIms 

R E S I D E N T I A L  
M O B I L I T Y  S T A T U S  

3IGBLL;Y-= - NULL 
jllSBUJ Sl[aBTE Ner r lxmmmmmm - 

not enou h interior s ce P 16 
dissatis7action with enure 15 
too expnsive 11 
too much effort needed for 
maintenance 11 

dissatisfaction with general 
livins conditions 10 

other Gason 7 
dissatisfaction with struc- 
ural tvce 5 

job. tran$?er 
- 

5 
stairs difficult to manage for 
respondent or other household 
member 4 

forced out by eminent domain, 
major,land-u~e chan e or 
eviction by landlor I 4 

security or safet problems 4 
neighbourhood andror privacy 
problems 3 

dwelling too old 3 

' P U L L '  M O T I V E S  

g d  investment opprfunity 13 
good environment or situation 
for.raising children or for 
carin for another dependent 12 

closer fo .ob 10 
good climaZe 7 
other reason 7 
good view 6 
ap ro riately small size of 
gwe!?l%n and/or garden e 5 

ap ro rla ely large size of 
gwef1 ing and/or garden 5 

dwelling owned by a relative 4 
go@ access to recre+onal fa- 
clllties or amenities 4 

anticipating retire 3 
dwelling designed any& built 
b respondent 3 

g& access to family 3 
good garden or yard 3 
good access to shopping 3 
returned-to former neighbourhood 
or region 2 

good privac 
quiet ne jgh4$urhood 
good drainwe 
less expensive 



Since expected cell frequencies are too small, and furthermore since 

the data in Table 7-7 are the 'number of mentions', which vary in total number 

m n g  respondents, there is no valid way of analyzing the results statistical- 

ly. It must suffice to point out the most prominent occurrences of motives 

w n g  the residential mbility status groups. The 'not enough interior space' 

and the 'good environment or situation for raising children or for caring for 

another dependent' motives are precisely what would be expected among the 

- adaptively stable group, who moved to their current dwelling after their 

household had reached its maximum size. The 'dissatisfaction with tenure' 

meant dissatisfaction with renting for this group, and was closely tied with 

the 'good investment opportunity' hen it came to buying a dwelling. The live- 

lihood part of running a household at its largest size is highlighted by the 

fact that 'job transfer' and 'closer to job' were mentioned by the adaptively 

stable group. 

The 'mt enough interior space' motive m n g  eqky nest preretirenmt 

m s  and the post-retirement mwers is anomalous. It would seem that for 
most people in these groups, the need for interior space would actually be 

shrinking. The 'too much effort needed for maintenance' and 'appropriately 

small size of dwelling andyor garden' and 'stairs difficult to manage for re- 

spondent or other household member' motives are certainly to be expected for a 

number of *-retirement nuvers. It is notable that the 'gxd climate' motive 

became more prominent at this later stage as well. 

The 'p%h-plll' -el itself is quite artificial and limiting in some 

respects. It is possible to identify some unequivocal plsh factors, such as 

eviction by a landlord or an inter-province job transfer. Similarly, a few 

ptll factors are well-described in such a framework, such as the dwelling's 

being owned by a relative or its having a good view. Most of the mtives lis- 

ted in either column of Table 7-7 would be better described as merely rela- 

tive: one dwelllng was too small and the other adequately large; one was too 

expensive and the other less so. 

Adding this delling difficulty to the great range of calendar years 

life-course stages noted earlier, the data in Table 7-7 are best left in their 

simple descriptive form, with no attempt at any kind of quantitative analysis 

based on them. 



The instructions to respondents about the 'imaginary tour' (see Appen- 

dix E.) contained one aspect (printed in bold below) which was purely experi- 

mental : 

e) Wuld you please take me on an imaginary tour of your 
dwelling? I'd like you to tell me abut  hihat it looks like 
ingeReral.. . . 

The purpose of this open-ended instruction was to elicit a description of up 

- to two of the most fundamental images which each respondent had of his own 
dwelling. The responses were then classified in very general terms. The re- 

sults appear in Table 7-8: 

emphasis an building structure, dimensions, 
etc. 

emphasis on functio+l qu+ities 
em@msis an aesthetic qualities 
emphasis on the building exterior 
em@asis on the ardq or.yard 

sis on fhe welling Interior 
o emP er emphasis 

3 
, -  

Since this procedure is so experimental and the researcher had no so- 

lid basis on which to be able to predict the direction of any relationships, 

the results of any statistical correlations would have to meet the two-tailed 

standard to be considered significant. Correlations between respondents who 

included each of the mst numerous six emphases to make general descriptions 

of their dwellings as against those who did not include each of the six empha- 

ses in turn were calculated for the major personal and activity indices accor- 

ding to the Median and Mann-tvhitney Tests. Only those correlations which meet 

the two-tailed 5% error standard (or have Q values of less than or equal to 

2.5%) in at least one of the tests are included in the following table. 



Simultaneity 

Outdoor 

Aesthetics 

Aesthetics 

M E D I A N  T E S T  

x2 Nx Cc % Q  

M A N N - W H I T N E Y  
T E S T  

u " z % Q 
+/T 

It is interesting that aesthetics is the only emphasis which correlat- 

ed significantly with the activity or personal indices. The only two of the 

latter which paired significantly with aesthetics were sinultaneity and the 

~-cutdbar'indices. Those who gave aesthetic emmses in their descrip- 

tions tended to spend mare time in simultaneous activities and less time out- 

doars. The inverse relationship between sinultaneity and outdom activity is 

upheld in this finding. (See Table 5-14 and Figure 5-1.) This is an exampl'e of 

the relationships which can be discovered and which can be a stimulus for fur- 

ther research from the data which has been gathered for this thesis. Other 

variables derived from the telephone survey have much mre straiqhtforward 

meanings, and are treated in more detail in the following section. 

Five aspects of the current dwelling of respondents deserve to be cor- 

related statistically with the personal and activity indices which have been 

developed in this thesis. These are structural type and tenure, which will be 

discussed together, the number of rocms, the number of roams per perm, and 

the hcusing satisfactim scores. 

A- TYPE AND 

The personal and 

with structural type and 

both the Median Test and 

following table: 

activity indices can mst reasonably be correlated 

tenure of respondentshurrent dwellings by means of 

the Mann-Whitney Test. These results are shown in the 



T?WS 7-10 
~ A M ) ~ I N D I < 3 E S ~ ~ ~ A N D S T R U C r U R A I ; T Y P E  

mm '.Em Maim AND MAm4PiEwmm TeSrS 

Muscdar 
Motility 

sing./w. 
vs. Mult. 

Sing Mob 65 24 1 25 499 I VS. &t.*l8.590 0.297 0.003 1044.5 1.960 0.025 

Mlxxdar 
Motility 

Career 

Ped./Bi cle 
Travel 7 ime ~ e d / ~ o o p l  30 8 31 8 9.5 

VS. Rented 2.533 0.250 0.111 1162 1.323 0.093 

Matar Vehicle 
Travel Time 

Sscio-Economic 
Status 

Sing. /Mob. 1 63 
22 I 66 25 146.5 

VS. W t .  1.725 0.141 0.189 1016.5 1.705 0.044 

Simultaneity owned/co-op 
vs. Rented 

sing. /Md,:- 
vs. Mult. 

Motor Vehicle ' Travel Time 
-ed/-p 
vs. Rented 

Simultaneity sing. /mb. 1 52 24 54 24 14 
Vs.Mult. 0.974 0.113 0.324 1554 1.148 0.126 

Owned/~o-op 1 71 
14 76 15 146.5 

vs. Rented 0.684 0.089 0.408 696.5 1.355 0.088 

Privatism ~wned/Co-op 1 74 
15 76 15 10.5 

vs. Rented 0.643 0.085 0.423 1 638 0.727 0.233 

Ped./Bic cle 
Travel &me 

Awa From 
mexl ing 

sing. /Mob. 1 26 
12 I 27 12 9.5 

vs. Mult. 0.487 0.113 0.485 167.5 0.168 0.433 

Privatism Sing. /mb. 64 25 66 25 10.5 
VS. mlt. 10.411 0.068 0.521 1912 0.774 0.220 

Socio-Economic 
Status 

0wned/co-op 
vs. Rented 



M E D I A N  T E S T  ~ M A N N - W H I T N E Y  
T E  S T 

U Nx Ny Q z +/T 

Income Sing. /Wb. 
vs. Mult . 

Awa From 
o~eylinq 

Social 
Intercourse 

0wned/ceoP 
vs. Rented 

Outdoor 0wned/~o-op 
vs. Rented 

Career 
- 

0wned/c0- 
vs. Rent 2 

Social 
Intercourse 

sing. /mb. 
vs. Mult. 

to maintain consistency with other similar tables of both the In order 

Median Test and the Mann-Whitney Test, the correlations are ranked from the 

lowest to the highest according to the Median Test. It is evident, however, 

that the Mann-Whitney Test is considerably more powerful for these variables 

in rejecting the null hypothesis which posits that there is no significant 

difference between the two tenure and the two structural type groups with re- 

spect to the personal and activity indices. 

Those variable pairs which are significantly correlated at better than 

the one-tailed 5% error have their Q-scores printed in bald. In addition, in 

order to clarify which tenure and structural type is positively correlated 

with a given index, it, as well as the index n m ,  is also printed in bold. 

The correlations from Table 7-10 which are statistically significant 

with less than a 5% error level are illustrated in the following figure: 



r n R  VMIC3LE: 
oui'DCOR TRAVEL TIME INCOME + + 

+ + 
AGE 

More muscular leotility is highly correlated with both single de- 

-mobile structures and with (3Wned/- tenure. Similarly, residents in 

rents2 dwellings and in dwellings in ~ t i p 1 L ~ ' :  bui3Ldhgs spend mre time 

in activities which they call leisure. These findings are important. They may 

be explained partly by the likelihood that owners and single detached/mbile 

residents have mre non-sedentary work to do around their dwellings. People 

who have continued to lead mre physically vigorous lives over the years may 

be less content in rented and multiple-unit accomnmdations. The best answers 

to the questions these relationships raise need to be examined mre by further 

research in order to identify the mst likely causes and effects. This is es- 

pecially important in the case of mscuhr natility. If home ownership and 

single detached or mobile home residency actually cause men to lead mre vig- 

orous lives after retirement, then the social benefits are evident. We krm 

. from Chapter Five that it was much mre common for respondents to nominate 

activities involving moderate or vigorous muscular motility to be their m t  

satisfying activity on their diary day than sedentary activities. Since the 

mrk-leisure classification scheme is subjective and makes distinctions which 

are perhaps somewhat arbitrary for retired men, the correlation between n-ore 

work and owned single detached dwellings may be less interesting. Neverthe- 



less, respondents named wark or partly-work activities as their most satisfy- 

ing in proportions which markedly outweighed the average duration of work ac- 

tivities. 

Both motar vehicle travel time and outdooor activities were positively 

correlated with single/mbile residency. The tendency for single detached and 

mobile homes to be located farther than walking distance from amenities such 

as commer&ial areas is obvious, so people living in these types of dwellings 
- would naturally tend to spend more time in autombiles just carrying out rou- 

tine errands. The popularity of gardening among those respondents with outdoor 

space of their own; this activity accounts for much of the total time which 

respondents spent outdoors. 

The tendency of residents in multiple dwelling unit buildings to be 

older has already been discussed in the context of those who have been retired 

longer. A great deal of post-retirement moving tends to be into such dwell- 

ings. 

The positive correlation between h a m e  and owned/<x>-op tenure is just 

barely significant within the 5% error level. The correlation is not surpri- 

sing, of course. Its implications are important, though, since mortgage-free 

home ownership frees up a lot of disposable income which would otherwise go 

into either rent or its economic analogue: interest on mortgages. As stated 

earlier, investment in home ownership is investment for retirement. 



B- MMBWQF-AM)-PER- 

Earlier in this chapter an inventory of the roams and activity areas 

of the respondents' dwellings was discussed and analyzed. In the following 

discussion, the term 'rooms' actually refers to 'roams and activity areas'. 

The number of rooms in respondents' dwellings ranged from three to twelve (ex- 

cluding again halls, closets and bathrooms). The distribution of the number of 

rooms among the sample is shown on the following table with a 'data-rich hist- 

ogram'. 

In spite of the large number of dwellings with five rocans, the distri- 

bution is actually qite even. The median is 7 rooms and the mean is an essen- 

tially identical 6.99 roams. This might typically translate into a house with 

a kitchen, a living room, a dining room, three bedrooms and a utility room. 

The interquartile range is 4 roams and the standard deviation is 2.1 rooms. 

The Spearman's Rank Correlation data are shown in the following table 

for the number of rooms versus the personal and activity indices. 



S P E A R M A N ' S  
R R E L A T I  

R A N K  
0 N C O I  

AND 
ACTIVITY INDICES 

ML&&X Motility 1 0.268 

Away from Dwelling -0.116 I 

Leisure 

Income 

-0.226 

0.149 

Career 1 '0.047 

Motor Vehicle 
Travel Time 

Outdoor 

Privatism 1 0.042 

0.140 

0.094 

Social Intercourse 1 -0.030 

Pedestrian-Bicycle 
Travel Time 

Simultaneity 

Mwcular mtility is strongly and positively correlated with the nuk 

ber of rooms in the respondents' current dwelling. Respondent age and time 

-- 

0.041 

-0.026 

Sccio-Economic 
Status 

spent in leisure activity, on the other hand, are both strongly negatively 

correlated with the number of rooms. This is a pattern which is familiar, 

since it occurred with structural type for all three personal and activity 

indices, and with tenure for muscuLar motility and leisure. In order to deter- 

mine whether we are actually seeing structural type and tenure in the number 

of rocnns variable, those correlations need to be sought. It would be prefer- 

able to use some sort of partial correlation in order to tackle this problem. 

6.3J3-3 



There is a technical reason why this cannot easily be done. An excellent ordi- 

nal test for which partial correlations are easily obtainable is Kendall's 

tau. However, as already discussed in this thesis, Kendall's tau values vary 

when both variables being tested contain tie values, rendering any results in- 

valid. It is possible to do partial correlations with Spearman's rs, as well, 

but in that case the partial correlations require an accounting for ties, 

which is not relevant for tRe normal Spearman' s rs. (Kcopman 1986) So, short 

of much mre sophisticated non-parametric multivariate techniques, such as Lo- 

git and --Linear analysis, partialing out other factors does not appear to 

be feasible. The correlations of the number of mans with structurdL type and 

tenure are therefore shown in the following table using the simpler Median andl 

Mann-whitney Tests . 

Since these correlations are so high, there can be little doubt that 

the positive and negative correlations with the number of rooms is largely an- 

other expression of ownership/co-operative tenure and single detached/mbile 

structural type. 

The indices on Table 7-12 with poorer correlations are also of inter- 

est. Income is positively correlated with the number of roams, but at an error 

level dbove 5%. The correlations with career and with socio-eoonmnic status 

TEXJREOR - 
TYPE 

are very poor. 

Another perspective can be gained from the information on the number 

of roams if the number of household members is also factored in as a divisor, 

yielding the nuuber of roans per perm in the household. This ratio ranged in 

this sample frcnn 1 : 1 to 1 : 9. The distribution of the ratio is shown with 

M E D I A N  

x2 N" cc % n  

T E S T M A N N - W H I T N E Y  
T E S T  

u " z NY p +IT 



a 'data-rich histogram' in the following table: 

- I- 1-1- I 

The median ratio is 3.3  roams per person and the mean is 3.5 .  So there 

is a slight positive skewness to the distribution. The interquartile range is 

2 rooms per person and the standard deviation is 1.35 .  It appears that with 

very few exceptions, rmst of these respondents were living in adequate, even 

commodious, dwellings. The important question, however, is what effect differ- 

ent aegrees of roominess had on the activities of the respondents and to what 

extent personal variables m y  have affected that ratio. The Spearman's tau 

values for these correlations are given in the next table: 



TABLE 7-15 

I S P E A  R A N K  
0 N 

-- 

Leisure I 0.165 

l?EwalmAND 
ACTIVITY INDI- 

Muscdar Motility 

C 0 

rs 

0.210 

Outdoor 1 0.107 

Income 0.137 

Social Intercourse 1 '0.053 

-- 

Privatism 

Motor Vehicle 
Travel Time 

Socio-Economic 
Status 

Simultaneity 

0.071 

0.042 

- -  

Career I 

Only nuscular motility is correlated with the nunber of roans per per- 

sopl at an error level of less than 5%, although age and leisure are negatively 

correlated at just abave that standard. Inarne is less strongly correlated 

with the ratio than it is with the nun&r of ramos. Again, the socio-eaxromic 

status and career indices are very poorly correlated with the room per person 

ratio. The simplest explanation for the association between mre muscular mo- 

tility and more roominess is that the extra room itself tends to stimulate 

more active pursuits. The secondary association with single detached/mobile 

structural type and with ownership/cc-operative tenure needs to be examined. 

Pedestrian-Bicycle 
Travel Time 

Away from Dwelling 

0.020 

6.4E-3 



The same Pledian and Mann-Whitney Tests are used for this purpose, and reported 

in the following table: 

Sing./mb. 
vs. Mult. 

M E D I A N  T E S T  M A B N - W H I T N E Y  
- . T E S T  

Although these correlations are all less than for the Illnober of roans, 
nevertheless the ratio of rooms per per- in the households of the retired 

men in the sample is still very strongly correlated with ownership/co-opera- 

tive tenure and with single detached/mbile structural types. 

The questions of cause and effect are really unsolved at this state of 

our knowledge. Do dwellings with more rooms tend to actually stimulate more 

vigorous muscular motility, or are retired men with more inclination toward a 

more physically active lifestyle generally attracted to this sort of housing 

tenure and type? 

C. EPDUSING SATISPACI?m 

The housing satisfaction sores which were discussed earlier in this 

chapter can also be correlated with personal and activity indices. The follow- 

ing table shows the Spearman's rs correlations for these variables. 



sEwUWwS RANK OQRRELIITIm a? axffIl!G S W I ~ O N  SOORES 
VE3RSUS PERSONAL AND zxxxvrm INDIaS 

- - 

Privatism 

Motor Vehicle 
Travel Time 

Simultaneity 

Income 

Outdoor 

Social Intercourse 

Pedestrian-Bicycle 
Travel Time 

Away from Dwelling 

Leisure 

Career 

Socio-Economic 
Status 

Muscular Motility 

S P E A R M A N ' S  R A N K  
R E L A T I O N  

rs-z Q 

0.107 1.014 0.155 

Earlier in this chapter, the analysis of a hausing satisfactim saxe 

dmnstrated that no respndents were, on balance, more dissatisfied with 

their housing than they were satisfied with it. Therefore the correlations in 

Table 7-17 are for various degrees of satisfaction except for the three re- 

spondents who were neutral with respect to a satisfaction-dissatisfactim 

scale. (See Table 7-4. ) 

The above table shows that there is no correlation between degrees of 

housing satisfaction and any of the previously identified personal or activity 

indices. In other words, it does not matter whether a group of men are just 



'ILHE IXMWITC NODE 

neutral or moderately satisfied or extremely satisfied with their housing with 

respect to the way they spend their time on a daily basis. 

This is a surmnary of the principal findings of this chapter on the 

current dwelling of the retired men who were respondents to the telephone sur- 

vey. 

1. Most of the respondents lived in single detached dwellings at the 

time of the survey. All but one of these owned his house. Those who lived in 

dwellings with other structural types were about evenly divided between 

renters and owners. 

2. The dwellings averaged seven rooms or activity areas each, not in- 

cluding bathrms, closets or hallways. Since most respondents lived with 

their wives and had no other members of their households, this meant that they 

generally had about 3 to 4 roams for each household member. The dwelling most 

commonly included two or mre bedrooms, a kitchen, a dining room, a living 

room and one other room of miscellaneous identity. The single most identifi- 

able function for rooms other than sleeping in bedrooms was television. There 

wasamre than one room on average whose first or second principal function was 

for watching television. 

3. Based on a request to list advantages and disadvantages of both the 

dwelling and the location of the dwelling,.this group came. across very satis- 

fied with its housing situation. 

4. There are a number of statistically significant correlations with 

personal and activity indices for variables related to the current dwelling. 

Activities involving more muscdar motility are highly correlated with 

owned/cooperative tenure and with single detached/mobile structural types. 

Respndents who live in dwellings in multiple-unit buildings and renters spent 

more time engaged in activities which the respondents classified as leisure. 

Residents in multiple-unit buildings tended to be older. More time was spent 

in motor vehicles and outside by residents of single detached and mobile 

dwellings. Respondents who owned their own dwellings also tended to have more 

hame.  Residents whose dwellings have mJre total roans or activity areas or 

mare rooms or activity areas per household meuber tended to engage in 



activities which required more muscdar motility. Older respondents and those 

who spent mre time with leisure activities also tended to live in dwellings 

with more roans or activity areas. 



I C H A P T E R  S E V E N  F O O T N O T E S  

h e  one respondent whose dwelling tenure was a>-aperative at the tlme 
of the telephone survey lived in an other mltiple-dwellirq Wlding in 
West Vancouver. (see Map 5-2.) He is included in the ~~d~er-occupied -1- 
u m  in Table 7-1. 

%arports and garages were undercounted in this survey, since the word- 
ing of the instructions encouraged most respondents to ignore parts of 
their dwelling which they did not consider to be part of their dwelling, 
per =- 

- 3 ~ t  is very likely that the rams which are in fact 'idle or seldom 
used' were considerably undercounted in this sample. Many of those bed- 
rooms which were classed as 'providing guests with sleeping accommoda- 
tion' probably fall under this category. 

41t would be preferable to use some sort of partial correlation in order 
to tackle this problem. There is a technical reason why this cannot eas- 
ily be done. An excellent ordinal test for which partial correlations 
are easily obtainable is Kendall's tau. Wever, as already discussed in 
this thesis, Kendall's tau values vary when both variables being tested 
contain tie values, rendering any results invalid. It is possible to do 
partial correlations with Spearman's rs, as well, but in that case the 
partial correlations require an accounting for ties, which is not rele- 
vant for the normal Spearman's rs. (Koopman 1986) So, short of much more 
sophisticated non-parametric multivariate techniques, such as -it and 
--Linear analysis, partialing out other factors does not appear to be 
feasible. 



C H A P T E R  E I G H T  

C O N C L U S I O N  

A telephone survey was conducted among a random sample of 91 men liv- 

ing in private dwellings within five municipalities in the Vancouver, British 

- Columbia, area who were listed as 'retired' in the two Vancouver-area Polk 

directories. These men were asked to give some basic household and socio- 

economic informatim, a one-day-recall 24-hour time and location budget, a 

housing history and characteristics of their current dwelling. The following 

is a summary of the information which was gathered in this survey. 

A.'mEsmEY- 

The respondents to the survey conducted for this thesis were mstly 

Canadian-born married anglophones. They were fairly well educated (mean and 

median: 11 years of schooling) and had household incomes which they consider4 

adequate (median over $21 000). They represented a broad range of pre- 

retirement occupations. All but 21 of the 91 respondents had little or no 

health problems whidh limited their daily activities. 

The activities of respondents were classified first according to a 

taxmanic classification system which is routinely used among time budget soc- 

iologists. Except in the case of sleeping, the number of respondents who par- 

ticipated in each activity is less than the total sample, so the more detailed 

tables should be consulted for respondent duration. According to this scheme, 

the most common primary activities of the retired men in this sample, in rank 

order accordingfto the aggregate duration (indicated to the nearest hour) fol- 

low: 



Taxrxlomic Activity Classification. Efnlrs 

766 
TV sleepin;! wat ingllistening in 292 
reading 167 
meals at home 141 
ardening, t care Y 76 
zobbles, ar s, ,crafts, passive games 69 
washing, dressing, shaving 69 
shopping and related travel 63 
active sports or exercise 63 
talking 60 
meal pre ation and cleanup Y 50 
leisure ravel 40 
routlne indwr chores 38 
repairs, maintenance 35 
light beverages or snacks 33 

The corresponding rankings for secondary simultaneous activities are: 

radio listening 
TV watching/llstening 

talkin%e light verages or snacks 
reading 
private or personal activity 

Similarly, the topranking tertiary simultaneous activities were: 

radio listening 

B$FLvera es or a snacks 
TV watching/? istening 
reading 

The details of the duration of activities according to this system are given 

in Tables 4-2, 4-8 and 4-9 and Appendices G, H and I. 

2. Perceptual-Rmcticmal Classifications 

The respondents' diary day was spent mstly with activities which they 

classified as 'leisure' according to a subjective work-leisure classification 

scheme. 'Receptive' and 'interactive' activities were less common than 

'introspective' ones. The time spent in each of these categories of activity 

according to their mode of social intero0uz:se was used to calculate an 

interactivity index. Similarly, activities which occurred simultaneously (less 

than 11% of respondents' daily activity time) were timed to produce a 

sinultaneity index. Activity classified as requiring ' m i n i m a l '  as distinct 

from 'xmderate' or 'vignrous' muscuLar motility dominated respondents' diary 

days. A m;rscular motility irdex was calculated based on the time spent in the 

three degrees of muscular mtility. 

Lccational aspects of the time budget data were analyzed according to 

a general or generic regimal system in the form of types of activity places. 



These were classified according to an indoar-outdoar dimension and an in or 

associated w i t h  the d w e l l i n g  versus away from the d w e l l i n g  dimension. These 

dimensions were used to produce an irrdoar-outdoar index and an away fran 

d w e I 3 . q  index. Over eighty-five percent of respondent time was spent in or 

associated with the dwelling. Over ninety percent of their time was spent in- 

doors. 

Time spent in travel during respondents' diary days was divided into 

pedestrian or bicycle travel time and motar vehicle travel time. Indices were 

calculated for each of these variables. Less than one percent (0.65%) of re- 

spondents time was spent in muscle-pwered travel. Under three percent of 

their time was spent travelling by motor vehicle. 

e. mxrsING HzSIlDRY 

The housing histories of respondents were elicited with the framework 

of certain life-course events or periods: 1) the period of maxinum hauselrold 

size, or the time when the number of members of respondents' neolocal house- 

holds was the largest, 2) the beginning of the enpty nest period, or when all 

formerly-dependent children in the respqndents' neolocal household were living 

elsewhere, 3 ) the beginning of retirement, and 4) the time of the mst recent 

residential m e .  According to the occurrence of their mst recent move with 

respect to the other three events or periods, mst respondents were classified 

into one of four residential nubility categnries: the highly stable residents 

(13 respondents), the adaptively stable residents (26 respondents), the empty 

~hestpreretiren~~~t -s (18 respondents), and the post-retiremmt m s  

(29 respondents). 

D. CnRRm'r J 3 a x a l G  

The respondents to the telephone survey were asked for the tenure and 

type of their current dwelling as well as details about the use of space with- 

in their domestic sphere. Eighty-two percent were owner occupied, 16% were 

rented and 1% reported co-operative tenure. Sixty-nine percent were living in 

single detached dwellings at the time af the survey, 3% in mbile dwellings 

and 18% were living in dwellings in multiple-unit buildings. The dwellings 

ranged from 3 to 12 rooms each, averaging (mean and median) seven rooms or 



activity areas each (or 3 to 4 rooms per person), ranging frcm 3 to 12. 

11. FIi!lD- A?m IIwLICATIm 

A. IuKmEsIS 

The basic pqmse of this thesis was to examine the validity of its 

fundamental hypothesis, namely: !th activity patterns of retired men q r  be 

differentiated m x e t  by d.raraeteristics of their lmusing than by traditiardl 

~ ~ t r i c  variables attrer than age. 

B- SllSTIsrIaSL l?mDIbX;S AND IMPLImw 

The principal statistical findings which speak to the fundamental 

hypothesis are as follows: 

1) CMmrship tenure and single dem&ed m mabile hope resi- are 

significantly axrelated with activities a d h  respaxknts classified as 

'work' rather than 'leisure' and with activities requiring relatively vigmous 

mscular nutility. The fact that the retired men who tend to be the most ac- 

tive live in their own single detached dwellings is a very imprtant finding. 

Tke converse is important enough that it should also be stated: retired men 

who live in rented and multiple-dwelling-unit buildings tend to lead mre sed- 

entary lives. The cause and effect relationships are a matter of speculatim. 

If there is any possibility that more active retirement can be stimulatedby 

single detached or mobile home structural types and by owner-occupancy, then 

these two housing characteristics should be actively fostered in Canadian so- 

ciety, as they have been to a much greater extent in the past. Policy con- 

siderations concerning registered savings plans, reverse mrtgages and other 

schemes wculd be implied. 

2 ) T h e n u m b e r o f r ~ i n ~ d w e l l ~ a n d ~ ~ O f r a m r s p e r  

person are both axrelated positively w i t h  nrrsarlar dlity; t b  mdxx of 
- rouus is inversely axrelated w i t h  the men's age ard with leisure activities. 

This second conclusion is closely related to the first: single detached dwell- 

ings generally have mre rooms (and activity areas) than dwellings in multi- 

ple-unit buildings. Larger dwellings often require mre effort in maintenance, 

and some retirees spoke negatively about maintenance problems and positively 



about their relative absence (~ables 7-6, 7-7) . Nevertheless, even relatively 
home-bound retirees may find some stimulus in the demands for mre maintenance 

which contributes positively to their well-being. Worthwhile future research 

might focus on these issues with a view to sorting out cause and effect rela- 

tionships. 

3) Age of respondents axrelates negatively w i t h  musailar motility. 

Since the age of respondents to this survey ranged from 57 to 87, it is to be 

expected that some such age-related morbidity would emerge. As people age, 

they experience some physical deterioration which leads eventually to death. 

Indeed, 19 of the 301 msn originally chosen randomly for the survey were con- 

firmed to have died. Others probably were included among fhose who could not 

be contacted. 

4) figher 6 - c  status camelates w i t h  outcknr activities. 
This is the only finding which directly contradicts the fundamental hypothe- 

sis. It is a case where a variable was not directly related to the dwelling 

itself. The variable of aoci-c status combines the characteristics of 

income, education and occupation before retirement. Singly, these three 

canponents did not correlate with outdoor activities to a degree which was 

statistically significant within in 58 error level. Only in combination was 

the relationship strong encugh. The reasons for this finding are camplex and 

to a large extent unknown. The survey demonstrated that outdoor activities are 

positsvely correlated with single detached or mbile structural type (Table 7- 

10). This was largely a result of gardening activity by these residents 

(~ppendix G). Nevertheless, soci~econmic status does not correlate signifi- 

cantly with either structural type or tenure, according to this study. In this 

case as well, further research would be useful. 

5) A counter-intuitive finding emerged, based an aggregate -t 

data, of an inverse relatidp between hausehold inxmre and interior dwell- 

ing space per person. This finding could be neither confirmed nor contradicted 

at the level of this survey sample. It appears that this relationship might 

actually be a corollary of the positive relationship between the number of 

household meniber and the total household income. This finding is nevertheless 

intriguing enough to merit further scholarly attention. 



27 August 1984 
Mr Agamemnon H. Palamedes 
99-999 Menelaus Drive 
Somnopolis, BC VON ON0 

Dear Mr Palansedes: 

fie retired population in Canada is increasing rapidly. If we are to 
develop appropriate strategies to meet the housing, recreational and social 
needs of this group, it 1s 1IIprtant to have an accurate indication of how 
retired people spend their time and how they are housed. AS part of my thesis 
work in the Departmt of Geography at Simn Fraser University, I am contac- 
ting some men listed as 'retired' in the Vanxuvrtr City Directairy to gather 
this information. As m e  of those selected, I would be ~mst grateful if you 
would participate in this study by answering some questions over the tele- 
phone. 

In the next few days my research associate or I will telephone you to 
ask you to join this study. If you agree, the interview shmld last about 40 
minutes. YOU will be asked about what things you did on the previous day and 
about your housing, as well as some general questions about yourself and any 
other people in your household. 

considerable care is being taken to ensure that your name and address 
will be kept confidential and that any information you give cannot be attribu- 
ted to you. you may decline to answer any question, and you may end the inter- 
view at any time. Furrthemre, this study is being done for academic purposes 
only, not for any commercial reasons. 

~f you have any questions about the survey, or if you do not wish to 
,participate, please telephone me at 291-3715 or leave a message at-291-3321. 

Thank you for your help. 

Sincerely, 

J. Bruce Prior 
Ph. D . Candidate 



A P P E N D I X  B 

cmI'lX3 mFaY ***- FJHaT Oo**' 

1 I I-I-1-1 1-1-1-1-1 
NAME: 1 I P H 0 N E : I  I 1 1-1 I I 1 1 --- ---- 

STREET 1 I I 1 

1 nlWE h m R ! i ? l ~ I  I lzESUw.1 
1lXNlB-m 1 TIWE 1 TIME I -1KBJ 1 Oane I 
I I I I I  I I I I I 

I I I I I  I 1 I l l  
1-1-1-1-1 1 I i l l  
1 1 1 1 I  I 1 I l l  
1-1-1-1-1 I 1 I l l  
I I I I I  1 I I l l  
1 1 - 1 - I 1  1 i 1 - 1 1  
I I I I I  I I I l l  
I-1-1-1-1 1 1 I - I 1  



1 WYOFWEX 1 DRlE1 TIME ~ A E ' P D ~ B Y ~  I 
APp0IJamw.r I I I I I 

10 Interview Wleted 
20 Tele@lme Problem 
2l no answer 
22 line busy 
23 number not in service 
24 wrong number 

30 Qualification Problem 
31 female 
32 not retired 
33 too ill 
34 no longer living in study area 

40 Contact Problem 
41 not available when telephoned 
42 not available on any day after assigned diary day 
43 too deaf to converse adequately on telephone 
44 unable to converse adequately in English 
45 letter returned by Canada Post 

!30 Appointment Made 
5iappointment made by respondent 
52 appointment made through another person 

60 Refusal Problem 
61 refused to be interviewed 
62 interview incomplete; respondent refused to continue 
63 interview refusal communicated by another person 

7O-tDeceased 
8oOtherResult 
DdEXUNG6AI=DRESS: 

* 
Use codes evenly divisible by ten when no subcode applies. 



THIS IS A SCRIPT FOR THE VERY BEGINNING OF EACH TELEPHONE: INTERVIEW. 
INDIVIDUAL RESPONSES SHOULD NOT BE WRITTEN ON THIS SHFET. BEEORE EACH INTER- 
VIESlrJ, THE FOLUMING SHOULD BE AT HAND: 

1 CONFIDENTIAL (X>NTACT EQEN WITH THE RESPONDENT NUMBER, DIARY DAY 
CODE, NAME, TELEPHONE NUMBER, STREET' ADDRESS, CITY, POSTAL CODE AND MAIL DATE 
OF THE PERSON TO BE 0 [THE F'FDIERAL ELEXIQRAL DISTRICT, EIIWDWTION ARE?l, 
CENSUS TRACT, UN-TRANSVERSE MERCATOR EASTING AND NORlrHING ARE NOT NEED- 
ED FOR THE INTERvIav. I 

AN AMPLE SUPPLY (AT LEAST 40 CXIPIES) OF THE TIME BUM;E2 FORM 

1 TIME BUCCEF CODING SCHEPE 

1 GENERAL INFORM?iTION FORM 

IF AT ANY POINT I N  THE IFJ'IYBVIEW THE RESPONDENT IMIICATES UNWILLING- 
NESS TO ANSWER A PARTICULAR QUESTIQN, BEGIN BY SAYING THAT HE NEED NOT ANSWER 
THE QUESTION, BUT REASSURE HIM THAT THE INFORMATION IS TO BE USED CNLY FOR 
RESEARCH PURPOSES, AND WILL NOT BE ATTRIBUTED TO HIM, AND THAT THE INFORMATION 
WOULD BE HELeFW; FOR THE PRLMECT. BEAR I N  MIND THAT I T  IS MIJM BGITER TO HAVE 
ONE OR W O  QUESTIONS UNAN- THAN FOR THE INTERVIEW TO BE PREMATURELY TEX- 
MINATED, OR FOR THERE TO BE ANY NEGATIVE: REFLECTIONS ON SIMON FRASER UNIVER- 
SITY. 

a) [BEFORE DIALING THE NUMBER, ENTER THE IvKX'IH, DATE AND START TIME ON THE 
CONTACT FORM.] 

b) C IF THE TEXXPHONE IS ANSWERED BY AN ADULT MALE : I 
f Hello, is this [NAME OF RESPONDENT]? 



J7 1 
1 1 d) i IF THE TELEPHONE IS ANSWERED BY A CHILD OR A \VcIMAI:J: 1 
I I Hello, is [NAME OF RESPONDENT] w e ?  
I t 
i i 1-1 I ~ I  
I 1  I 1  I I 
1 I [GO TO e m  C R F S ~ A P P ~ P R I A T E L Y  AND MARK v 1 1 THE a3NTACT FORM. I 
I I J7 
I t e) May I speak with him please? 
1 I 

I THE a3NTACT FORM-] 
J7 

f )  I ' m  calling frcsn the Depxtnmt at Sinm ~raser University. W e  
wrote you a letter recently about a researd.1 project cm the act ivi t ies  of re- 
tired mePl i n  the Vanamver area. D i d  the letter get to you in time? 

J7 
g )  I ' m  m- the mail ran be very slow. The 
S a  Fraser Geqm@hy Deprlmmt is cmtacting same 
men vitm are listed as 'retired' in the " C i t y  D i r e c t c q "  
to learn about their housing and how they s p e d  their 
time. V& need this information if  the busing and reae- 
atimal needs of this impartant group of Canadians is 
to be addressed properly. Since you are one of those 
selected we would be most grateful i f  you would parti- 
cipate in this study by anmering sum q~uestims over 
the tele@me. W e  are being very careful to ensure that 
your nam and address w i l l  be kept amfidential  and 
that any infanmticn you give cannot be attributed to 
you. Y m  may decline to answer any question, ard ycxl 
may end the i n t e r v i e w  at any t i m e .  Also, this study is 
being dme for academic plrposes d y ,  not far any 
axunercial reasons. [PAUSE.] Would ycu please help us? 



I 1- I I I 
I I<--- <--[GO TO i) . ) [RESPOND-PRJPFUATELY AND MARK 

J7 J7 THE COrnArn FORM. ] 
-->bh) Good. I'd very much -eciate your help on 

1 this project. This interview is anfidential and it's 
I axnpletely vplmtary on yanr part. WaiLd you please 
help us by -ing sane questions? 

I 
I lyesl lrnl 

J7 
I <--- <--- 

I I I 1  
i ~ o  10 in C R E S ~ N D ~ P ~ P R I A T E L Y  AND !ARK 

v THE CONTACT FORM. 1 
i) Thank you. The interview M d  take about 40 minutes. Is this a oonvenient 
time to talk? 

IYEsl Iml 
1 <--- <--- 

1 1  I 1  
[GO TO jS-;J  MAKE AN APPOINWENT FOR LATER 

I TODAYORTHESAMEDAYNEXTWEEK 
1 AND MW( THE -ACT FORM.] 
v 

J )  Gwd. Let's begin. First,  w e  need to talk abart what things you did yester- 
day-that w a s  a day CNAME YESTEMXY'S BAY OF THE WEEK]. w e ' l l  be making an 
cu t l i ne  of your day, including what you did, where you were and dm else was 
with ~ C U  at the time, and whether you were doing n m m  one thing at the 
same time. Le t  me give yuu an exanple of hcrw the stary of a t y p i d  day might 
begin: < -  

"Yesterday mmning I wdre up at abart 7:15. Ekcm then until about 8 
o'clock 1 shrrweredandshavedandgotdressed. Then1 tookabcutahalf lmu 
to eat breakfast. Mle I was eating I talked with my wife and my visiting 
granddaughter. I read 'EE PR3VINCE and listened to the: radio unt i l  jutit after 
the 9:OO o'clock news. Thm my Qranndaughter and I walked at into the rain to 
a nearby grocery store to buy a few odds and ends." 

A t  that point I might ask where the stare was located, and b~ lang it 
took you to w a l k  there, to do your wing, and to walk back to your house. 
Now, please take a mmcvlt to r d  the act ivi t ies  you did yesterday. [PAUSE] 
So, how did you begin the day yesterday? 

CRECORD THE TIME BUDGET ON THE SEPARATE FORMS. LABEL EACH FORM WITH 
THE RESPONDE%T NUMBER, AND P F O P T  FOR MORE DETAILS AS NECESSARY. THEN PROCEED 

- THROUGH THE HOUSING HISTORY FORM, THE CURRENT DWEL;LING FOFN AND THE GEUI?S& 
I rnRMATION FORlvI, I N  THAT ORDER. I 



a: And then, tihat did ycu Q next? b: When did this start? 

c: Whendid this end? d: %hrewlereyuu?aR~eycu still ... ? 

C ~ I T  QUFSTIONS e.AND f FOR SEX, SLEEP AND OTHER PERSONAL CARE ACTIVITIES. 1 

e: Who was w i t h  you? OR Were you still with ... ? 

f: m e  yuu do- anything else at the - (like reading, talking, 
mtching TV, listening to the radio or eating)? 

S'mRrTIME ENDTlME lxxxrICly a2fWAM.m 
I 1  1 1 - 1 1 - 1  1 1 - 1  1- -1 
I 1 1 I I I I I I l  - -  - -  I I 

7 

LTM I--1-1-1 urnvl 1-1-1-1-1-1 ~AMC~~I-I-I-I-I 
EASTING:~ I I I INIRRIING:~ I I I I I mmi:I I I I I ---- ----- 

REL GEN SEX JXH 

INT ' L CODE PERCEPTUAL-FUNCTIONAL CODING 
I I I I I I  I l l  I I 
I 1 1  --- 1 1 1  1 1 1  I I 

~ M O T ' 1 W ~ W i i K / I E  

z!cnVITY 2 INT'L. CODE PERCElPTUAL-FUNCTIONAL CODING 
I I I I I I  1 I I 1 I 
1 I I I I I  --- I l l  I I 

~ M O T T E N ~ W R Q E  

XX'MTY 3 INT'L. CODE PERCEPTUAL-FUNCTIONAL CODING 
1 I 1  I I I  I I I 1 I 
I I 1  1 I I  --- I l l  I I SOC/INMOTTENIND/OUiziqm 



CAFTEX 03MPWING A 24-HOUR DIARY, CHEjCK JKlR GAPS AND UNMENTIONED EVENTS LIKE 
TRAVELLING AND MEAL PREPARATION/CLEAN-UP~ AND THEN ASK:] 
g:  Thinking back over the W l e  day, yesterday, which activity did yax find 
met satisfyirag? 

I I I I 
SATISFACTION mDING: I I I --- I 

h: Hmv typical would you say yesterday was cunpared to the previous fan 
days [NAME DIARY DAY OF WEEK]? 
l=very typical 3=not very typical' =I- I 1  
2=fairly t y p i d  4=mt at all typical a J D I S :  1- 1 

i: LIF THE TRANSIT STRIKE WAS STILL UNDEXWAY C N  THE DIARY DATE, ADD: 1 
Wing 1984 befare the transit strike, about k w  many return trips did yau 
make each nmth by pbl ic  transit?j 1 1 I [IF MORE How did the transit 

I -- 1 I ?HANl : I  
strike affect yan day yesterday? 

I I I 1 
TRANSIT STRIKE CODING: 1 1 1 --- I 

~ : ~ I ' d l i k e t o g o h a c k o l ~ e r t h e y a n . t i m ~ ~ ~ i t h ~ a n d a s k y c u h a r  
you felt about each of t k  activities you have mentianed. That is, I would 
like to krwm, far WCB activity, whether ycu saw it as IE1:SURE, as WRK or as 
a MU!iUIE of LECSURP. AND WORK, ar whether it was NlEtHHt  IZISURE NQR WRK. So, 
i f  we take the first activity which you -ti&, [NAME ACTIVITYI, how did 
you feel about that activity? 

CIF THE ACTIVITY WAS DEFINED AS A MIX?URE OF WORK AND LEISURE, ASK:] 
k: W d  you say it was about B(IIPSIZ;Y and IEISURE, or MIRE I E I 9 U R e - r n  
or TmRE FlDRK-LIKE? [RECORD EACH ANSWER IN THE AE'PROPRIrn PERCEPTUAL-E'UNcI'Irn- 
AL wx-I-E BOX. j 

1: A r e p ~ b y ~ y o u l i v e o r b y ~ T Y P E o f y a u r ~ ~ i n a r r y  
activities which you wmld l i k e  to p s u e ?  [Y/N] I I 

I I - 
[IF SO:] BkJw are you limited? 

HOUSING/A~IVTY I 1 I I 
LIMITATION ODE: I 1 1 1 



1 Sunday 2 Monday 3 Tuesday 4 Wednesday 5 Thursday 6 Friday 7 Saturday 

Clock Time 4:00 a.m. 5:00 a.m. 6:00 a.m. 7:00 a.m. 8:00 a.m. 9:00 a.m. 
CodedTime 0400 0500 0600 0700 0800 0900 

Clock Time 10:OO a.m. 11:OO a.m. 12:OO q n  1:00 p.m. 2:00 p.m. 3:00 p.m. 
CiodedTime lo00 1100 1200 1300 1400 1500 

Clock Time 4:00 p.m. 5:00 p.m. 6:00 p.m. 7:00 p.m. 8:00 p.m. 9:00 p.m. 
Cbdf2dTime 1600 1700 1800 1900 2000 2100 

Clock Time 10:OO p.m. 11:OO p.m. 12:OO midnight 1:00 a.m. 2:00 a.m. 3:00 a.m. 
aoded Time 2200 2300 2400 2500 2700 

F Friend W Wife S Stranger 1R Relative (including in-law, glanlim, s tep  
relationships) X mixed relationships N No companion recorded Z no data 

-an Generatian [GEN] 
N No companion recorded 0 Older generation than respondent S Same genera- 
tion as respondent X mixed generations Y Younger generation than respn- 
dent Z no data 

(bqmicn Sex [SEX1 
F Female M Male N No companion recorded X miXed sexes Z no data 

This variable is simply the number of other people who shared the same activi- 
ty with the respondent. -9 no data 

A Automobile B Bicycle N No significant change of location P Pedestrian 
T Public Transportation WWaiting 0 Other Transportation Means Z no data 



[See Table C1, pp. 200-211 in Brian L. Kinsley and Terry 0 'Dormell, Marking 
Time: Mettmcblogy ~ e p c r t  of the Canadian Time Use Pilot Study-1981, Volume 1 
of Exploratims in Time Use, Ottawa: 1983, Government of Canada Department of 
Communications and Employment and Immigration Canada.] 

The following are additions to the coding scheme in Kinsley and 
0 'Donnell: 

432 light beverages or snacks 
492 waiting, queuing (personal care) 
692 waiting, queuing (organizational) 
992 waiting, queuing (media & passive leisure) 
999 no activity recorded 

K 
-FuNcrImaM)ING 

IP Interactive and ComPetitive 
I0 Interactive and Co-Operative 
IS Introspective 
WJ Receptive 
ZZ no data 

Bhsmhr Motility m] 
(These are ascending ordinal measures of mtility.) 

1 required minimal exercise of muscles 
2 required mderate exercise of muscles 
3 required vigorous exercise of muscles 
-9 no data 

Social Tenure of Space Required [TPN] 
(These are descending ordinal measures of privacy. ) 

1 private space 2 group space 3 public space -9 no data 

IA Indoors Away from the dwelling, including inside an Autombile 
IB In dwelling Bedroom 
ID In dwellin9 Dining room or dining area attached to the living room 
IE In dwelling dEn 
IF In dwelling Family room, music room or .library 
IG In dwelling Garage or carport 
IH In dwelling Ebbby room 



IK In dwelling Kitcnen 
IL In dwelllng Living room or front room 
IN In dwelling greeNhouse 
IP In dwelling glassed Porch or solarium 
IR In dwelling Rumpus or Recreation room 
IS In dwelling Shop or workbench area 
IT In dwelling dineTte or eating nook attached to the kitchen 
a[v In dwelling Utility or laundry room or area 
IV In dwelling television room 
IW In dwelling sewing room 
M Inside the dwelling, with room or area unspecified 
I0 In Other dwelling roams or areas- 

Bathrooms, halls and closets, which were not routinely sur- 
veyed, would be included under this category if used for some 
special purpose: such as a bathroom used s a darkroom, a hall 
which includes a telephone, or a closet ich functions as a 
hobby area. 

v.6 

OA Outdoors Away from the dwelling 
OD Outdoors associated with the Ewelling, otherwise unspecified 
OP On-.dwelling Patio, sundeck, balcony or gazebo 
OY Outdoors in the yard or garden associated with the dwelling 
BA Both indoors and outdoors Away from the dwelling 
BD Both indoors and outdoors associated with the Ihelling 
ZZ no data 

IE LEisure 
MX a roughly equal Mixture of work and leisure 
ML a Mixture but more like Leisure 
Mn7 a Mixture but more like Work 
NE NEither work nor leisure 
W Work 
ZZ no data 

The three-digit International Coding Scheme (akove) is used to identify the 
activity which was mst satisfying to the respondent. The following are addi- 
tions to the coding scheme in Kinsley and O'Donnell: 

9%3 all activities were equally satisfying 
999 no activities were satisfying 

1 very typical 
2 fairly typical 



3 not very typical 
4 not at all typical 
-9 rro data 

This is simply the respondent's estimate of the average number of return trm- 
sit trips which he.tcok per month in 1984 before the transit strike. 
-8 The transit strike was over by the diary day. 
-9 no data 

TRANSIT - EE'FECr 

The first letter codes the kind of effect: 
D made it Difficult for me to... 
E Enabled me to... 
F Forced me to. . . 
P Prevented me from... 
N No effect on my day 
Z no data 

The two numeric digits constitute the International Code which denotes the af- 
fected activity, but with only twdigit resolution. 
00 no data or not applicable 

lJlrmrtON 
N No 
Y Yes 
Z no data 

The first letter identifies the source of the activity limitation: 
C A City location gives poor access to the desired activities. 
S A Suburban location gives poor access to the desired activities. 
T The desired activities are limited by the respondent's housing Type. 
N There is no limitation of desired activities because of the respondent's 
location or housing type. 
Z no data 

The two numeric digits constitute the International Code which denotes the ma- 
jor activity which is limited, but with only two-digit resolution. 
00 no data or not applicable 



- I - 1 - 1 1  
- I l l 1  

NW ~ ' d  like to ask ycu Z Z f e w ~ ~ ~ s  about your musing and travelling 
to work in the past. 

a)  F i r s t  of all, during *t period of time C ~ I C I T  YEAR RANGE] did 
your mn hrxlsehold have the largest nuuiber of members? b many people =e in 
your lxmdmld during that period? 

ImwEmm 

[IF HOUSMOLD NUMBER IS 01, GO TO m) .1---->---------- 
J7 

b) Vhere did you live in the year 1 
21 !&en y o ~ r  househdLd last had its largest 

merobers? 
I 
I 

C) [UNLESS THE ANSWER IS OBVIOUS] Was yan dwdl ing I 
in a [ C T ]  city, [SB] a suburb, [ IT]  an isolated tam, or 
CCN] in the oacnrtry in 

I 
[NAME YEAR 21? [CODE I 

'UN' IF THE SF- TYPE IS W4KNOWN.I 1 
I 

d) Was your dwelling an apartmePlt, a single house, I 
a mile heme, or a t ?  [IF THE RESPONSE IS 'AN AP-', I 
ASK:) Did the aprtment building have 5 ar rmre stories? I 

CODE 2 1 I 
I I 

J7 I 
f )  Have you ever had any dqewbnt childrerr----c--- $ 



living in your housdmld? 

1-1 I 
Y/N: 1-1 [IF NO, GO TO m) I---->----- i 

I 
g CIF YES] Do you have any depedent children now I 

living in your household? CIF YS] ~ a w  q? I 
I--II->------>- 

1 
1-1 I 

Y/N: I cElImml 1-1- 1 1 
C I ~ ]  J7 

J7 I 
h) Ihring what year did the last of 7 I 

dxildren in your fmusehold begin living elsewhere? I 
I 

i) Were were you living 12 xtmths after the last I 
of the depem%nt clhildren in your lxxsdmld began living I 
elsewhere? I 

j) ~ U N L E S S T H E A N S W E R I S O B V I O U S ] W a s y o u r ~  I 
in a LC..] city, f SB] a suburb, [IT] an isolated town, or I 
CCNl in the a~llltry in CNAMJ3 IMEXLING YEAR 4)? 1 
LOODE 'UN IF THE SE- TYPE IS UNKNOWN. 1 I 

1 
1 - 1 1  1 

-0QDE4: 1 I I -- 1 
I 

k) Was your W i n g  an apartment, a single hause, 1 
a mobile hame, or W t ?  [IF THE RESPONSE IS 'AN APARTMENT ' , 1 
ASK:] Did the aprtnent building have 5 or more staries? I 

J7 
l3EluNG4 1 I STRUCI'URE 1-1 I 
smwCmla: I 1 4CODE: I I I 

I 

I I I I  I I l l  
D I ~  4 TRANSIT 4 TRANSIT I 

CODE 4 



YEAR 5: 11171- I -  + 1 = YENt  6: 1 1 1 9 1 I - 1  
1 1 1 1 1  1 - 1 1 -  1 - I 

[IF THE  SAYSTH ST HAT HE IS NOT RETIRED, EXPLAIN THAT mm PEOPLE WHO 
ARE NOT (XNl?LETELY RETIRED CAN STILL BE A PAKI' OF THE STUDY. SKIP  AHEAD 733 THE 
GEUFWiL INFORMATION FORM AND ASK QUESTIONS m AND n. IF H I S  PRINCIPAL SOURCE OF 
IXOME3 CAME DIRECTLY FW=bl EMPIX,YMENT AND HE AVERAGED MORE THAN 9 HOURS OF WRK 

. FOR AIL OF THE WEEKS SO FAR I N  1984, TERMINA'IZ THE INTERVIm AND MARK THE 
CONTACT FORM WITH RESULT CODE 32.1 

/- 

O )  [ I F ~ U N T R Y ~  I S ~ ~ ~ A Q A ] W h a t w a s t h e a d d r e s s a f  1 
that dwellhg? 1 

I  
I-1-1-1-1 1-1-1-1-1-I 1 
I l l 1 1  l l I I l 1  I  
f i m 1 6 6  UTMNOEiTHING 6 I  

4' 
I - I  I - I l l  I - I - I - I I I I  I  
I I  I  I I  --- I I 1 1  --- I i i . i i  i 

FED6 EA6 CENSUS TRACT- - 
[RECORD THE STREET ADDRESS AS 'DWELLING 6 ADDRESS' OPI THE 1 
CONEIDENTIAL CONTACT FOFW 1 I  

J7 
p) L U N L E S S T H E A N ~ I S O B V I O U S ] h b s y o u r d w e l l i n g  I  

in a [Cl'l city, CSBI a suburb, [ I T ]  an isolated tam, ar I  
CUY] in the anmtry in  NAME WELLING YElAR 61? 1 
CCODE 'UN' IF THE S- TYPE IS UNKNOWN. j 



q) Was your dwelling an apartment, a single house, 
a m = b i k  hasme, what? [IF THE RESPONSE IS 'AN APARWlENT' , 
ASK:j D i d  the apartmmt building have 5 ar mre staries? 

-6 1 I SrRUCI'URE 1-1 
-: 1 1 6CODE: I 1 - 

r) Where were you living just befare yrxl mved into ycur present duel- 
ling? 

s) [IF COUNTRY 7 IS CYWClA] What was the address of tbat 

Cmam THE: srm ADDRESS AS 'DWUING 7 ADDRESS' cw THE C O N F I D ~ I A L  ~ N T A C T  
FORM. 1 

t) CUNLESS THE ANSWER IS OBVIOUS] Was your d w d l b q  in a [CTI city, 
Cs"1 a -b, [IT] an isolated tcm, or [CN] in the -try just befare p 
med FeSent [CODE 'UN' IF THE: SE;TIZEMENT TYPE IS UNKNOWN*] 

U) Was your dwelling an aparbent, a single house, a mobi le  bane, 
what? [IF THE RESPONSE IS 'AN AP- ' , ASK: D i d  the -t b i l d i r r g  
have 5 or nore stories? 



RESPWMB NUM USING "ddd" 

YEARl NUM USING "ddd" 
-9 no data 

.YEAR;! M3M USING "ddd" 
-9 no data . 

l3smlmM NUM USING "dd" 
-9 no data 

-1 -4, -6, MJM USING "dd ddd" (Census Subdivision code) 
-4 if outside of British Colwnbia 
-9 no data 

P m ,  -4, PFDVINC6, PlXlVDC7 STR 2 USING "aa" 
AB Alberta 
BC British Columbia 
MB Manitoba 
NF Newfoundland 
NT Northwest Territories 
NS Nova Scotia 
ON Ontario 
FQ Quebec 
SK Saskatchewan 
FL Florida 
Wl Washington State 
ZZ no data 

-1 -41 OaB!J!W6, axsmM STR 2 USIS "a" 
CN Canada 
GR Germany (FRG & GDR) 
W Phi lippines 
EK Pakistan 
US United States 
ZZ no data 

SlBTLEW, SEZEJWl, SETlUiM, SETEJN7 STR 2 USING "a" 
CP city 
CrJ country 
IT isolated town 
SB suburb 
ZZ no data 

m, I X S l X 4 ,  IWLSIXX, BWLSJCLIIC7 STR 1 USING "a" 
A Apartment with 5 stories or mre 



Mmbile or other mavable dwelling 
0 Other multiple dwelling 
S Single detached 
Z no data 

KM2, KM4 NUM USING "dd.d km" 
-9 no data 

TRANSIT2, TRt4NSIT4 STR 1 USING "a" 
A Automobile or truck 
B Bicycle . 
.O Other means of transportation 
T Transit system 
W Walking 
X taxi 
Z no data 

DEPEVER STR 1 USING "a" 
Y Yes 
N No 
Z no data 

DEFNWl STR 1 USIS "a" 
Y Yes 
N No 
Z no data ~ 

riEamm NUM USING "dd" 
-9 no data 

YEAR3 NUM USING "dd" 
-9 no data 

YEZGi4 NublHOUSHIST.YEAR3+1 
-8 no data 

YEAR5 NUM USING "dd" 
-9 no data 

YEAR6 NUM=HOUSHIST . W + 1  
-8 no data 

Exim, EAST7 NUP,I USING "dddd" 
-9 no data 

NOm6, NORRn NUM USING "ddddd" 
-9 no data 

FED6, m 7  NUM USING "ddd" 
-9 no data 



m6, FA7 Nub1 USING "ddd" 
-9 no data 

m, CT7 NUM USING "ddd.ddU 
-9 no data 

Num W I C  
TRUE i f  there are  any notes or comments on th i s  respondent 

in  HSENOTES 
i f  there are no notes or comments on this respondent 

in  HSENOTES 



I'd like to ask about ycur present housing situaticn. 
a) In what year did yuu move into your present dwe l l i ng?  

b) Is your current address ? [REFER TO ADDRESS 
ON aoNTACT SHEE;T. I 

WEiLtbG8 1-1 
A i m R E s m :  I 1 

mar NO 
[IF NO, ASK FUR H I S  CURRENT ADDRE:SS AND RECORD I T  ON THE CONTACT SEET. IF I T  
IS OUTSIDE OF BURNABY, NEW FIESTMINSTER, SURREY WITH A 'V4A1 FORHARD SOWATION 
AREA, WEST VANCOUVER WITH A 'W' FOIiWARD SOF3'ATION AREA, OR WHITE IIOCK, TER- 
MINATE THE INTERVIEM AND MARK THE CONTACT SHEET WITH RESULT CODE 35. IF YPS, 
GO TO c).] 

UTM FASTING UTM NORTHING 

CENSUS TRACI.' 

c) Is your duelling an e t ,  a singlehouse, a mobilehame, or 
what? [IF THE RESmNSE IS 'AN AE'ARWENT'I ASK:] Did fhe apartment building 
have 5 or rmre stories? 

d) Do you [R] rent or [o] own yau: present dwelling? CIF THE RESPON- 
DENT MENTIONS SOME OTHER TENURE ARRANGENEBIT, WRIT% THE: DESCRIPTION AND LEAVE 
THE CODING BLANK.J 

e) Wuld yax please take me cn an irrmaginary tmr of ycur dwelling? I'd 



like you to tell me w b t  it lodrs like in getElral, ard then I'd l i k e  you 
tell me abaut the different roans and tell me haw you generally use fhem. 



1 1  .- 
dwelling in its 

POST HOC POSTImc 
LCCATION LKATION 

DISADVANTAGE 1 1 - 1 - 1 1  DISADVANTAa 2 1 - 1 - 1 1  
CODING: I - 1 1 i  CYlDING : 1 1 1 1  

h) What are two advantages of ymr dwel l=  =If, witfwrut regard tr, 



its locaticn? 

CODING: 1 I  I  1 ODING: 1 - 1 1 1  
i ) lib=~-isadvantages of - dwellirrg itself, w i t h x t  regardl 

to its loaatiar? 
aJE3UJbX;DISAIIVAM1Y;El 

ixsmmrIm: 

DWELLING m 1 N G  
DISADVANTAGE 1 1-1-1-1 DISADVANTAGE 2 1 - 1 - 1 1  

l?OSr= --- POST HOC 
MOVING REASON 1 1 I  1 I  MOVING REASON 2 1 - 1 - 1 1  

CODING 1 1 - 1 1  ODING 1-1-II 



R l n l W  N U M m ( - )  USING "ddd" 

REZSEW NUM USING "ddd" 

NUM USING "ddd" - -9 no data 

ADU4KKH STR 1 U S I E  "a" 
Y Yes 
BNo 
Z no data 

STR 7 U S I I G  "a& dad" 
Z9Z 9Z9 no data 

IRMFAST NUM USING "dddd" 
-9 m data 

UIMSXlH NUM U S I ~  "ddddd" 
-9 no data 

FB) NUM USING "ddd" 
-9 m data 

W NUM USING "ddd" 
-9 no data 

CT NUM USING "ddd.ddU 
-9 m data 

STR 1 USING "a" 
AApartment with 5 stories or more 
M Mobile or other mvable dwelling 
0 Other multiple &elling 
S Single detached 
Z no data 

!lYSU?E STR 1 USING "a" 
0 Owner-occupied 
R Rented or leased 
C Co-operative ownership 
Z no data 

STR 2 USING "a" 
Only the first two emphases are coded. Both characters are coded with conbi- 

nations of the following, in the order in which they were mentioned. 
A emghasis an Aesthetic qualities 
F emphasis on Functional qualities 



G emphasis on the Garden or yard 
N emphasis on the dwelling iNterior 
S emphasis on the building Structure, dimensions, etc. 
X emphasis on the building exterior 
0 Other emphases, specified in CURNOTES. NYI!ES 
Z no data 

RDOMl through K X X l O  and MBElUX.EX!IEWX STR 3 USING "aaa" 
The first digit denotes the room or area in the dwelling as follows: 

A Ancillary building detached from the dwelling 
B Bedroom 
e Carport 
D Dining room or dining area attached to the living room 
EdEn 
F Family room, music room or library 
G Garage 
H Hobby room 
K Kitchen 
L Living room or front room 
P Patio, sundeck, balcony or gazebo 
R R m p s  or Recreation room 
S Shop or workbench area 
T dinewe or eating nook attached to the kitchen 
U Utility or laundry room or area 
V television room 
W sewing room 
X greenhouse or solarium 
0 Other roans or areas, specified in CURNOTES.NOTES I 

[~athrooms, halls and closets, which were not routinely sur- 
veyed, wmld be included under this category if used for sac 
special purpose: such as a bathroom used as a darkroom, a hall 
which includes a telephone, or a closet which functions as a \ 
hobby area. 1 

Z no data 
Up to two functions of each room or area are coded by the second ana third 

characters. Both characters are coded with combinations of the following, in 
the order in which they were mentioned: 

A listening to the radio or other Audio media 
B Bookkeeping and other writing activity 
D Dining with guests or eating other special meals 
E routine Eating 
F entertaining Friends or visiting relatives 
G storaGe 
H Hobby, active musical or artistic activity 
I Idle or seldom used 
M household Maintenance activity 
N functions which are Normal to the room or area, such as 

sleeping in a bedroom or preparing food in the kitchen 
P enjoying the fireplace 
R Relaxing or Reading 



S Sleeping, including daytime napping 
T talking on the Telephone 
V watching television 
U providing guests with sleeping accomnndation 
X aercising 
0 Other functions, specified in C U R N O T E S . ~ E S  
Z no data 

lwmaxsB LGGIC 
TlgIE if the respondent mentioned mre than 10 rooms or 

areas-In this event, each extra room is recorded as a sepa- 
rate record in &DRERX%ITB, with the variable, 
M o R E R C D l . E X T ~ ,  coded in the same fashion as CURCIWELT.R(XM1 
through CURDWELL.mo. 

FWSE if the respondent mentioned 10 or fewer roams or 
areas 

IIX;1IlIV1 a d  IMaan STR 2 USIE "aa" 
Only the first four advantages mentioned are coded, with two characters each 

in LDCADV1 and LOCADV2. The four characters are coded with combinations of the 
following, in the order in which they were mentioned: 

B Beautiful or otherwise positive neighbourhood 
C good Climate-If a comparison is made, it is specified 

in WFUWIES.NCYI!ES. 
F good access to Family 
M good access to Medical facilities 
N No advantages 
P Pleasant neighbows 
Q Quiet street 
R good access to Recreational facilities or amenities 
S good access to Shopping 
T good access to the Transit system 
V good View 
U Unspecified general advantages 
W good access to the respondent's house of Worship 
0 Other advantage: specified in ~ S . N Y . E S  
Z no data 

IIlCDIS1 and =IS2 STR 2 USING "aa" 
Only the first four disadvantages mentioned are coded, with two characters 

each in IDCDIS1 a d  LOCDIS2. The four characters are coded with combinations 
of the following, in the order in which they were mentioned: 

C unf avourable Climate 
F difficult access to Family 
G uspecified General disadvantages 
M difficult access to Medical facilities 
N No disadvantages 
R difficult access to Recreational facilities or amenities 
S difficult access to Shopping 
T difficult access to Transit 



U Unpleasant neighbours 
W difficult access to respondent's house of Worship 
X noisy street 
0 Other disadvantage: specified in CUReJOTES.bDES 
Z no data 

DWLAllVl and DWLAIlVTL STR 2 USING "a" 
Only the first four advantages mentioned are coded, with two characters each 

in JBUIDVl ard LWLADV2. The four characters are coded with corribinations of the 
- following, in the order in which they were mentioned: 

A Aesthetically-pleasing aspects 
B Bright or well-illuminated interior 
C Convenient or Canfortable interior design-If examples 

were mentioned, they are specified in 
~ . N ( r r ] E S .  

D good Drainage 
F good household Facilities 
G good Garden or yard 
H well-Heated and/or well-insulated 
I Inexpensive 
L appropriately Larye size of dwelling and/or 

garden 
M low Maintenance problems for the respondent 
N No advantages 
P good Privacy 
R dwelling designed and/or built by the Respndent 
S appropriately Small size of dwelling and/or garden 
U Unspecified general advantages 
X good security and/or safety 
Y plenty of room-If activities were mentioned, they are 

specified in CURNOTES.NOTES. 
0 Other advantages, specified in CURNmS.mS.  
Z no data 

IWIDIS1 and DWLDIS2 STR 2 USING "aa" 
Qnly the first four disadvantages mentioned are coded, with two characters 

each in I=WLDIS1 ard DGDIS2. The four characters are coded with combinations 
of the following, in the oruer in which they were mentioned: 

D interior Design problems other than stairs 
E Expensive 
G lack of or inadequate Garden 
M Maintenance problems 
N No disadvantages 
P lack of adequate Privacy 
S Stairs difficult to manage 
U Unspecified general disadvantages 
X security or safety problems 
0 Other disadvantages, specified in CURNOTES.NOTES. 
Z no data 



STR 2 USING "aa" 
These are the 'push' reasons for the residential mve. This variable is used 

to code two reasons that the respondent mved frcmn the former dwelling. mth 
characters are coded with combinations of the following, in the order in which 
they were mentioned: 

D stairs Difficult to manage because of disability or 
infirmity of respondent or other household member--Whether the 
problem was with the respondent or not is clarified in the 
variables m . I N M L , T H  ad GENERAT_I.I=HLTHCD. 

too Expensive * 
Forced gut by eminent domain, major land-use change or 

eviction by landlord 
dissatisfaction with General living conditions 
not e m g h  Interior space 
Job transfer 
too much effort needed for Maintenance 
neighbourhood and/or Privacy problems 
dissatisfaction with Structural type 
dissat is•’ action with Tenure 
security or safety problems 
dwelling too old 
Other reasons, specified in c 2 U R N r n . m .  
m data 

M(SVERW;! STR 2 USING "aa" 
These are the 'pull' factors for the residential mve. Two reasons for the 

move to the current dwelling are coded in this variable, in the order in which 
they were 

A 
B 
C 
D 
E 

F 
G 
H 
I 
J 
L 

N 
P 
Q 
R 

S 

T 
v 

mentioned. 
Anticipating retirement 
dwelling designed and/or Built by respondent 
good Climate 
good Drainage 
good Enviromnent or situation for raising children 

or for caring for another dependent 
gccd access to Family 
good Garden or yard 
good access to sHopping 

Investment opportunity 
closer to Job 
appropriately Large size of dwelling and/or 

garden 
returned to former Neighbourhood or region 
good Privacy 
Quiet neighbowhood 
good access to Recreational facilities or 

amenities 
appropriately Small size of dwelling and/or 

garden 
dwelling owned by a relative 
good View 



W journey to Work problem no longer present 
X employment opportunity 
Y less expnsive 
0 Other reasons, specified 'in CURNOTES. m S .  
Z no data 

IWm LOGIC 
TBLE if there are any oomments or notes which cannot 

otherwise be accommdated by the coding scheme within 
CURDWELL, these will be relegated to the separate file, 
cUlWYE3, in the CURNOTES.NOTES field 

PaSISE if the ding of this record in CURWELL requires no 
supplementary comments or notes 



A P P E N D I X  F 

r J a J I n e e d t o ~ - g ~ ~ t i c x l s a b a u t y o u a n d y a u r ~ l d .  
As w i t h  the other information which you have provided, ywr  answers will be 
used only fkr statistical plrposes and will rrot be attributed to ycu. 

a) So first, where were yan born? 

d) CTHIS QUESTIW SHOULD BE ASKED ONLY IF THE INFORMATICN HAS NOT BEEN 
UMWEiIGUaTSLY ELICITED EARI;IER I N  m INTERVIEW, BUT CODE I T  NOW.] W b  are the 
other nwiabers of your -1d and b u  are they related to p? [IF THE GEN- 
ERATION AND SEX CODES ARE NOT OBVIOUS, ASK:] Is that perm aba;lt ywr same 
gesreratian or part of a generation uhich is older or yumger than yours? [IF 

RESPONDENT NEEDS SaME CLARIFICATION ABCUT GENERATIONS, THFN A DIE'FERENCE 
OF TWENTY YEARS OR MORE CAN BE USED TO DISTINGUISH GENERATIONS. IRRESPECI'IIG3 
OF AGE DIFFElRENCES, HOWEVER, SUCH PEOPLE AS WIVES, SIBLINGS, PARENTS, CHILD- 
REN, IN-LAWS AND STEP-FELATIVES S H O  BE CODED WITH THE GFSJERATION NO= XI 
THEIR STATUS. 1 Is that perm a male or a femle? [IF THE RESPOND= LIVES 
ALONE, WRITE 'LIVES ALONE' FOR MEMBER 1 AND ' N  N N' FOR THE MEMBER 1 CODE.] 



I I 
I MmmER aaDm 1 
l~llenber R e l a t i d p  to &spa&?nt CREL~ I 
I ~=~riend W=Wife S=Stranger R=&lative ( including in-law, guardian, 1 
1 step-relationships ) U=Unknown relationship N=No other members I 
1 I 
IMembe~ Generation [CiEwl I 
l~=Ascending generation PDescending generation S=Same generation as 1 
1 respondent U=Unknown generation N=tJo other members I 
I i 
i-  ex CSEXI 
( m e  F=Female U=Unknown sex N=No other members 

[ASK THE FOLUNING QUESTION ONLY IF ITS ANEW% HAS NCrr BEEN UNAMBIG 
UCUSLY ELICITED EAEilLIER IN THE INTEXVIEN, BUT OODE IT NOW. 1 

IwzrmL 
e) What is yan marital status? SIXIUS 1 

ame: 1-1 

M=Married (including common law) SSingle (never married) IWiidcwed 
U=Unknown marital status P=seParated PDivor ced 

f) Was the choice of yrxlr present dwellirrg limited in any way because 
health? . 

g) [IF SO: 3 Hew k yan *ice limited? 



POSTHOC 
DWELLING CHOICE 
HEALTH LIMITATION I I I  

CODE : 1-1-1-I 

h) Are you limited in any daily activities because of y ~ u r  leal*? 
d 

DAILY ACTIVITIES 
HEALTH LIMITATION I I I I  

OODE : LA_ i _ i 
j) aonSidering all of your fxxlsehold inoosle durirrg ttre year 1983, 

which of the fall- statenen- best applies to yru? 

C11 I had to do with art many thing^ that I needed. 
i2l I had the things that I naxkd, but aorre of the extras. 
[ 3 1 1 h a a f t E w s t b a t I w , a n d a f ~ a f t h e e x t r a s .  
C41 I had the things that I needed, and any extras I wanted. 
C 5 ~ 1 h a a f t E t h i n g s ~ t I ~ , a r d a n y e x t r a s I ~ t e d , ~ I  
still had -left aver rn save ar invest. -- I I 

AClBQUlACY a3aE: 1-1 

k) W a s  your -te total totalld inrmne before taxes in 1983 
$20 000 or mme, or was it less than $20 000? 
CIF LESS THAN $20 ooo:] CIF MORE THAN $20 mo:] 
it $10 000 or m e ,  or less it $40 000 or 'mare, on: less 
than $10 0003 than $40 0002 

[IF LESS THAN $10 OOO:] Was [IF LJ3SS THAN $40 000: 1 Ws 
it $5 000 or mare, or less it $30 000? ar mme, oa: less 
than $5 ooo? than $30 ooo? 



1) Without getting into specific anmmts, a t  are the fau largest 
90~~ces  of yarr current p e r m  irmamre, starting w i t h  the [CODE WITH 
RANK ORDJm, WITH 'M[E LARGEST SOURCE: = 1.1 

n) Just before yuur retired, in wbat ~I&WXY or field were p -k- 
ing? 

0) Bbn many grades air years of prinmry arrd seaxdary education have 
ya;l ocmpleted? I&IW many years have you studied at the university ar other 
past-seoondary level? [ IF ANY MENTIONED: What was the highest axtif icate, 
diplma or ckq-ee that you have earned? 

mm+ 
mmmRY/- 1-II - I-1-1 D83GReE 1-1 
YJmSorGRmES: I -- 1 1 YKAR% 1 .  1 1 CmE: 1-1 

H=High school diploma C=Certificate or other pre-baccalaureate degree 
B=Bachelor M=Master or other professional graduate degree 

Oather ( speci fy u=U&wnl 



msmm NUM USING "ddd" 

BIRI%XXY NUM USING "dd ddd" (Census Subdivision Code) 
4 if outside of British Columbia 
-9 m data 

BIKEBPRV STR 2 USING "aa" 
AB Alberta 
BC British Columbia 
MB Manitoba 
NE3 New Brunswick 

Nova Scotia 
ON Ontario 
PE Prince Edward Island 
pa Quebec 
SK Saskatchewan 
IL Illinois 
MI Michigan 
aJ England 
M Northern Ireland 
9C Scotland 
Wi Wales 
ZZ no data 

STR 2 USING "a" 
a Canada 
CZ Czechoslovakia 
m Denmark 
IT Italy 
ND Norway 
UG Uganda 
W Ukraine 
UK United Kingdom 
US United States 
22 no data 

WEl!KYS STR 3 USING "aaa" 
CTAN Cantonese 
IMN Danish 
ax; English 
FIlJ Finnish 
FRN French 
GER German 

Gujarati 
ITL Italian 
IZZ. Letzeburgesch 
NDR Norwegian 
SU) Slovak 
UKR Ukrainian 



B l E W m L A N D  MIWBEL SIR 1 USING "a" 
F Friend 
N No other members 
R Relative (including in-law, guardian and step- 

relationships, and excluding wife) 
S Stranger 
W Wife 
Z no data 

MMlG0Y AND MEM2GEN STR 1 USING "a" 
1SI No other members 
0 Older generation than the respondent 
S Same generation as the respondent 
Y Younger generation than the respondent 
Z no data 

MB9SEX AND MEM2SeX SEX 1 USING "a" 
F Female 
M Male 
N No other members 
-Z no data 

I"lxmm LOGIC 
TRUE if there are more than two household members besides 

the respondent-In this case, the data on member number, rela- 
tionship, generation and sex are recorded in MFMBERS. 

E!AUZ if there are two household members or less besides 
the respondent 

MAWEAL STR 1 USING "a" 
D Divorced 
M Married 
P separated 
S Single (never married) 
W Widowed 
Z no data 

IBKZIL~ STR 1 USING "a" 
N N o  
Y Yes 
Z no data 

lXEEB3 STR 4 USING 'In aa" 
The first digit indicates the degree of housing choice limitation: 
1 minor housing choice limitation 
2 mderate housing choice limitation 
3 severe housing choice limitation 
8 no housing limitation 
9 no data on degree of housing choice limitation 
The second and third characters indicate up to two of the sorts of 



limiting adjustments which the respondent's health required in choosing his 
present 

lxxm2.m 

ABC]CBCD 

dwelling, as follows: 
F special Fixtures such as handrails 
H better Heating and/or insulation 
L Location closer to medical facilities 
M fewer Maintenance responsibilities 
N No housing limitation 
S elimination or lessening of Stairs 
0 Other limiting adjustment, specified in CURRNmS.mS 
Z no  data^ 

STR 1 USING "a" 
NEJo 
Y Yes 
Z no data 

NUM USING "n nn" 
The first digit indicates the degree of activity limitation: 
1 minor activity limitation 
2 roderate activity limitation 
3 severe activity limitation 
-8 no activity limitation 
-9 no data on degree of activity limitation 
The second and third digits consist of the 2-digit international code 

(See Kinsley and O'Donnell 1983: 142-145 .) which best describes the type of 
activity which the respondent is no longer able to pursue because of his 
health situaticn. 

Jmm6 NUM USING "dd" 
1 I had to &,,without many things that I needed. 
2 I had the things that I needed, but none of the extras. 
3 1 had the things that I needed, and a few of the extras. 
4 1 had the things that I needed, and any extras I wanted. 
5 I had the things that I needed, and any extras I wanted, 

and I still had money left over 'to save or invest. 
-9 no data 

IYXmE NUM USING "dd" 
1 $0-$4 999 
2 $5 000-$9 999 
3 $10 000-$19 999 
4 $20 000-$29 999 
5 $30 000-$39 999 
6 $40 OOO+ 
-9 no data 

-1 -1 -1 ENPJCllYM, -1 G I s ,  UEGWC AND 
NUM USIE "dd" 

These fields, denoting Canada Pension Plan, Old Age Security, Other 
Pensions & Annuitites, Employment Income, Quebec Pensian Plan, Guaranteed.In- 
come Supplement, Investments, Other Government Sources and Other Sources, re- 



spectively, are designated by ranks from 1 to 4, with P being the largest 
income source, 2 the second largest, and so forth. If OTHSOUR is ranked, it is 
specified in -0TES.WIES. 

-9 no data 

WEeKS JAW4 USING "dd" 
This variable gives the number of integer weeks during which the re- 

spondent was working for pay in 1984, 
-9 no data 

E x J s  NUM USING "dd" 
This variable gives the average nmber of integer hours during each 

week of 1984 in which the respondent worked for pay. 
-9 rn data 

3BlumRY NUM USIS "dddd" 
This variable gives the four-digit Standard Industrial Classification 

Code according to the December, 1980 Statistics Canada scheme which best de- 
scribes the industry or field in which the respondent was working just before 
retirement. 

-9 no data 

JOB NUM USING "dddd" 
This variable gives the four-digit Canadian Classification of Occupa- 

tions according to the July, 1971 Department of Manper a d  Inmigration ( r a w  
Employment and Immigration) scheme which best describes the specific job which 
the respondent did just before retirement. 

-9 no data 

PIUMSBC NUM "dd" 
This variable gives the integer number of grades or years of primary 

and secondary education which the respondent has canpleted. 
-9 no data 

EasrsEc NUM "dd" 
This variable gives the integer number of years or full-time 

equivalent years which the respondent has spent in university or other post- 
secondary formal education. 

-9 no data 

DElGNB STR 1 USING "a" 
B Bachelor's degree 
C Certificate or other pre-baccalaureate degree 
D Doctor's degree 
H High school or matriculation diploma 
M Master's or other professional graduate degree 
0 Other formal attainment, specified in GENNOTES.NOTES 
Z no data 

NucE LOGIC 
TRUE if there are any notes or comments for this respondent 



in  GBNYI'ES 
FAUX if there are no notes or comments for this respondent 

in GlBMYES 

RECNLM NUM=CURREC(G-) USING "ddd" 
This variable yields the record number in  the GENFBAL.ITB file. 



A P P E N D I X  G 

P ~ ~ D U R A T I ~ B Y ~ ~  

I 
regular work I 
employed work at 1 
home I 
travel at work I 
travel to/from I 
work I 
preparing food, I 
table I 
preparing food 1 
for children I 
meal cleanup I 
routine indoor 1 
chores I 
routine outdoor I 
chores I 
laundry/ ironing/ 1 
folding I 
repairs - general I 
interior repairs I 
exterior repairs I 
car care/mainte- 1 
nance I 
home improvements I 
gardening I 
pet care I 
care of house I 
plants I 
heat/water upkeep I 
other indoor I 
housework I 
other outdoor I 
housework 1 
household paper- I 
work, mail 1 
baby care (under I 

5 1 I 
indoor child I 
entertaining/ I 
play I 
other child care I 
babysitting (un- 1 
paid 1 I 



1 I 
I conversation with, 1 
1 reprimands to 1 
1 children I 
I shopping for I 
I everday needs 1 
I grocery shopping I 
1 all other shop 1 
1 ping I 
1 durable gods I 
I shopping I 
I personal care I 
1 shopping 1 
I medical care for 1 
1 self shopping I 
I administrative 1 
I services I 
I financial ser- I 
I vices I 
1 government ser- 1 
I vices I 
1 repair services I 
! auto services ! 
1 clothes repair/ 1 
1 cleaning ser- 1 
I vices I 
1 appliances repair 1 
I services 1 
1 household repair 
1 services 
I waiting, queuing 
1 while shopping 
1 errands, not ap- 
1 plicable goods 
I or services 
1 shopping-related 
1 travel 
1 washing and dres- 
I sing 
1 medical care 
I medical care-self 
I helping adults 
1 help to relatives 
1 outside of house- 
1 hold 



I 
help to friends/ I 
neighbours I 
help to others 1 
meals at home I 
light beverages 1 
or snacks I 
restaurant meals 1 
night sleeping/in 1 
bed 1 
day sleeping/in I 
bed I 
naps or resting/ I 
not in bed I 
private , other 1 
personal I 
drinking alcohol- 1 
ic beverages I 
personal care-re- I 
lated travel I 
personal care-re- 1 
lated waiting, I 
queuing I 
helprelated trav- ! 
el I 
volunteer work: I 
helping activi- 1 
ties i 
other religious: I 
social, meals I 
church group not I 
helping: meeting I 
religious services 1 
individual reli- I 
gious practice I 
fraternal and 1 
social organiza- 1 
t ions 1 
other organiza- 1 
tional I 

* The codes designated with asterisks [*I were designated by the author for 
this study, and were not used for the 19E31 Qnadian  tin^ Use Pilot Study 
(Kinsley and O'Donnell 1983). 



1 
organizat ion-re- 1 
lated travel 1 
organization-re- 1 
lated waiting, I 
queuing I 
organizational 1 
helping-related 1 
travel I 
attending sports 1 
event I 
exhibitions, fairs1 
entertaining or I 
visits with I 
friends 1 
restaurant meals: 1 
social 1 
parties including 1 
meals I 
other gatherings I 
away-f rom-dwel- 1 
ling entertain- I 
ment-related I 
travel 1 
away-from dwel- 1 
ling entertain- I 
ment-related I 
travel I 
tennis 1 
golf I 
swimming I 
curling I 
bowling, lawn I 
bowling I 
exercises 1 
pleasure driving 1 
walking, general 1 
walking for plea- 1 
sure 1 
bicycling 1 
mtorcycling 1 
hobbies I 
leisure equipment 1 

I repair 1 
834 1 mrking on a col- I 

1 lection 1 



1 
carpentry, wood- I 
work 1 
feeding wild birds 1 
artistic hobbies 1 
dancing I 
games, cards, etc. 1 
other active I 

1 leisure I 
I travel related to 1 
I participant I 
1 leisure activi- I 
1 ties I 
I radio listening I 
I radio play listen- 1 
I ing I 
I radio news, local, 1 
1 unspecified I 
1 radio sports I 
1 radio interview/ I 
1 open-line I 
I TV general, un- 1 
1 specified I 
1 TV nusicals, var- I 
1 iety,comedy, I 
I soaps 1 
1 TV films, movies I 
1 TV detective, real 1 
I life 1 
TV news 1 
TV science, in- 1 
structional 1 
TV sports I 
TV public affairs, 
documentary 1 
TVgames, quiz, 1 
talk shows I 
listening to re- 1 
corded audio I 
media I 
reading books (un-1 
specified, gen- I 
eral, other) 1 
reading science, I 
technical, non- I 
fiction . I 
reading mystery 1 



1 
reading other or I 
unspecified nov- I 
els 1 
reading magazines 1 
reading, m t  spec-1 
ified I 
reading .newspaper 1 
talking, general I 
telephone conver- 1 
sat ions 1 
face-to-face con- I 
versations I 
household talks, 1 
conversations 1 
letters, reading, 1 
writing I 
reading nail (not I 
letters) 
relaxing 

I 
I 

thinking, plan- 1 
ning, reflecting I 
doing nothing, 1 
' just sat ' 1 

other passive 1 
leisure I 
passive leisure- I 
related travel 1 
passive leisure- 1 
related waiting, I 
cpeuing I 
no activity re- I - 
corded 1 12 



I 
100 1 preparing food, 

1 table 
120- 1 routine indoor 

1 chores 
172 1 pet care 
192 1 other outdoor 

1 housework 
baby care (under 1 

5 I 
conversation with, I 
reprimands to 1 
children I 
all other shop I 
ping I 
medical care-self 1 
meals at home I 
light beverages I 
or snacks I 
naps or resting/ 1 
not in bed 1 
smking 1 
drinking alcohol- 1 
ic beverages ! 
volunteer work: I 
helping activi- I 
ties I 
fraternal and 1 
social organiza- I 
tions 1 
pleasure driving I 
hobbies 1 
recording tapes I 
games, cards, etc. 1 
other active 1 
leisure I 
radio listening I 
radio classical 1 
music listening 1 
radio news, local, 1 
unspecified I 

910 1 TV general, un- 1 
1 specified 1 



I 
1 
1 
I 
I 
1 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I reading westerns I 
I reading other or I 
1 unspecified mv- 1 
I els I 
I reading magazines I 
1 reading pamghlets I 
1 reading newspaper I 
1 talking, general I 
1 face-to-face con- I 
I versations 1 
1 household talks, 1 
1 conversations I 
I other passive I 
I leisure 1 
1 passive leisure- I 
1 related travel 1 

TV msicals, var- 
iety, m y ,  
-Ps 
TV news 
TV sports 
TV pblic affairs, 
documentary 
listening to re- 
corded audio 
media 

* The codes designated with asterisks [*I were designated by the author for 
this study, and were not used for the lIxn Canadian Tim Use Pilot Study 
(Kinsley and O'Donnell 1983) . 



A P P E N D I X  I  

1 
I 

I ?crIVITY I 
I I 
1 preparing food, I 
1 table I 
I light beverages I 
1 or snacks I 
1 smking I 
I restaurant mls: 1 
I social . I 
1 radio listening I 
I radio news, local, 1 
1 unspecified 1 
1 'IT7 general, un- 1 
I specified 1 
I reading other or I 
I unspecified nov- I 

d els I 
I hding magazines 1 
1 reading newspaper 1 
I talking, general I 
I telephone conver- I 
I sations I 
1 household talks, I 
I conversations I 
I other passive I 
I leisure 1 

The codes designated with asterisks [*I were designated by the author for 
this study, and were not used for the 1981 Canadian T i e  Use Pilot Study 
(Kinsley and O'Donnell 1983). The duration of five hours for 'light beverages 
or snacks' in this case is obviously too long. The respondent was unwilling to 
be mre specific about the time breakdown of an episode of television 
watching, visiting with friends and snacking. 
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